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 The English composer Jonathan Harvey (1939-2012) is known for a wide-ranging oeuvre 

featuring many influential implementations of electro-acoustic tools and techniques. Through long-

standing associations with IRCAM in Paris (Institut de Recherche et Coordination 

Acoustique/Musique) and CCRMA at Stanford (Center for Computer Research in Music and 

Acoustics), among other institutional relationships, Harvey’s use of electro-acoustic tools always 

operated near the state of the art and thus necessitated a continual dependency on technical aid from 

“musical assistants.” Harvey thrived in this environment, and through his more than four decades of 

electro-acoustic work developed an increasingly decentralized notion of composition, where the 

challenges of collaboration and technical innovation served as compositional and aesthetic 

springboards for his already rich musical intuitions.  

Alongside this, a growing sense of mystical spirituality manifested as a sense that each of his 

works constituted an incomplete continuum of creative labor. Harvey’s spiritual and aesthetic 

outlooks, while inspiring and rejuvenating to those who worked with him, could often cause 

confusion in the time-sensitive environments of studio work. His legacy, while strong as a 

figurehead of musical mysticism, is riddled with incomplete documentation, and an increasingly 

inaccessible understanding of his performance practice, a knowledge-base distributed in bits and 

pieces among his many collaborators. In many respects, this distributive network is integral to his 

musical argument. 

This dissertation, which focuses on a performance study of Harvey’s luminous Bird Concerto 

with Pianosong (2001), argues for a multi-disciplinary approach to historical performance practice that 
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integrates the perspectives of technologist, performer, and archivist into one collaborative complex. 

This mirrors Harvey’s own creative work in the studio as a polymath who surrounded himself with 

challenging and innovative perspectives. Archival research conducted at the Paul Sacher Foundation 

in Basel offers an intimate look at Harvey’s compositional thinking and provides meaningful context 

for how he approached studio work.  
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 Introduction: am Rhein  
Poetry, vision, religion and near death experiences all show the primacy of light. When the 
biological body drops away, consciousness becomes impervious to temperature, and can 
‘inhabit’ stars, or the Sun. Quantum physics, as well as parapsychology, accepts non-locality 
(or vast distance) in particles and thought (consciousness). Light is my aim…1 

–– Jonathan Harvey, from Thoughts, March 12, 20122 
 

This luminous paragraph from Jonathan Harvey’s aptly titled work diary, Thoughts, 

encapsulates everything that was beguiling and bewildering about the English composer’s creative 

spirit: an imagination that thrived on ambiguity, a flair for the improvisatory, and an idealistic pursuit 

of spiritual universality presented within a deeply personal yet undeniably familiar theological 

framework. This fragment, as with so much of Harvey’s thinking, presents disparate states in 

superposition: like an echo of Genesis 3:19 (“for dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return”) 

sounding quietly in the background of a more overt Eastern mysticism, both refracted through the 

lens of a peculiarly fluid mid-century scientific positivism. Harvey’s reference to quantum physics is 

apt, and mirrors his own compositional aesthetic: a field of study dedicated to understanding how, at 

the smallest measurable levels of being, matter performs impossible acts of chimeric transposition. 

Whether static or moving, near or far, when or where, particles maintain enough of a clear and 

deterministic presence in space to form atoms, molecules, flesh, stars, and galaxies, and yet exist 

simultaneously within a field of probability where observation itself becomes a creative act, 

influencing this quixotic behavior so much that one might think the particles were watching back.  

Harvey continually tacked between such elementary couplings of impermanence and 

determinism throughout his career—the grand compromise of a post-post-modern age—and no 

more so than in the last decade of his life, when his musical work became increasingly focused 

 
1 This statement bears considerable similarity to one made by Olivier Messiaen when posed the question, “Does 
interplanetary travel interest you?” Messiaen replied, “Yes, it’s phenomenal, but I believe I’ll accomplish it naturally after 
my death, when distance and matter no longer hold sway over me.” Olivier Messiaen and Claude Samuel, Music and Color: 
Conversations with Claude Samuel (Portland, OR: Amadeus Press, 1994), 18. 
2 Jonathan Harvey, work diary “Thoughts”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel 
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through a specifically Buddhist intellectual framework. Broadly speaking, Buddhist mystic Harvey, 

heir apparent to the musical-theological world of Olivier Messiaen, is the legacy that outlives the 

artist. While Buddhism provided a useful cover for his interests, Harvey’s penchant for transcending 

apparent conceptual boundaries was a life-long pursuit, a reality made doubly poignant by the fact 

that the opening epigraph was his last such entry, written shakily in dark blue fountain pen, visibly 

displaying the toll motor neuron disease was taking on his progressively crippled body. He would die 

from the affliction less than eight months later, in December of 2012, but not before completing 

three works (including his final sacred choral work, Plainchants for Peace and Light) and penning an 

essay on music and spirituality, its central thesis (borrowed reverently from Karlheinz Stockhausen) 

that great music is exclusively ambiguous.  

In life, and its posthumous beyond, Harvey’s work evades clear description. Though easily 

cast as Messiaen’s successor, his body of work responded to and embraced a broad, interdisciplinary 

vision of what music could both represent and enact. Rather than fashion himself as a self-contained 

artistic fount (as one could say of Messiaen, for example), he aimed consciously towards hybridity, 

an attitude which can be read as a direct response to the aesthetic polemics surrounding so much of 

twentieth century musical discourse. I argue, however, that this non-dualistic attitude to music-

making was hardly intended as an indecisive, vague aesthetic. Through both his musical and spiritual 

outlooks (the two of course impossible to separate), Harvey sought carefully curated meeting points 

between disparate aesthetic worlds, where the collapse of ideological difference created a kind of 

aesthetic chiaroscuro, a space greater than the sum of its parts, in which collaboration (and all its messy 

compromises) was as much the aim as it was the method.  

As this dissertation will explore, these issues extend the notion of performance practice in 

his works well beyond the manual labor of interpretation, into the very realization of these works’ 

sound-worlds and instrumentation. This exploration becomes essential in the case of a work like Bird 
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Concerto with Pianosong (2001), the subject of this study, where a lack of clear original documentation of 

the work’s electronic implementation raises important questions of authenticity and ownership. This 

work, reflective in many ways of Harvey’s broader compositional attitude, exists less as a singular 

object and more as a sinewy network of intertextual and interpersonal relationships, a state of being 

reflected directly (and in light of its apparent post-modern inclinations, paradoxically) in the work’s 

rhetorical argument. In approaching this project simultaneously from the perspectives of 

technologist, performer, and archivist, I have attempted to highlight the multivalent nature of 

Harvey’s work, in particular the aesthetic boundaries within which a work like Bird Concerto will still 

effectively communicate its meaning given restrictions or limitations on a proper technological 

implementation. Much of the argument of Harvey’s music involves some degree of ‘ceding control’ 

to the impulsive, the improvisatory, and the unpredictable, the important caveat being, of course, 

that it is not simply the presence of chaos that defines his music, but the specific ways in which 

chaos has been framed to behave as an intelligent actor in his work.  

Born 1939 in Sutton Coldfield, UK, Harvey’s prolific career as a composer spanned more 

than five decades, with a catalogue of well over 200 works which reads almost like an aesthetic 

aggregate of Western compositional practice (and beyond). Whether composing liturgical choral 

works, or complex, technologically innovative electro-acoustic orchestral tone poems, his musical 

language can be framed comfortably within many disparate aesthetic rubrics. At once a student of 

the deterministic and utopic high-modernist world of Boulez, Stockhausen, and Babbitt, his work is 

balanced by a competing shadow of the chaotic, subjective discontinuity most associated with post-

modern thought, playfully whittling away at the clear-cut grand narratives of Modernity by inviting 

reverence for a dissociated and timeless present. Conversely, a persistent traditionalism (bane of the 

avant-garde), most likely borne of his Anglican upbringing, can be identified throughout Harvey’s 

work. An ardent student of Buddhist thought, emerging from an early proclivity for the mystical and 
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prophetic in Christian theology, the unifying thread across his often disjunctive oeuvre is a sense of 

ritual piety and sensitivity to the human condition of perpetually striving (with no small degree of 

frustration) to achieve higher planes of spiritual consciousness, where the act of composition itself 

approaches a practice of spiritual humiliation.  

Harvey’s most influential and lasting contributions to the concert repertoire include his tape 

work Mortuos Plango, Vivos Voco (1980); the orchestral song cycles, Song Offerings (1985) and Madonna 

of Winter and Spring (1986); Tombeau de Messiaen (1994) for piano and tape; his late Buddhist orchestral 

trilogy about the purification of mind, body and speech, …Towards a Pure Land (2005), Body Mandala 

(2006), and Speakings (2008); his most ambitious opera, Wagner Dream (2006), inspired by Wagner’s 

own plans for a Buddhist opera, Die Sieger; the String Quartet no. 4 (2003) with electronics, a work 

treading lightly at the edge of silence whose form intimates the persistent shadow of karma across 

reincarnated lives; and Bird Concerto with Pianosong (2001), a kind of anti-concerto for keyboardist, 

sinfonietta and electronics that explores the inherent conceptual interdependencies of nature and 

culture.  

The Buddhist affiliation in Harvey’s output has largely dominated his later output as a 

composer, and although this influence can be traced throughout his career, his interest in the 

Eastern religion concentrated somewhat in the last decade of his life. Despite Harvey’s closeness 

with Buddhist thought, and the fact that he was a regular practitioner of meditation beginning in the 

1970s, it is harder to say that he was Buddhist. A pan-theological mysticism permeates his work from 

the 1960s onwards—he once said that “you only have to squeeze St. John of the Cross like a sponge 

and you are left with pure Buddhism.”3 But even with the (more) explicit connections to Buddhism 

or his Anglican upbringing, it can be difficult to characterize his spirituality within any one particular 

theological framework. Whereas Messiaen, for example, often viewed his musical relationship with 

 
3 Arnold Whittall and Jonathan Harvey, Jonathan Harvey (London: Faber and Faber, 1999), 14. 
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Catholicism in rather more concrete terms, his music enacting “truths of the Catholic faith”4 in 

apparent opposition to the cloudy web of unknowability associated with mysticism, Harvey was 

rather enamored by such webs, using his work to cultivate vast and shadowy interconnections of 

sonic and aesthetic resources which coexist right at the threshold of unity and disruption. Messiaen’s 

distaste for the mystical moniker is, of course, understandable, since the term implies a necessary 

degree of uncertainty. Such interwoven influence in Harvey’s work makes it impossible to disregard 

its dependence on mystical thinking altogether, or to think of it as a peculiar rosette which, for lack 

of a better way to say it, embarrasses the music. English composer Julian Anderson, who was at 

points mentored by Harvey, summed up the elder composer’s tangled reception in an obituary 

written several days after Harvey’s death:  

Harvey’s reputation in the UK, while always solid, fluctuated somewhat… there are still 
British orchestras that have never played his music, and some UK commentators could not 
quite take Harvey’s open commitment to mysticism seriously. Others found his music too 
eclectic, feeling that at times he perhaps composed too rapidly and was open to too diverse 
influences, whether from Stockhausen, Boulez or from his first mentor, Benjamin Britten. 
Harvey was aware of these criticisms but felt sure that he was pulling the various aspects of 
his creative interests together at a deep level of coherence—“Well, certainly in my better 
pieces I hope I do!” he would add with characteristic modesty. There were periods when a 
reserve in his UK reception was noticeable, made more pointed by the warmth with which 
much of his music was received in mainland Europe, Scandinavia, Japan and Canada… But 
Europe showed little understanding of his cathedral repertoire, and perhaps put him too 
readily into the slot of “leading electro-acoustic composer.”5 
 
Anderson’s careful critique highlights the double-edged sword of such musical polymathy, 

demonstrating how the subtle, wavering ambiguities which Harvey identified as the mechanisms of 

coherence in his music do not always translate well in a professional world built on particulate 

affiliations. The diversity of Harvey’s output makes it such that he can be slotted into whatever 

 
4 Olivier Messiaen and Claude Samuel, Music and Color: Conversations with Claude Samuel (Portland, OR: Amadeus Press, 
1994), 20. 
5 Julian Anderson, “Professor Jonathan Harvey: Composer Whose Work Spanned Electronic And,” The Independent 
(Independent Digital News and Media, December 7, 2012), 
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/obituaries/professor-jonathan-harvey-composer-whose-work-spanned-
electronic-and-church-music-8393587.html. 
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artistic category he was needed to fill, a reality which underscores his own emphasis on ambiguity as 

a central pillar of his aesthetic. Looking at Harvey’s musical upbringing, one can see early seeds of 

his musical multifariousness, and it becomes clear that his bridging of disparate musical influences 

was not just an act of professional amity, but a continuation of attitudes which informed his 

youthful musicality. 

Harvey was raised in a musical family, his father a businessman and amateur composer with 

mystical inclinations of his own (particularly influenced by Scriabin and Fauré), whom Harvey 

described as “my favourite composer for many years, my main model.” Harvey recalled musical 

soirées of rotating chamber music readings as a common family affair, and watching his father 

puzzle through the particularly impressionistic, bell-like sonorities of his own music6––a poignant 

recollection for the junior composer, whose most famous works would ultimately involve the 

conspicuous presence of bells. At the age of nine, Harvey was sent to St. Michael’s College, 

Tenbury, a private boarding school built around the daily practice of Anglican church music, and his 

experiences there as a chorister amid the smells and bells of the Anglican liturgical calendar seems to 

have annealed his imagination to a permanent fusing of the musical and spiritual, as well as a sense 

of musical continuity from the antique to the avant-garde. Harvey’s description of seminal musical 

experiences at St. Michael’s verge on the ecstatic:  

One moment I can remember particularly is turning the corner, coming out of the service to 
go into the cloisters but still in the church; the organist improvising, playing extremely 
loudly, full organ, hitting a chord. I used to love his improvisations because I found them 
more modern––just a hint of chaos––than anything we ever encountered in our singing. And 
in this particular improvisation––I can’t remember the chord any more—there was a 
moment of great epiphany and I knew that I would always be a composer… The chapel at 
St. Michael’s was often deserted, often dark, when I used to go and practice the organ by 
myself and I was very aware of strange presences, of ghosts, of all the things that haunt you 
as a child and you don’t understand and you probably dismiss a few years later when reason 
begins to take its hold upon you.7  
 

 
6 Arnold Whittall and Jonathan Harvey, Jonathan Harvey (London: Faber and Faber, 1999), 2. 
7 Ibid., 3. 
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Such “reason” did happen upon him, growing into avowed atheism in his teens, but if the 

general proclivities of his oeuvre are any indication, this did not seem to break the mystical-musical 

entanglement forged in his youth. The British composer Francis Pott, who also began his musical 

life as a chorister, describes such an upbringing and a subsequently complex relationship with the 

Church as a common scenario among many British composers:  

A good many English composers trace an awakening of creativity to this type of fairly 
intensive grounding in the Anglican collegiate and cathedral music tradition. I perceive two 
quite common characteristics among its legatees: first, an endemic tendency towards musical 
conservatism; and, secondly, an eventual drifting away towards some form of agnostic 
humanism, despite continuing to inhabit the periphery of the established Church and to 
compose for it.8 
 
An encouraging encounter with Benjamin Britten pushed teenage Harvey more seriously 

down the path towards composition, beginning studies (thanks to Britten) with Arnold Schoenberg’s 

former pupil and assistant, Erwin Stein, who instilled in him the rigor of the late Viennese 

composer’s sensitivity to structural balance: 

It was very interesting to me to go through all that and Stein allowed me to compose in any 
style I liked, and I tried all sorts of different harmonic languages, but always with a very clear 
eight- or other bar structure. If I didn’t write in eight-bar structures there had to be a good 
reason for it. I had to be conscious of going against a natural symmetry.9  
 
Following Stein’s sudden death in 1958, after only a year of study, Britten then directed 

Harvey to Hans Keller, another Austrian expatriate whose approach to teaching composition could 

not have been more different from Stein’s Mozartean bootcamp. Keller, a renowned BBC music 

critic who considered himself a psychoanalyst by training, saw the possibility for applying principles 

of Freudian psychoanalysis in analyzing music, making his first efforts as such after hearing Britten’s 

opera Peter Grimes. Keller’s major contribution to British radio music culture were so-called 

“wordless functional analyses,” where harmonic reductions of featured works dressed up as stand-

 
8 Francis Pott, “Composing Oneself in the Twenty-First-Century Anglican Church,” in Contemporary Music and Spirituality, 
ed. Robert Sholl and Sander van Maas (London: Routledge, 2017), 289. 
9 Arnold Whittall and Jonathan Harvey, Jonathan Harvey (London: Faber and Faber, 1999), 5. 
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alone compositions were interspersed with their ‘real’ counterparts, the aim being to embed a 

subcutaneous profile of the older music’s structure into the listener’s perceptual sub-conscious. 

Harvey described his sessions with Keller as “hilarious,” fueled (on both sides) by alcohol, during 

which Keller would psychoanalyze student’s scores and the student himself. Harvey said Keller 

insisted composition should never be approached too globally, instead allowing for an organic 

development of formal unity where the dissolution of form was intrinsic to its very being:  

His idea of a strong sense of form was one which was full of violent contrasts, full of the 
spontaneous, full of the signs of breaking out of form, and somehow form was an 
unexpected result of almost chaotic intensity. Anathema to him was a unity that was too 
easily won, which I suppose we would call academic nowadays, a unity too tame and neat.11  
 
Harvey chose to complement his work with Keller by pursuing studies with Milton Babbitt 

at Princeton in 1969 (following in the footsteps of Peter Maxwell Davies and Harrison Birtwhistle12) 

during which time he also authored a book on Karlheinz Stockhausen, whom he had encountered at 

the Darmstadt Summer Courses in 1966. Both Keller and Britten objected to Harvey’s newfound 

interest in the cosmological automation of high modernist serial practice, in particular the notion of 

global time as an organizing principle in composition. As Harvey described, 

Both Stockhausen and Babbitt were interested in global time: they shared the High 
Modernist belief that time becomes space, and that one views a musical work, a work of art, 
as one object, very complex, which should be experienced somehow from above, moving 
through it but yet conscious of it as a whole, and with no particular sense of line pushing 
from moment to moment… it is hardly surprising that Hans [Keller] disapproved both of 
my Stockhausen book and of my going to study with Babbitt, as indeed did Britten.13  
 
Harvey believed this departure from his teachers’ guidance would be essential for developing 

his “intricacy of pattern, of perceptible meaning that one draws from the listening experience.”14 

What Harvey began to see in Stockhausen, however, was not just skill at managing a complex 

 
11 Ibid., 6. 
12 Paul Griffiths, “Jonathan Harvey's Early Work with Electronics, 1968-78,” Nuove Musiche, no. 4 (2019): p. 12 
13 Arnold Whittall and Jonathan Harvey, Jonathan Harvey (London: Faber and Faber, 1999), 8. 
14 Ibid, 8 
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polyphony of architectural geometries through all levels of composition, but a propensity for the 

chaotic breaking-down of these forms, paired with a simultaneous trust in the deep intuitive drivers 

of the imagination. From Harvey’s point of view, dramatic friction in Stockhausen’s music occurs as 

a result of facilitation of the ‘other’ via initial exposure to more crystalline forms. In other words, a 

breakdown in form cannot be felt if the form itself was never perceived to be present. As Harvey 

described, “[Stockhausen] remains a fascinating model of how to at least make the attempt to bring 

together the rational, the scientific, the mystical, the intuitive and, let’s say, the chaotic.”15  

With this reading of Stockhausen’s music, one can reasonably trace an effort on Harvey’s 

part to reconcile these disparate influences in his training. Throughout the 1970s, rekindling his 

(now-secular) interest in spiritual-mystical thought through the writings of Rudolf Steiner and 

Evelyn Underhill, and by reconsidering his sessions with Keller in a new light, Harvey began to, in 

his own words, “loosen up” from the overarching influence of ‘global time.’16 Declaring in a letter to 

Keller, “I am doing a lot of research into what transcendence actually is, and one of the points of 

this has been an increased sensitivity to individuation, of how people and objects are unique. This is 

where the future lies, in my aesthetic!” Keller, ever the concerned teacher, retorted, “dependence on 

what you call ‘an aesthetic’ is symptomatic of an anti-creative attitude; … I would put it to you that 

insofar as musical aesthetics can be formulated at all, any formulation that proves creatively valid can 

only be arrived at a posteriori, after the creative event.”17 There is no written record to identify what 

effect this comment might have had on Harvey, but it is likely, given the tenor of Keller’s letter, this 

 
15 Ibid., 9. 
16 Ibid., 8. 
17 A. M. (Alison M.) Garnham and Susi Woodhouse, Hans Keller 1919-1985: a Musician in Dialogue with His Times (London; 
New York: Routledge, Taylor et Francis Group, 2019), 383. It should be noted that this letter from Keller to Harvey was 
never sent, since Keller felt guilty about being too dictatorial, but he managed to express the sentiment separately after 
long consideration. 
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is not the first time Harvey had heard such criticism from his teacher. Given Harvey’s ultimate 

trajectory as a composer, it is likely such advice had a profound impact on his musical outlook. 

It was also during this period of aesthetic reconciliation that Harvey became more involved 

and invested in electro-acoustic tools and techniques, and it seems this newfound fascination 

coordinated with and even reinforced his growing attraction to transcendental musical topics. Early 

electro-acoustic works written during this period include Cantata III, written in 1968, most likely the 

first British work to include live electronics; Time Points, Harvey’s first tape piece, composed between 

1969-70 while working with Babbitt (from whom the analytical term ‘time points’ is borrowed); as 

well as Cantata VII: On Vision (1972), and the Inner Light trilogy (1973-5). Throughout his life, 

Harvey was always a productive, quick-writing composer, but he seems to have struggled against the 

inherent creative inertia of electronic media in its cumbersome early days, something which may 

have tempered some of his initial enthusiasm.18  

Following this first decade of work with electronics, Pierre Boulez invited Harvey in 1980 to 

come and work at the newly opened Institut de Recherche et Coordination Acoustique/Musique (IRCAM) in 

Paris, an opportunity which may have represented a saving grace for Harvey’s relationship with 

electronic media. Where Harvey’s previous encounters with electronics emphasized the self-

flagellating hermitage of studio life, the creative model at IRCAM encouraged composers to 

collaborate with technical specialists (“musical assistants”) in the creation of new works, streamlining 

a productive relationship between the abstract invention of musical composition and the 

technological realities of implementing new musical ideas. These musical assistants served as 

intermediaries between these conflicting spaces, offering composers tangible access to findings of 

the institute’s psychoacoustic research in a way which would facilitate, rather than stifle, 

compositional invention.  

 
18 Paul Griffiths, “Jonathan Harvey's Early Work with Electronics, 1968-78,” Nuove Musiche, no. 4 (2019): 13. 
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But the model was not intended solely as a unidirectional exchange of information—the 

composer, seeking new sounds and techniques as expressive tools for some musical ideal, would 

press the technicians for solutions to their proposals. Conversely, the musical assistants, 

understanding the limitations and potential of the technology, would push back, or counter with 

alternative solutions, often profoundly shaping the composer’s conception of their imagined 

materials. Each perspective in this creative paradigm was intended as a kind of check on the other, 

where on the one hand the composer is guided away from falling into habit, what Boulez described 

as “a conservative historicism which, if it does not altogether block invention, clearly diminishes it 

by providing none of the new material it needs for expression, or indeed for regeneration.” 

Conversely, the musical necessity of such invention would press the technologists to realize 

integrative, artistic implementations of their new tools so to avoid wasting resources on “a 

progressive technology whose force of expression and development are sidetracked into a 

proliferation of material means which may or may not be in accord with genuine musical thought.”19 

Harvey’s initial collaboration produced what is arguably his most successful work (and one of 

IRCAM’s as well), Mortuos Plango, Vivos Voco (1980) for eight-channel tape, a work which, at its core, 

is about the integrative collision of two disparate worlds: the ancient, distorted peals of a famous 

cathedral bell meeting and eventually becoming the fluid, facile tones of a young boy’s voice (Harvey’s 

son, Dominic). 

Despite the success of this early collaboration, which would lead to a life-long affiliation with 

the institution, Harvey notes that one of the problems working at IRCAM early in its existence was 

the intense pressure one felt to deliver quality work so as not to undercut the efficacy of the model. 

There is some subtext here: such a public institutionalization of the musical avant-garde likely stood 

to benefit from the mystical universalism offered by a thinker such as Harvey, demonstrating that 

 
19 Pierre Boulez, “Technology and the Composer,” Leonardo 11, no. 1 (1978): 60. 
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multi-millions spent on state-of-the-art computer mainframes and well-equipped studios were not 

wasted expenditure, but could, in fact, serve a ‘higher’ calling. Funding from the French 

government, and by proxy the support of the French public, was always at stake, a specter that 

seemed to loom in the studio, as Harvey explains: 

There was a kind of darkness in IRCAM and I felt a little afraid going there, but I was 
comforted by the familiarity of the sounds I took with me, of my son and the Winchester 
bell [the basis of Mortuos Plango, Vivos Voco], with which to work in this atmosphere. And 
there were many wonderful, nice people there… But one had to work very hard (of course 
that was no problem) in underground studios and live an intense round-the-clock creative 
live, which was pretty exhausting.20  

 
 Harvey clarifies that as the IRCAM model began to demonstrate its worth, both in terms of 

scholarly research and output of successful musical works (in which Harvey played no small role), 

this intense pressure began to subside.21 Of course, the necessity of collaboration remained a central 

pillar in the creative model, and so for Harvey this outlook represented not just a kind of 

philosophical marker for his work, but a tangible point of professional importance, allowing him to 

navigate the multiplicity of aesthetic viewpoints reflected by and intersecting at the institute.  

In many ways this environment represents an institutionalization of the extraordinary 

plurality of musical practice in the 1950s, 60s and 70s, a reality often obscured by the relatively stark 

language used to historicize the period. From the historiographic lens of the late twentieth century, 

this was a time of great schisms—of serialism and chance, the academy and pop culture, minimalism 

and complexity, Fluxus and institutionalism—the irony being that these divisions, often painted in 

revolutionary garments, tended to enact the very things they were understood as attempts to oppose 

or dissolve.22 It is easy to view such contradictions as aesthetic ‘betrayals’, but again, from the 

 
20 Arnold Whittall and Jonathan Harvey, Jonathan Harvey (London: Faber and Faber, 1999), 25. 
21 Ibid, 25-26 
22 Eric Drott’s critique of one such reception history highlights how Dahlhaus, writing about the decline of genre in the 
post-tonal realm of modernist music, overlooked a glaring omission in his thesis—that the proliferation of plural-form 
noun work titles, like “Ramifications” or “Interpolations,” singularly constituted the usurpation of genre by pure 
‘absolute music’, when in fact such works represented a genre unto themselves (especially within the serial/post-serial 
world), and something of a cliché by the time Dahlhaus was writing about them. Furthermore, Drott points out that 
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perspective of the artist, such frameworks, however incongruous, often represent necessary modes 

of creative productivity. Brigid Cohen’s writing on exiled German composer Stefan Wolpe paints a 

broad image of how interdisciplinary and aesthetic divides in the 1960s created especially fertile 

creative communities of artists, where “questions of human plurality, interdependency, and 

traumatic history assumed special urgency in many artistic and intellectual circles after World War 

II.”24 Cohen refers to this phenomenon as a product of an “avant-garde diaspora,” where artists like 

Wolpe fashioned themselves as self-conscious focal points of interdisciplinary intersection, largely in 

direct response to the totalitarian traumas which had led to their forced migration. This story would 

have also applied to Erwin Stein and Hans Keller, both Jews who—like Wolpe—fled Nazism, and 

both musicians who, in their own distinct ways, imparted on young Harvey the critical importance 

of unity and plurality working concordantly in music (and beyond). It is not hard to see how such 

influence could engrain in Harvey a sense that aesthetic plurality held strong moralistic overtones, 

and that the overcoming of extraordinary divides in musical space represented a parallelism to the 

growing pains of an increasingly globalized society.25 As Cohen writes, “I see Wolpe as a figure 

 
such dialectical thinking tended (and continues) to act as a breeding ground for unintended parallelisms, that “any work 
aiming to declare its independence from a particular genre necessarily ratifies a latent connection with the latter through 
the very act of negation that it performs.” Similarly, Benjamin Piekut’s work on John Cage has highlighted the extent to 
which the nascent post-modernist in fact enacted a proto-modernist conception of Nature as diametrically opposed to 
Culture, a philosophical schism which is not so much twentieth century as it is seventeenth. In many ways, the kind of 
high-modernist, hierarchical systems of value-construction which Cage was reacting to were simply transposed onto 
nature itself, whereby her “manner of operation” represented a kind of indisputable, inarguable truth. The human 
being’s job as creative interlocutor was to enact Nature’s wishes as accurately and humbly as possible, a situation which 
was made possible almost exclusively by technological intervention. Eric Drott, “The End(s) of Genre,” Journal of Music 
Theory 57, no. 1 (January 2013): 5-7. Benjamin Piekut, “Chance And Certainty: John Cage's Politics Of Nature,” Cultural 
Critique 84 (2013): 144. 
24 Brigid Cohen, “Diasporic Dialogues in Mid-Century New York: Stefan Wolpe, George Russell, Hannah Arendt, and 
the Historiography of Displacement,” Journal of the Society for American Music 6, no. 2 (2012): 144. 
25 There is another angle to consider in this respect, a creative attitude developing in the late twentieth century which 
some literary scholars have termed “transmodernism.” First coined in 1987 by Spanish philosopher and feminist Rosa 
María Rodríguez Magda (“Transcending the Postmodern,” Susana Onega and Jean-Michel Ganteau), it is largely 
understood as epistemic ‘third way’ which grew out of a creative dissatisfaction with what seemed like an 
institutionalized calcification of modernist and post-modernist thought. This is not a term often used to describe 
music—it has generally been used in the discussion of literature, film and poetry—nor is it a term which carries any 
officially accepted definitions. Considered rather as a general atmosphere of attitudes towards creative work, the concept 
is one of integration and collaboration, an embrace of elements from both the “grand narratives” of modernism—with 
its emphasis on historical linearity and intellectual legitimacy as gained through culturally codified modes of reason—
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whose life-narrative and work raise valuable questions in the historiography of modernism… In 

what ways might a practice of aesthetic heterogeneity also self-consciously engage dilemmas of human 

plurality?”26 In many respects, it is hard to think of a better invocation of Harvey’s own work. 

Taking this latent humanism into consideration as complement to the creative 

polymodalities already present in Harvey’s musical development, the free-floating musings in 

Thoughts begin to assume a more relevant lucidity. This particular volume was recommended to me 

by Simon Obert, the Harvey collection’s archival musicologist at the Paul Sacher Foundation in 

Basel, which has maintained Harvey’s documents since his death. A relatively new collection at the 

time of my visit in December of 2018, nothing had yet been scanned or microfilmed, and Thoughts in 

particular had the well-worn fragility of five decades of use, delivered in a custom-fitted box 

protecting its weakened covers and spine. The challenge in studying Harvey’s archival materials was 

not that there is too little to look at, or that he did not say enough about his interests, but rather the 

contrary: he was extremely prolific as a writer and composer, and also as a diary-keeping jotter 

where, in almost the fashion of psychoanalytic automatic writing exercises, his often contradictory 

aesthetic outlooks interleave with characteristic ease. I was told there were 25 other diaries of 

Harvey’s that had yet to be catalogued, none of which I was able to view while researching for this 

study, but Thoughts was his longest-serving, beginning in the 1950s with longhand quotations of 

lengthy excerpts from various philosophical texts, followed by notes and musings surrounding 

 
alongside the hedonistic non-linearities of post-modernism, developed organically as warranted and inevitable responses 
to the often exclusionary politics of modernist thought. At the periphery of transmodernism is a negative ideology, a 
recognition that the cultural paradigms of modernity and post-modernity carried baggage of profound human cost: on 
the one hand, ethnocentrism and colonial adventurism, sexism, racism, and eugenics; and on the other, toxic relativism, 
the weaponization of a ‘post-truth’ vocabulary, and a distrust of expertise and education. The recognition of these side 
effects was not, however, to suggest that the transmodern perspective represented some sort of ‘happy utopia’. Rather, it 
has generally been presented as a sanguine recognition of both the affordances and flaws present in cultural paradigms 
writ large, with an acknowledgement of the irony that “transmodernity is trying to construct the space of denunciation 
with the same conceptual apparatus that it intends to criticize.” Rosa María Rodríguez Magda, “The Crossroads of 
Transmodernity,” in Transmodern Perspectives on Contemporary Literatures in English, ed. Jessica Aliaga Lavrijsen and Yebra-
Pertusa José María (New York: Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group, 2019), 24. 
26 Brigid Cohen, “Diasporic Dialogues in Mid-Century New York: Stefan Wolpe, George Russell, Hannah Arendt, and 
the Historiography of Displacement,” Journal of the Society for American Music 6, no. 2 (2012): 145. 
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current projects, plus a complete hand-written catalogue of works which includes many works not 

officially listed.30 This volume will be a regular contributing presence throughout this study. 

Because the bulk of Harvey’s compositional materials were still in queue for digitization, I 

was fortunate to study his materials ‘in the flesh,’ a situation the librarians at the Sacher Stiftung 

were keen to remind me is rare with their collections,31 their materials typically only presented to 

researchers on microfilm. Harvey’s physical materials were organized in a standard format of a large 

heavy cardstock folder containing subfolders for each category of his compositional and pre-

compositional materials (provided they were available or even extant): one for notes and sketches 

(Skizzen); one for a complete handwritten draft of the work (Entwürfe); and one for a handwritten 

fair copy, which for many of Harvey’s works was the format reproduced and published directly by 

Faber. Larger works like his operas Wagner Dream (2006) and Inquest of Love (1990), or his touchstone 

orchestral work Speakings (2008), had considerably more pre-compositional materials than many of 

his other works, and were often catalogued with multiple folders for each category. In the case of 

Speakings, there was so much material I was regularly reminded to request only parts, the recurring 

euphemism being, “there is quite a lot.” Requesting items often felt like a shot in the dark, since a 

provisional catalogue was lent to me onsite by a librarian on the condition that it be immediately 

returned. 

The primary aim of my study was Bird Concerto with Pianosong (2001) for which I examined all 

extant written materials during the bulk of my time in Basel. The electronics used in the piece, which 

I will discuss later in greater musical depth, are conceptually simple: a pianist playing an acoustic 

grand piano and a midi-equipped keyboard which triggers sampled birdsong and the occasional 

synthesizer patch; and computer software to apply frequency and amplitude modulation to variable 

 
30 This catalogue is included in the appendix. 
31 Often requesting, with notably nervous understatement, that I “please be careful.” 
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groups of instruments in the ensemble, as well as diffusion algorithms to virtually fly those groups of 

instruments across an array of speakers set up to surround the audience in the hall. Conceptually 

simple, perhaps, but the devil’s in the details. The materials provided by Harvey’s publisher, Faber, 

which included an array of software patches and sampler files, had fallen victim to what one might 

call a metastasis of technological obsolescence, where the failure of one part a work’s technological 

ecosystem causes a cascade of disfunction. This necessitated some digital reconstruction and 

pseudo-historically-informed interventions to facilitate performances which took place at Cornell 

University and at Oberlin Conservatory in April of 2018.32 Even after successful performances there 

remained questions about whether our solutions were truly authentic, and so my aim in this research 

trip was to locate any catalogue of parameters, specifically key mappings for sampler patches, that 

could corroborate or clarify the data which we painstakingly extracted and reconstructed from the 

materials downloaded from Faber.33  

In short, I did not find what I was looking for, and while there were many other meaningful 

lessons to be learned about Harvey’s compositional work, my research highlighted the extent to 

which he relied on help in developing his electronics, as well as his apparent tendency not to 

document this progress. Perhaps this was in an understandably naïve trust of the technology’s 

longevity and archival potential. Or perhaps it was also an embrace of the reality that different halls, 

equipment, instruments, and even performers necessitate a flexible relationship with the technology, 

as well as the sense that Harvey’s relationship with the technology was decidedly improvisatory, an 

embrace of the chaotic in much the same way Cage’s embrace of Nature the other was integral to his 

own musical paradigm. I therefore cast a wider net, hoping to develop a better understanding of 

 
32 The performance at Cornell featured Ensemble X, conducted by Timothy Weiss, with myself as soloist; the 
performance at Oberlin was also conducted by Timothy Weiss, with Ursula Oppens as soloist. There will never be 
enough ways to thank Kevin Ernste, Abby Aresty and Xak Bjerken for their help in facilitating this project. 
33 “Jonathan Harvey - Sound Sources,” Home - Jonathan Harvey - Sound Sources, accessed January 14, 2018, 
http://www.jonathanharveysoundsources.com/. 
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Harvey’s creative process, and ended up examining materials from ten other works:34 Four Images after 

Yeats (1968-9) for piano solo;35 Mortuos Plango, Vivos Voco (1980); Cello Concerto (1990/2005); Advaya 

(1994), for cello and electronics;36 Tombeau de Messiaen (1994), for piano and fixed media; ff (1995) for 

piano solo; Ashes Dance Back (1997), for choir and electronics; Vers (2000), for piano solo; String 

Quartet no. 4 (2003), for string quartet and electronics; and some sketches from Speakings (2008), for 

large orchestra and electronics. My methodology for choosing works was to follow threads 

introduced in his jottings (Harvey often refers to his own past works, both in Thoughts and in the 

Skizzen catalogued for each piece); to study his most substantial piano works so as to understand his 

working relationship with the instrument; and to look at electro-acoustic works so as to glean some 

clues about the nature of his collaborations with technical-musical assistants.  

Ten works is hardly enough to make a definitive statement about any composer’s entire 

output or compositional process, but if the hope was to glean some understanding of Harvey’s 

creative werkstatt—specifically a glimpse into that most elusive space, the composer’s inner ear—a 

recurring characteristic throughout his materials was the extent to which he seemed to 

wholeheartedly trust his imaginative instincts: “I guide the music, and it guides me (it often seems to 

come through me semiautonomously).”37 Sketches (usually small spiral-bound notepads) tended not 

to contain any drafting of specific passages,38 and were mostly comprised of poetic musings 

describing the overall impact of the imagined work, behavioral characteristics (in prose) of 

instruments and electronics. More technical markings—like sketches of speaker arrangements, small 

 
34 I also looked at some correspondences, including a particularly surreal one from Karlheinz Stockhausen which read 
very simply, “Dear Jonathan Harvey, how very nice to hear from you,” signed “STOCKHAUSEN” extravagantly with a 
thick acrylic paint pen, written on a concert program of Stockhausen’s music whose background texture was the word 
“STOCKHAUSEN,” repeated ad infinitum. There was no way to establish context for this letter, but it was nonetheless 
memorable. 
35 Sketches for only the third movement were extant. 
36 Only the fair copy was available at the time of my visit; other materials were at a restorationist. 
37 Jonathan Harvey, In Quest of Spirit: Thoughts on Music (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1999), 6. 
38 The only such preparatory sketching I saw was for his Cello Concerto, for which a passage of long, slow glissandi in 
divisi strings had been worked out on pieces of graph paper. 
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collections of pitches (often without reference to what specifically they might refer to), or 

instrumental extended techniques—often looked more like cribbed notes jotted down during 

composition than carefully crafted plans. Sketches often included more systematic materials on 

separate sheets, like “pitch spaces” or “melody chains,” two techniques Harvey used frequently 

throughout his career. But indications of how exactly or when these materials were implemented (or 

how they were developed) are inconsistent, often lending an intuitive atmosphere to their influence 

on the work. Indeed, other studies of Harvey’s work often describe such compositional materials, 

but evade deep analysis of his compositional decisions by emphasizing the intuitive and quixotic 

treatment of his materials, then moving on. As with his aesthetic frameworks, Harvey was certainly a 

more deliberate composer than that, even if (intentionally or not) he was also adept at covering his 

tracks. 

This perspective, however, is not without merit, since Harvey’s drafts paradoxically telegraph 

confident decision-making. Usually written on landscape 18–24 stave orchestral manuscript paper, 

his drafts generally appeared to have been written straight through from top to tail, in pencil with 

only the occasional shadow demonstrating an erasure. Drafts of symphonic or multi-instrumental 

works were fully orchestrated, often in short score with instruments out of order, suggesting the 

possibility of multiple passes and a gradual build-up of instrumentation. This highlighted the extent 

to which Harvey imagined his music ‘in color,’ where instrumental timbre was not just a 

compositional afterthought but part of the primary substance of the musical argument.  

The writing in his drafts appeared fast and messy, as though written at an angle, perhaps at 

the piano desk visible in photographs of his studio, with corners cut wherever possible to make the 

writing faster (e.g., arpeggios written as block chords with tremolo hashes, or pitches chosen without 

assigned rhythms). Fair copies, conversely, were drawn neatly, all stems, beams and bars aligned by 

hand with a ruler, and any of the aforementioned unfinished details in the draft (such as markings 
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pertaining to electronics or incomplete notation, repetitions, etc.) fully fleshed out. Generally, the 

fair copies rather faithfully resembled their drafts, with only minor alterations. In other words, there 

was very little in the way of ‘intermediary’ compositional states between imagination and drafting. 

The drafts were, in all the cases I was able to see, more or less the ‘final word’ in the process of 

composition, which suggests most of the music was worked out by rote, in his mind’s ear, or in 

otherwise uncatalogued or inaccessible sources.39 The ‘look’ of Harvey’s compositional materials 

suggest fluidity, motion, and flow, and as such the poetic musings which permeate his notes serve as 

meaningful snapshots into what appears to have been an otherwise private compositional process.40  

The challenge of interpreting Harvey’s poetic meanderings, like the opening epigraph to this 

dissertation, is that their sense of conviction, often rather more atmospheric than concrete, is strong 

enough to compel the mind to suspend some disbelief and follow suit. To quote Coleridge through 

Harvey, “we know a man for a poet by the fact that he makes us poets.”41 I often found myself 

seeing the Sacher Stiftung itself as some nexus of mystical connectivity, a living metaphor of the 

contradictory multifariousness of Harvey’s musical outlook. Given the dichotomistic frictions of 

Basel’s city center—a carefully preserved and mythologized Swiss past butting up against a more 

corporate present, and the fact that the Sacher Foundation itself (Europe’s minimalist tomb to the 

musical avant-garde, where Harvey’s materials rest alongside those of his musical idols) sits spitting 

distance from a 9th century Gothic cathedral, the Basler Münster––impressions of mystical 

interconnectivity were not hard to conjure. Upon some reflection, these impressions seem awfully 

fragile under the ultra-violet of academic rigor, but such fragility, taken from my own experience 

 
39 Digital resources like DAWs, computers, and other electronic equipment from Harvey’s composition studio were 
outside the purview of the Sacher Foundations’s archival materials.  
40 It is important to reiterate that this judgement is based on the selection of works I had time to study. It is very possible 
earlier works had more pre-compositional draft planning, especially during the more serial-influenced period of his life in 
the 70s. Further study will be needed to make a more global assessment of his process. 
41 Jonathan Harvey, The Music of Stockhausen: an Introduction (London: Faber, 1975), 8. 
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performing and analyzing Harvey’s work, seems key to understanding the ephemeral beauty of 

Harvey’s music and what the future holds for his legacy. Harvey’s attitude towards music-making 

appears remarkably decentralized in its collaborative spirit, often begging a question he himself 

asked: “who, finally, is the composer?”42 

l'Itinéraire 
Part One of this dissertation will attempt to unpack the origins and foundations of this 

collaborative spirit through a brief survey of the (generally untold) connections between Eastern and 

Western philosophy (of which Harvey was an avid, if complicated, student); an examination of how 

Harvey’s mystical readings became tools for pivoting between divergent aesthetic spheres; a look at 

the long arm of eighteenth-century aesthetics and how this can be seen to have shaped the liminal 

musical politics of the 1970s, especially for a traditionalist like Harvey; and finally a pianistic 

perspective on spectralism which highlights sonic representations of time, distance, and subjectivity. 

Part Two consists of a structural overview of Harvey’s solo piano works, a relatively short collection 

of music that nevertheless offers a distillation of the composer’s artistic non-locality. Rather than 

offering a thorough blow-by-blow, these analyses are intended to highlight Harvey’s broader 

structural proclivities (especially his attitude towards the piano) in preparation for Part Three. This 

final section will focus more specifically on the development of Bird Concerto with Pianosong through a 

detailed analysis of its poetic context, electronic implementation (with performance practice 

considerations), and musical structure. This is indeed a widely cast net, structured in a series of 

shrinking concentric circles from the aesthetic to the ‘ur-textual’, but all written from the perspective 

of a performer seeking an authentic conception of the composer’s sonic image. This work should offer 

some methodologies for approaching Harvey’s music in the (undeniably real) event the poetic 

 
42 Jonathan Harvey, In Quest of Spirit: Thoughts on Music (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1999), 15. 
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ephemerality of his thinking begins to manifest in the very material (non)existence of his works, a 

situation which (as of editing this document) has already befallen Bird Concerto. 
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Part I — Non-Locality 

1. Amity and amelioration: the spiritual dimension(s) of Harvey’s musical image 

Harvey might have called my fragile Basel-am-Rhein musings empty, but not (necessarily) with 

the relative derogation implied by the word’s common English usage. As he explained in a lecture on 

Buddhism and music in 2004, the concept of ‘Emptiness’ (Śūnyatā, शून्यता), a core tenet in Buddhist 

teachings across sectarian divides, describes the lack of inherent existence of objects “from their 

own side.” This does not mean objects do (or can)not exist, but they do not exist inherently without 

the mind’s aid, or, as Harvey puts it, we “appear the world.” A useful analogy for Emptiness is to 

imagine sea foam, a dense lattice of bubbles containing nothing but the same air, whose existence, 

both individually and as a collective, is predicated on the support provided by neighboring bubbles. 

Each bubble represents a thing which we know exists in the world. The body itself is empty, because 

it does not exist without its parts, but the parts themselves do not individually constitute a body. 

Going further, emptiness as a concept is itself empty. Like anything else, the idea does not exist 

without the mind’s aid and another latticework of interconnected conceptualizations. This is a 

recognition of the essential interdependency of things, that no object, person, or idea exists in isolation. 

Harvey concludes his lecture by saying: 

The blue we point to is inseparable from the emptiness of sky. Each needs the other. The 
emptiness needs form to manifest; form needs emptiness in order for us to understand how 
self-grasping delusions have brought about its43 illusory existence. The undecidability about 
whether something is form or emptiness, because it’s always both, doesn’t mean they can’t 
be distinguished: they can! But the ambiguity of binary opposites in music, as in life, creates a 
fascinating play, each opposite present as well as absent to the other.44 
 
In this sense, Harvey’s casual inclusion of the term ‘non-locality’ in the epigraph with which 

I opened this dissertation offers some unique insight into his attitude as a composer. A complex 

 
43 Which? Form or emptiness? I suspect he would have been content with this ambiguity. 
44 Harvey, Jonathan. “Music and Buddhism.” Acanthes 2004. Lecture, July 8, 2004. 
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concept from quantum physics, non-locality suggests that under certain conditions particles separated 

by vast divides in space can directly and instantaneously influence one another’s behavior, violating 

classical causality and its speed limit45 on information exchange. Einstein detested the idea of non-

locality, famously calling it “spukhafte Fernwirkung,” or “spooky/ghostly action at a distance,” too 

mystical and inexplicable to be possible in his more linear view of a relativistic universe.46 Efforts to 

reconcile quantum physics and Einstein’s general theory of relativity have still not satisfied ‘unified 

fielders’—those seeking a ‘theory of everything’ to bridge this conceptual chasm—and the resulting 

friction has been a steady source of mystical fodder for art and pop culture alike throughout the 

twentieth century. Followers of Buddhist thought will recall the mutual courtesy exchanged between 

quantum theorists and Buddhist leaders in the 1970s—most famously encapsulated in physicist 

Fritjof Capra’s 1975 book The Tao of Physics—a recognition of their respective field’s dependence on 

concepts of impermanence for understanding the mechanics of reality and perception. That a 

particle’s location can be both observable and probabilistically uncertain, both point/particle and 

percentage/wave-function, as demonstrated in quantum field theory, carries undeniable parallels to 

the concept of Emptiness as earlier described.  

While the parallels are compelling, their apparent overlap can be written into the socio-

political fabric of the time. Quantum physics, that black magic responsible for the development of 

the transistor and therefore all modern computing, was also responsible for the development of the 

atomic bomb, the destructive specter of which haunted much of the intellectual academic world (not 

to mention, of course, life itself). A ‘rebranding’ of quantum physics seemed necessary at the time, 

given its popular affiliation with imminent global self-immolation.47 Similarly for Buddhism, 

 
45 The speed of, but not dictated by, light. 
46 Albert Einstein, Max Born, and Hedwig Born, The Born-Einstein Letters; Correspondence between Albert Einstein and Max and 
Hedwig Born from 1916-1955 (New York: Walker, 1971), 158. 
47 Sean Miller, “Buddhism and Quantum Theory,” in Encountering Buddhism in Twentieth-Century British and American 
Literature, ed. Lawrence Normand and Alison Winch (London: Bloomsbury, 2013), 202. 
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especially following China’s annexation of Tibet and the subsequent flight of the fourteenth Dalai 

Lama in 1959, the vindicatory anchoring of an affiliation with Western science was a welcome 

development.48  

Such ‘vindicatory anchoring’ has historical precedence, of course, since Western 

receptiveness to Buddhist teachings, especially as coupled to Western philosophy and science, would 

by that time have been a well-worn path. Arthur Schopenhauer, who encountered Buddhist texts 

when they were first appearing in early nineteenth-century Europe, was delighted that Buddhist 

teachings reinforced his own philosophical ideas, even if “he never bothered to explain the exact 

philosophical nature of the link he put forward, causing it to remain a matter of atmosphere rather 

than content.”49 It was Schopenhauer whose writings first introduced Wagner to Buddhism, who 

would later draft the libretto (with no known music to speak of) for a prospective opera, Die Sieger 

(“The Victors”), based on Eugène Burnouf's 1844 Introduction to the History of Buddhism; and 

Nietzsche, whose study of Sanskrit while living in Leipzig from 1865-8 made him one of the 

foremost experts in Buddhism during his lifetime, was undoubtedly influenced by Buddhist thought 

in writing Also sprach Zarathustra: Ein Buch für Alle und Keinen.50  

Buddhism’s assimilation in the West continued throughout the nineteenth century, with 

varying degrees of cultural dithering.51 In particular, Anglo-American Protestant thinkers projected 

upon the Buddha a kind of ascetic, spiritual self-sufficiency, replacing much of the traditional 

religiosity practiced by Buddhists with quasi-scientific, intellectualized rationalism. On the other 

 
48 The affiliation with quantum physics continues to this day. On the Dalai Lama’s website, there is a press release about 
a summit on quantum physics as recently as November 2018: https://www.dalailama.com/news/2018/dialogue-with-
chinese-scientists-about-quantum-effects-first-day 
49 Peter Abelson, Philosophy East and West, Volume 43, Number 2, April 1993, 256 
50 Nietzsche and Buddhism, Benjamin A. Elman Journal of the History of Ideas, Vol. 44, No. 4. (Oct. - Dec., 1983), 673 
51 Technologically speaking, ‘dithering’ is the addition of white noise to an audio signal or image in order to ‘smooth 
over’ the appearance of distortion from reductions in quality (i.e., bit-reduction). Thinking in more poetic terms, he 
OED defines it as follows: “1. intransitive. Originally chiefly dialect, to tremble, quake, quiver, thrill. Now also in general 
colloquial use: to vacillate, to act indecisively, to waver between different opinions or courses of action.” 
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hand, Theosophists of the late nineteenth century, attempting to forge an ur-religion based in 

Darwinian notions of “individual spiritual evolution” and a recognition of the influence of the occult 

in the development of all world religions, saw Buddhism in a much more irrational, romantic light. 

These fundamentally contrasting receptions of Buddhism, fashioned in the nineteenth century, along 

with so many other ideals which persist today, can be summarized as follows: “The determination to 

align science with Buddhism, and prove this religion’s deep rationality, demonstrates a continuing 

rationalist response, while the desire to see in Buddhism the power to release spiritual power and 

creativity demonstrates a romantic one. Western Buddhism is always an adaptation or a hybrid or 

both.”52 It will be critical to keep such inherited cultural hybridity in mind throughout this study of 

Harvey’s musical thinking. 

To further add to the confusion, this cultural exchange was not unidirectional, and such 

“Buddhist Modernism,” as it has come to be known, was reimported to Asia and began to influence 

Buddhist practice at home. A product of the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century’s new 

globalizing age and its youthful liberalism (in the original meaning), one of the central pillars of the 

new Buddhist hybrid was that its philosophies were compatible with advanced (Western) scientific 

knowledge. This notion was brought back to the West, now on Buddhism’s round trip no. 2, by way 

of Japanese academic T.D. Suzuki’s writings about Buddhism. This is likely the thread Harvey (along 

with Cage and so many other Western thinkers) would have encountered:53  

Suzuki, for example, took certain Zen motifs, sheared them of their ‘social, ritual, and ethical 
context’, reframed and developed them in Romantic terms to make them appeal to 
twentieth-century Europeans and Americans. From German and English Romanticism he 
took the idea that humans are in deep harmony with nature, and combined it with the notion 
of Zen’s supposedly spontaneous insights to suggest that this harmony could be accessed 
and the human/nature division overcome.54  

 
52 Lawrence Normand, “Introduction,” in Encountering Buddhism in Twentieth-Century British and American Literature, ed. 
Lawrence Normand and Alison Winch (London ; New York: Bloomsbury TetT Clark, 2015), 3. 
53 Published first, it should be noted, in the West before making its way back to Japan. 
54 Lawrence Normand, “Introduction,” in Encountering Buddhism in Twentieth-Century British and American Literature, ed. 
Lawrence Normand and Alison Winch (London ; New York: Bloomsbury TetT Clark, 2015), 5. 
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Harvey said Zen had “immense value to me,” emphasizing, however, that his interest in Buddhism 

mostly centered around Tibetan Mahayanan practice, the most mystical form of Buddhism, in large 

part because of its apparent similarities to Christian mysticism.55  

Buddhism was, of course, not the only Eastern religion to receive a similarly ‘modernizing’ 

treatment in the West.56 For his part, Harvey’s first major work to explicitly highlight influence by an 

Eastern religion was Bhakti (1982) for sinfonietta and electronics (his second collaboration at 

IRCAM), each of its twelve movements structured around excerpts from the Hindu Rigveda. 

Hinduism has a particularly complicated entanglement with westernized Buddhism in the late-

nineteenth century. Attempting to sway Western audiences towards an understanding of Hinduism 

as an equally modern religion, Swami Vivekananda, a Hindu monk who first pitched a modernized 

Hinduism at the 1893 “Parliament of the World’s Religions” in Chicago, attempted to co-opt 

Buddhism’s new-found modernism by claiming it as an offshoot of Advaita Vedanta, one of the six 

philosophical schools of Hinduism. There is no reason to believe this is even remotely true, 

historically speaking, except that it served to highlight Hinduism as the older, and therefore more 

fundamental, tradition. However, this argument was further complicated by Vivekananda’s attempts 

at fusing the atman/Brahman concepts of Hinduism with the soul/God concepts of Christianity: 

“Buddhism was once more mixed with alien elements, this time neo-Vedanta, a hybrid that was to 

appear in the twentieth century as ‘perennial philosophy.’”57 Perennial Philosophy is not ironic 

emphasis, of course, but Aldous Huxley’s book on this very subject, the title derived from Gottfried 

Leibnitz’s term (via Agostino Steuco) Philosophia Perennis, which Leibnitz used to articulate the notion 

 
55 Jonathan Harvey, In Quest of Spirit: Thoughts on Music (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1999), 6. 
56 Solomon, Maynard. "Beethoven, Freemasonry, and the Tagebuch of 1812-1818." Beethoven Forum (2000): 101. 
https://link.gale.com/apps/doc/A70493459/AONE?u=nysl_ca_nyempire&sid=AONE&xid=2af7e561. 
57 Lawrence Normand, “Introduction,” in Encountering Buddhism in Twentieth-Century British and American Literature, ed. 
Lawrence Normand and Alison Winch (London ; New York: Bloomsbury TetT Clark, 2015), 6. 
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that all religious traditions share the same fundamental, universal truths. Such theological universality 

became a cornerstone of Harvey’s own theological outlook, culminating in his 2011 oratorio 

Weltethos, a literal musical parliament of the world’s religions. 

If this were to be a comprehensive list of literary works influenced, either directly or 

indirectly, by Hindu Vendantan thought, with particular attention paid to its unique entanglements 

with Western science and philosophy, we might never get to talking about music. T.S. Eliot’s Four 

Quartets (1935-41) is often talked about in terms of poetic mirrorings of the Bhagavad-Gita58 (as well 

as oblique structural references to Beethoven’s Quartet in A minor, op. 13259), and is particularly 

meaningful in terms of how the language parallels the behavioral descriptors of quantum physics, 

which at the time Eliot wrote Four Quartets would have been a relatively new domain in science.60 

Kurt Vonnegut’s Slaughterhouse-Five similarly entangles the two worlds, most obviously with the 

protagonist Billy Pilgrim’s literal ‘non-locality’ as he indifferently moves through space and time, 

calmly bearing witness to the firebombing of Dresden (which had personally traumatized Vonnegut 

as a prisoner-of-war) before casually teleporting away. In the 1960s Vonnegut sought out and wrote 

about his study of transcendental meditation with Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, an Indian Guru whose 

 
58 See Narsingh Srivastava, “The Ideas of the Bhagavad Gita in Four Quartets,” Comparative Literature 29, no. 2 (1977): p. 
97, https://doi.org/10.2307/1770143. This is complicated, because Eliot, who studied Indic philosophy at Harvard 
while also practicing meditation, could as much be said to be mirroring Buddhist concepts in his writing. Lawrence 
Normand, “Introduction,” in Encountering Buddhism in Twentieth-Century British and American Literature, ed. Lawrence 
Normand and Alison Winch (London ; New York: Bloomsbury TetT Clark, 2015), 11. 
59 Each of the four poems of Eliot’s Four Quartets is divided into five sections, like the Beethoven. In a 1931 letter, Eliot 
says, “I have the A minor quartet on the gramophone, and find it quite inexhaustible to study. There is a sort of heavenly 
or at least more than human gaiety about some of his later things which one imagines might come to oneself as the fruit 
of reconciliation and relief after immense suffering; I should like to get something of that into verse once before I die 
…” Another letter from 1938, Eliot says, “I am also interested (Burnt Norton [the first of the four]) in possible 
approximations to musical form and musical effect.” http://tseliot.com/editorials/in-eliots-own-words-four-quartets 
60 Eliot’s connection to quantum theory has been explored in both thoughtful and, at times, somewhat suspect terms. 
Daniel Albright explores the connection rather directly in Quantum Poetics: Yeats, Pound, Eliot, and the Science of Modernism. 
Katherine Ebury, in “‘In this Valley of Dying Stars’: Eliot’s Cosmology,” counters that direct interest in quantum physics 
was secondary for Eliot to the implications the ‘new science’ would have for Christian theology by replacing God with 
some of mathematician (141). Terry Fairchild’s, Time, Eternity, and Immortality in T.S. Eliot’s Four Quartets, is 
interesting if only for demonstrating the potential of agenda-driven thinking: Fairchild teaches at the Maharishi School of 
Management, a private university founded with the mission of furthering entanglements between Eastern and Western 
thought. 
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teachings on transcendental meditation were renowned in the West (and who, Vonnegut is clear to 

point out, started his adult life training to be a physicist).62 While there are echoes of the Bhagavad 

Gita in Slaughterhouse-Five, they “have so far remained hidden, and hence underexplored in Vonnegut 

scholarship, not least because Vonnegut coats the spiritual content of his novel with the sugar of 

(Western) science, and science fiction, thus on the surface transforming the subject of war into a 

comic parody while masking the provenance of many of his ideas on time and space.”63 In this 

example, as in many such cases of Eastern theology’s literary concatenation, masking is the key, 

where certain specifically Eastern philosophies exist as atmospheric cover for disjunctive non-linear 

narrative devices. 

To continue the survey into music, there is the spiritual bipolarity of, on the one hand, John 

Cage’s pseudo-random imitations of nature “in her manner of operation,” an intellectual gift from 

the Western-trained Sri Lankan metaphysician Ananda Coomaraswamy, himself a believer in the 

aforementioned philosophia perennis. On the other, there is Olivier Messiaen, the self-professed 

Catholic savant whose study of Carnatic (Northern) Indian rhythmic structures led to his 

development of rhythm tools (e.g., palindromic structures) to express the measureless eternity of 

Creation. Given all this context, the ‘non-locality’ in Harvey’s epigraph could be understood not just 

as an interdisciplinary shout-out to science fiction, but as a recognition, whether consciously or not, 

of a long-standing “imaginative parataxis”64 of Western and Eastern thought: a cross-hemispheric 

feedback loop of religious aesthetics and practice where the clear division of one from the other is 

 
62 Kurt Vonnegut, Jr., ‘Yes, We Have No Nirvanas’, in K. V., Wampeters, Foma and Granfalloons (Opinions) (New 
York: Delacorte Press/Seymour Lawrence, 1974), pp. 31–41. 
63 Sukhbir Singh, “Time, War and The Bhagavad Gita: A Rereading of Kurt Vonnegut's Slaughterhouse-Five,” 
Comparative Critical Studies 7, no. 1 (2010): pp. 83-103, https://doi.org/10.3366/e1744185409000962. 
64 This idea taken from Sean Miller in “Buddhism and Quantum Theory,” the notion being that “imaginative parataxis” 
is “the juxtaposition of ideas from two distinct epistemological domains by means of an implied relation.”  
Sean Miller, “Buddhism and Quantum Theory,” in Encountering Buddhism in Twentieth-Century British and American Literature, 
ed. Lawrence Normand and Alison Winch (London: Bloomsbury, 2013), 204. 
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made ambiguous by a complex shared history. In fact, Harvey comments on this, perhaps 

unintentionally:  

“The Buddhist doctrine of ‘Emptiness’ on which I shall draw here could be situated 
somewhere in between––to use Western philosophical terms––the different forms of 
solipsism, idealism, and phenomenalism. Were I competent in philosophy, I might have 
taken an epistemological route through the metaphysics of Kant and Schopenhauer, through 
the positivism of the Vienna Circle, and into the linguistic meditations of Wittgenstein.”65  
 

Given this long history of philosophical entanglement, it seems Harvey’s study of Buddhism may 

have gotten him most of the way there.  

☸ 

As mentioned earlier, while Buddhism is an important identifier for Harvey’s output, in 

contrast to Messiaen’s Catholic “truths” it does not necessarily constitute the bulk of his argument. 

Rather, Harvey’s interest in Buddhism can be seen as a kind of place-holder, where the religion’s 

complex, recursive crosstalk with Western thought suggests a way we might attempt to grasp some 

specific understanding of the past-presence in Harvey’s music, of the fluidity with which his music 

operates in opposing aesthetic spheres simultaneously, and of the way his musical subconscious 

worked not only from within the boundaries of his own native interests and proclivities, but also, it 

seems, from a bird’s-eye view of all Western musical history at once, from the monophonic to the 

nihilistic. Fundamentally, the connection between Harvey’s musical and spiritual outlooks was a 

grounding in the transformative patterns of cyclicity, a trope he revisited in many of his major 

works. This objectivist stance towards musical (and mystical) practice mirrors certain religious meta-

narratives in the writings of Rudolf Steiner and Evelyn Underhill, whose specific influence on 

Harvey’s musical thinking was present throughout his life.  

 
65 Jonathan Harvey and Carrière Jean-Claude, Circles of Silence (Lewes: Sylph editions, 2007), 30. 
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Rudolf Steiner began his philosophical life in the Theosophical society, where interest in 

Eastern religions was oriented towards developing an understanding of spiritual practice which 

encompassed all religious traditions. Steiner ultimately split from the Theosophists to form the 

Anthroposophical society (the philosophical foundation of the Waldorf system of education), based 

on a belief that humankind had been shut off from its full spiritual potential—described by Steiner 

as a kind of foundational dreamlike consciousness—because of an over-dependence on attachment 

to material things.67 Rediscovering this dreamlike state through willful detachment from materialism 

is the aspect of Steiner’s “spiritual science” that most interested Harvey, and in Harvey’s description 

of Steiner’s outlook on the self, he seems to hint at the form-chaos dichotomy of Hans Keller’s 

teaching. Harvey wrote of Steiner’s teachings,  

as the purest and greatest successor in the Gnostic tradition, Rudolf Steiner, has said, every 
step forward in the spirit world must be accompanied by three in the moral world, otherwise 
you lose the power to tell illusion from reality. The stripping of the ego, advocated, indeed, 
by all the major religions, which will lead to a new perception of the nature of things, means 
essentially unselfishness and freedom from ‘the whirlpool of desire’.68  
 
This language of “stripping of the ego” from a “whirlpool of desire” suggests the self-denial 

and movements towards asceticism so central to the development of a mystic’s identity.  

Additionally, in Thoughts, one finds Harvey musing on classifications of mystical experience: 

7.8.71 TYPES OF MYSTICISM 

1. Natural mystical experience. Descent to unconscious in ecstasy, drugs, devils, sexual 
ecstasy, all-in-one unity, empathy with native/mother, [then written in pencil, maybe 
later] manic states, I am god.  

2. Hindu ‘isolation’. Freedom from the whirlpool of desire of the Buddhists. St. John's 
waiting in the darkness without hope. Cutting off the unconscious. Opposite of 1.  

3. Love of God. Eros chanelled [sic]. Passion educated. Soul as bride awaiting her 
bridegroom or woman, rather than virgin (Eckhart).69 

 
67 Britannica Academic, s.v. “Rudolf Steiner,” accessed April 24, 2019, https://academic-eb-
com.proxy.library.cornell.edu/levels/collegiate/article/Rudolf-Steiner/69553. 
68 Jonathan Harvey, The Music of Stockhausen: an Introduction (London: Faber, 1975), 118. 
69 Jonathan Harvey, work diary “Thoughts”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel 
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This entry most likely follows Evelyn Underhill’s outline of the so-called “Mystic’s Way” in her 1911 

book Mysticism, taking as its basis analyses of the experiences of Christian mystics throughout 

history. Beginning with “The Awakening of the Self,” then “The Purification of the Self,” and 

concluding finally with “The Illumination of the Self,” Underhill describes the process by which the 

mystic-initiate comes to terms with the implications of their newfound quest in life. An 

“Awakening” is the first and most comfortable, easy part of the journey, the realization of a 

tantalizing beyond, but without having to give up anything. It is most comparable to a religious 

conversion in its forceful extrusion of the spirit: “In most cases, the onset of this new consciousness 

seems to the self so sudden, so clearly imposed from without rather than developed from within, as 

to have a supernatural character.”70 We can see this paralleled in these (and other) excerpts from 

Harvey’s notes, references to ecstatic moments in life that offer snatches of something beyond 

conventional reality (“drugs, devils, sexual ecstasy”, etc.), but as mere imitations or intimations. 

These experiences are elastic, always returning to their starting point.  

The second stage, “Purification,” or what Underhill sometimes refers to as “Purgation,” is, 

in complete contrast to the first, the most uncomfortable part of the journey. Here the initiate learns 

disillusionment and attempts to strip the ego of attachments to material and mental objects, to 

mortify themselves through disciplined self-denial of the senses, a movement from tantalizing 

elasticity towards painful plasticity: “This mortifying process is necessary, not because the legitimate 

exercise of the senses is opposed to Divine Reality, but because those senses have usurped a place 

beyond their station; become the focus of energy, steadily drained the vitality of the self… The 

death of selfhood in its narrow individualistic sense is, then, the primary object of mortification.”71 

Harvey’s reference to St. John of the Cross (“St. John’s waiting in the darkness without hope”) 

 
70 Underhill, Evelyn. Mysticism: a Study in the Nature and Development of Man's Spiritual Consciousness. New York: Noonday 
Press, 1955, 178. 
71 Ibid., 221-2. 
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evokes the sixteenth century mystic’s epic poem, “Spiritual Canticle of the Soul and the Bridegroom 

Christ,” written over the eight months St. John was imprisoned in complete isolation by the 

Carmelites for his reformist views. The poem describes the human soul as a ‘bride’ searching 

desperately for her ‘bridegroom,’ an allegory for Jesus. Asking after her bridegroom from everyone 

she encounters, the bride finally encounters Him in a Garden, a Paradise-equivalent like the one in 

which humanity committed its first and ever-lasting sin—right back where we began, a poignant 

cyclicity.  

The cyclical structure of purification serves as the premise of the third stage, “Illumination,” 

which represents a successful stripping of the ego’s attachments—the cyclicity implied here by the 

return to paradise is important to keep in mind. As indicated in the earlier quotation, Harvey draws 

arrows from both stages 1 and 2 to stage 3, implying a connection, although the implications of 

these connections are rather different. This final stage is the one imitated and intimated by the first, 

and Underhill thus cautions a false confidence in having attained such transcendence: “In persons of 

feeble or diffuse intelligence, however, and above all in victims of a self-regarding spirituality, this 

deep absorption in the sense of Divine Reality may easily degenerate into monoideism. Then the 

‘shady side’ of Illumination, a selfish preoccupation with transcendental joys, the ‘spiritual gluttony’ 

condemned by St. John of the Cross, comes out.”72 The word “monoideism,” or complete 

absorption with a single idea (as in a mental depression, trance, or hypnosis73) underscores Harvey’s 

cautious and rather decentralized spirituality.  

Harvey described the importance of Underhill’s writing to his development as a kind of 

bridge between what he felt were the two poles of his own fractured spirituality: “Although I 

questioned Christianity and became an atheist in my teens, the potential for mystical experience 

 
72 Ibid., 246 
73 Merriam-Webster.com Medical Dictionary, s.v. “monoideism,” accessed April 24, 2019, https://www.merriam-
webster.com/medical/monoideism. 
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never left... Evelyn Underhill’s Mysticism. This book changed my life... Science told me nothing of it, 

empiricism and reason even less.”74 He describes how Underhill’s ideas were central in opening him 

to other religious traditions, even as an atheist: “Christian mysticism seemed to lead out of a 

framework that I knew and understood fairly well into a more general, more heterodox 

consciousness, which of course had many resonances in oriental religion.”75 Furthermore, he clarifies 

what is dangerous about pursuing these transcendental experiences in music: that for all the reasons 

previously mentioned, they cannot seem so easily won for risk of undercutting their own efficacy,  

it is not, I hope, an indulgent, New Age at its worst, sort of escapist music that I have 
sought, one which just floats in some soothing hot bath of happiness, but something rather 
more intense… In any case my aesthetic is more that of including the whole personality, that 
if a state of consciousness is present in the music it must be related to the struggle to achieve that state of 
consciousness.76 [my emphasis] 
  

Certainly the Buddhist goal of non-attachment would seem to negate this suggestion of an almost 

Sisyphean struggle, but human frailty is central to the cyclic loop of the mystic’s way, and this 

condition is a recurring formal concern in Harvey’s musical work. 

Through the lens of these spiritual progressions and their affiliated self-effacements, it is 

revealing to trace in Thoughts an apparent aesthetic transformation playing out in Harvey’s musical 

thinking across his career. In Harvey’s doctoral dissertation, “The Composer’s Idea of His 

Inspiration,” written at the University of Glasgow in 1965, Harvey engaged in a project similar to 

Underhill’s, cataloging composers throughout Western history as if they were musical mystics. 

Through a veritable litany of quotations (again, like a kind of “imaginative parataxis”), he reads the 

‘state of being a composer’ like a kind of historical psychoanalysis, organizing various creative 

threads that have consumed imaginative personalities across centuries into quasi-taxonomic 

categories, such as “Sterility” (e.g., writer’s block), “Nature,” “Supernatural,” “Desire to Please,” 

 
74 Jonathan Harvey, In Quest of Spirit: Thoughts on Music (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1999), 3 
75 Arnold Whittall, Jonathan Harvey (London: Faber and Faber, 1999), 14. 
76 Ibid., 21. 
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“Desire to Ignore Audience,” “Aspiration,” “Sublimation,” “Divine Intervention,” and so on. 

Through this litany of creative states, as outlined in the dissertation, one can sense a vision of music, 

in all its various guises and effects on the mind, as the one mystical tradition in which heterodox 

Harvey was most interested. A particularly pointed passage demonstrates his struggle to complement 

history with contemporary trends, from a section about the composer’s desire to write for 

“Connoisseurs or Disciples” (where the eighteenth-century distinction of “Kenner und Liebhaber” 

is immediately evoked):  

This is to write for the intelligent few, but the music of such avant-garde composers as John 
Cage is written for more a philosophical school than for the most advanced musicians of the 
age. The almost oriental philosophy of which his music is an expression must first be 
understood or at least assented to before the music has any meaning. Cage’s rejection of 
memory in music as being tantamount to a desire for possession would be welcomed by us if 
we were Buddhist monks, and that is virtually what we must become before we can be the 
sort of audience he is aiming at, (if audience is the word, for there can be no communication 
in chance itself).77 
 

One does not have to read into this passage with any particular depth to catch Harvey’s mildly 

dismissive tone, and it is interesting to note that this passage appears to have been removed from his 

1999 book, Music and Inspiration, an adaptation of the dissertation.  

Investment in a compositional process, that onerous process of sonic decision making, with 

all the psychological baggage outlined in his dissertation, seems the worthy cause for “advanced 

musicians.” Any effort to distance oneself from the ‘struggle’ of music and its sequence of choices, 

whatever the reason, should only ever be transient. Revisiting Thoughts, we can see that while the 

aesthetic packaging of this perspective continues to change, the message remains fairly consistent. A 

similar entry, in language rather of-its-time, is found 13 years later: 

Feb. ‘79: 
My music must depict and predict the de-stressed cosmic-consciousness state which is 
coming ever nearer—I think. I doubt. I hope. Mahler—>Schoenberg—>Darmstadt etc. was 
a period of de-stressing in “Maharishi” terms. Now one can see that the end of this painful 

 
77 Harvey, Jonathan D. “The Composer's Idea of His Inspiration.” Order No. U284159, University of Glasgow (United 
Kingdom), 1965. https://search-proquest-com.proxy.library.cornell.edu/docview/301198655?accountid=10267, 107 
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period is in sight. It has lost contemporary music many adherents—those not ready, not 
strong enough to accept the purgation. But now it is at last possible, at last authentic, to 
depict bliss and the vision of peace again. The way of the regressionists and that of the 
minimalists was not authentic—the latter was often bound up with phoney 60's softnesses—
an evasion of the new complexity of the musical language developed by Schoenberg, Boulez 
and Stockhausen by saying “this music is anti-social—the ordinary man can't understand it,” 
therefore the specialists oughtn’t to spend time on it either. I want my music to speak of the 
new “bliss-consciousness”!78 
 

This passage is worthy of several re-reads. Certainly it contains much of the same language as the 

dissertation excerpt, not the least of which is his use of the word “regressionists” as a side-swipe at 

something: possibly postmodernism, if we are to understand regressionist as intimating a kind of 

‘nihilism’, a rendering-irrelevant the ‘progress’ of musical culture; or, perhaps, a reference to certain 

neo-Romantic strains, if looking to the successes of music’s past is the composer’s primary 

motivation. Perhaps Harvey means both, and such ambiguity would hardly be out of place. Notice 

as well the word “purgation,” a clear reference to Underhill, implying that music writ large has itself 

moved into the second stage of mystical experience.  

Also notable is the reference to Maharishi, the guru who taught transcendental meditation to 

Kurt Vonnegut. In 1977, Harvey became interested in Hindu/Vedic transcendental meditation, 

particularly through the Sidhi sutras of Patanjali,79 and from this point on became a daily practitioner 

of meditation.80 “Bliss consciousness” is a concept from the Maharishi’s teachings, understood as “a 

state of clear inner wakefulness in which the knower, process of knowing, and known are 

experienced as one undifferentiated, unified field of consciousness… Vedic Psychology asserts that 

the unified field of consciousness underlies both objective and subjective existence.”81 “Subjective,” 

in this context, refers to the ancient practice of Vedic psychology, and “objective” to vindications of 

 
78 Jonathan Harvey, work diary “Thoughts”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel 
79 An ancient author (or authors, since it is possible there is more than one Patanjali) of Sanskrit works, Harvey, In Quest 
of Spirit, 4 
80 Arnold Whittall, Jonathan Harvey (London: Faber and Faber, 1999), 15. 
81 Higher States of Consciousness in the Vedic Psychology of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi: A Theoretical Introduction and 
Research Review, Charles N. Alexander, Robert W. Boyer, and Victoria K. Alexander, 93-4 
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the former by modern Western science: the neo-Protestant, modernist entanglements previously 

discussed. 

As for the three dodecaphonists––Schoenberg, and his aesthetic descendants, Boulez and 

Stockhausen––Harvey definitely paints them in an objectivist light, though it is not entirely clear if 

he is necessarily siding with them, or implying their work, perhaps limited in and of itself, served as a 

gateway to something more. By acknowledging their place in history, and situating them as part of a 

grand narrative, as evidenced by the linearity of “Mahler—>Schoenberg—>Darmstadt etc,” we can 

note sympathy for this modernist aesthetic. But the accusations of anti-sociality seems to be a 

sticking point for him, and so it is interesting to compare this passage with an entry another thirteen 

years later, now sometime between June ‘92 and January ‘93 (undated): 

Consider the distance between ‘them,’ the professional musicians, and ‘us’, the passive 
musicians audience. Distribute some of the players (strings? Brass? Ww? Percussion?) 
throughout the whole audience, so everyone receives a close perspective of something, and 
move in and out of that. (or perhaps they influence the performance by making suggestions 
to the nearby player!) The distributed players can play extremely homogeneously––a chorale 
e.g.82 
 

In this entry, Harvey seems primarily concerned for the audience, harkening back to the earlier 

passage from ‘79, the “painful period” that “has lost contemporary music many adherents.” But is 

this necessarily, to borrow a category from Harvey’s dissertation, a ‘desire to please’? From its 

chapter on the composer’s relationship to the audience, Harvey writes, “One of the differences 

between major and minor composers seems to be that the former exhibit a degree of autonomy 

mixed with a more or less strong dependence on an audience, actual or ideal, whereas the latter, the 

minor composers have one of these two qualities in undue proportion.” Spohr, he asserts, was too 

concerned with the audience, Stockhausen too little—a spectacular comparison, to say the least! 

Conversely, the elder Bach seems to perfectly fit some ‘middle way’: “catering for public taste is a sin 

 
82 Jonathan Harvey, work diary “Thoughts”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel 
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that may be seen most commonly in pre-Beethoven days—the Telemanns, Kaisers etc.,—while their 

less successful colleague in Leipzig remains a supreme exception of sincerity and profundity.”84 

Bach’s common formula of hymnal interpolation in the cantatas comes to mind, where the musical 

experience never belonged exclusively to the performer, composer, or other musical specialists, but 

exists as a distributed network where the audience itself appears as a participant in the discovery and 

even apparent creation of the musical form. This line of thinking is largely atmospheric—I do not 

know any work of Harvey’s which requires audience participation, although works involving 

elaborate electronic surround-sound diffusion, acoustically interpolating sounds from specific 

performers into the hall, could be said to have certain generalized affiliations with the idea.  

In the entries that follow, Harvey continued exploring notions of ownership and attachment: 

Jan. ‘93: 
Attachment to the sensory world brings despair as surely as the pendulum swings. When 
we’re no longer deluded by attachment, but co-exist with the sensory world, we can use it for 
compassionate action, for joyous giving. It’s not here to satisfy us (which it won’t!). Arousal 
in music must be shot through, penetrated, by ‘understanding’, by detachment. Then we can 
enjoy the senses without a sense of ‘mine’.85 
 
Recall the statement from his dissertation, nearly 30 years before: “Cage’s rejection of 

memory in music as being tantamount to a desire for possession would be welcomed by us if we 

were Buddhist monks,” etc. In Buddhist teachings, a core tenet is that suffering is the basic 

condition of all life, part of the continuous cycle of Saṃsāra (literally “wandering”) that encapsulates 

(re)birth and (re)death. The only way to ameliorate suffering is by dissolving attachment to the 

material world. This is, one might remember, similar to Steiner’s Anthroposophical stance, 

Underhill’s ‘purgation’, or what Harvey earlier referred to as the “Buddhist whirlpool of desire”, 

necessary as Underhill herself dictates (quoted earlier), “because those senses have usurped a place 

 
84 Harvey, Jonathan D. "The Composer's Idea of His Inspiration." Order No. U284159, University of Glasgow (United 
Kingdom), 1965. https://search-proquest-com.proxy.library.cornell.edu/docview/301198655?accountid=10267, 102. 
85 Jonathan Harvey, work diary “Thoughts”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel 
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beyond their station”. Based on this review of Harvey’s private journalistic reflections, it seems 

Harvey is now, in 1993, moving towards a complementary positioning with Cage, without 

necessarily giving ground on his apparent distaste for the passivity of chance.  

None of this is intended to pillory Harvey for an apparent change of heart. Composers can 

certainly change their minds, but even this could be seen less as a case of shifting viewpoints and 

more as a widened compass, an aesthetic aperture opened to capture a wider field of view. One 

could read “we can use it for compassionate action, for joyous giving” (my emphasis) so as to imply 

that the composer is not seeking distance from the task of musical decision-making. “Arousal in 

music” sounds like a hint at Underhill’s stage 1, “Awakening,” remembering Harvey’s reference to 

the basic ecstasies of sex and drugs, while “shot through” and “detachment” get at the self-

mortification of stage 2. An entry from three years later clarifies what he might have in mind, 

musically speaking: 

July 18th 96 
Never again.86 
 Use fragments of my own past (music). Fragments vary between phrase and single 
note or chord or unit. Supra-order in a time pattern, a square, a grid of durations––or, better, 
a composed sequence. But ‘filled’ with ‘illogical’ excerpts. Like Cage’s 16 Dances. 
 Take a limited group of excerpts, say 12→20, for each section. The length of excerpt 
varies at each instance: sometimes all of it, sometimes only a bit of it. 
 Buddhist making sense of the past. Lack of inherent existence. What is a part? What 
is a whole? What exists? 
 Choose as if at random! Effect of randomness, but composed.87 
 

Here, it is likely Harvey is referring to the composition of his 1997 sinfonietta work Wheel of 

Emptiness, where the Buddhist “lack of inherent existence” is a reference to the concept of 

Emptiness discussed earlier.  

 
86 I really have no idea what specifically this refers to, but I include it anyway for the reader to interpret however seems 
most relevant. 
87 Jonathan Harvey, work diary “Thoughts”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel 
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As Harvey had already stated, the heterodoxy facilitated by Underhill’s teachings opened him 

to Eastern philosophies. Continuing to read from within the rubric of Underhill’s stage 2, 

“purgation” (the detachment of the ego from material dependencies), Harvey’s past works, just like 

any idea of ‘him’, are inherently Empty, and any process of ‘mortification’ would involve stripping 

musical fragments of their contextual meaning. But how does Harvey do this? By imitating Cage 

“imitating nature in her manner of operation”! Or perhaps more specifically, imitating a transitional 

moment in Cage’s musical development where he was just beginning to move towards “imitating 

nature”.88 This is not the ‘pure’ chance music to which Cage would soon devote himself, since Cage 

retains control over the process of choosing from gamuts of musical objects, but this piece would 

lead him down that path. As such, for Harvey this transitionary stage may have represented an ideal 

metaphor for the individual struggling, consciously, to strip the ego of self-hood, while retaining 

some of the messiness in the process as described earlier (again, “that if a state of consciousness is 

present in the music it must be related to the struggle to achieve that state of consciousness”).89  

Another entry from a year later shows Harvey continuing to muse on the idea of ‘past-

presence’ in music-making: 

April 97 Yes, contemporary music has lost its way to some extent. The successful pieces are 
retrogressive, using past success as their infrastructure, their support. The unsuccessful ones 
strive for… I cannot say. I prefer Sufi music, for example, from Pakistan. The voice has 
minute timbral and intonational control—can merge perfectly. The rhythms are faster than 
normal in the west. Soft and intricate. We must explore timbre: and less heavy-footed and 
ungainly rhythm. Far greater timbral creativity—far greater rhythmic deftness.90 
 

 
88 This specific work of Cage’s, 16 Dances, was composed in 1950/51, and seen as a turning point in Cage’s use of chance 
procedures. Cage arranged 64 short pre-composed sounds, what he sometimes referred to as “gamuts”, in columns of 
8x8, allowing himself to move ‘freely’ within the grid’s restrictive boundaries in closest possible emotional 
approximation to the Nine Hindu aesthetics expressed in Merce Cunningham’s accompanying choreography: anger, 
sorrow, the odious, fear, humor, the heroic, the wondrous, the erotic, and finally tranquility, which pervades the other 
eight as their common tendency. Pritchett, James. Liner notes for John Cage: Sixteen Dances, Boston Modern Orchestra 
Project, Gil Rose. BMOP/sound 1012, 2009, 1 compact disc.  
89 Arnold Whittall, Jonathan Harvey (London: Faber and Faber, 1999), 21. 
90 Jonathan Harvey, work diary “Thoughts”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel 
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There is no given context near this entry to suggest exactly which contemporary works Harvey is 

referring to, and so there is some danger of misunderstanding his meaning in this passage. But 

thinking back to Harvey’s statement about ‘regressionists’91 in 1979, and assuming he does not mean 

“successful” ironically, this appears to be a rather extraordinary reversal. Looking backwards 

historically, or negating musical progress altogether seemed to be a cardinal sin of inauthenticity to 

the younger Harvey, making one wonder, is he softening in his later years? The reference to Sufi 

music is a clue. Imagining the effect of a card trick, its impact depends on some amount of 

knowledge or familiarity with the suits, colors, order of cards, and so on. But card tricks are not 

about the markings, rather the transformation of one card to another, a perception that the cards as 

objects are interchangeable, entangled—their history, represented by the abstraction of suits, 

numbers, and court avatars, is the platform for their dissolution, to demonstrate the impermanence 

of the card’s materiality. Harvey makes a statement to this effect: “In electronics, any instrument can 

be turned (or ‘morphed’) into any other instrument through manipulation of the spectrum… 

Identity is thus questioned, for we can, and do, mistake one instrument for another, and the 

mistaking is pleasurable, delightful even, in the way a magic trick can be delightful.”92 His description 

that Sufi voices “can merge perfectly” suggests he hears (in this particular tradition, certainly) the 

ability for individual voices to lose their individuality, and in “soft and intricate” rhythm, a kind of 

flexibility that defies the gravity of clear statement.  

Sufi music is used in the ritual practice of Samā, known for its practitioners whirling, bespoke 

woolen garments, but aural stimulation is as much a part of this meditation, including chanting, 

 
91 From the Oxford English Dictionary, ‘Regression’ and ‘Retrogression’ have basically the same meaning. Respectively: 
“3a. The action, fact, or process of returning to a former state or condition, reversion to or towards an earlier type or 
form, esp. one that is less developed”; “3a. The action or fact of returning to an inferior or less developed state; 
deterioration, decline; regression; an instance of this.” “regression, n.”. OED Online. September 2020. Oxford 
University Press. https://www-oed-com.proxy.library.cornell.edu/view/Entry/161387?redirectedFrom=regression 
(accessed November 16, 2020). 
92 Jonathan Harvey and Carrière Jean-Claude, Circles of Silence (Lewes: Sylph editions, 2007), 36. 
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music, or recitations of poetry and the Qur’ān: “such practices could lead to the heightening of 

spiritual awareness culminating in various types of ecstasy, alterations of the psyche, and 

spontaneous physical reactions.”93 The word Samā literally means “listening,” part of the more 

general practice of dhikr, or “remembrance”94—past and present mixed up in swirling ecstasy. Such 

deep listening as part of a spiritual, self-mortifying practice gets to the heart of a passage from 

Rudolf Steiner’s The Arts and their Mission, which Harvey often referenced in lectures and interviews: 

To grasp the essential nature of things is to understand man’s position in the cosmos. The 
future development of music will be toward spiritualization, and involve a recognition of the 
special character of the individual tone. Today we relate the individual tone to harmony or 
melody in order that, together with other tones, it may reveal the mystery of music. In the 
future we will no longer recognize the individual tone solely in relation to other tones, which 
is to say according to its planal dimension, but apprehend it in depth; penetrate into it and 
discover therein its affinity for hidden neighboring tones. And we will learn to feel the 
following: If we immerse ourselves in the tone it reveals three, five or more tones; the single 
tone expands into a melody and harmony leading straight into the world of spirit. [my emphasis] Some 
modern musicians have made beginnings in this experience of the individual tone in its 
dimension of depth; in modern musicianship there is a longing for comprehension of the 
tone in its spiritual profundity, and a wish—in this as in the other arts—to pass from the 
naturalistic to the spiritual element.95 
 

Harvey is keen to point out that this assertion of Steiner’s was made around the same time (1923) 

Schoenberg was developing his method of twelve-tone composition. Steiner seems to make a moral 

equation of listening-in to a single tone with “stripping the ego,” detaching the tone’s(/soul’s) 

dependency on its neighbors(/attachments) for meaning. Yet within the singular tone there is not 

one, but many, an encompassment of all possible tones. Steiner’s assertion that one’s focus on the 

tone leaves behind contextual relationships to melody or harmony, only to find within tones 

additional melodies and harmonies, gets directly at the heart of Harvey’s inherent musical bipolarity: 

serial techniques, with their concern with absolute, global syntax, coexisting with a localized 

 
93 Avery, Kenneth S. A Psychology of Early Sufi Samâ`: Listening and Altered States. Routledge: Routledge, 2004, 3-4. 
94 Remembrance is the act, although God is understood to be the specific object of remembrance. 
95 Rudolf Steiner, “The Arts and Their Mission–Lecture VIII,” Dornach, Switzerland, May 27-June 9, 1923; quoted in 
Jonathan Harvey, “Reflection After Composition,” Tempo, New Series, no. 140 (1982): 3. 
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immersion with the “individual tone”, decoupled from any such syntactic relationships, where each 

sound is heard as a universe unto itself. This can also be identified with the Cagean perspective: 

sound decoupled from the superimposition of meaning or purpose, but without abandoning the 

adjoining possibility that sounds might also carry significance as part of a larger trajectory, or a global 

temporality. 

For Harvey, atonality represented not a kind of “inhuman, indulgent experimentalism,” or a 

lavish expression of privilege, but an expansion of the grit that had always given older music its 

emotional power. “A pinch of chaos,” Harvey calls it, even in Mozart. Historically speaking, Harvey 

points out, this gradually expanded to encompass the “totality” of form in the 20th century, 

eventually reflecting a “negative force” of the major darknesses of the time. But atonality has more 

to “say” than cynicism alone, provided one looks at the way it was represented by Arnold 

Schoenberg: “The order and symmetry of serialism was to float away from the ground roots of 

tonality into a universe in which all directions were equal… To my mind he [Schoenberg] never 

achieved his vision, just as, despite his lifelong obsession with prayer, with union, he generally 

regarded it in the light of struggle rather than gratitude.”96 Anton Webern was the one to realize this, 

Harvey says, removing any preconceived sense of up, down, or tonal grounding––“THE BASS 

moves into the middle: this is our musical revolution.”97 Even in the dimension of time, Webern’s 

palindromic symmetries imbue narrative form with the sensation that “all directions are equal, the 

listener is not travelling down a road to a climactic destination, he is criss-crossing a field, covering it 

to complete satisfaction. It is knowledge, not action.” Webern related his music to a connection with 

the spirit world (he was particularly concerned with the spectral presence of his deceased mother), 

 
96 Jonathan Harvey. 1980. “The Composer’s View: Atonality.” The Musical Times 121 (1653): 699. 
97 Jonathan Harvey. 1982. “Reflection after Composition.” Tempo, no. 140: 2. 83. 
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and it is on account of this that Harvey attempts to turn criticisms of atonality inside out, that 

complaints of harmonic and formal totality are in fact virtues to be explored.98 

Again, one can see Harvey’s exploration of the rhetorical power of atonality as part of a 

larger cycle of musical purgation. In this framework, atonality does not just happen, it must be 

worked for, earned, since acoustically speaking it is literally defying gravity, demanding, 

paradoxically, an absolute clarity of tone: 

One realizes how much when listening to tonal music and then atonal through a bad car 
radio (as I do). The tonal music is tolerable: the ear supplies the missing or weak partials of 
the complex blend, just as it supplies a ghost fundamental when only presented with a few 
upper partials of a given spectrum. The atonal music, no matter how much I love it, is 
decidedly intolerable. Each component needs nothing less than complete clarity. No, the 
difference between past practice and what is now being born (and was prophesied by 
Steiner) is one of emphasis. One needs to dwell longer on the individual note/chord (cf. 
Steiner) to realize its potential, its “inner life” (Stockhausen). It is not part of a progression, 
but contains progressions within itself.99  
 

In this final line we find a succinct summation of Harvey’s musical project: a type of musical 

development (both within a work and, as he suggests, across the progression of musical history) that 

moved towards the articulation and eventual dissolution of each new incipient formal structure, a 

cyclic experience which both generates and negates hierarchy as part of its argument.  

If we can imagine a musical narrative following this progression, we begin with a tonal 

structure, where tangible relationships between sounds are defined by the psychoacoustic impact of 

each sound’s constituent parts—overtone ratios, inharmonicity and stochastic noise, etc. These 

sounds are ‘reduced,’ shorn apart by a crystallization of their own internal structures, where each 

intervallic ‘part’ is exploded to become its own separate whole. Such reductive practices constitute 

the language of ‘atonal’ music. Further distillations of this crystalline structure dissolve towards 

discontinuity, where the interval gives way to the ‘tone-molecules’ comprising each interval. Further 

 
98 Jonathan Harvey. 1980. “The Composer’s View: Atonality.” The Musical Times 121 (1653): 699. 
99 Jonathan Harvey. 1982. “Reflection after Composition.” Tempo, no. 140: 2. 86. 
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examination reveals deeper dimensions (overtone, amplitude, and characteristic stochastic noise 

structures), these dimensions reveal higher-order tonal structures, dissolved again into intervallic 

crystallizations, again through the interval lattice-work to the tone-molecule, and the cyclic structure 

continues in perpetuity. This is music in the form of a tesseract, a four-dimensional object appearing 

to change shape (at least as seen from a lowly three-dimensional point of view), the dimensions of 

its inner structure perpetually unchanging. Plus ça change, the tesseract rotates a mere 90º, appearing 

to depart from and then return to its initial state, even though its internal dimensions have never 

changed (Figure 1): 

 
Figure 1, 4-dimensional tesseract demonstrating 3-dimensional ‘rotation’ 

Harvey’s most famous example of this perpetual folding-in of form is perhaps Mortuos Plango, 

Vivos Voco (1980), a fixed-media, eight-channel composition produced during Harvey’s first stint at 

IRCAM. In his sketches for the work at the Sacher Foundation Harvey foregrounds Steiner’s 

influence: 

Steiner’s prediction and hope––that music will become deepened in dimension by going into 
the individual tone––‘spiritualised’ after the naturalism (materialism) of relationships of the 
third between tones. This work must exploit the individual tone! Sections may be pyramided 
on top of each other. Static & soft-edged. Only rhythm from beater, a spatial movement. / 
Analyze not only bell but also each vowel. / Andy Mower's program for separating 
partials… Sections in form of the bell i.e. number of layers decreases. / Whole piece in form 
of a bell, densest at the beginning––most contemplative at the end… Opening of piece 
v.much concerned with attacks, the end concerned with hums & decays & continuum. 
Wildness, metaphysical supernatural quality of opening, with several bells tolling at different 
speeds and pitches from different spatial points. Gradually transformed to something not 
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concrete. Multiple Boys chanting ‘Horas…’ / FROM THE SPECTACULAR TO THE 
INWARD / like a bell stroke.100 
 

Mortuos Plango, Vivos Voco features only two sounds and their digital resynthesizations: the tenor bell 

from the Winchester cathedral, and recordings of his son, Dominic (at the time a chorister at 

Winchester cathedral), singing plainchant-like melodies set to the text inlaid on the bell itself, “Horas 

Avolantes Numero, Mortuos Plango: Vivos ad Preces Voco” (I count the fleeting hours and mourn the 

dead: I call the living to prayer). The work’s sketch folder includes the original spectrogram printouts of 

the bell’s overtone structure, printed on the most delicate carbon-copy paper, a tactile reminder of 

the impermanence of this work’s materials.  

 
Figure 2, harmonic series from Winchester bell, copied from Harvey’s sketches for Mortuos Plango 

The bell’s overtone structure was copied into the sketch pad (Figure 2), alongside clear drafts of the 

melodies he gave to his son to sing for preparatory recordings (Figure 3), written out in large, clear 

block text: 

 
100 Jonathan Harvey, sketches for “Mortuos Plango, Vivos Voco”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher Foundation, 
Basel 
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Figure 3, prolational canons with text, tempi proportional to interval, copied from Harvey’s sketches for Mortuos Plango  

Several wonderful analyses of this work have been written,101 so I will not dwell long here 

except to highlight the ways in which Harvey presents boy and bell as part of the same perceptual 

continuum, despite a deliberate juxtaposition of their apparent material differences. We can see that 

the notes of the boy’s melodies represent overtones 2, 3, 5, 7 and 8 from the bell’s distorted 

spectrum, including the F “strike tone”.102 Each of the melodies are performed at a tempo 

corresponding to intervals of these overtones: for example, the first two melodies, the first 

beginning on a C and the second on E-flat, are a minor third apart, a 5:6 ratio, corresponding exactly 

to the tempo markings of 60 and 72. The last example with the rising [0,3,5] figurations appears not 

to have been used outright in the final iteration of the piece, but serves to highlight the extent to 

 
101 In particular Bruno Bossis’ article Mortuos Plango, Vivos Voco de Jonathan Harvey ou le miroir de la spiritualité, from 2004, as 
well as Michael Clarke’s in “Analytical Methods of Electroacoustic Music” 
102 A psychoacoustic ‘phantom’ common in bells which is the result of higher partials corresponding to a secondary 
natural harmonic series. Our mind ‘appears’ this false fundamental by inference, a kind of second image, like the classic 
vases/faces illusion. 
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which Harvey was thinking of the bell’s harmonic series in terms of its intervallic content (in this 

case, each set multiplied by a perfect fourth).  

Never very far from Underhill, our attention is “awakened” by a chaotic polyphony of 

bells—in reality there is only the one tenor bell recording, where copies of the recording are overlaid 

at different playback speeds corresponding to the bell’s overtone structure, forming a prolation 

canon tuned to the bell’s own timbre. This is similar to the tempi given for each iteration of the 

boy’s plainchant, each roughly proportional to the intervallic relationships between each melody. As 

the canon gradually ‘peals’ off voices, the work begins its own “purgation”, structural elements of 

boy and bell crystallized and dissolved into their component parts, serialized across the incipient 

formal structure. A ‘melody’ of synthetic bell tones, first heard at about 0:50, offers a reordering of 

the bell’s eight lowest partials (their corresponding numbers listed below), seeming to emerge from 

the still-tolling fundamental. This ‘bell melody’ is in fact a local premonition of the work’s 

background harmonic plan (you will notice he ultimately decided to reverse sections 5 and 6), where 

each new section is centered ‘tonally’ around a different partial, and the duration of the section is 

determined by the proportional differences between these frequencies (lower=>longer; 

higher=>shorter): the durational relativity of the opening prolation canon, expanded structurally to 

encompass the entire work. Furthermore, particular vowels from the text––horas, preces, vivos, etc.––

influence resynthesization processes conducted within each section, boy and bell ‘heard through’ 

one another’s characteristic formants (Figure 4):  
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Figure 4, bell melody and formant superimpositions, copied from Harvey’s sketches for Mortuos Plango 

Much of the resynthesization procedures center around glissandi from one bell spectrum to 

another, generally using the focal ‘tonal center’ of each section as pivots, like a spectral pedal point. 

This is essentially the practice of set multiplication, a serial technique exploited most famously by 

Boulez in Le Marteau sans Maître (1955), applied here to the specific microtonal intervallic contours 

of the bell spectrum. Using the “strike tone” F as pivot, pinned to each harmony like a pedal point, 

we see some possible spectral modulations, copied from Harvey’ sketches (Figure 5): 

 

 
Figure 5, Winchester bell harmonic series ‘pivoting’ around a common pedal-tone 

Reaching the end of the work, a recapitulation of the opening bell tone is heard constructed 

now entirely of the boy’s voice, stacked to form the overtone structure of the bell first outlined in 

the opening prolation canon. The work’s Illumination, a return, of sorts, although Harvey knows 

better than to leave the listener with any assurance of conclusivity, especially given Underhill’s 

warnings about such feelings of self-satisfaction. Recalling the image of a tesseract, the ‘cube’ has 

merely rotated 90º, but our senses have been manipulated into perceiving a transformation by virtue 
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of our inability to perceive the object as a whole. The material content of Mortuos Plango, despite all 

apparent transformations, has never changed ‘shape’, each ‘new’ bit of music representing a simple 

rotation of material heard right from the very first pealing of bells. Its ending is not so much a 

conclusion as a continuation of the same rotational cycle in perpetuity: the end is a new beginning. 

Related excerpts from Thoughts concern ideas for a new opera which highlight Harvey’s 

continuing interest in exploring concepts of cyclicity, attained through inward examination and 

dissolution of the self, while still looking to the past (as in “past lives,” or “reincarnation”) for 

support. There is a pointed darkness in these entries, as should be immediately evident: 

[undated, sometime after Feb 99] New Opera must be set in the wasteland. Desolate and 
decayed setting. People up against of. Intensity of critical situation. Beckett ‘Endgame.’ The 
‘three bringings’—dissolution of mirage, smoke, five fires/sparks, stole flame, white 
appearance, red increase, black-art, emptiness (both desolate and pregnant). Community in 
crisis. Individual goes inwards to discover authority, truth: bring new growth, or liberation. 
LIBERATION Set in prison or labour camp. Restlessness of inmates. ‘Guards’ on trial 
later––flash forward. Long and magical transformation. Cf. Prelude is act III of Parsifal, 
Grail quest seen through distortion of kindness––endless false pathos leading nowhere. 
 I have one more opera in me: about people––in the endless cycle of samsara––show 
why! My testament of this life. 

 
[also undated, but not long after] Opera: the profoundest moments in opera are concerned 
with the revelation of reincarnation, of past lives, of previous relationships. 

 
23 June 99 The sense of ‘destiny’ is exciting: not because it implies some ‘controller’ 
God, but because it implies the reality of a mental continuum. What is this sense in Tristan, 
Parsifal, Pelléas? Can their deeply affecting flavor be shown to be the awakening of a denied 
sense of how it feels to be conscious of a ‘destiny’ running through many lives? Are these 
characters aware that they are part of a larger process of self-evolution? Does the test and 
the fact that it is made more ‘profound’ by music convey that––even unconsciously?103 
 
The opera in question, not yet materialized at the time of these entries, is Wagner Dream, 

completed in 2006, which takes place in Venice on the eve of Wagner’s death, referencing Wagner’s 

own incomplete sketch for a Buddhist opera, Die Sieger (The Victors). Wagner is characterized 

entirely by a spoken role, the actor displaying everything which was painfully detestable about the 

 
103 Jonathan Harvey, work diary “Thoughts”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel 
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man himself. He has a heart attack following an argument with Cosima about marital fidelity, leading 

to a vision of the Buddha who shares with the dying Wagner a tale of two lovers, Pakriti and 

Ananda, whose passage to paradise is made possible only by a mutual renouncement of conjugal 

union. Speaking about this work, Harvey says: 

There were certain feelings which could come together in an opera through a combination 
of all the strands of my other works, sometimes involving text, sometimes not. There was a 
theme or message concerning not only words but sounds, the way sounds feel, the way they 
combine, the way people live in music. Hence the present work, Wagner Dream, which has 
become the combination of twenty or thirty works, all leading to this one opera.104 
 

 Reading that last line, and given Harvey’s concern with cyclicity, it seems he conceived of his 

entire output as part of a single, unbroken continuum, where each new work could be understood as 

a dream-like rotation of the same complex object (in this case, his own tangled web of influences). 

This is further supported by his early interest in Stockhausen, whose operatic cycle Licht spanned 26 

years (1977-2003) of creative work, all rooted in one page of Superformel (“super-formula”). There is 

no such document for Harvey’s music, nor does his fluid, intuitive work style suggest he was the 

type to have found such a thing to be creatively healthy (thinking back to Keller’s criticism of his 

“aesthetic”). Rather, the idea seems to linger in the background like a kind of cosmic radiation. 

Considering all his various entries on the spiritual entanglement of seemingly opposing 

aesthetic outlooks, and a sense that Harvey’s most pressing musical concern was for a tangible 

expression of self-denial, from the earlier quoted lecture on Buddhism and Music in 2004 there is 

this curious statement: 

I should emphasize that up to a certain point in time I’ve not composed according to any 
Buddhist Theory, this is all quite recent. It’s as if I sort of looked back on what I’ve done 
and what other people have done and then I thought, hm, this really explains something. It’s 
not a conscious theory applied, in any way. In fact, it’s less than a year ago that I began to 
think about this subject.105  
 

 
104 Jonathan Harvey and Carrière Jean-Claude, Circles of Silence (Lewes: Sylph editions, 2007), 15. 
105 Jonathan Harvey, “Music and Buddhism.” Acanthes, 2004. Lecture, July 8, 2004. 
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This of course needs to be clarified. Harvey had written many works up to this point which 

took as their inspiration Buddhist subjects and texts, so the suggestion that Buddhism was a 

newfound interest in 2003 cannot be what he means. What Harvey seems to be getting at, however, 

is what I hope is conveyed in this section: first, that Harvey’s aesthetic outlook was flexible and 

fluid, more than he may have willingly admitted; and secondly, that this flexibility was fundamentally 

tied to his spiritual interests (and their own fluidity), his own take on a kind of musical purgation, to 

recreate the mystic dissolution of self by encompassing all that appeared musically contradictory, 

especially given the aesthetic foments of his formative years. To him, Buddhist teachings best 

described this process, while rooted in the Christian mystic foundations of Steiner and Underhill’s 

notions of ‘stripping the ego’ from attachment. East entangled with West, each justification for the 

other.  

‘Illumination’ is hard work, but what is earned? Looking further ahead, one finds a short 

note towards the end of his written entries in Thoughts, near the quote from the opening epigraph: “6 

Jan 08 ‘Silence’ is the ground of all noise. Emptiness is the ground of all forms. Seeing forms as 

mere appearance to mind we arrive at silence (spirituality and tranquility).” As is often the case, Cage 

has the final…   
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2. Ambiguity: technology as nature in relief 

Given Harvey’s navigation of dualistic entanglements, and especially his complex 

relationship with the past, it would be worthwhile to unpack the concept of ‘ambiguity’ as Harvey 

had received it. Specifically, in this chapter I will argue that Harvey inherited a particularly Romantic 

notion of the creative intersections of nature and culture, one for which technological intervention 

was less an intrusion than an illumination of this entanglement. As the philosopher and composer 

Brian Kane has demonstrated, nature descends from its Greek philosophical manifestation of the 

word physis, as in the nature of things, or nature as a state of becoming.106 Art (technê) imitates nature 

(physis), Aristotle says. But art can also elucidate nature—can the one, therefore, be truly subordinate 

to the other? Kane writes, “If technê comes to the aid of physis, and brings physis to completion, then 

physis cannot be conceived as a simple plenitude or potentiality without lack. Thus the inability of 

physis to realize its ends without the aid of technê reveals that the relationship of the two cannot be 

simple subordination. Rather, the relationship is supplementary.”107 For Harvey, the creative act was 

one of supplementation, not dichotomization. 

Harvey’s writing often makes clear that he was aware of the aesthetic lineage he was evoking. 

Taking the notion of mystical experience as initiated and driven by uncomfortable contact with (or 

subsumption by) some transcendental infinite, with notably belittling or humbling undercurrents, 

there are striking parallels to the eighteenth-century notion of the sublime. Peter Chong-Beng Gan, 

in his book on the specific connections between Underhill’s understanding of mysticism and the 

sublime as defined in Kant’s Critique of Judgement, summarizes this connection:  

The sublime experience, in the Kantian sense, is not initiated at the moment when perfect 
harmony between object and faculties has been obtained; rather, the heart of sublimity lies in 

 
106 From Philolaus’ On Nature, Fragment 1, “Nature (physis) in the world-order (cosmos) was fitted together out of things 
which are unlimited and out of things which are limiting, both the world-order as a whole and everything in it.” 
Huffman, Carl, "Philolaus", The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Fall 2020 Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.), URL = 
<https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2020/entries/philolaus/>. 
107 Kane, Brian. 2013. “Eleven Theses on Sound and Transcendence.” Current Musicology, no. 95: 261. 
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the disruption amongst the cognitive faculties due to an encounter with the formless 
infinite… If mystical experiences in their varied modalities are basically founded upon the 
intimate relationship between finite being and infinite being, then the uniqueness of mystical 
experiences, particularly the culminating experience of mystical union, has some affinities 
with the uniqueness of the experience of the sublime for they both concern experiences 
connected with the finite–infinite interface.108 
 

Gan is drawing a direct line from the eighteenth-century conception of the sublime to Underhill’s 

early twentieth-century notion of the mystical experience, and it is clear Harvey had adopted a 

similar tack in his own views. Included with Harvey’s sketches for Bird Concerto with Pianosong at the 

Paul Sacher Foundation was a loose sheet of printer paper, containing some free-associated jottings 

implicating interactions between Harvey’s imagination and eighteenth/nineteenth-century aesthetics: 

1. Nature / Culture    18th / 19th Wordsworth 
 Ashes Dance Back        Mozart’s letters      Turner      Richard Jefferies 
  filters 
2. Birds Couperin Journey with, Mozart, Beethoven, Wagner, Stravinsky, Respighi, Messiaen 
Ravel (Oiseaux Tristes)111 
 
With these references to Jefferies, Turner, and Wordsworth, Harvey evokes an English 

Romantic perspective on the sublime relationship between nature and culture. This might seem an 

odd point of discussion for a composer who, as explored in the previous chapter, was so concerned 

with gestures of regressionist musicality. How do we right such seemingly generic interest in the 

English romantics, something we assume to be the purview of a young schoolboy’s education and 

not from the work bench of a major electro-acoustic composer of avant-garde music. However, this 

is certainly not a discussion relegated only to the nineteenth-century, and in many ways we can see 

this presence as representative of the parapraxis-laden ground-state of all modernist thinking, where 

the past persists as a stabilizing agent for the creation of new works, perhaps especially in those 

which openly eschew their origins.112 Notions of the sublime, for example, can be traced to the work 

 
108 Gan P.CB. (2015) Conclusion. In: Dialectics and the Sublime in Underhill's Mysticism. Springer, Singapore. 
111 Jonathan Harvey, sketches for “Bird Concerto with Pianosong”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher 
Foundation, Basel 
112 See Seth Brodsky’s From 1989, or European Music and the Modernist Unconscious. 
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of early French symbolists such as Baudelaire, Verlaine, and Mallarmé, straight onto the doorstep of 

modernism. Mallarmé in particular seems to have brought the extremities of the sublime to their 

logical limit: 

it may seem odd that this French aesthete and mystic should be heir to a tradition grounded 
in Burke’s psychologism, yet if one looks at the essence of Burke’s conception of the term—
human terror in the face of the infinite—one sees an earlier if perhaps more modest version 
of Mallarmé’s obsession with death, nothingness, and the ideal, with the Azure as well as 
with the infinite emptiness of the White Page.113 
 
Harvey had previously used Turner’s work as inspiration for his 1988 composition Valley of 

Aosta, named after Turner’s 1836-7 painting, and Harvey says of his composition, “the music is 

often very rapid and fragmented. The figures and their repetitions are atomised in fluid sequences 

and, at the end of the piece, suggest a kind of spray in which the ideas are swept along. There is a 

parallel concept in Turner’s Valley of Aosta (1836)—a snowstorm, avalanche and thunderstorm: an 

explosion of energy and diffracted light, virtually without any figurative reference.”114 Harvey’s 

interest in Turner is understandable. One does not see so much as cower at Turner’s larger-than-life 

paintings, where human subjects are seen as miniscule actors in the face of overwhelming natural 

forces, nature depicted through a preoccupation with color and texture: ships, structures, and human 

figures almost completely blotted out by massive sheets of rain, ocean, or fire, each seemingly 

decoupled from their natural tethers, where even the museum onlooker appears dwarfed and 

violently belittled by the canvas. 

In a similar sense, the writings of nineteenth-century naturalist Richard Jefferies highlight an 

overriding preoccupation with naturalistic envelopment shaped through the lens of a nostalgic, 

almost childish yearning for unity with the natural world. This is expressed most explicitly in 

 
113 Lokke, Kari Elise. “The Role of Sublimity in the Development of Modernist Aesthetics.” The Journal of Aesthetics and Art 
Criticism 40, no. 4 (1982): 427. 
114 “Valley of Aosta,” Faber Music, accessed November 17, 2020, https://www.fabermusic.com/music/valley-of-aosta-
870. 
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Jefferies’ post-apocalyptic After London (1885), an imagining of urban collapse after an environmental 

crisis where Nature gradually reclaims the abandoned derelicts of a lost human society. Jefferies’ 

radiant depictions of the emulsification of industrial edifice into something resembling a joyously 

reclaimed swamp can be considered the foundation of much eco-apocalyptic literature since. But 

this dystopian vision was never painted with a dichotomist’s brush, since Jefferies himself was 

known to highlight his own ambiguous position between nature and culture, writing in personal 

correspondence, “‘I am very fond of what I may call a thickness of the people such as exists in 

London’; ‘I dream in London quite as much as in the woodlands’; ‘I like the solitude of the hills and 

the hum of the most crowded city; I dislike little towns and villages.’”115 Particularly meaningful here 

is Jefferies’ emphasis on an elemental ‘feeling’, nascent to a child’s view of the world, that some sort 

of balance has been returned to a vaguely defined yet universally understood natural order. Such 

feeling, what one could interpret as a kind of deeply intuitive understanding of nature and Creation, 

is also at the core of William Wordsworth’s poetry. In the Preface to the second edition of Lyrical 

Ballads (1800), he offers this explanation of the connection between ‘elementary feelings’ and a 

nascent understanding of the natural world, suggesting a fundamental state of being which acts in 

consort with some broader natural order.116 but if this suggests a soft, friendly, and bucolic calm, that 

is likely because its motivating foundations have been forgotten or misunderstood.  

In Jefferies’ After London, human culture’s emulsification into nature recomposed society into 

a form of neo-Medievalist feudalism, where even small crimes are disproportionately punishable by 

slavery—hardly an optimistic vision for humanity’s return to an accordant relationship with the 

 
115 Thomas, Edward. Richard Jefferies: His Life and Work. Boston: Little, Brown & Company, 1909, 116-117. 
116 “Low and rustic life was generally chosen, because in that condition, the essential passions of the heart find a better 
soil in which they can attain their maturity, are less under restraint, and speak a plainer and more emphatic language; 
because in that condition of life our elementary feelings co-exist in a state of greater simplicity, and, consequently, may 
be more accurately contemplated, and more forcibly communicated; because the manners of rural life germinate from 
those elementary feelings; and, from the necessary character of rural occupations, are more easily comprehended, and are 
more durable; and lastly, because in that condition the passions of men are incorporated with the beautiful and 
permanent forms of nature.” https://www.sas.upenn.edu/~jenglish/Courses/Spring2001/040/preface1802.html 
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natural world. One could read into Wordsworth’s ‘elementary feelings’ an extension of the terror 

and belittlement of the classical sublime, where Nature is understood to be the most powerful 

inflictor of pain and suffering, and thus the greatest tool for (re)awakening the mind and senses to 

the vastness of reality. In Edmund Burke’s classic formulation:  

Whatever is fitted in any sort to excite the ideas of pain, and danger, that is to say, whatever 
is in any sort terrible, or is conversant about terrible objects, or operates in a manner 
analogous to terror, is a source of the sublime; that is, it is productive of the strongest 
emotion which the mind is capable of feeling… what generally makes pain itself, if I may say 
so, more painful, is, that it is considered as an emissary of this king of terrors. When danger 
or pain press too nearly, they are incapable of giving any delight, and are simply terrible; but 
at certain distances, and with certain modifications, they may be, and they are delightful, as 
we every day experience. The cause of this I shall endeavour to investigate hereafter.117  
 
If we were to identify a common thread across these disparate influences, it is that this 

notion of a sublime relationship with nature necessitates the careful navigation of a liminal balancing 

of extremes. Revisiting the line from Harvey’s final essay, where Harvey declares, via Stockhausen, 

that ‘ambiguous’ music is exclusively “good”, music, Harvey argues, has ambiguity built into its very 

being by virtue of the fact that an auditor cannot always separate the essential abstractness of 

musical sensation from the concrete experience of reality: “The ambiguity of pattern and 

onomatopoeia furnishes a more ‘aesthetic’ example, perhaps from this double meaning we see that 

music is always itself and something else.”118 Beyond even the human reception of music, he 

continues by expositing the complexity of sound itself, how it can, and does, exist in many disparate 

states simultaneously: 

Interval and material form the same kind of duality. The pure interval we rejoice in, the 
perfect fifth, the perfect fourth, the beauty of the tuning of intervals, is one side of the 
inseparable ambiguity; and against that is placed the particular grainy, gutsy voice that is 
singing them, or the motion of hair sticking on some instrument’s strings, the physically 

 
117 Burke, Edmund. A philosophical enquiry into the origin of our ideas of the sublime and beautiful. With an introductory discourse 
concerning taste; and several other additions. By Edmund Burke, Esq. A new edition. London,  MDCCXCVIII. 
[1798]. Eighteenth Century Collections Online. Gale. Cornell University. 58-60. 
118 Jonathan Harvey, “‘Spiritual Music: ‘Positive’ Negative Theology?,’” in Contemporary Music and Spirituality, ed. Robert 
Sholl and Sander van Maas (London: Routledge, 2017), 314. 
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astonishing speed of sound-change or whatever the special material nature of the physics of 
the sound may be.119  
 

 Much of this sort of conception of sound as comprised of inseparable opposites, a signal 

and its noise, comes from technological advances, not the least of which include psychoacoustics 

and computing, allowing such nested forms to be dissected. But rather than dissolve the ambiguity, 

for Harvey these new technological methods of sonic dissection seemed only to highlight it: “With 

the rise of spectralism and the use of electronics, the transformation of a flute into an oboe and all 

the spectral stages in between produces a no man’s land which is neither, and both.”120 Even one’s 

perception of movement through ‘space’, simulated and manipulated through the use of 

loudspeakers and computer algorithms which model the locational cues of human hearing, is an 

ambiguity wanting to be unpacked: “The players are on the stage, but the sound is coming from 

everywhere. There is a kind of dreaming of the ensemble, their thoughts are going out into space. 

Where are they, really? The space becomes fluid, it becomes questioned.”121 Technology, in this case, 

is not something ‘other’ than the players, but a kind of musical catalyst, a tool for shearing apart 

fissures already present in the music and musical relationships between the players. 

 The mind’s ear did not need computers or sophisticated algorithms to achieve this effect of 

fluid musical space. Certainly anyone familiar with the floating voices of a hidden church choir 

knows this effect, and Wagner in particular exploited this by hiding his musicians in the opera house 

at Bayreuth, creating the sensation of a diffuse music that both moved through physical space while 

prolonging (or simply freezing) harmonic time. In this setting, hidden from view, the music is nature, 

but by virtue of the fact that it is both music and representative of nature, it becomes supernatural. 

Harvey is aware of the influence of Wagner in this respect:  

 
119 Ibid, 315 
120 Ibid, 315 
121 Ibid, 316 
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Another type of ambiguity is the sense of suspending disbelief. For example, if you are at Die 
Walküre of Wagner and you hear the storm music, you ‘believe’ in it because the music is 
very descriptive, very powerful; Wagner wrote it as onomatopoeia, using the energies of 
scrubbing strings and so on. But one does not therefore reach for one’s raincoat. What is 
this coupling of belief with disbelief? Some would answer right brain with left brain.122 
 

This passage offers some insight to Harvey’s underscoring of Wagner in the earlier list of avian-

inclined composers. In Siegfried, the eponymous hero, having slain the dragon Fafner and accidentally 

tasted his scalding blood, begins to hear birdsong ‘descending’ from its portrayal by a flute to the 

‘human realm’ of Siegfried’s instrument, the French horn. This further transforms into a human 

voice, an offstage soprano, warning Siegfried of impending treachery. In this scene we hear and see 

Nature the distant all-knowing other, translated by an omnipotent power conquered and harnessed by 

human guile. Here, Wagner effectively projects the listener into Siegfried’s gradually transforming 

mind, and while Siegfried is himself experiencing a moment of transformation, the listener also 

transforms from objective onlooker to active participant in the drama. 

This transformation is ambiguous, for sure, given all its simultaneous states of being. But 

this sequence of events, in their dream-like incongruity, suggests another descriptor, 

“Phantasmagoria.” Again according to Brian Kane, “lovers of strange words owe a debt of gratitude 

to Karl Marx. Without his evocative use of the term ‘Phantasmagoria’ to describe the power of the 

commodity, fetishized under capitalism, the word would likely have become as obsolete as the visual 

technology from whence it came.”123 The word itself means rather literally a state of near-dreaming, 

but historically speaking, “phantasmagoria” recalls dramatic performances that took place at the turn 

of the twentieth century in which images of ghosts and other specters were morphed and 

manipulated using lights, mirrors, smoke, and other techniques of visual trickery to suggest the 

influence of occult powers, or the supernatural, made all the more powerful when their methods of 

 
122 Ibid, 316 
123 Kane, Brian. Sound Unseen: Acousmatic Sound in Theory and Practice. New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2014. 97. 
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production were hidden from view. For the German philosopher Theodore Adorno, this act of 

willful deception carried with it a moral dimension, one which implied an unacknowledged power 

differential rooted in the known susceptibilities of human perception. Harvey, on the other hand, 

seemed to view this effect much more positively, a means of casting doubt on the apparent solidity 

of lived reality. Harvey uses the writings of Rudolf Steiner to acknowledge, unsurprisingly, the 

importance of phantasmagoria in his musical thinking: 

Steiner had an impact on my music, by dissolving some of the clear classical formalities into 
more impressionistic textures, perhaps closer to French music, to Debussy—what Boulez 
(approvingly) and Adorno (somewhat disapprovingly) called ‘Phantasmagoria’. This is the 
kind of sound world which moves away from the neatness of discourse, of statement, of 
argument and instates another kind of music-world which is that of living in sound, not 
particularly defined by argument and logic but just as particularly intense state of being.124 
 

 In this excerpt, Harvey implies an equation of his understanding of phantasmagoric 

experience with the transcendent states of mind sought through his practice of Vedic meditation. 

The musical significance of these experiences, he explains, is not the achievement of transcendence 

itself, which cannot truly be described since it is “beyond knowledge” (he describes it as a fleeting 

absence of sensation: “it is a zero”), but the strange borderland at and around the moment of 

transcendence, where “it has a lot of connections with the normal states of consciousness we move 

in day by day, so it can be mediated in those terms.”125 Returning to Harvey’s earlier assertion via 

Stockhausen, this mystical condition is the exclusive domain of great art, purely ambiguous, and that 

ambiguity, rather than describing uncertainty, is a clearly articulable object, a plasmic transition 

between states of mind: 

The fascination is in the hide-and-seek process where sounds which you took to be 
individual, highly characterized sounds, identities, instruments, whatever can hide themselves 
and blend so perfectly you can’t see them anymore. They come in and out of identity. They 
are highly individual beings and yet they are also empty, lacking inherent existence, just part 
of some whole. And when this process occurs often enough, in and out, hidden and 
revealed, we have a kind of mystical essence of music which I think is very important; I 

 
124 Arnold Whittall, Jonathan Harvey (London: Faber and Faber, 1999), 15. 
125 Ibid., 16 
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would not dismiss it as illusion in the way Adorno does, as some kind of lesser 
phantasmagoric reality. For me, it is the very nature of reality itself––that behind 
individuality one discerns a unity.126 
 
Here, Harvey’s continual emphasis on eternal transformation, and his fundamental 

grounding in a spiritual reading of atonality, elucidates cryptic, recurring references to a “Paradise 

Garden” that appear throughout Harvey’s sketches for Bird Concerto: “Paradise garden meditation the 

heart and soul of the piece / artificial birds proliferate and take over (with vestiges of ‘real’ birds) / 

also: real-artificial dialogue [‘lesson’!].” In the sketches for the 4th String Quartet (2003), there is a 

similar reference, “a cyclic form. A series of lives: aiming for the Paradise Garden with yellow 

wisteria and wooden bird-sculptures.” Another jotting in the full draft of the quartet continues this 

idea of cyclic lives, “‘An energetic life’: leads down at one point, then up (change direction) to 

Tushita Pure Land and the yellow wisterias, with weeping. / Flying sounds. Birdsong. Paradise 

Garden.” It is clear from Harvey’s usage of this paradisal image that, rather than representing some 

sort of theological idée fixe, it encapsulated an meaningful musical and creative attitude, a cyclic 

sense of time where form and chaos exist in a recursive loop. 

A Paradise Garden, also known as a “Pure Land Garden” (浄土庭園), is a style of landscape 

architecture originating in the Mahayana practice of Buddhism,127 meant to represent various stages 

of the Buddha’s journey towards enlightenment. The Pure Land practice of Buddhism adheres to a 

uniquely cynical perspective that life is too tainted by Samsara, the cyclical self-infliction of suffering 

lived through daily, for the mind to achieve true enlightenment: the tesseract continues to rotate, but 

its structure never changes. One prepares for a kind of afterlife—sometimes referred to as the “Pure 

Land”, “Paradise”, or “Western Paradise”—by meditation in such a garden, and as such, paradise 

gardens were often central to the estates of Japanese nobility beginning in the 7th century (although 

 
126 Ibid., 15 and 28 
127 Turner, Tom. Asian Gardens: History, Beliefs, and Design. Abingdon, Oxon [England]: Routledge, 2011. 140 
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they were not exclusively Japanese concepts).128 These heavily curated spaces were meant to directly 

represent the Buddha’s Pure Land, and one’s contemplative journey through the garden represented 

a mediation between our world of Samsara and the Pure Land beyond. It is literally a place in 

between, not ‘nature’ or ‘natural’ per say, but indicative of an idealized nature, using elements of 

local topography and famous landmarks, and samples of local scenery, peppered with religious 

iconography of and about the journey of the Buddha.129  

Of course, the garden as a space for the careful (and therefore paradoxical) cultivation of 

wildness would have been a familiar space for Harvey, at least on a subcutaneous cultural level. 

English landscape architecture of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries was often constructed to 

demonstrate a kind of plasmic, fragile state of being known as the “picturesque,” what Annette 

Richards describes as a blending of the “extreme categories of the sublime and the beautiful which, 

in a pure state, become unacceptable to a successful, ‘tasteful’ work… predicated on the tension 

between the formed and deformed, between underlying coherence and surface disruption.”130 These 

naturalistic aesthetics were often spoken of in parallel with their musical counterparts, the so-called 

free-fantasia often associated with the wild improvisatory aesthetic of C.P.E. Bach, itself a balancing 

act of modulatory procedure with textural volatility.  

Harvey saw Hans Keller’s definition of genius as the artist’s ability to clearly highlight both 

statement and ambiguity at once in a musical argument.134 If we take Harvey’s interest in the concept 

of a Paradise Garden rather literally, as the continuation of an inherited lineage of aesthetic thought 

where the careful cultivation of ambiguity and chaos is central to any (successful) creative act, “the 

 
128 Ibid., 246 . 
129 Tan Tanaka, “Early Japanese Horticultural Treatises and Pure Land Buddhist Style: Satkteiki and Its Background in 
Ancient Japan and China,” in Garden History: Issues, Approaches, Methods, ed. John Dixon. Hunt (Washington, D.C.: 
Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection, 1992). 79-80. 
130 Richards, Annette. The Free Fantasia and the Musical Picturesque. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001. 14. 
134 Harvey, Jonathan. “Music and Buddhism.” Acanthes 2004. Lecture, July 8, 2004.  
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landscapes of genius, then, were less abstract and imaginary than they might have appeared, for they 

found their realization in the landscape garden itself.”135 Composition, from this perspective, 

intimates chaos and dereliction while never giving up on the centrality of a guiding path. In fact, one 

could say this path has the potential to assume any form, following whatever direction the human 

subject chooses to travel—the garden is cultivated, but the individual is a free agent within its 

boundaries.  

Harvey is certainly not the only composer in the twentieth century to use the metaphor of a 

garden in describing his work. The Japanese composer Toru Takemitsu was, like Harvey, deeply 

interested in a dream-like structuring of music which could assume what he referred to as “liquid 

form.” Many of his works invoke water and dream in their titles, and in some of his more mature 

works he refers to the composer as responsible for guiding the listener on a tour through an 

imaginary garden, “glimpsing various musical ideas from different perspectives before returning to 

the starting point.”136 This certainly played into Takemitsu’s interest in Zen aesthetics, something 

that put him in musical conversation with Cage, but where this interest 

takes us back to the philosophy of non-intention, suppression of the individual ego… There 
are nevertheless some apparent inconsistencies and paradoxes both in Takemitsu’s theories 
themselves, and his practical application of them. An artistic philosophy which aims at denial 
of the composer’s ego suggests a consequent necessity for denial of self-expression, and 
yet—apart from a few brief experiments with open form and graphic notation in the 
1960s—Takemitsu did not follow Cage down the road of ‘non-intentionality’.137  

 
On the other hand, given Cage’s own propensity for contradiction, and a sense that his music was 

often written with a clear intention in mind (at least atmospherically), Takemitsu may have followed 

him after all. 

 
135 Richards, Annette. The Free Fantasia and the Musical Picturesque. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001. 65. 
136 Peter Burt, “'Zen' in the Art of Toru Takemitsu,” in CONTEMPORARY MUSIC AND SPIRITUALITY, ed. Sander 
van Maas and Robert Sholl (London: Routledge, 2019), 162. 
137 Ibid, 163 
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In all seriousness, such open-ended expressionism clarifies Takemitsu’s ‘gardening aesthetic’ 

as linked to a broader Japanese concept of “becoming.” Tomoko Deguchi describes this in an essay 

on an early work of Takemitsu’s, Piano Distance (1961), which, similarly to Harvey’s aesthetic non-

locality, positions itself within the framework of a post-Webernian dodecophonic pointillism, while 

appearing paradoxically to unravel and reassign syntactic patterns locally in a dream-like 

improvisation with a limited short-term memory:  

The word naru [“to become”], having strong connotations to the world “becoming” and 
“constantly changing,” generally suggests the Japanese inclination toward the notion of 
matter autonomously altering over the passage of time… The Japanese word “naru” can be 
written by several different Chinese characters, such as 生 (to be born), 成 (to become), 变 

(to change), 化 (to transform), and 產 (to produce). It depicts the world, within the most 
ancient stratum of the universe, merely as the spontaneous sprouting, growth, and 
proliferation of organic matter.138 
 

In this sense, the composer is an active participant in this spontaneous becoming, and so one can 

read in both Harvey and Takemitsu’s stances on composition that ambiguity is best expressed clearly, 

in conversation with (rather than in place of) form. Form and formlessness, each seen through the 

other.  

In Harvey’s output, his most representative example of this idea appears in his 1997 work 

Ashes Dance Back for choir and electronics (referred to in the program note sketch that began this 

section, just beneath “Nature / Culture”), its title borrowed from a short poem by the thirteenth-

century Persian Sufi-mystic Jalal al-Din Rumi:  

I burn away; laugh; my ashes are alive! 
I die a thousand times: 
My ashes dance back— 
A thousand new faces.139 
 

 
138 Deguchi, Tomoko. "Procedures of Becoming in Toru Takemitsu's "Piano Distance"." Indiana Theory Review 30, no. 1 (2012): 
53. 
139 “Ashes Dance Back,” Faber Music, accessed November 17, 2020, https://www.fabermusic.com/music/ashes-dance-
back-2609. 
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In his program notes for the work, Harvey writes that he was interested in Rumi’s “ecstatic 

dissolution of the self in the elements of Nature,” and his sketchbook for the piece describes this in, 

yet again, language reminiscent of Underhill: 

1. Childhood / 2. Creation of false self / 3. Vision; meeting with Mate; false self burnt away; 
bliss, peace, awareness; Divine Light, suffering / 4. Direct, paramount vision of Divine Light 
/ Adoration/Danger / dying/blossoming140 
 

Again, we can see Harvey’s singular interest in the dissolution of dualistic constructions. For Ashes 

Dance Back, Harvey takes as his starting point recordings of three elemental forces—“wind, fire, and 

finally healing water”—treating choir and electronics alternately as stained glass window and light 

source. Harvey was teaching at Stanford at the time he wrote this piece, and worked with Juan 

Pampin at Stanford’s CCRMA141 to develop the electronics. Pampin helped Harvey program banks 

of digital filters which could be tuned to specific overtone-based harmonies introduced by the choir, 

which often blend with the singers in a game of timbral hide and seek. The noisy elemental 

recordings are passed through these filters: when the filter bandwidth is wide open, most or all of 

the original sound is heard, creating an environment where “the hall [is] flooded with nature’s 

power.”142 Conversely, as the filter bandwidth is reduced, restricting passable frequencies in an ever 

narrowing bottleneck, individual tones are heard, pure like wetted crystal and almost sinusoidal in 

quality, where their amplitude envelopes trace the stochastic rhythmic characteristics of the original 

recordings. “By varying the openness of that filter I could change from nature to culture, and back 

again, moving seamlessly from music to wind… as the choir dissolved and changed, humans audibly 

turning into the elements.”143 This work articulates an entanglement of nature and culture, 

 
140 Jonathan Harvey, sketches for “Ashes Dance Back”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel 
141 Center for Computer Research in Music and Acoustics 
142 Jonathan Harvey and Carrière Jean-Claude, Circles of Silence (Lewes: Sylph editions, 2007), 37. 
143 Ibid, 37 
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represented as elemental recordings heard through the choir (and vice versa), each indistinguishable in 

the other’s presence. 

With this notion of entanglement, we are brought, finally, to an idea which has been lurking 

in the background since the very beginning: Madhyamaka, or the doctrine of the “Middle Way.” This 

school of thought was depicted as a means of bypassing the bi-polarity of the two doctrines of 

eternalism: on the one hand, “that all things exist because of an eternal essence,” and on the other 

hand a kind of annihilationism, the idea “that things have essences while they exist but that these 

essences are annihilated just when the things themselves go out of existence.” The solution, as it 

were, is to assume that all things are inherently empty, the “universal emptiness of inherent natures”, 

or svabhāva-śūnyatā,144 as discussed above. This knife-edge-balanced understanding of reality carries 

some similarities to the eighteenth-century concept of the picturesque, especially as a kind of 

mediator between aesthetic extremities, and it seems Harvey identifies this conflation as the core of 

his own musical project: 

Absolutism, or naïve realism, on the one hand (how we normally live our lives) is about the 
existence of the self and the world; and nihilism, on the other hand, is about the terrifying 
non-existence of either: these are the two positions we must make a choice about. As 
Nietzsche said, we are in a position where we cannot believe in all the things we value most 
highly any more. Both positions are strongly present today. Absolutism is normal 
everywhere and nihilism has coloured much philosophy and art in the last century. 
Heidegger, Merleau-Ponty, Mallarmé, Samuel Beckett or Marcel Duchamp, for example. Is 
there nothing in between?145 

 
What Harvey’s work makes most clear is that he was determined to position himself somewhere in 

that void, a bridge across the great (if fallacious) chasm of twentieth-century musical aesthetics. The 

specifics of the particular theological framing—in Harvey’s case, Buddhism—become something of 

a moot point, better understood as tools which afforded him the ability to produce chimeric 

 
144 Hayes, Richard, "Madhyamaka", The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Fall 2019 Edition), Edward N. Zalta 
(ed.), URL = <https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2019/entries/madhyamaka/>. 
145 Jonathan Harvey, “‘Spritual Music: ‘Positive’ Negative Theology?,’” in Contemporary Music and Spirituality, ed. Robert 
Sholl and Sander van Maas (London: Routledge, 2017), 319. 
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constructions of apparent opposites. Ironically, this is a particularly Romantic project, one which 

becomes especially prescient for discussions of spectralism, to be discussed in the following chapter. 
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3. I am (not): spectralism and the long road towards the liminal 
 

If there has been any subtext to all this energy spent on Harvey’s spiritual and aesthetic 

interests, it is the degree to which many composers who came of age in the aesthetically turbulent 

1960s sought any path available to extricate themselves from the affiliative musical polemics of 

uptown/downtown, East/West, island/continent, post-/neo-, and so forth. Harvey’s mystical 

inclinations afforded him a certain fluidity between such camps (dodecaphonic structuralist and 

Cagean non-entity at once, for example), and his musicality certainly did not develop in isolation, 

and without response to feedback from important encounters along the way. But his early interest in 

the mystical was clearly fed by musical experiences of his youth—his father and family, life as a 

chorister, etc.—and he makes a somewhat tongue-in-cheek reference to his own musical 

development as a kind of corollary to the historical progression of music itself: “The history of 

music has been viewed by some as the slow ascent of humans up the harmonic series—with Xenakis 

and Scelsi we reached the thirty-second, for instance (to parody slightly). In my system that climb 

itself is the substance-matter of the syntax.”146 One can see in this idea a conflation of time with the 

perception of sound, where grasping at the ‘inner life’ of a tone—its partial divisions, noise, and 

characteristic fluctuations across a given period—carries parallels to the partial divisions of a person: 

memories, cultural influences, physiological traits which influence one’s perception of reality, and 

the development of these divisions as such across time. All measurable attributes (an act of 

observation which obscures the whole), all impossibly fluid and interconnected (thus obscuring the 

parts). This characteristic confluence of subjective and objective experience is what has often led to 

Harvey’s identification as a ‘spectral’ composer, a term previously cited in this study without clear 

definition because in large part such a definition is almost impossible, a fact which in and of itself 

becomes largely the point of the movement. Harvey’s own description of himself as such falls short 

 
146 Jonathan Harvey, In Quest of Spirit: Thoughts on Music (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1999), 46. 
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of any clear affiliation, as one might expect: “One would not want to echo Boulez’s ‘Inutile!’ when 

he described those not acquainted with serialism; nevertheless, I find those contemporary 

composers who are completely untouched by spectralism less interesting than those who are.”147 

This is a curious statement that manages to do exactly what Harvey cautions against, and with this in 

mind, I will use this chapter to argue how Harvey’s warm yet perpendicular relationship to 

spectralism mirrors that of spectralism’s own relationship to the piano. 

The French composer Gérard Grisey (1946-1998), who with Tristan Murail (b. 1947), 

Michaël Levinas (b. 1949), and Hugues Dufourt (b. 1943)148 began in the 1970s the so-called 

“spectral” project of exploring the immaterial presences within music-making, was notoriously 

ambiguous in his own descriptions of the movement, in large part as a (negative) response to the 

unwavering determinism of serial composition and the nihilistic counter-response of post-

modernism.149 The primary interest for this loose and unofficial group of what would come to be 

known as spectralism’s founding composers, was the deconstruction of the psychoacoustic 

phenomenon, from material source to psychological reception. While the group’s lasting moniker of 

“spectralism” remains a reference to musical fetishizations of harmonic spectra, this is, according to 

the English composer Julian Anderson, “only the most superficial feature of the music of these 

composers.” In this “provisional history of spectral music,” Anderson goes on to sketch the shared 

“inclinations” and “fascinations” of the spectralists: 

A much more fundamental concern shared by most of these composers is with the 
conscious composition of the degree of predictability or unpredictability in their music, and 
a consequent fascination with the psychology of perception… [M]ost composers involved 
with this tendency share an inclination to transcend the limits of parametric composition: the 
serial obsession with devising separate or related charts for pitch, duration, intensity, 
dynamics and timbre is replaced with a fondness for attempting to abolish the distinctions 

 
147 Ibid., 39 
148 All students of Messiaen, with the exception of Dufourt. The English composer George Benjamin told me that at a 
time when Messiaen’s influence was waning because his teaching and musical thinking considered a pale vestige of an 
old world best forgotten, this early group of spectralists were his staunchest supporters. 
149 Cross, J. 2020. “Introduction: Spectral Thinking.” Twentieth-Century Music 15 (1): 7. 
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between these phenomena… it is interesting to note here that the prevalence of an 
obsession with transcending the limits between parameters led Gérard Grisey to suggest the 
adjective ‘liminal’ as an apt epithet for the trend.150  
 

As Anderson is trying to argue, “spectralism” is something of a misnomer, and in fact the group’s 

interest was in its own apparent non-locality, a sense of occupying the literal cracks between musical 

spaces. 

 The gardens of the previous section become apropos to this musical doctrine of a ‘Middle 

Way,’ as it were, constructed from within the affordances of a burgeoning technological age, and 

drawn from a long tradition of liminal thinking and ambiguous musical motivations. This is a 

mindset borne from a moment in the musical avant-garde when memory of the past is both 

motivation and antagonist. Yet somehow, alongside the cultural arson of Boulez and reverential 

historiography of Harnoncourt, there is some sense of a present moment that self-consciously 

anchors itself in the past, a contradictory particle collision most clearly encapsulated (albeit nearly 30 

years later) by Erik Davis in TechGnosis:  

So here we are: a hypertechnological and cynically postmodern culture seemingly drawn like 
a passel of moths toward the guttering flames of the premodern mind… Historians and 
sociologists inform us that the West’s mystical heritage of occult dreamings, spiritual 
transformations, and apocalyptic visions crashed on the scientific shores of the modern 
age… the old phantasms and metaphysical longings did not exactly disappear. In many cases, 
they disguised themselves and went underground, worming their way into the cultural, 
psychological, and mythological motivations that form the foundations of the modern 
world.151 
 
For Davis, obsessions with the mystical and technological have always shared a common 

ancestor, and were he speaking specifically about music this would underscore a propensity for 

‘spectral advocates’ to lay claim to the practice and inventions of their musical predecessors: that 

‘great music’ has always been at least a little bit spectral (remember, “good music is exclusively 

 
150 Anderson, Julian. 2000. “A Provisional History of Spectral Music.” Contemporary Music Review 19 (2): 7-8.  
151 Davis, Erik. Techgnosis: Myth, Magic + Mysticism in the Age of Information. 1St pbk. ed. New York: Three River Press, 
1998. 2-3. 
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ambiguous”), and spectralism defined as such is the culmination of multitudinous strains of musical 

thought crossing historical epochs, a kind of ecological field theory of music which transcends 

aesthetic divides by highlighting points of absolute unity. Harvey described his journey as such in 

mystical terms, as we have seen, but this is only one manifestation of the trend. Early on in its 

development, the spectral project often positioned itself squarely and self-consciously within the 

neighborhood of the nature/culture dichotomy, claiming a ‘more natural’ form of music-making 

(more than others, presumably), a stake which itself finds some anchoring in a ‘proto-spectral’ past. 

In his sketch of spectralism’s identity, Anderson, himself a frequent (albeit skeptical) visitor to the 

spectral camp, draws productive parallels with Hindemith’s research in acoustics, as he demonstrates 

the absurdity of claims for differing degrees of the “natural” in music: 

In common with Cowell and Partch, Hindemith repeatedly cites his acoustical researches as 
‘natural’ justification for his theories, implying that they are therefore inherently superior to 
other theoretical conceits of the time such as the twelve-tone system, for which he 
presumably felt no such natural justification could be found. This is, of course, a logical 
fallacy: whoever said that art music, by nature constructed and the product of complex 
socio-cultural phenomena, had to be based in nature? But it is a fallacy which will recur 
frequently throughout the second half of the twentieth century.152 

 
In so many ways, as Anderson is implying, this fallacy lends spectralism a great deal of its standing 

power: that if there is a desire to delineate a music which is ‘more natural’, there must be a feeling 

that the “standard practice” is not satisfying this need. Such an argument from silence is, of course, a 

long-standing project (as discussed previously), and is in and of itself a kind of musical topic, even a 

genre, something which the most novice listener might understand. 

Marilyn Nonken’s book The Spectral Piano is notable in this respect, that by positioning it as 

an advocate for a pianistic proto-spectral project—outlining paths by which the piano in particular 

became, through the lens of its own history, a focal point for exploring the liminality of sound, 

space, and time—she is highlighting the very contradiction at the heart of the movement: a close 

 
152 Anderson, Julian. 2000. “A Provisional History of Spectral Music.” Contemporary Music Review 19 (2): 10. 
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study of nature made possible by the long-industrial revolution, as if the foundational balance in 

Jefferies’ After London had been reversed. This is where spectralism’s characteristic hybridity and 

ambiguity becomes an essential cover, highlighting why a crucial development in the philosophy 

surrounding spectralism was that it represented not just a collection of techniques (if that), but 

perhaps even more so attitudes towards a holistic understanding of sound perception. This is also 

why the past plays such a crucial role, not necessarily in reference to or reverence for particular 

historical objects, but that the musical common practice (certainly of the West, but at times without) 

is seen to hold nascent seeds of the spectral mentality. Nonken, true to form for a mentality in 

which the personal-subjective becomes the universal-objective, recalls her own youthful training 

with Armand Basile, an American-born pianist “obsessed,” as she writes, “with the pursuit of 

different pianistic colors and harmonic-timbral transformations.” This obsession, one can infer from 

Nonken’s description, was taken almost to the point of pathological self-sabotage: 

My strongest memory is of our work together on Scriabin’s tenth sonata. In lessons, we 
would play all the notes in a measure at tempo, then catch their resonance in the pedal and 
simply wait, sitting silently and listening to their decay. In retrospect, I see that he was far 
more interested in teaching me how to listen to the piano than how to play the instrument in 
any traditional sense.153 

 
The piano, in this context, becomes something almost more of a found object than an expressive 

tool, a subject of curiosity where the pianist is less “speaking through” the piano than observing it, 

waiting for it, and at most guiding it. 

Ironically, composers of particular interest in this timbral-obsessive world showcase an 

expressionistic lineage of timbral thinkers: from the glass harmonicas of Chopin, to the additive 

transcendence of Liszt, the mystic dematerializations of Scriabin, Debussy’s (literal) veils, and up to 

(and beyond) Messiaen’s particularly unique conflation of harmony, timbre, and literal colors, the 

 
153 Nonken, Marilyn, and Hugues Dufourt. The Spectral Piano: from Liszt, Scriabin, and Debussy to the Digital Age. New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2014. 2. 
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ultimate spectral hybrid. The proto-spectral piano depends on a mindset which explodes the 

instrument’s breadth of sonority beyond the rigid boundaries of its intrinsic mechanicity. Debussy’s 

notorious abhorrence of “that box of hammers and strings”155 is certainly the most often repeated 

statement to this effect, but his underlying frustration reveals a continuum of aesthetic ideals 

surrounding pianistic sonority: the response of the hall; the sympathetic inharmonic resonance of 

metal strings; the timbral peculiarities of register; the performer’s ability to respond to the 

constructive and destructive interferences of all these ‘discrete’ forces, and their modulations over 

time; and the contradictory expectation that the piano is, at least at heart, a most thoroughly fluid 

vessel for exploring these spaces.156 Hughes Dufourt’s conclusion to The Spectral Piano proposes that 

“the use of the piano offers a uniquely distilled, revealing panorama of the aesthetic oppositions 

among twentieth-century schools of thought,” a recognition and even apparent inclusion of neo-

serialism’s “percussive, combinatorial conception of the keyboard”157 with the ‘new’ musical 

fluidities sought by Dufourt and his allies. Considered broadly, spectralism can appear to include just 

about anything under its expansive tent, including this apparent contradiction offered by Grisey: 

“We are musicians and our model is sound not literature, sound not mathematics, sound not theatre, 

visual arts, quantum physics, geology, astrology or acupuncture.”158  

 There is one particularly unique aspect of the spectral lineage: the conspicuous presence of 

bells, which is perhaps the only unambiguous characteristic binding the history of the piano with the 

proto-spectral mythology. We have already spoken about Harvey’s Mortuos Plango, Vivos Voco, and 

later will discuss Tombeau de Messiaen, another work which orients itself towards bell sonorities. But 

 
155 Corneel Mertens, “Debussy, (Achille-)Claude,” in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. Stanley 
Sadie (New York: Macmillan Publishers Limited, 1980), 303. 
156 Nonken, Marilyn, and Hugues Dufourt. The Spectral Piano: from Liszt, Scriabin, and Debussy to the Digital Age. New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2014. 51. 
157 Ibid., 164. 
158 Fineberg, Joshua. Classical Music Why Bother?: Hearing the World of Contemporary Culture through a Composer's Ears. New 
York: Routledge, 2006. 105. 
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across French musical culture generally (and for any musicians who spent significant time in France) 

one can sense a continuous preoccupation with bells throughout the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries. Certainly one can find many examples in Liszt (Les Cloches de Genève, Abendglocken, La 

Campanella, and, although not for piano, his cantata Die Glocken des Straßburger Münsters); in Debussy, 

especially Cloches à travers les feuilles, but also in accounts of his own playing and teaching, which were 

particularly preoccupied with bell-like sonorities159; with Ravel, in Entre Cloches, Vallée des cloches, and 

Le Gibet from Gaspard de la Nuit; there are bell-like voicings in Saint-Saens’ Concerto no. 5 (The 

“Egyptian”) and Enescu’s Carillon Nocturne op. 18 no. 7, both of which specify lowered dynamics for 

‘overtones’; and in Scriabin’s 6th piano sonata, which explicitly explores bell and gong tones.  

For a pianist, the “piano as bell” is one of those clichés so frequently recited as pedagogical 

creed that it sometimes seems to have lost any meaning. At the same time, there is enough truth in 

this approach to the physiological behavior of the instrument that it is almost technically 

indispensable: the piano sounds ‘best’ when the hand releases upon contact with the keybed, much 

like the motion of a clapper as it rebounds off the inside of a bell. The less time the actuator (clapper 

or hammer) spends in contact with the ringing substrate, the more fully that substrate is allowed to 

ring, unimpeded. On a well-regulated piano, such physical release seems to translate into a well-

balanced constellation of mutually reinforcing overtones, but given the mechanics of the action, this 

phenomenon is somewhat inexplicable. Erard’s double-escapement mechanism, its descendants 

found in all modern actions, forces the hammer to rebound no matter what, and so these concepts 

of ‘release’, ‘bell strikes’ and ‘bell tones’ end up acquiring almost mystical considerations, influencing 

a pianist’s subconscious network of timing, pacing, and subtle balancing of tones in so complex a 

manner that it is almost ‘beyond knowledge’. There are many other attributes that make the piano 

bell-like: the near-perfect linear decay, slow resonant modulations which occur when inharmonic 

 
159 Nichols, Roger. Debussy Remembered. Portland, Or.: Amadeus Press, 1992. 156. 
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strings resonate sympathetically, and the fact that, like a bell, the bass strings of a piano resonate 

through stretched harmonic spectra (owing to their compromised length). Rather than highlighting 

acoustic family resemblances, the affective power of both, and therefore what makes them 

meaningfully relatable, is that these attributes implicate the passage of time. Not literally in the sense 

of an external mode of time-measurement, like tolling every quarter of an hour, but rather internally, 

that there is a predictable trajectory in the decay of a sound, given a particular input, and that the 

passage of time is therefore expressed and perceived as an espace acoustique.  

 The preoccupation of spectral composers with bells can thus be described as a 

preoccupation with temporality, and this is often what is explicitly communicated in such bell-

obsessed (and piano-conveyed) works. Messiaen’s wild rendition of celebratory bells in the final 

‘consummation’ of Visions de l’amen (1943) is particularly poignant, given that movement’s 

representation of the lasting eternity of Creation. And his  Et exspecto resurrectionem mortuorum (1962, 

“And I await the resurrection of the dead”) for wind symphony ends on a metaphorical (and literal) 

‘chord of resonance’, an ear-splitting tutti orbited by metal percussion, as though we were hearing a 

slowed-down bell strike in reverse. Stockhausen’s Gesang der Jünglinge (1955-6) and Mantra (1970) 

similarly give the impression of bell tones through jangling inharmonicities generated electronically 

by ring modulation. But even more significant is Stimmung (1968) for voices, an hour-long 

exploration of a B-flat spectrum, which journeys through all possible timbral permutations of a 

single tone, as though the moment of onset of a bell strike had been stretched indefinitely, conflated 

(as in Mortuos Plango) with the groundedness of the human voice.160  

 
160 To emphasize the important distinction between sound-as-temporality (decay) versus temporality-through-sound 
(time-keeping), from a lecture Stockhausen gave on his own piano music, he laments the pealing of a nearby bell during 
a demonstration of one of his Klavierstücke: “Precisely what I was intending—namely non-periodicity—was destroyed by 
the periodicity of the pealing. Therefore we have not heard my composition at all, but instead something very odd. I, at 
any rate, had very strange feelings about the rhythmic—how should I put it?—lack of imagination of such bells. It would 
of course be possible to make something very interesting out of them through the use of modern devices: if, for 
example, the pitches were to fluctuate upward and downwards micro-intervallically with up to thirteen steps within the 
space of a minor second… it would of course be easy to arrange for the bell notes to fluctuate very gradually up and 
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Grisey was profoundly moved by his encounter with Stimmung at Darmstadt, and its 

expression of sound as continuum of time and space—the singers voices projected around the 

audience as though heard from within their ritual circle (or, perhaps, inside a bell)—had a lasting 

impact on him. In Grisey’s own collection at the Sacher Stiftung, a sketch of a bell spectrum from 

the Strasbourg cathedral, the same memorialized by Liszt in his aforementioned cantata, outlines not 

just partial centroids, but their characteristic rates of decay. The sketch, while not directly relatable to 

any particular piece, was kept with materials for his last works, Vortex temporum (1995) and Quatre 

Chants pour franchir le seuil (1997-8), suggesting it was on (or perhaps in) his mind as he composed 

these two masterworks.161 This sketch serves as a reminder of Grisey’s belief that “spectral music has 

a temporal origin,” and his complaint about serial music that “the interplay of permutations 

becomes an obstacle to memory, it forbids radical renewal along with all the types of surprise, 

excesses and deviations that tonal music offers to its listeners.”162 In effect, for Grisey, temporality 

and acoustics are equated with memory. Quatre Chants pour franchir le seuil, which translates to “Four 

Songs for Crossing the Threshold,” was Grisey’s final work, based on Christian, Egyptian, Greek, 

and Mesopotamian texts which “have in common a fragmentary discourse about the ineluctability of 

death.”163 Grisey died suddenly of a brain aneurysm before he could hear it premiered, a poeticism 

that seems to have answered a question he must have considered—if the sound of a bell, 

unimpeded, is left to decay, do you hear the moment it ceases to sound, or do you hear the limits of 

your own hearing? 

 
down, by means of an electronic transposition device, so that the sound could become truly fascinating, instead of just 
simply [Stockhausen sings, imitating a bell]: ‘Come now, come now, come now…’ This obtrusive repetition is 
penetrating.” Synthi-fou recording booklet, p. 119 Stockhausen, Karlheinz. “Keyboard music 1992,” liner notes for 
Synthi-Four, Dienstags-Abschied, by Karlheinz Stockhausen, Simon Stockhausen. Stockhausen Edition no. 42, 1994, 2 
compact discs. P. 118. 
161 Cross, Jonathan. “Introduction: Spectral Thinking.” Twentieth-Century Music 15, no. 1 (2018): 4. 
162 Grisey, G., and J. Fineberg. 2020. “Did You Say Spectral?” Contemporary Music Review 19 (3): 1. 
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 This is the central relevancy of the spectral preoccupation with bells, that the significance of 

this sound (both as historical and psychoacoustic object) was its indication of an individual’s 

vanishing presence within its range of acoustic influence. The bell itself is objective, literally an 

object with its own internal dimensions and material attributes. Yet how it is heard and perceived by 

the individual, literally how the soundwaves are shaped, is influenced by the topography of their own 

life’s landscape, how far they live from the town center, whether they live in an area which blocks, 

absorbs, echoes, or distorts the sound, and whether or not they are traveling towards or away from 

the bell. In short, the bell always exists as two at once: from the subjective perspective of the 

individual, and the objective perspective of the bell. Taken from the perspective of the community, 

this multifariousness expands exponentially. This is largely the recurring message in Alain Corbin’s 

classic study Village Bells, which examines the significance of bells in eighteenth and nineteenth 

century rural France. Communities in these regions depended on bells for timekeeping, a point of 

critical confusion as the economic exigencies of early modernity demanded more frequent 

measurements of time, interfering with the slower tempi of liturgical and seasonal (i.e., natural) 

flux.164 These issues were generally solved through differentiations in timbre, where different bells 

were used for different occasions and purposes. Combining this with the fact that regional 

hierarchies between churches were marked by further timbral differentiations in the type of bells 

installed at each ‘level’ of the hierarchy, the emergent soundscape begins to resemble something 

similar to a common practice system of tonal harmony: the “free fantasias” of picturesque gardens 

blown up to the size of a young nation, where “bell ringing was one of a range of markers obviating 

the quest for an identity of the sort that defined the very being of the proletarian who, as a migrant, 

was isolated in a condition that all too often resembled exile.”165 The bell, therefore, is not just a 

 
164 Corbin, Alain. Village Bells: Sound and Meaning in the 19th-Century French Countryside. New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1998. P. 112. 
165 Ibid, 95 
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cultural memory, but also a memory of emergent self-hood, one which gradually disintegrates as the 

individual moves away from ‘town’ and towards the dampening influence of nature. Nature/culture, 

a whole life in form of a bell. 

 To take this idea a step further, the bell represented (especially to those in urban centers, as 

Corbin demonstrates) humanity’s ability to command and usurp the elements in moments when 

nature’s power felt overwhelming and even life-threatening. For much of this history, bells were the 

loudest thing any person could anticipate hearing in their lifetime (other than cannons, perhaps), and 

as such their sound was believed to contain supernatural powers that could, among other things, 

scare away demons, cure the infirmed, and literally break apart or chase off thunderstorms. Such 

superstitions were not viewed kindly by the enlightenment urbane, but most government officials 

knew better than to intervene and stop local churches from ringing their bells during thunderstorms. 

Even more, in an effort to ‘elevate’ the natural wisdom of country folk, “rather than completely 

dismiss these popular beliefs, there was a concerted effort to try and explain these phenomena with 

scientific reasoning, like that the sound of a bell could actually move enough air to disturb weather 

patterns.”166 In some ways, the spectral project could be seen as an enactment of the same type of 

reasoning, only oriented towards popular music: a harmonically simplistic music ‘elevated’ by a 

sophisticated control of timbre. 

Such “bellweather” research never amounted to much, but if we think back to the legacy of 

these “old phantasms and metaphysical longings,” as Erik Davis describes them, we can trace this 

desire to rationalize the superstitious with the eighteenth century obsession with automata: uncannily 

expressive mechanical humanoid figurines which could play musical instruments, write letters, draw 

pictures, play chess, and more, their skills curated to demonstrate the liminal spaces between the 

scientifically measurable laws of nature, and a Creator’s ability to forge the irrationality found in the 

 
166 Ibid, 104 
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souls of human beings. Automata were viewed as objects of wonder, their ability to imitate life made 

possible by what was referred to as “natural magic,” or the ability to manipulate the natural forces of 

the world, often associated with the occult.167  

 This exact point where science and superstition meet, a kind of preternatural space, is the 

musical import of spectralism. For Harvey especially, this movement represented not just a technical 

breakthrough, by way of the technologies required to split a sound into its component (and 

sometimes conflicting) parts, but a spiritual one. As Harvey writes, “Spectral music is allied to 

electronic music: together they have achieved a re-birth of perception. The one would scarcely have 

developed without the other. Electronic music is a well-documented technological breakthrough, 

spectralism in its simplest form as color-thinking, is a spiritual breakthrough.”171 To hear Harvey 

describe it, electronics are essentially serving a spiritual role. Not one where any such act of acoustic 

deconstruction is solipsistic, but rather one of generosity, of sharing newfound understandings of 

reality with the listener. In short, it represents an exchange of subjectivity. We find Harvey, deacon 

of deconstructions, musing on the sensation of ‘flying’ in dreams (a point which will be of supreme 

importance in Bird Concerto):  

Almost more important than the ‘fact’ of flying is that as I wake I invariably undergo a shock 
at the precise moment I realize that what seemed so clearly true is ‘actually’ not true at all. 
Perhaps my unhappiness over having to keep these vivid metaphysical experiences to myself 
alone is what drives me to communicate, to compose, and, more specifically, is what causes 
me to turn to electronics as a medium. Electronics are the desperate peace-broker on the 
battlefield where the rational self and the suppressed experiencer of a forbidden other reality 
fight it out.172 

 

 
167 Kang, Minsoo. Sublime Dreams of Living Machines: the Automaton in the European Imagination. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 2011. 6. 
171 Jonathan Harvey, “Spritual Music: ‘Positive’ Negative Theology?,” in Contemporary Music and Spirituality, ed. Robert 
Sholl and Sander van Maas (London: Routledge, 2017). 315. 
172 Jonathan Harvey, In Quest of Spirit: Thoughts on Music (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1999). 57. 
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Again, just like the earlier depiction of a bell in the countryside, there is the objectivity of an acoustic 

reality, measurable at its source, and there is the experience of the subjective traveler—spectralism 

finds itself ways to be at both points simultaneously. 

To return to Nonken and the notion of a “spectral piano,” it is worth considering evolving 

definitions of ‘virtuoso,’ especially approaching the preternatural space of spectral music. Certainly 

the piano has all the requisite attributes of a preternatural instrument: a feat of industrial-mechanical 

ingenuity, and also a source of phantasmagoric wonder. We see the pianist’s fingers move the keys, 

but the actual sounding point is hidden from view, and there is often no direct correlation between a 

clear scrape, hit, or blow (back-pressure) of the sounding material, as there is with a violin, drum, or 

oboe. As such, there is a long history of describing the piano for what it is in the negative (a 

machine), and for everything it is not in the positive (a voice, an orchestra, a bell), where its ideal 

state is one of constant self-dissolution, of “stripping the ego” (in a material, acoustic sense). Heine’s 

description of Chopin as a “great and genial poet of sweet sound” follows his assertion that Chopin 

was more composer than virtuoso, that when one heard him play the piano seemed to vanish and 

slip into a “sweet abyss” of sound.173 Heine was not so kind to Chopin’s contemporaries, but 

Chopin, in so many ways, was ahead of his time. Nonken describes the characteristics of pianistic 

‘virtuosity’ in the transition from a post-Lisztian to proto-Debussian era as an ability to maximally 

manipulate the timbral fluidity of the instrument: “to encourage the perception of radically 

differentiated sonorous states and establish a sense of musical temporality that could transcend the 

metric framework, pianists were asked to bring out the elements that most clearly contributed to the 

variable flow of music in time, establishing a continuum of sound demonstrating unprecedented 

 
173 “Es giebt nur Einen, den ich ihm vorzöge, Das ist Chopin, der aber viel mehr Komponist als Virtuose ist. Bei Chopin 
ver gesse ich ganz die Meisterschast des Klavierspiels, und versinke in die süßen Abgründe seiner Musik, in die 
schmerzliche Lieblichkeit seiner eben so tiefen wie zarten Schöpfungen. Chopin ist der grosze geniale Tondichter, den 
man eigentlich nur in Gesellschaft von Mozart oder Beethoven oder Rossini nennen sollte.” Heine, Heinrich. 
Musikalische Berichte aus Paris. 1841. In Sämmtliche Werke, vol. 9, edited by Fritz Strich. Munich, 1925. p. 269 
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plasticity and nuance.”174 It is important to interpret such a fetishization of sound not as operating 

instead of a local metric framework, but rather as a kind of “structural coagulant,” a way of hearing 

larger segments of musical material (a period, a phrase, a section) as belonging together, timbrally 

speaking, and thereby articulating time spans which transcend the barline. 

If we take this sonic plasticity to its logical conclusion, the piano is an obsolete relic of a time 

when literal power was measured with levers, and it has been usurped by the even greater fluidity 

and invisibility of the transistor. Evoking the classic Danhauser painting of Liszt at the piano—

flanked by George Sand and a who’s-who of poets, everyone oriented reverentially towards the 

piano and an oversized bust of Beethoven—Stockhausen compared this scene to a modern picture 

of people walking around with headphones, completely immersed in the individualized intimacy of 

their own music worlds.175 The piano, he argued in 1992, had every possible sonic parameter 

exploited and squeezed from its long history (largely referring to his own 14 Klavierstücke composed 

between 1952 and 1984), and there is literally nothing more to be done. Pianistic virtuosity, which he 

derides in his essay “Keyboard music 1992” as simply “conjuring tricks” by surpassing known 

physiological limits, should be redefined in terms of extremely minute dynamic control: “what I was 

more keenly interested in were dynamic degrees, which I wanted to differentiate much more finely 

than in all earlier music.”176 Such an attitude privileges sound above all else, especially coupled with 

an anti-histrionic humility,177 and furthermore, Stockhausen asserts that most people do not relate to 

the physical feats achieved by piano virtuosi to be truly astonished. The keyboards of the future 

(synthesizers and, by extension, computers), Stockhausen proclaims, will not be contained by clumsy 

 
174 Nonken, Marilyn, and Hugues Dufourt. The Spectral Piano: from Liszt, Scriabin, and Debussy to the Digital Age. New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2014. 51. 
175 Stockhausen, Karlheinz. “Keyboard music 1992,” liner notes for Synthi-Four, Dienstags-Abschied, by Karlheinz 
Stockhausen, Simon Stockhausen. Stockhausen Edition no. 42, 1994, 2 compact discs. P. 99. 
176 Ibid, 105 
177 Concerts held at the Stockhausen courses in Kürten, Germany, are performed with a particularly ritualistic humility––
to avoid applause, performers quietly shuffle on stage, shoeless, and never acknowledge the audience. They may accept 
applause after their performance, but even this is done with humility. 
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physical limitations of either piano or pianist—this is virtuosity in the way it is defined by Max 

Weber, as a pursuit of self-denying spiritual transcendence.178 Stockhausen had long wished for a 

piano that transcended its own sonic boundaries. In his seminal essay How Times Passes, published in 

1959, he described a piano in which the behavior of the keys is reversed: instead of ‘triggering’ a 

predetermined sounding pitch held down for a given duration, a predetermined duration is 

‘sounded,’ where pitch is determined by relative pressure on the key. And just as the same key 

displaced by an octave is either half or double the frequency, on this duration-piano octave 

displacement is half or double the duration—again, sound as temporal in origin. Stockhausen muses 

on the future of the piano: 

All clavier music written before mine was grounded in the assumption that innumerable 
people played the piano… very few people today regularly play the piano, since they own 
radios, televisions, or record players, and no longer have to practice in order to acquaint 
themselves with music… so you see, an enormous change has taken place. Where things will 
actually go, no one knows. I hope that many young people, who no longer play the piano, 
will be allowed to have a synthesizer, and learn to play it.179 
 
Here, Stockhausen is certainly not arguing that the piano is dead, because it is not, just as the 

car did not end the existence of horses. But he is arguing that electronics are the future, and that 

they have claimed the mantle of the piano’s lineage of fluid self-denial. This attitude, while 

understandable from the perspective of a world dominated by such technologies, is not without its 

problems, and just as the proto-spectral mythology can sometimes appear to be drawing a 

modernist, teleological line through history to satisfy what feel like non-teleological aims, there is 

 
178 “When methodical techniques for attaining sanctification stressed ethical conduct based on religious sentiment, one 
practical result was the transcendence of particular desires and emotions of raw human nature which had not hitherto 
been controlled by religion. We must determine for each particular religion whether it regarded cowardice, brutality, 
selfishness, sensuality, or some other natural drive as the one most prone to divert the individual from his charismatic 
character. This matter belongs among the most important substantive characteristics of any particular religion. But the 
methodical religious doctrine of sanctification always remains, in this sense of transcending human nature, an ethic of 
virtuosi.” Weber, Max, and S. N Eisenstadt. Max Weber on Charisma and Institution Building: Selected Papers. Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1968. 163. 
179 Stockhausen, Karlheinz. “Keyboard music 1992,” liner notes for Synthi-Four, Dienstags-Abschied, by Karlheinz 
Stockhausen, Simon Stockhausen. Stockhausen Edition no. 42, 1994, 2 compact discs, 111-113 
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some degree of historical distortion conjured to satisfy a universalist philosophy. Julian Anderson, 

when asked about Harvey’s attitude towards the transcendental import of electronic sounds, seemed 

to be expressing a long-standing frustration with the idea: 

JH often wrote or spoke about this. Whilst I admire the best of his work warmly, I neither 
endorse nor believe his views on such matters. In fact, I believe his views on this harmed his 
music somewhat… He spoke of electronics as effecting a sort of spiritual transcendence but 
I don’t think they do in his work or anyone else’s much… To him, perhaps, a complex 
electronic sound was still a source of amazement. But to most people born after that, such 
sounds are commonplace and their mere presence guarantees nothing… I recall JH’s 
generous but curious reactions to my ‘Book of Hours’: he liked the music but went on to say 
that it was ‘good’ I had written an electronic piece ‘because electronics is the future’. Such 
rhetoric was disappointing coming from a composer whose finest work convinced without 
recourse to such empty propaganda.180  
 

Embedded in this complaint are a pair of complimentary, if opposing, points of view. On the one 

hand, it is clear Harvey had inherited a somewhat dated relationship to technology, one borne of an 

era where notions of progress and the steady march of liberal democracy were tied in with a 

positivistic sense of the role of science in these social projects.182 Harvey was certainly aware of the 

limitations of such views, at least on some sort of artistic level—after all, his music engages 

consistently in a systematic deconstruction of objectivity, one which (ironically) uses technology as 

its number one tool. Can we therefore conceive of the naïveté in his technological outlook as a kind 

of historically informed practice, a modus operandi which derives musical significance from 

obsolescence formed directly in the wake of its own establishment? More on this in Part III. 

Returning to this section’s opening premise, that composers like Harvey seemed to have an 

allergy to the aesthetic polarities of the 1960s, this fascination with memory and the past was never 

an ironic construction, but a path towards the emergence of self-hood. Somewhere between town 

and country, where the resonance of the bell is shaped by an immeasurable confluence of discrete, 

objective topographies, all tuned by the shifting location of the subjective traveler, this perspective is 

 
180 Anderson, Julian. Questions, February 28, 2019. 
182 Fukuyama, Francis. “The End of History?” The National Interest, no. 16 (1989): 3-18.  
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neither entirely natural nor cultural, but somewhere in between. This attitude is based on a trust of 

the intuition and imagination, centered around semi-familiar musical objects, which is why for 

Harvey’s creative process meditation appears to have been a powerful technique for dredging his 

memory “semiautonomously”. This liminal attitude is also a precarious positioning that does not 

always succeed, as rightly described by Anderson, because in too clearly projecting its inherent self-

consciousness (aware of the aesthetic poles it is attempting to bridge), it can easily collapse its most 

powerful tool: ambiguity. We can perhaps see a source of some of that inherent self-consciousness 

in this late entry from Thoughts: 

25.3.03 
European classical music is (was?) a part of a culture which 1) regarded universal civilisation 
as based on education in Classics, literature (European), Divinity, Mathematics, Philosophy 
as a complete and sufficient enduring whole and 2) Europe as superior, as leader, in wisdom 
and dignity. 
 Since the rise of science has replaced the former view, and the acknowledgement of 
the equality of non-European civilisation has replaced the latter view (time and place 
respectively) since roughly the 1960s, classical music’s supremacy has been fundamentally 
questioned. At least, as a force for the present and future. It has now a distinctly shaky basis. 
 It is therefore important for its continuing meaning in culture to foster 1) its link 
with science and technology and 2) its links with non-European culture. By bending these 
ways without compromise it can retain its formidable power as one of the most complex 
achievements of the human mind and one of the profoundest manifestations of human 
spirituality and emotion.183 
 

The view that science and technology are mediative forces acting to bridge disparate cultural spaces 

might seem, especially to the modern social media saturated reader, a bit of naïve positivism. On the 

other hand, at a time when the cultural relevance of the arts is (yet again) met with either hard-

institutionalist or scorched-earth nihilistic stances, it is worth considering a bit of naïve philosophia 

perennis, however easy it may be to pillory. 

 
  

 
183 Jonathan Harvey, work diary “Thoughts”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel 
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Part II — Haptic Image 

Harvey’s Music for Solo Piano 

 
Harvey’ reputation was built firmly on works for orchestra, string quartets, orchestral song 

cycles, and, above all, lasting contributions to the field of electro-acoustic composition. In short, he 

is not necessarily thought of as a particularly piano-centric composer. Harvey was a cellist, and a 

very active performer early in his career, and it is not surprising to find connections between his own 

life as a performer and works in which he would have drawn from those experiences: certainly his 

solo cello works, like Curve with Plateaux (1981) and Three Sketches (1988), or his Cello Concerto (1990) 

and Advaya (1992) for cello and sampler, but also the four string quartets (1977/89/95/2003) and 

string trio (2004) come into this category, as do, thinking rather broadly, even any of his orchestral 

or sinfonietta works. Despite this, the handwritten catalogue at the end of Thoughts demonstrates 

that the piano occupies an outsize place in his oeuvre, playing a primary (or at least significant) role 

in some seventy works: Bird Concerto with Pianosong (2001), of course, his ‘multi-keyboard’ concerto; 

eleven solo piano works, most notably Tombeau de Messiaen (1994) for piano and tape; over twenty 

chamber or other small ensemble works with piano (or other keyboard), most of which are weighted 

towards the earlier side of his output; and, most surprisingly, about forty art songs or similar works 

(mostly early unpublished songs).184 Several of these art song entries appear to have been written for 

his wife, Rosaleen: “Pictures of love (Rosaleen),” listed in 1963; “(song to Rosaleen for high voice 

and pf.),” dated June, 1970; and “For Rosa,” dated June 21st, 1999. Given this context, plus the 

importance of singing in his musical upbringing, the word “pianosong” takes on more significance 

than just a whimsical portmanteau. It is worth mentioning that this tally of seventy works does not 

include his numerous choral works with piano or organ accompaniment, or the many orchestral or 

 
184 These are generally indicated as “[fach] and pf.”, although one could assume piano involvement where it is not 
marked (he was not always consistent in his cataloguing). 
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sinfonietta works which feature continuous and demonstrably virtuosic piano writing: Wheel of 

Emptiness (1997), for example, is nothing short of a minor piano concerto, except that the piano’s 

most active moments are often buried in busy textures; and in Percussion Concerto (1997), Harvey 

often pits piano against percussion soloist in clattering duets or trios.  

This is not to somehow privilege the piano in his output––all of Harvey’s writing, 

instrumental and otherwise, is virtuosic and sensitive to each instrument’s unique sonic 

characteristics. The piano represents a close cousin to electronic synthesis, as discussed in the 

previous chapter—timbral flexibility as paradoxically enabled through an absolute quantization of 

pitch—and since so much of Harvey’s music-making is rooted in instinct and memory (the 

importance of historical precedent having been outlined in his spiritual and aesthetic interests), 

Harvey’s solo piano music in particular demonstrates a lucid and unsullied account of his musical 

priorities. While this chapter will outline his relationship with the instrument on a fundamentally 

gestural level (as prelude to Bird Concerto), this eclectic and aesthetically wide-ranging collection of 

music also highlights Harvey’s one consistent preoccupation throughout the more than 30 years of 

work accounted for below: the systematic collapse of dualistic frictions, not least of which being the 

relationship between composer (subjective) and his work (objective).  

1. Four Images After Yeats 
 

Harvey’s first published piano work, Four Images After Yeats (1968-9), is in fact predated by 

four other unpublished works: “Piano piece” (1962), “Serial piece for piano” (1962), Little Piece for 

Ingrid (1965), and “Sonata for piano” (1967). Very little of the music he wrote in the early 1960s was 

published, although several pieces were later revised for publication, including the Little Concerto for 

Strings (1961, rev. 1997) or Dialogue and Song (1965, rev. 1977, at which point he added ‘Song’) for 

cello and piano. I will not be discussing these earlier piano works, partly because they represent 
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juvenilia on the part of the composer, but also because Four Images After Yeats, Harvey’s most 

substantial solo piano work, demonstrates kernels of his future relationship with the piano as 

captured within the perspective of his early mystical thinking. Of particular importance is the work’s 

exploration of cyclicity, where the formal trajectory of its first three movements represent ‘a vision’ 

of the fourth in miniature. The work’s movements are listed in the following order in Thoughts, 

composition dates (movement numbers in brackets): 

[IV.] Purgatory Sept (?) ‘68 
 [III.] The lineaments of a plummet measured face Jan. 6th [1969] 

 [I.] A tree there in... Jan. 7th [1969] 

[II.] The Phases of the moon Jan 8th [1969]185 
 
Immediately apparent is the timeframe in which he completed the first three movements, 

and this is unquestionably how the piece presents itself—three light morceaux as a kind of triptych, 

followed by an expansive, fantastical tome to mystical pianism. Unfortunately, the work’s only extant 

materials at the Sacher Stiftung are sketches for the third movement, but one can see in Harvey’s 

handwritten worklist a long-standing interest in Yeats’ poetry. Between 1962-66 he wrote seven 

vocal works set to Yeats’ poems, including a song cycle for soprano and 9 instruments (1965, 

unpublished), a song for bass and piano set to The Four Ages of Man (1965, unpublished), and an 

operatic setting of “A Full Moon in March”186 (1966, unpublished)187. While Yeats’ poetry is known 

for its rich and peculiar brand of Celtic symbolism, this imagery can be said to reflect a kind of 

‘quantum poetic modernism’ similar to that referred to earlier in the work of T.S. Eliot. Daniel 

Albright, in Quantum Poetics, describes the early modernist preoccupation with quantum physics as a 

fascination with a contradictory dialectic between “particle-poetics” and “wave-poetics”. Early 

scientific models emphasized the primacy of particles as discrete quanta which through their 

 
185 Jonathan Harvey, work diary “Thoughts”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel 
186 The American composer John Harbison also has an operatic setting of “A Full Moon in March,” from 1977. 
187 Another cycle for bass, “Four Songs of Yeats,” from 1965, is not listed in Thoughts, but is published by Novello. 
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addition and subtraction could be made to construct literally anything in the universe. The parallels 

in art can be quickly drawn, if somewhat crudely: in poetry and prose, the internal characteristics of a 

word dissected, its phonemes and rhythms alliteratively exploded across sentence and stanza; in 

music, motivic or intervallic cells conjoined in crystalline mosaic across vertical and horizontal 

dimensions, and in the background as harmonic topography; and in painting, where all sides of an 

object are made visible, as in cubism, or variable dots of color on a canvas to form larger images (i.e. 

Pissarro). Where particle poetics could be said to be primarily concerned with the ‘noun’, objects 

formed in hierarchical structures of discrete units, often imbued as such with particular meaning or 

preordained interpretive destinies, wave poetics are concerned with the ‘verb’, a sense of motion, 

movement, change, and intangibility. Albright explains: 

The Modernist age—always attracted to the poetics of extremes—led to some remarkably 
virulent rejections of particle models of poetry. For such writers, the elementary units of 
Modernist poetics were vexatious, in that they often refused to disengage themselves cleanly 
from the surrounding tissue of words, as hard palpable balls of meaning; they seemed to 
exist only when in motion, as if their rest mass were zero. And so the Modernist poets 
experimented with the implications of a poetics in which there existed, at the core of a 
poem, precisely nothing—except a beat, a wavering, a sinuosity, a propagation of force. The 
aesthetics of the wave turned out to be different from the aesthetics of the particle… 
According to wave-aesthetics, the words per se are of little account: what matters is the 
telepathic stream, uniting writer and reader in a state of electrical immediacy. The words are 
only the ether through which the wave of feeling passes, urgently, spontaneously.188 
 
Albright asserts that Yeats’ preoccupation with the particles of symbolism put him at odds 

with the wavering modalities of modernist contemporaries like Eliot, Pound, and Sitwell. All the 

same, Yeats understood the inherent necessity of this contradictory modernist dialectic—“form and 

formlessness, particle and wave,” each dependent on the other—that an embrace of chaos was 

essential for imbuing necessary meaning in his symbolic objects through their apparent 

disintegration into pure motion.189 Again according to Albright, in Yeats’ poetry “the symbol is not an 

 
188 Albright, Daniel. Quantum Poetics: Yeats, Pound, Eliot, and the Science of Modernism. New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 1997. 18-19 
189 Ibid, 29 
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end but a means toward the liquefaction of all our solitary intelligences into the one great 

intelligence. A poem, then, is a kind of electroencephalogram, a record of brain-waves losing 

distinctness under the influence of some cathexis.”190 One can immediately see why Harvey, with his 

interest in entangled, transformative states, would have been drawn into Yeats’ contradictory poetic 

world. 

In his program notes, Harvey says the references to Yeats were meant to “direct the mind of 

the listener towards something outside music as an extra dimension of meaning to the purely 

musical levels.”191 For the listener, such casual engagement with the work’s textuality is certainly 

possible, but Harvey seems to further qualify and even apologize for this, describing the poetic 

allusions again as “something extra, which intertwined with my musical thoughts during 

composition.” For the performer, however, it is a different matter altogether, and the specific 

quotations, presented as generous poetic epigraphs at the start of each movement (or in the case of 

“Phases of the Moon,” interspersed throughout the score), make Yeats’ fanatically introverted 

symbolism hard to ignore.  

The first movement offers the following excerpt, the first three lines of the second stanza 

from Yeats’ aptly-titled poem “Vacillation” (1931-2): 

A tree there is that from its topmost bough 
Is half all glittering flame and half all green 
Abounding foliage moistened with the dew. 

 
In his program notes, Harvey draws a direct line between this tree imagery and Yeats’ poetic 

depictions of birdsong, “especially the artificial ones: ‘Miracle, bird or golden handiwork… planted 

on the star-lit golden bough’, and I have interwoven one with the branches of this tree.”192 Harvey’s 

 
190 Ibid., 32 
191 Jonathan Harvey, “Four Images After Yeats Program Notes,” Wise Music Classical, accessed November 17, 2020, 
https://www.wisemusicclassical.com/work/14129/Four-Images-After-Yeats--Jonathan-Harvey/. 
192 Ibid. 
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intimation of the avian-artificial alludes again to historical automata (birds were a common subject in 

these creations), framing this extremely short piece as a kind of musical clockwork. It is clear from 

the outset that there are several voices interwoven together, but looking at the second page in 

particular, these ‘branches’ are rather tangled, and it is difficult to clearly differentiate the various 

layers. If these voices are exploded into separate lines, however, the movement’s shimmering 

symbolism becomes more plainly evident (Figure 6): 
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Figure 6, mvt. I from Harvey’s Four Images after Yeats, transcription by the author 

 Looking through the four lines, from top to bottom, one can see the distinctive idealized 

‘birdsong’, followed by two oscillating lines (the aforementioned branches, perhaps), one smaller in 
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scope, the next more expansive, all tethered beneath by a slow, circuitous melody comprised 

primarily of falling sevenths. Each voice occupies a (mostly) unique harmonic space, as can be seen 

after the final bar: the ‘bird’ in the highest range encompassing a collection of seven pitches (almost a 

harmonic series, as though slightly stretched), followed by a smaller collection of ten pitches (some 

repeating at the octave), a larger branch with a twelve-pitch chromatic aggregate, then the melody 

with what appears to be (almost) two ‘nested’ pentatonic collections. In a way, bird and melody 

behave as metaphorical mirror images, where the branch lines represent the totality of the arboreal 

scene, and the behavior of the four lines, while quite freely expressed within the context of their 

harmonic bounds, chart a smooth transition between (as it were) heaven and earth. The birdsong 

line behaves, fittingly, with the most intermittency, distillate and block-like, unpredictable, with the 

highest degree of dynamic contrast of the four lines (which is to say, from ‘silence’ to statement and 

back again, always in very short order). The second line appears with much more regularity than the 

birdsong, covering a wider range, but hops nervously across large intervals of ninths and tenths—it 

is more predictable than bird if only by virtue of the fact that it sounds more frequently. By contrast, 

the third line, expanding on the gestural range of the second and sounding even more continuously, 

travels across wide, semi-sinusoidal sweeps from low to high and back again, suggesting a slow 

gestural rhythm incipient in the background. The melody, then, is the formation of a predictable 

pace, the incipient rhythm having emerged, a steady heartbeat, a gestural opposite to the 

unpredictability of the birdsong, connected through the intermediary levels of ‘tree’.  

Harvey describes this quiet melody as “heard beneath a delicate invocation of the imagery of 

the poem,” framing it as a presence beyond tree and bird. In the context of the overall texture, it can 

barely be heard as such. Its humble appearance, lacking any delineating markings, suggests more a 

kind generative ‘cantus firmus’ than a punctuated melody, especially as it becomes ever more 

ensconced within the other lines. It is more a kind of ‘emergent self’ in the mind of the pianist, since 
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more than anything it is demanding from the hands an overall clarity of texture: with the exception 

of a few short slurs, Harvey’s only phrasing suggestion is “legato” written under the first rising 

gesture, and so if the ‘cantus firmus’ is to be heard as a separate voice, the overall texture cannot be 

overpedaled. Indeed, there are only three pedal markings, all short, capturing brief snatches of 

harmony. This overall clarity is also demonstrated by the fact that the piece never descends below a 

middle-C#, and each line seems never to interact with its neighbors, each rustling independently in 

quiet, chaotic polyphony, a relative hush belying the extraordinarily expansive melodic range of the 

two inner voices. The speed and density of rhythmic activity peaks on the second page before 

subsiding, as though an agitating wind which moved in large sweeps across these metaphorical 

branches suddenly evaporated. This is music experienced in waves (verbs), a chaotic stream in a 

“modernist ocean.” 

 If the naturalistic gestures of the first movement suggest an infinite horizontal, in the second 

movement, time is experienced in near-periodic segments, each constructed entirely of 

individualized objects, their development borne out by an almost ritual addition and subtraction of 

sonic elements. Harvey says this movement was inspired by Yeats’ lunar symbolism, a collection of 

28 interrelated phases which remark on and categorize the various spiritual stages of human history. 

Yeats saw this development from dark to light, new moon to full, as a reflection of cyclical 

movements in history from periods of objectivity to subjectivity: the former, primary, “an age of 

necessity, truth, goodness, mechanism, science, democracy, abstraction, peace”, and the latter, 

antithetical, “an age of freedom, fiction, evil, kindred, art, aristocracy, particularity, war”. The primary is 

a unifier, whereas the antithetical separates “man from man” through differentiation and development 

of individualized identities. Harvey claims to have faithfully mirrored all 28, and while their 

delineation is not always clearly articulated, one can indeed see a general movement from the relative 

darkness of individual notes to a full bloom of the lunar cycle at its midpoint (Yeats called this point 
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“The Flower”), followed by a roughly palindromic return to darkness. This is music of particle 

poetics, nouns formed from discrete bits, but where the overall development of objects forms a 

single poignant wave crest, a structural verb. This liminal balancing of these two poetic spaces, 

objects and motion, was of great interest Yeats and, as we will see, to Harvey as well. The ‘full 

moon’ climax of the movement is marked by its palindromic turn at the start of the bottom system, 

and the conflict inherent to the ‘antithetical’ period is depicted by accompanying texts (Figure 7): 

 
Figure 7, from p. 5 of Four Images After Yeats, the (quasi-)palindromic climax of mvt. 2; © Copyright 1984 by Novello & 

Company Ltd, London. Reproduced by kind permission of the publishers. 

If the general trajectory of the previous two movements has been towards the gradual 

collapse of the musical wave-function into particles, the third completes this journey. Harvey 

describes this movement as reflecting Yeats’ interest in the mysticism of numerical symmetry: 

“[Yeats] thought the imaginations of lovers capable, in their most inspired and frenzied moments, of 

visualising something of the perfection of the soul after death, a perfect (and therefore symmetrical) 
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beauty of ultimate sexual desirability.”193 To recall, of the three miniatures this is the movement 

Harvey wrote first, and the same falling sevenths of “A Tree There is…” can be seen interspersed 

throughout, variously interpolated: the first example on the left F-F#-G-G#, then in the example on 

the right C#-C-B/Bb (Figure 8). 

 
Figure 8, the “falling sevenths” melody from mvt. 1 of Four Images After Yeats, as heard in mvt. 3 (p. 7); © Copyright 1984 

by Novello & Company Ltd, London. Reproduced by kind permission of the publishers. 

 As in the first movement, the reappearance of this melody is barely audible as anything 

coherent, but for different reasons: rather than buried in a tangle, this figure, naked in each note’s 

monadic isolation, is masked by the incongruities of registral chasms. This is mostly a family 

resemblance, a reminder to the pianist of their previously emergent self. There is not a single phrase 

marking of any kind, or really any indication of articulation (except for the one accent pictured 

above), suggesting a general articulation which emphasizes the individuality of each note. More 

interesting, however, is that when notes are heard together, they (generally) form one of the 

following dyads, often sounding quietly in the background in this order, like a kind of chaconne 

(Figure 9): 

 
Figure 9, background motion of dyads in mvt. 3 of Four Images After Yeats 

 
193 Ibid. 
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 One can see the vertical mirror image formed around the central Bb/B of the staff, and the 

top and bottom lines form a 12-tone aggregate. It is a rather Webernian conceit in this sense, also in 

that the first three dyads form the same intervals as the last three, albeit in a slightly different order: 

major-6th, minor-9th, and perfect-5th; perfect 5th, major-6th, and minor-9th. Harvey’s sketches, which 

again are extant only for this movement, bear out various twelve-tone permutations from this 

collection, plus a drafting of multiple layers of interaction on different staves. Harvey by this point 

had not yet begun his advanced serialist studies with Milton Babbitt (he would later that year), but 

what is most meaningful here, thinking broadly, is that where the previous two movements relied in 

each their own way on the significance of gesture, of forming (semi-)periodic waves, this movement 

makes no such concessions, obscuring periodicity with subtle alterations in rhythm at an already 

imperceptibly slow pace. This music gives over entirely to the primacy of pitch (i.e., particles), its 

underlying structure designed to defy the perception of wave modalities or really motion of any kind. 

Over the course of these three prophetic miniatures, which play out in a fraction of the time 

that it will have taken to read about them, a striking narrative arc forms: in the first, long, almost 

expressionistic arboreal limbs interact with each other’s negative space, a tangle of independent 

personae in perpetuity; in the second, the stream is chopped into segments, like a tree’s 

disemboweled rings examined one trunk-edge to the other, the effects of history catalogued as the 

eye passes from outer emptiness, to inner flowering core, and then out again; and in the third, 

cellular structures are pulled apart, disambiguated in an act of numerical ecstasy, a fleeting picture of 

a beyond which collapses under its own elastic unknowability. This arc is, in essence, the form of the 

fourth movement, Purgatory, and we can see why this diminutive triptych essentially completed the 

work, four months after Harvey composed its mystical conclusion. 

At the top of the 4th movement, Harvey provides the following quotation from Yeats’ 

seminal work, A Vision (Figure 10): 
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IV PURGATORY 

‘In the Return, the Spirit must live through past events in the order of their occurrence, 
because it is compelled by the Celestial Body to trace every passionate event to its cause until all are 
related and understood, turned into knowledge, made a part of itself. All that keeps the Spirit from 
its freedom may be compared to a knot that has to be united or to an oscillation or a violence that 
must end in a return to equilibrium.’ A vision. 

 
Figure 10, the opening gesture of mvt. 4 from Four Images After Yeats, p. 9; © Copyright 1984 by Novello & Company 

Ltd, London. Reproduced by kind permission of the publishers. 

 The tranquil and solipsistic immobility of the third movement is forcefully broken by this 

violent bell-strike, a kind of density never before heard in this still-young piece. The entirety of this 

final movement gives roughly the impression of a rondo form, if only for a sense of cyclical return 

to three characteristic musical topics introduced at its start. As with most of Harvey’s music, material 

rarely repeats with fidelity beyond a generalized family resemblance, and even when it does, he 

makes obscuring modifications to force an uncanny discomfort in such repetitions. We start with a 

kind of turbid music, which gradually emerges from the sunken belfry into whirling bleats of clusters, 

turning a corner with little preparation into a quotation from the Prelude of J.S. Bach’s F major 

English suite. This quotation music evaporates as quickly as it condensed, and as though it were 

suddenly routed through an electronic low-pass filter, we are left with a repeated low cluster passing 

a mere shadow of the quotation’s rhythmic contours. Occasionally muted by the fingers, this figure 

sounds as though we have been given a way to listen through the quotation music to the thumping 

collision of pianist’s fingers against the keybed. The pianist moves their muting fingers along the 
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length of the low strings, shifting the timbre as though a filter’s cut-off frequency was being dialed in 

by hand (Figure 11): 

 
Figure 11, p. 10 from Four Images After Yeats, featuring a brief quotation of Bach, p. 10; © Copyright 1984 by Novello & 

Company Ltd, London. Reproduced by kind permission of the publishers. 

 Given this sensation of filtration, a foregrounding of the unheard background noise 

underpinning the conventional music, one could call this shadowy thumping resonance music, a 
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moment of “reduced listening”, to use the Schaefferian term. This resonance music always occurs 

around the musical quotations—Bach, Mozart, Schumann, Liszt, Scriabin, and Schoenberg—as 

though to imply a common ground connecting the disparate fragments. Such an impression of unity 

would be, of course, the mystic’s way, the same kind of interconnectivity through history which 

Harvey explored in his dissertation. From here on, however, now that the resonance music has been 

introduced, it will be heard before each new quotation, like a pre-ringing (to use another electronic 

filtering analogy). The Bach quotation briefly re-emerges, coming dangerously close to cadencing 

before a startling return to the belfry (Figure 12): 

 
Figure 12, p. 11 of Four Images After Yeats, reappearance of Bach quotation, p. 11; © Copyright 1984 by Novello & 

Company Ltd, London. Reproduced by kind permission of the publishers. 

 Harvey plays this game of near-cadencing throughout the movement, with each quotation 

approaching some culmination before being violently sheared off. By this point in the piece, we have 

completed one cycle, and the second proceeds as expected: turbid music giving way to clusters, and 

so on. What was, however, a brief, almost unnoticed detail the first time around, two hand-clusters 

whose resonance is caught in the pedal immediately before the first statement of the Bach quotation 

(see the earlier example), is now drawn out into an expanded take on the resonance music with a 

series of sharp, bell-like chords (Figure 13): 
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Figure 13, p. 12 from Four Images After Yeats, a ‘Messiaen-like’ bell gesture, p. 12; © Copyright 1984 by Novello & 
Company Ltd, London. Reproduced by kind permission of the publishers. 

 This is not Messiaen (Harvey at least does not acknowledge this as such in his program 

notes), but it sure sounds like something straight from the French master’s 1950s piano music, 

especially as later iterations are ever more elaborated with a distinctively bird-like warble (Figure 14): 

 
Figure 14, p. 20 from Four Images After Yeats, some avian-like gestures; © Copyright 1984 by Novello & Company Ltd, 

London. Reproduced by kind permission of the publishers. 

 This expanded resonance music finally settles into its familiar thumping, and gives way to a 

Mozart quotation, the 1st movement of the Sonata in C major, K.330, from the start of the 

development. Here, the left hand accompaniment is smeared with Stravinskian ironic bleats, and the 

mixed-mode arabesques of the last line are obsessed over like a broken record. The quotation is yet 

again sheared off, and a new cycle begins (Figure 15):  
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Figure 15, p. 12 from Four Images After Yeats, quotation of Mozart; © Copyright 1984 by Novello & Company Ltd, 

London. Reproduced by kind permission of the publishers. 

 It maybe goes without saying that this becomes the general formula for the remainder of the 

first part of this movement: turbid music, to resonance music (und Messiaen ist auch dabei), to quotation 

music, rinse, repeat. Through these continual cycles, however, there is an increasing sense of the 

piece behaving like a black hole, intermediary musical topics between quotation becoming ever 

richer and more drawn out, consuming substance from each new quotation and spitting out its 

subcutaneous detritus in an ever more chaotic musical accretion disk. This slow build, anchored on 

chronologically ordered quotations, harkens back to the modernist notion of a teleological 

progression of history, the path of “Mahler—>Schoenberg—>Darmstadt etc.”, simultaneously 

charting the progression of the piano: from ‘faceless’ keyboard (Bach); to public instrument 
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(Mozart); to the artist’s inniger Empfindung (Schumann); to bedeviled transcendence (Liszt); to the 

edges of space and beyond (Scriabin); and then back to a faceless keyboard (Schoenberg). Music 

history as if experienced by Billy Pilgrim. 

Following Mozart, a third cycle builds up to a quotation from the second movement of 

Schumann’s Kreisleriana, beginning tentatively, almost toying at a Tristan allusion, and building to 

what would have been the final return to Bb major in the original Schumann—that is, if it weren’t, 

again, sheared off at the last second. Bits of Schumann’s music are, as with the Mozart, obsessively 

turned about as though Harvey were witnessing Schumann work the notes out in real time (Figure 

16): 

 
Figure 16, the beginnings of a Schumann quotation, with a hint of Wagner, p. 14; © Copyright 1984 by Novello & 

Company Ltd, London. Reproduced by kind permission of the publishers. 

 Quotations gradually begin to take up an outsized place in the work’s profile. A fourth cycle 

leads up to what is possibly Harvey’s most heavy-handed turn, when the thumping of the resonance 

music accumulates into the opening of Liszt’s Mephisto Waltz no. 1, and a sudden abridgement leaps 

into an uncomfortably uncanny rendition of the original work’s climax. 

 Liszt’s climax, perhaps to highlight its uncanny presence, is ‘augmented’ with spurious and 

unwieldy chords, inexplicable scalar tendrils, and Jerry Lee Lewis-styled glissandi. A remarkably 

similar move in the fifth cycle leads to a quotation from Scriabin’s 5th piano sonata, leading to a 

sixth cycle which features a particularly peculiar excerpt of just two bars from the middle of 
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Schoenberg’s Klavierstück op. 23 no. 3, a rather awkward and understated culmination of all this 

self-conscious virtuosity (although certainly no less difficult!). 

 It is at this point in the piece that the gestural rhetoric of these quotations starts to go 

sideways. In Vonnegut-esque style, the six cycles begin to behave more like entangled streams, 

joining chimerically with one another as though they had always been sounding in parallel. We can 

see on the left a bit of Bach in the top line, overlaid on Scriabin’s jet propulsion gracenotes in the 

left hand (figure 17); and on the right, an outline of the Mozart melody in the top line, with its ironic 

Stravinskian left hand ‘smear’, set to the slippery Tristan-like chromatic harmonization from the 

opening of the Schumann (figure 18): 

 
Figure 17 (left), from p. 26 of Four Images After Yeats, Bach overlaid on Scriabin; Figure 18 (right), p. 27 of Four Images After 
Yeats, Mozart overlaid on Schumann ala Wagner. © Copyright 1984 by Novello & Company Ltd, London. Reproduced 

by kind permission of the publishers. 

 Later, Harvey casts a fragment of Liszt into the chaos of pedal resonance (Figure 19). The 

partial release of the pedal, and Harvey’s instruction of “nearly all sound gone,” suggests cooperative 

subtlety on the part of the damper mechanism, which is unlikely. The pianist will most certainly be 

surprised every time this action is executed, a fact which may not have bothered Harvey, since with 

all iterations of his ‘resonance music’ all that seems to matter is a generalized impression of 

quotation disintegrated and ‘heard through.’ And on the right some Schoenberg (Figure 20), where 

its lowest voice has succumbed to the top line from the Bach: 
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Figure 19, p. 27 from Four Images After Yeats, a brief allusion to Mephisto Waltz; Figure 20, from p. 29, Bach coupled with 

Schoenberg. © Copyright 1984 by Novello & Company Ltd, London. Reproduced by kind permission of the publishers. 

 As in the latter half of the Lunar movement, the overall impression is of ever shortening 

musical segmentation, ‘cycles’ disintegrating into incongruous ‘objets’, which themselves gradually 

collapse into their elementary particles. Two pages of sparse, proportional notation, looking 

something like Cage’s Etudes Australes (albeit ten years too early), bring this trajectory to its unitary, 

particulate culmination, effectively concluding the piece (Figure 21): 

 
Figure 21, p. 31 from Four Images After Yeats, the work’s sparce conclusion, reminiscent of mvt. 3. © Copyright 1984 by 

Novello & Company Ltd, London. Reproduced by kind permission of the publishers. 

 As in the Pythagorean third movement, pitch assumes primacy over gesture. Given the 

present musical context, however, where ours ears have been conditioned to the presence of 

associative meaning borne by the canonic quotations, each pitch feels pregnant with memory. At 
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least, this responsibility is laid upon the performer’s hands to imbue each note with some impression 

of past-presence, recalling Harvey’s preoccupation with Rudolf Steiner’s vision that “the future 

development of music will be toward spiritualization, and involve a recognition of the special 

character of the individual tone.”  

The piece could very well end here, but Harvey throws in a coda, one final reprise of the 

Kreisleriana quotation, now running on fumes, followed by one more quiescent statement of the 

turbid music. What is it about the Schumann that necessitates a reminder, interrupting the work’s 

quiet dissipation? Perhaps it is that Kreisleriana itself, and Schumann’s piano music generally, shares a 

penchant with Harvey for dialectic convolutions (albeit under different guises), as well as sudden 

disintegrations of statement. It is also a recognition, whether consciously or not, of both Schumann 

and Harvey’s preoccupation with extra-musical literaria: E.T.A. Hoffmann’s eponymous character, 

Kreisler, was essentially an avatar for Hoffmann, a deeply musical personality at odds with (and 

stymied by) the musical-spiritual circumspection of his day. Four Images After Yeats, while not 

Harvey’s greatest achievement in musical subtlety, could very well be described as making a similar 

assertion by a young composer caught in the aesthetic torrents of his day, and sets up many of the 

dialectic convolutions which define his later output. 

2. Tombeau de Messiaen 
 
 Next to Mortuos Plango, Vivos Voco, Harvey’s Tombeau de Messiaen (1994) is undoubtedly one of 

his most performed works, and has in many ways become a similar touchstone for the composer. 

The connection between Tombeau and Mortuos Plango is not just one of shared popular resilience—

the 1980 tape piece was famously created using the voice of Harvey’s son, Dominic, while he was a 

chorister at Winchester cathedral, and so Tombeau bears a particularly poignant dedication: to Jake 

Harvey Tavener, “aged 10 hours.” This acknowledgement of the cyclicity of life is hinted at in the 
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work’s sketches at the Sacher Stiftung by the conspicuous presence of the late Olivier Messiaen, 

whom Harvey also mentions in Thoughts sometime in the spring of 1992 (“In memoriam Olivier 

Messiaen,” who had then just died April 27th). There are references to partials from the harmonic 

series of the Winchester cathedral’s tenor bell (“6,7,8,9,10,11,12... ; 7,9,12,16,18,19,20,22,23,24…”), 

Harvey’s structural linchpin in the older work—the sound into which Dominic’s voice is famously 

transformed by the work’s end—as well as the following poignant aphorism: “Kudos: life goes 

wearily on: disturbed by bells weddings/funerals.”194 As such, the piece is not only a eulogy on the 

death of the elder musical theologian, but a celebration of rebirth and renewal as an unbroken cycle. 

As with Mortuos Plango, where the generalized motion of a bell-strike becomes the form (from the 

sketches, “Whole piece in form of a bell, densest at the beginning––most contemplative at the 

end… FROM THE SPECTACULAR TO THE INWARD / like a bell stroke.”), Harvey’s 

preoccupation with the cyclicity of life becomes the totality of Tombeau in both its ‘motivic’ surface 

and structural foundation. Written nearly 25 years later, it is the perfect follow-up to the obsessive 

cyclicity of Four Images After Yeats, but is also an exemple of a work which straddles the wave/particle 

integration of spectralism with serialism.  

 We can identify a nascent form of the work’s conceptual framework in the technology which 

Harvey used to compose this piece, tools and concepts that he revisits in Bird Concerto. Harvey seems 

to have originally conceived of the work including a tape part, as can be seen in this entry from 

Thoughts in spring of 1992: 

Philip Mead Pf. Piece Tape near five quarter (DX7) with (SY77) OpenAct. Dreamy cluster-
land Piano ‘searches,’ softly. / Another section: gentle cascades of harmonically modal 
‘Messiaen’-chords beautifully pedalled and mingling harmonies: turns into FM harmonies on 
tape––magical transformation piano––>bells FM sonorities. Vision. TUBULAR e.g. C-Bells 
with slow attack / Quatour pour le fin du temps, e.g.195 
 

 
194 Again, very much reminiscent of R. Schumann’s description of the finale from his Fantasiestücke, op. 12 
195 Jonathan Harvey, work diary “Thoughts”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel 
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The DX7 and its successor the SY77 were digital synthesizers developed by Yamaha in the 

1980s. Based on a frequency modulation (FM) algorithm conceived by John Chowning at Stanford 

University in the 70s, this technology allowed for digital resynthesis of the complex waveforms 

produced by acoustic instruments, achieved with an efficiency and flexibility previously not possible 

with traditional analog synthesizers.196 The traditional model of synthesis was generally through the 

analog filtration of complex waveforms, subtractive synthesis, whittling the rich overtone output of 

onboard oscillators to a target timbre. FM functions in exactly the opposite way, through additive 

synthesis, the multiplication of two or more complex waveforms (referred to as ‘modulator’ and 

‘carrier’) producing sum and difference products which can be precisely calculated to generate a 

target timbre. To hear modulator, carrier, and multiplied product separately, the latter would not 

seem to bear any resemblance to either of its inputs; it represents more than just a kind of hybridity, 

it is literally greater than the sum of its parts.  

Harvey would have encountered both DX7 and SY77 at IRCAM, which in 1986 was 

equipped with a studio furnished entirely by Yamaha to feature their new musical technologies.197 He 

began to use these new FM synthesizers extensively in the late 80s, featuring them in many of the 

works he wrote in the leadup to (and following) Tombeau: Madonna of Winter and Spring (1986, 

ensemble and voice––TX816198 and DX1); From Silence (1988, ensemble and voice––DX7); Valley of 

Aosta (1988, ensemble––DX7); Inquest of Love (1992, opera––SY77 and two DX7s); and two 

 
196 The innovation of the DX7 was not only its sonic fluidity, but that it was popularized as the first compact, 
polyphonic digital synthesizer affordable enough to be mass-produced and marketed to the general public. As such, its 
‘pads’, synthetic brass, and other shimmering digital warbles became the unmistakable sonic markers of ‘that sound’ 
from 80s electronic pop music. It is impossible to imagine that this correspondence was lost on Yamaha’s more ‘erudite’ 
customers. In isolation, the realism of certain sounds is still uncanny; in a musical context, however, especially alongside 
acoustic instruments, many are uniquely cringe-worthy to modern ears. The SY77, building on the flexibility of the 
DX7’s FM technology, integrated real acoustic samples: some were multi-sampled instruments, like piano, koto, and 
tubular bells, which could be used as-is; and others were literal acoustic grit, sampled transients which could be added to 
(modulated by) hybrid FM voices for a particularly unmistakable realism. 
197 Born, Georgina. Rationalizing Culture: IRCAM, Boulez, and the Institutionalization of the Musical Avant-Garde. Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1995. 310. 
198 A rack-mounted, 128-voice synth comprising 8 DX7 modules. 
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structured duo improvisations for the American cellist Frances-Marie Uitti, Philia’s Dream (1992––

SY77), and Imaginings (1993––SY77 and EMU sampler).  

Synthesis was hardly a new concept to Harvey. This was the technological basis of Mortuos 

Plango, Vivos Voco, but the steady development of the technology meant these tools were becoming 

more agile (no longer did one have to wait overnight for computational renderings), as evidenced by 

their dominant presence in popular music. It was at this time that Harvey began exploring the 

concept of “spectral compression,” a technique whereby the perceptual color of a synthesized 

harmonic series could be manipulated by stretching or compressing the relative intervallic distances 

between partials, determined by a governing ratio. This is not the clean f*(n)199 representation of the 

harmonic series that exists only in mathematical abstraction, but the harmonic series as it actually 

behaves in the real world, where the intervallic ratios between harmonic partials are stretched or 

compressed. The bass strings of the piano, for example, too short to resonate at their fundamental 

frequencies, display a slightly stretched harmonic spectrum, and so piano technicians traditionally 

tune the bass section of the piano gradually flat and the treble section gradually sharp to 

accommodate for this incongruity. Gerard Grisey explored the world of the piano’s stretched 

spectra in his sextet Vortex Temporum (1995), and Harvey used this technique most notably in Advaya 

(1994) for cello and electronics, completed a little over a month before Tombeau. He describes the 

piece in Thoughts right after the earlier quoted excerpt about the “Philip Mead Pf. piece”: 

19.6.92 / Next IRCAM piece: for cello and keyboard. Keyboard is a gestural part with all the 
flamboyance of the traditional piano and cello sonatas. BUT he also triggers psychoacoustic 
objects of perceptual interior (not imitative of physical production). A fantasy on the cello 
sonata!200 
 
He had by this point not yet composed Advaya, but it is worth noting two distinctions made 

in this early imagining of the work. Firstly, that the electronic part is performed live on a keyboard 

 
199 Fundamental frequency multiplied by a given partial. 
200 Jonathan Harvey, work diary “Thoughts”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel 
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sampler, on stage with the cellist, where the keyboardist is given the full responsibility of equal 

partnership in the musical dialogue, as well as some of the personality of an independently virtuosic 

identity; this is not an anonymous tape part, hidden behind a mixing desk, but a staged personality. 

Secondly, his emphasis on the keyboardist triggering “psychoacoustic objects of perceptual interior” 

(samples of stretched spectra, specifically) as opposed to those imitating “physical production,” 

implies a sound world which explores the way sound is perceived and interacts with its 

surroundings, rather than as an end in itself. The stretched spectra are not used to imitate the 

physical characteristics of cello sound as much as to offer variable barriers of acoustic resistance 

against which the cellist plays. This resistance highlights not just the apparent differences between 

cello and electronics, but a third presence, products of this perceived resistance, sensed only when 

the cello-electronics duality interacts. The duality is in fact false, since the electronic samples are 

manipulated recordings of cello sound, and so it is fitting that the word Advaya derives from 

Buddhist teachings, अद्वय in Sanskrit, literally meaning “nonduality,” or an “other than the two.” The 

characteristic nihilism of the Buddha’s teachings are on full display, the classical neither/nor, 

“advaya means neither this nor that but the state of their unison which transcends the characteristics 

of both the constituents which later assimilate into one.”201 For Harvey, so attuned to concepts of 

being, one can immediately see the philosophical appeal in the concept of FM synthesis, and it is clear 

that this idea of an acoustic ‘third wheel’ permeates Harvey’s thinking in Tombeau, written (or at least 

considered) concurrently with Advaya. Considering Harvey’s penchant for subtle messaging, this is, 

even if subconsciously, a way of evoking Messiaen—present, if only in shadow.  

 
201 Advaya (= Non-Dual) in Buddhist Sanskrit, Kameshwar Nath Mishra, The Tibet Journal Vol. 13, No. 2 (Summer 
1988), p. 3 and 6. If we may yet again entangle East and West, French post-structuralist philosopher Jacques Derrida 
explored a similar notion in his concept of Différance: “Differance is not simply active (any more than it is a subjective 
accomplishment): it rather indicates the middle voice, it precedes and sets up the opposition between passivity and 
activity. With its a, differance more properly refers to what in classical language would be called the origin or production 
of differences and the differences between differences, the play [jeu] of differences.” Jacques Derrida, Speech and 
Phenomena, translated by David B. Allison, Northwestern University Press, 1973, 130 
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In Tombeau, such ‘non-duality’ is generally expressed harmonically, but also in the work’s 

motivic surface (if it can be described as such). Similarly to the fourth movement of the Yeats 

images, there are broadly speaking three kinds of musical topics, but in Tombeau these are even less 

thematized, perhaps better described as behavioral. As in the pithy arboreal prelude to the Yeats 

images, “A Tree There Is…”, these behaviors can be generalized on a gestural continuum 

representing directional rates of change (i.e., higher or lower) from ‘fast’ to ‘slow’, respectively: 

imitative ‘dances’, where changes in direction occur every 1-4 notes; arpeggios, every ~7-15 notes; 

and ‘shepard tones’, which, by definition, give the impression of a never-changing directionality. An 

arpeggio begins the piece: the pianist strikes the lowest A of the piano, signaling the start of the tape 

part, and follows the tape up across most of the range of the piano. From the opening (Figure 22): 

 
Figure 22, the opening gesture of Tombeau de Messiaen, p. 1; © Copyright 1996 by Faber Music Ltd, London. Reproduced 

by kind permission of the publishers. 

What is highlighted even more prominently than pitch (given the obfuscation provided by 

the detuned tape part) is register, since these arpeggiations almost always encompass most of the 

piano’s range. They become more prominent towards the end of the work, where arpeggiations in 

the tape part (often built from lower partials of the natural harmonic series) ‘bleed’ into the piano, 
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gradually consuming the musical rhetoric. From the bottom of p. 8, we can see the effect of these 

exchanges (Figure 23): 

 
Figure 23, arpeggiations in the tape part in conversation with the piano, p. 8; © Copyright 1996 by Faber Music Ltd, 

London. Reproduced by kind permission of the publishers. 

As arpeggiation takes over, the metric-textural fabric of constant eighth notes is reduced to a kind of 

shadow, as though a low-pass filter had been applied to eliminate everything except a basic rhythmic 

presence (reminiscent of the resonance music from Four Images After Yeats) (Figure 24): 

 
Figure 24, a kind of ‘filter’ applied to metric music, p. 10; © Copyright 1996 by Faber Music Ltd, London. Reproduced by 

kind permission of the publishers. 
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‘Dances’ are described as such because of a courante-like lilt––dance-like characteristics are 

common in much of Harvey’s music, most notably in several movements of Harvey’s 1982 work 

Bhakti.202 In Tombeau, these often appear as imitative duets or trios between both hands of piano and 

tape, representing the work’s quickest, most sinuous and localized changes in direction. An early 

duet from page 3 shows piano and tape in a funhouse mirror game of ‘simon says’, sharing the same 

rhythmic groupings. Not counting grace notes (which in context with the tape sound more like 

regions of increased timbral density than discrete points), there is generally no motion in the same 

direction (up or down) beyond 4 notes (Figure 25): 

 
Figure 25, ‘dance’ gestures, p. 3; © Copyright 1996 by Faber Music Ltd, London. Reproduced by kind permission of the 

publishers. 

 Conversely, from the top of page 5, this imitative shadowing is shorn apart by another voice 

at what is effectively 75% tempo; by now it should come as no surprise that in Harvey’s music, any 

material can become any other material at the drop of a hat. All three voices briefly ‘become’ 

arpeggio gestures, revealing a fleeting repetition of the opening arpeggio in reverse (albeit against a 

shifted harmonic backdrop in the tape part, thereby obfuscating its identity, but more about that 

soon) (Figure 26): 

 
202 Specifically II, IX, and XI, labeled as such in John Palmer’s 2001 analysis of Bhakti. Palmer, John. Jonathan Harvey's 
Bhakti: for Chamber Ensemble and Electronics: Serialism, Electronics, and Spirituality. Lewiston, N.Y.: Edwin Mellen Press, 2001. 
82 
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Figure 26, ambiguous crosstalk of different gestural topics, p. 5; © Copyright 1996 by Faber Music Ltd, London. 

Reproduced by kind permission of the publishers. 
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Finally, ‘shepard tones,’ perhaps the most symbolic gestural presence in the piece for their 

suggestion of endless cyclicity, are represented by falling cascades of chords. Named for American 

cognitive scientist and Stanford professor Roger Shepard, a ‘shepard tone’ describes an auditory 

perceptual effect whereby sine waves superimposed at the octave and sweeping across a given 

frequency range will produce the sensation of a sound which is endlessly rising or falling, provided 

new sine waves are continually introduced at the perceived starting point. Harvey’s sketches include 

a passage labeled ‘Shepard Tone,’ a series of falling chords, the music he was likely referring to in his 

description of “gentle cascades of harmonically modal ‘Messiaen’-chords.” The Messiaen reference 

is to the elder composer’s frequent use of modal displacement, whereby several voices in the same 

mode, displaced by 2 or 3 scale degrees, produce a cascading chorale of shifting intervallic patterns. 

One can see this in the following passage from Messiaen’s Visions de l’Amen, based on the third of 

his seven modes of limited transposition (Figure 27): 

 

 
Figure 27, Messiaen’s technique of cascaded modal harmonies 

Harvey’s chords are similar in a generalized sense, where the intervals within each chord 

expand and contract from one to the next, but do not appear to conform to any particular modal 

collection. If they are tracing the upper partials of a harmonic series, Harvey does not offer any 

indication of which partials or fundamental he is tracing. In a sense this is a generalized ‘spectral 

gesture,’ and Harvey’s chords seem to have been composed as a series of harmonic objects, a 

particularly long chaconne (Figure 28): 
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Figure 28, “Shepard tone” chordal cascades from Tombeau de Messiaen, p. 2; © Copyright 1996 by Faber Music Ltd, 
London. Reproduced by kind permission of the publishers. 

In this sense, the reference to Roger Shepard is apt, given his study of cognitive 

generalization, first articulated in his 1987 article, “Toward a universal law of generalization for 

psychological science.” Shepard argues that a universal cognitive attribute of all sentient life is the 

ability to form generalized classes of stimuli, and using memory of those stimuli to make 

consequential judgements about encounters with new stimuli. Taking a bird hunting for worms as an 

example, Shepard suggests that its mind generalizes past experiences of size, color, texture, and so 

on to judge whether or not something is a worm, or more critically, whether or not it is edible: “We 

generalize from one situation to another not because we cannot tell the difference between the two 

situations but because we judge that they are likely to belong to a set of situations having the same 

consequence.”203 This is where analyses of Harvey’s music (and much music termed ‘spectral’) often 

break down, that representations of acoustic objects are often constructed from a generalized 

perspective, “it sounds right,” appealing more to these deep centers of cognitive perception than for 

the fastidious theorist tallying interval sets on a spreadsheet. There is a generalized sense that the 

 
203 Shepard, R. “Toward a Universal Law of Generalization for Psychological Science.” Science 237, no. 4820 (1987): 
1317–23.  
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chordal cascades of Harvey’s ‘shepard tones’ resemble Messiaen’s modal chorales, but the closest 

one can come to linking them specifically (comparing these last two examples) is the number of 

notes per chord (6), the average distance between the outermost notes (around 1.5 octaves), and the 

fact that the internal interval structures are perceived as constantly shifting. 

Such generalized perceptions of (dis)similarity are fundamental to the work’s harmonic 

behavior, In his sketches, Harvey writes, “make 12 [harmonic series], one on each chromatic pitch. / 

These can be points of reference, stability.” One particularly powerful feature of the SY77 was its 

ability to map any synthesized instrument to one of 60 distinct tuning systems, including historical 

near-equal temperaments, programmable to ‘favor’ a specific tonal center (Werkmeister III in B 

major, for example), and custom tunings where the user could define how to map each of the 

keyboard’s twelve chromatic pitch classes in fine steps of 1.171875 cents.204 One of Yamaha’s preset 

tuning systems is called “Harmonic A,” where the white keys205 of the synthesizer are mapped to an 

A natural harmonic series by order of partial, as shown in the following example (Figure 29): 

 
Figure 29, key mappings for spectral tuning on SY/TG77 

 
204 Yamaha TG77 manual 
205 The black keys are also mapped to a harmonic series, but a perfect fourth higher. 
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 We can see here that the relationship between piano and electronics is reversed from that in 

Advaya: where cello was the point of stability, and electronics provided grit and resistance, here the 

synth is tuned more purely and ‘naturally,’ and against it is the acoustic piano’s relatively messy 

inharmonicities. To compose Tombeau de Messiaen, which in Harvey’s own SY77 memory file is 

referred to by a multi206 titled “Piano Piece,” Harvey created twelve instantiations of a custom grand 

piano instrument, a hybrid combination of one AWM element (real grand piano recorded samples) 

plus one AFM element (a particularly glassy-sounding waveform which augments the instrument 

samples with a long and incisive decay). All twelve are tuned to “Harmonic A”, each manually offset 

to a unique chromatic pitch class within the two lowest octaves of the piano. Listening through each 

of these ‘instruments,’ one can hear additional characteristics baked into their settings, including 

slow pans from left to right; slow, nearly imperceptible modulations in pitch (due in large part to the 

AFM element), and unique reverbs and filters controlled by the synth’s effects processors (Figure 

30):  

 
Figure 30, Harvey’s sequence of button presets for harmonic fundamentals on the SY77 

 Each of these pitches represents a harmonic fundamental, the 1st partial of the harmonic 

series mappings outlined above, and the numbers above the staff (“C7”, “C8”, etc.) indicate buttons 

on the synth to which Harvey assigned each patch so he could quickly toggle between them. These 

sounds are what he used to compose and record the tape part, and his draft for Tombeau de Messiaen 

contains three grand piano staves (i.e., six staves total): one for the ‘live’ pianist, one for the 

sounding pitches of the tape part (with micro tunings), and one for the synthesizer keys necessary to 

generate those sounding pitches. At each juncture in the piece, Harvey indicated which patches were 

 
206 A collection of voices, organized by their respective midi channels 
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engaged, including the requisite button and its tuning’s fundamental frequency. Harvey says in his 

program notes that the tape part was made in his home studio, and considering slight rhythmic 

‘human frailties’ heard throughout, it is likely much of it was recorded by the composer himself at 

the keyboard, then mixed and edited later.207 The following outlines the order of fundamental 

frequencies in the tape part, copied from his draft, including my own structural landmarks 

(referencing Faber’s published edition) (Figure 31): 

 
Figure 31, structural plan of harmonic fundamentals for Tombeau 

 While it might be of some interest to composers and theorists to know exactly which pitches 

belong to which harmonic series throughout, this is likely not Harvey’s intention. The aim of this 

work is to exploit a generalized sensation of friction between piano and its synthesized mirror, where 

 
207 I asked the Harvey specialist, Simon Obert, if any such materials, like midi files, digital audio projects, etc., existed for 
this piece, but he said anything related specifically to Harvey’s own studio equipment would likely be elsewhere, possibly 
at IRCAM. This could be a possible area of future study. 
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points of near-contact between the two worlds highlight just how much the sound of acoustic piano 

is in perpetual conflict with itself and anything else it comes in contact with. Thinking back to the 

poetics of Harvey’s Yeats images, this is again music of waves, where the identity of material exists 

entirely by virtue of its motion through and interference with a given space. It is clear Harvey was 

thinking of the piano in terms of such a chaos/order dialectic, since he appeared to express this idea 

in an entry in Thoughts from Jan. 3, 1992, paraphrasing a quote of Debussy’s from 1903: 

Piece for piano(oboe?) on Chaos Theory form: in two voices (RH, LH) always in rhythmic 
unison!208 ‘Music is a mysterious Form of mathematics where elements partake of the 
Infinite. It is responsible for the movements of water, the pattern of curves traced by the 
wavering breeze…’209 
 
In effect, the musical behavior Harvey is describing here, of simple voices in (near)rhythmic 

unison, rather accurately describes the interaction between the piano and tape in Tombeau. Chaos 

theory is obviously too broad a topic for this context, except to highlight the ways in which it might 

have been inspiring to Harvey, especially given his interest in the juxtaposition of two simple voices. 

Very basically, chaos theory deals with a study of the degree of instability in exponential iterative 

systems, where a calculation of >12 

heads towards infinity (e.g., 2, 4, 16, 256, 

65536, etc.), and <12 heads towards zero 

(0.5, 0.25, 0.0625, 0.00390625, etc.). 

Using complex numbers, the specific 

boundaries of such iterative stability or 

instability, charted on an x/y plane, 

becomes the basis of fractal forms like 

 
208 Tombeau is largely monophonic or homophonic in texture, so this a prescient description of what he would ultimately 
write. 
209 Jonathan Harvey, work diary “Thoughts”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel 

Figure 32, the famous “Mandelbrot” set 
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the Mandelbrot or Julia sets, where the darkened interior of such objects represents a region of 

absolute stability (iterative calculations always spiraling in towards a point or points within the region 

of stability), and the lighter exterior regions absolute instability (iterative calculations which spiral out 

towards infinity) (Figure 32). The boundary between the two is, therefore, the area of most interest, 

where smaller offshoots resembling the shape of the larger plot of stability repeat ad infinitum, and 

the relative instability of iterative calculations just beyond the black boundary of stability are 

measurably ‘less’ unstable (represented by gradated coloration) than those further out.  

In the musical context of Tombeau, this concept relates to the significance of friction felt 

between the equal-tempered piano and its just-tuned counterpart in the synthesizer. Further 

analytical study of Tombeau might benefit from local (i.e., gestural) analysis of such mean differences 

between frequencies of the synthetic, ‘naturally tuned’ pitches of the SY77, and their acoustic 

‘unnaturally tuned,’ equal-tempered counterparts on the piano, perhaps to glean some sense of 

Harvey’s intuitive feel for implied tonal hierarchies (i.e., more difference, less difference). Given the 

saturated harmonic world of this work, it is likely any given segment of music will generally reflect a 

similar average deviation between equal-tempered piano and just-tuned synth pitches, highlighting a 

sense of long-term harmonic stasis.210 As evidence of this mindset, Harvey thinking of all harmonic 

directions as equal, if we take the order of harmonic series fundamentals from the last example and 

reduce further, a curious image appears (Figure 33): 

 
210 While looking at the draft, I saw no clear indication of Harvey ‘working this out’ numerically, which is not to say he 
didn’t think about it, but it is more likely he intuited a generally uniform sensation of friction between the two parts, 
playing the two against each other as he composed. The piano and tape parts are, after all, generally mono- or 
homophonic, and the human body has exactly two hands. 
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Figure 33, reduction of harmonic plan, revealing 12-tone ‘background’ 

 Looking at the numbered order of pitch classes above the staff, we see a twelve-tone row, 

constructed from three nested diminished seventh chords, each a perfect fourth apart, hidden in 

plain sight within this overtly spectral (and therefore, one might assume, anti-dodecaphonic) 

composition—a delightfully irreverent realization which must all the same be qualified for what it is: 

a harmonic plan, one in which all harmonic points are of (theoretically) equal weight. Because 

Harvey’s original conceit was to include harmonic spectra oriented around all twelve chromatic pitch 

classes, it is inevitable that there would be some flavor of dodecaphony, and this plan is hardly a 

‘pure’ twelve-tone treatment: there are repetitions and recursions of ‘tonal’ centers after they have 

been stated, specifically in nos. 8-11, which are obsessed over rather more as a group than in strict 

order (which is why I have contained them within repeat signs).  

Nevertheless, there are two facets of this plan which act in defense of a ‘twelve-tone 

mindset’, if we can conceive of such a thing in atmospheric terms. Firstly, the retrograde occurring 

after the ‘midpoint’, which traces the fundamentals from no. 7 back to their origin, implies the 

primacy of a set order; and secondly, one fundamental is left conspicuously absent from this plan 

until the final page, an F#, articulated with almost gauche deference by a final bell-strike in the tape 

part, and a Messiaen-ic major sonority in the piano. Looking at the structure as a whole, we can see 

that this F# does not just complete a chromatic aggregate, but also the heretofore incomplete 

diminished seventh harmony from the opening, outlined by the dotted line––spelled as it is, F# is 

the root of this harmony, and for an analysis buff like Harvey this would not have been missed. As 
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in Mortuos Plango, the end is the beginning, and the piece concludes by tumbling downwards towards 

the low A which began this journey, suggesting the cycle could begin again. This serves as a touching 

(if somewhat obfuscated) tribute to a composer who was the progenitor of both total serialism and 

spectralism, and whose students straddled the divide between these two seemingly disparate 

aesthetic worlds; a musical legacy which is not both, but other than the two. This unified straddling of 

opposing worlds, expressed in the work’s deep structure, as well as the more superficial collision of 

‘real’ and ‘artificial’ (not to mention the question of ‘which is which’), is a concept Harvey will revisit 

in Bird Concerto. 

3. ff   ||   Haiku   ||   Homage to Cage,…  Chopin (und Ligeti is auch dabei) 
 

Following Tombeau de Messiaen, Harvey’s three other piano works from the 90s appear slight, 

but all reflect in miniature many of the same conceits explored in the previous two, especially 

perceptions of temporality and collapsed dualisms. They are addressed here as a collective not 

necessarily because they were composed as such (all three are occasional), but because as a triptych 

they represent a summation of Harvey’s compositional interests in a technical, philosophical, and 

aesthetic sense, especially indicative of a time when Harvey was beginning to question the 

significance of his own authorship (as discussed at the end of chapter I in Part 1). 

“Fortissimo” is the most substantial of the three, at just over 2 minutes long. Composed in 

1995 for the Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music, it was essentially a compulsory exam 

piece, meant to be administered for graduation from advanced grades in the UK music pedagogy 

system. Harvey described it as a way to “encourage pianists, both professional and amateur, to let go 

of inhibitions and be exuberant!” The conceit is very simple: there are two basic musical behaviors, 

“simple, brilliant spectra,” which “are really an enriched single line with the brightness control 
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turned up”; and “‘drumming’ in the bass,” which “should be highly accented and rhythmic.”211 As 

has previously been stated about so-called spectral music, the area of interest is generally with 

temporality and manipulable perceptions of the passage of time (recalling Grisey’s assertion that 

time is a “constituent element of sound itself”212), and so the two contrasting musical spaces are each 

set up in environments of perceived harmonic stasis, where, syntactic function disabled, rhythmic 

and durational interplay become the focus of attention. For the ‘drumming’ line, this is achieved very 

simply. There are only seven pitches, arranged in a mirror image symmetry (if we consider the 

highest B-natural an octave-equivalent of its lower counterpart), but the density of these collections, 

all concentrated in the lowest register of the piano, challenges clear discernment of pitch centers, 

especially given the loud dynamics and the inherent inharmonic noise of the copper-wound strings. 

This is a noise timbre, slightly shifting color with every strike, just like a drum when the mallet 

strikes a slightly different location on the same skin. 

In the opposing “enriched single line”—really, a sequence of chords—its harmonic stasis is a 

bit harder to describe, even though, despite the overtly consonant-sounding fifths and octaves in the 

left hand, there is a distinctively ungrounded, dodecaphonic ‘flavor’ (i.e., chromatic saturation). 

Looking at Harvey’s melodic writing, there is a clear preference for whole-tone collections (which, 

like the pentatonic scale, can be ‘justified’ from the natural harmonic series), and so if we categorize 

each melodic note by its affiliation to one of the two possible whole-tone transpositions (WT0 and 

WT1, their sum totaling a chromatic aggregate), a clear pattern emerges: 

Bars 1-5: WT0=18; WT1=21  ||  Bars 14-20: WT0=18; WT1=19  ||  Bar 27: WT0=6; WT1=7  || 

Bars 33, 35, 37, 39, 41, and 43-44: WT0=17; WT1=14  ||  [Total tally: WT0=59; WT1=61] 

 
211 Jonathan Harvey, “‘Fortissimo’ Program Notes,” Faber Music, accessed November 17, 2020, 
https://www.fabermusic.com/music/ff-2916 
212 Grisey, G., and J. Fineberg. 2020. “Did You Say Spectral?” Contemporary Music Review 19 (3): 2. 
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 There is a near-equal distribution of weight between each whole-tone collection, always 

skewed slightly one way or another, but taken as a whole each of these sections represent a 

chromatically saturated harmonic space. In a sense, Harvey is playing a subtle game of probability, 

the so-called “law of large numbers,” where the eventual distribution of two given outcomes (in this 

case, WT0 or WT1), randomly determined, will eventually approach 50% each. This is not to assume 

he grabbed a pair of dice and started rolling. If we think back to Harvey’s mid-90s preoccupation 

with Cage (“the effect of randomness, but composed”), we can recall that Harvey was interested in 

generalized sensations of randomness. There do not appear to be any sketches for this piece, only a 

draft, composed straight through from top to tail with no clear indication of preconceived numerical 

planning, and so it is likely this chromatic harmonic space I am describing was entirely intuitively 

constructed (again, a ‘flavor’). If all harmonic ‘directions’ are perceived as equal and non-hierarchical, 

our attention is drawn towards rhythmic and structural pacing, and, much like the intimation of 

chaos theory in Tombeau, this can largely be drawn along lines of perceived stability and instability. 

 This is where Harvey’s ‘intuited randomness’ is most clearly articulated. One of the classic 

misconceptions of randomness is the so-called “Gambler’s Fallacy,” a perceptual misunderstanding 

whereby any repetitions of a given outcome (black or red, odd or even, etc.) are perceived as some 

kind of ‘fix’, or an intervention by a ‘higher power’—change in direction is thus believed to be 

inevitable. In fact, in true randomness there will always be ‘streaks’ of repetition, even as many as 6 

or more in a row, and it is only after many iterations of the game that the aforementioned equal 

distribution becomes clear. In the melodic sections, if we make a rule that rhythmic stability is 

defined by three equally spaced events of the same type,213 meaning there are at least two equal time-

spaces in between three sounding events, anything less is defined as ‘unstable.’ This assumes, 

perceptually speaking, that while it is possible to infer a beat or tempo with only two equally spaced 

 
213 Like sounding versus non-sounding, such as a rest. 
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events, in context with other kinds of rhythmic activity and musical misdirections, three equally 

spaced events are more likely to be perceived as points of rhythmic stability. For example, three 

quarter notes in succession would qualify as ‘stable’, while just two quarter notes would not. Again, 

this is all about perception. In bars 1-5, if we chart the amount of time spent in ‘stable’ versus 

‘unstable’ rhythmic periods, we can see overall that there are 22 beats of stability, and 18 beats of 

instability.  

 
Figure 34, opening from fortissimo, p. 2; © Copyright 1998 by Faber Music Ltd, London. Reproduced by kind permission 

of the publishers. 

Looking at the drumming music at bar 6, however, there is a near-constant stream of triplets, 

so the rules have to change somewhat. Because there are more points of rhythmic inference, a stable 

pulse is felt almost immediately. Even if the perceived groupings (3, 4, or 5 triplets) are influenced 

by Harvey’s shifting accents, there is, at the very least, a steady triplet grid throughout. Perception of 

instability has to be defined by the point or points at which this grid shifts to a different unit of 

measurement, as it were. This happens right at the beginning of bar 11, where the triplets motor is 
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usurped by sixteenth-notes, but our perception shifts (arguably after three notes in the new tempo) 

and stability returns. By and large, this first section of drumming music, up until bar 14, is largely 

stable, and Harvey highlights this by transitioning back to the tempo of the opening melodic 

material with an near-metric pivot in bar 13, where dotted eighth notes at ♩ = 106 are roughly equal, 

albeit ever so slightly faster, to quarter notes in ♩ = 132. 

 
Figure 35, ‘drumming music’ from fortissimo, p. 3; © Copyright 1996 by Faber Music Ltd, London. Reproduced by kind 

permission of the publishers. 

 The following section, however, is considerably more ‘unstable’. The melodic music from 

bars 14 to 20 features 11 beats of stability, versus 29.5 beats of instability, which translates to a 

greater sensation of fragmentation in the musical rhetoric. Similarly in the drumming music from 20 

to 27, there are 4 points of grid instability, at bars 22, 24, 25, and 26,214 meaning this music now feels 

as though it is divided into four parts. From bar 27 until the end, our perception of instability is 

 
214 I am considering a ‘downgrade’ from the sixteenth-note grid at 25 to the predominantly eighth-note driven grid at 26 
to be a perceivable shift 
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increased further as the two disparate musical spaces begin to collapse, iterations of each shortening 

until they start to overlap and superpose upon each other’s space. A final ‘ultimate unity’ is achieved 

at bar 44 when shimmering tremolandi built with the ‘melodic music’ chords are heard as over-

brightened overtones of the low A that defined the sound of the drumming music. The form of this 

piece can be roughly described as a precarious balancing of two musical edifices which gradually 

shrink, crack and collapse, breaking into smaller pieces of themselves until all that is left is a single, 

unified timbre built from the dust of both (figure 36). 

 

Figure 36, concluding ‘accelerando’ from fortissimo, p. 6; © Copyright 1996 by Faber Music Ltd, London. Reproduced by 
kind permission of the publishers. 
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If ff seemed short, Haiku215 could almost be characterized as its summary, like one of Hans 

Keller’s functional analyses (figure 37). 

An almost incomprehensibly short 

outburst of arpeggiated notes, split 

between the hands, coalesce into a single 

pitch, held, as Harvey indicates in the 

score, “until death… of sound.” To say 

more seems gratuitous. Is this even a 

piece? Harvey put his name on it, inscribed on the score in what look like calligraphic brush strokes, 

but the whole exercise resembles more a Zen Koan than a ‘serious’ piece of music. In a sense, where 

ff played with the collapsing space between two contrasting musical behaviors, this short sketch, 

which is little more than a single gesture, makes a kind of argumentum ex silentio about the relationship 

between composer and work. In effect, there is no piece, or rather it hasn’t been afforded the 

opportunity to differentiate itself from the rest of its creator’s output. Because its existence depends 

almost entirely on external markers of meaning—a haiku, a ‘Jonathan Harvey composition’, a 

contemporary work for piano—the notion of compositional abstraction, that a work can speak for 

itself and on its own terms, is entirely collapsed. There is no musical argument, only inference and 

allusion, like a lot of empty shelves with dust rings where the tchotchkes used to live. 

If ff and Haiku were intended to communicate a gradual collapse of differentiation, Homage to 

Cage,… Chopin (und Ligeti is auch dabei) does not bother with gradual, but rather expresses, as Harvey 

describes it, a “frantic cultural collision”216 right from the very first onset of sound. Composed in 

1998 for the British pianist Joanna MacGregor, it was conceived as part of a project pairing John 

 
215 It was composed in November 1997 under similar auspices to ff, for the Associated Board of the Royal Schools of 
Music, and included in a collection of piano miniatures by 30 British composers 
216  Joanna MacGregor Plays Cage & Nancarrow, program notes 

Figure 37, the ‘conclusion’ of Haiku; © Copyright 1998 by Faber 
Music Ltd, London. Reproduced by kind permission of the 

publishers.  
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Cage’s Sonatas and Interludes with new commissions for prepared piano, as well as a selection of 

Conlon Nancarrow’s studies and canons, released on the debut album of MacGregor’s record label, 

Sound Circus. Joanna said, jokingly, that “the title is longer than the actual piece, it seems,”217 and 

given this “funny little John Cage Hommage” is relentlessly disorienting for the entirety of its minute-

and-forty-second duration, the title’s triple punning carries almost more weight in the musical 

argument as the notes themselves.  

The conceit is rather simple, but the implications here are far-reaching in terms of Harvey’s 

view of himself and his relationship to musical influences writ large. The pianist plays the finale of 

Chopin’s Sonata no. 2 in B-flat minor, that most bizarre and seemingly futuristic miniature from 

1840, a work famously ‘quoted’ by Ligeti in the second of his set of “Three Pieces for Two Pianos” 

(...und Chopin ist auch dabei). Harvey instructs the pianist to play the movement an octave higher than 

written, through Cage’s preparations, accompanied by a tape part which, as Harvey describes it, 

“supplies a ‘computer-music’ dimension which gradually decomposes piano sonority.”218 The tape 

part, a distinctively Nancarrow-like cloud of polyphony constructed from what sounds like 

synthesized piano, is ‘performed’ by three such voices––one each panned hard left and right, and 

one in the center of the stereo image––and the structure is divided into three parts, each stopping 

abruptly at (or around) several ‘false cadences’ for which Harvey provides brief, uncanny ‘alternative 

 
217 Email correspondence  
218 Joanna MacGregor Plays Cage & Nancarrow, liner notes 
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facts’ in place of Chopin (figure 38). 

 

Figure 38, uncanny adaptations in Homage to Cage…, p. 3; © Copyright 1998 by Faber Music Ltd, London. Reproduced by 
kind permission of the publishers. 

Much like the shifting rhythmic grids of the ‘drumming music’ in ff, the three sections of the 

tape part are distinguished by their rhythmic energy, and the work’s ‘decomposition’ seems to 

correspond to the tape part progressively shifting tempo against the relative stability of the prepared 

piano (again, very much in spirit with Nancarrow’s infamous player piano canons). In the first 

section the tape plays at about the tempo Harvey scribbles onto the piano part, [half note]=120, 

with six notes per beat, all three voices worming through a B-flat minor diatonic space. In the 

second section, the tape part slows, now five notes per beat, and the synthetic pianos twist around 

small bunches of chromatic clusters, perhaps reflecting similar chromatic movements in the Chopin. 

In the third section, we now have sixteen notes per beat219, so fast that pitch almost doesn’t matter 

and we hear clouds of noisy, percussive onsets, almost like Ligeti’s Poeme Symphonique for 100 

metronomes. Where the notion of ‘gradual collapse’ does seem to matter, however, is that each 

section of the tape part, including silences in which the prepared piano is allowed to resonate, is 

 
219 I had to slow the tape part down to work this out, but it is almost a moot point 
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whittled away from 43.5”, to 29.25”, and finally 18.25” (not including whatever time the pianist takes 

to hold the final chord). As in ff, this gives an overriding sensation of structural acceleration as 

subsequent sections are broken into smaller and smaller bits. 

So is this pastiche? Certainly extreme palimpsest, Cage heard through Chopin heard through 

Ligeti, or in any number of other orders. Harvey’s 1981 work Modernsky Music, an odd quartet of 

Baroque forces, toys with the idea more explicitly, “a parody of Stravinsky's parody of classical 

styles. Schoenberg's mockingly scornful parody of Stravinsky as ‘Der Kleiner Modernsky’ serves as a 

paradoxical title.”220 But where this older work came from a time when Harvey was preoccupied 

with “regressionism” and its opposition to the spiritual advancement of music, such biting sarcasm 

is hardly present in Homage. Certainly we know that in the 90s Harvey was preoccupied with the past, 

but hardly as a negative force in his music, so whether Homage qualifies as pastiche is hard to answer. 

There are obvious references to other pieces of music, but for something to be pastiche it seems one 

might have to perceive that which the work is imitating, and largely the piece is constructed so as to 

obscure the identifying features of its constituent parts. The pianist knows they are playing Chopin, 

but the movement is horrifyingly disorienting to play an octave higher, and the preparations already 

change the literal feel and response of the instrument––it may as well be a different piece. Similarly, 

the audience has been warned of potential quotation through the title, but given the modifying 

preparations and the chaotic, masking friction of the piano against its electronic mirror (plus the fact 

that the Chopin is already particularly vague), one can imagine a scenario where listeners feel more 

disorientingly awash in sound than titillated by having ‘gotten’ some music joke. In fact, it is more 

likely all these nested references are for Harvey’s own benefit, and while this is not a ‘spiritual’ piece 

per se, it certainly gets at many of the notions of ‘self-ness’ earlier explored: 

 
220 Jonathan Harvey, “Modernsky Music,” Faber Music, accessed November 17, 2020, 
http://www.fabermusic.com/repertoire/modernsky-music-826. 
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I suppose most of us would be inclined to use the word spiritual to describe works that we 
feel are profound, that touch us at some very deep, very important, level. Works to which we 
apply such adjectives as playful, ingenious, witty, and lightweight we would not call spiritual… A 
lofty, ethical tone is not necessarily required to qualify for the spiritual category either… 
Perhaps the category of the spiritual... is demarcated by the feeling we have of the music 
having somehow reached beyond, rather than by any associations evoked by a text, 
‘program,’ or the composer’s stated intention.221  
 
Harvey makes this statement amidst discussion of his 1993 trio The Riot, in which, by his 

own description, “pretty well every note derives from one or many other sources. Even the 

structural coherence, by which I mean the way in which subcutaneous intervallic complexes of time 

and pitch are repeated over and over again, is in no sense my own idea: it was taught me by teachers, 

study, and experience.”222 He insists The Riot cannot be spiritual, since if spirituality is the expression 

of an innermost complex of the self, how could such external borrowings reflect this very Romantic 

ideal? On the other hand, that a piece can assume a kind of identifiable form, or ‘voice,’ which 

transcends its material (and therefore, even borrowings), suggests that even a collection of ‘other’ 

presences in the musical fabric might very well reflect a spiritual truth, the essential ambiguity of this 

question: 

We talk ourselves into an ‘as-if’ heuristic personality, an ego patched together out of scraps 
and fragments, ultimately unimportant; but we persuade others to take it seriously. Is it the 
elusive ‘subject’ of psycholinguistics, the ever-fluctuating personality that clearly exists only 
in terms of the language in which its personality operates? Should we not perhaps exalt 
honesty the polyphonic, many-voiced personalities we really are?223 
 

 While these three little pieces are not particularly significant to the larger progression of 

Harvey’s musical thinking, they do serve as small snapshots of a shift that appears to have been 

taking place in the period between 1995 and 2000, while he was living in California and teaching at 

Stanford. It seems he was becoming increasingly consumed in the deconstruction of his own 

conscious agency as a composer, cultivating a deeper trust in the intuitive drivers of his imagination, 

 
221 Jonathan Harvey, In Quest of Spirit: Thoughts on Music (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1999). 8. 
222 Ibid, 15 
223 Ibid, 15 
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and more explicitly embracing the past: not as a kind of ironic cudgel or a tool for making an 

aesthetic point, but as a fluid substrate for his imagination, a mode for the formation of a musical 

identity which did not depend upon a self-conscious individuation of its content. One of the first 

pieces he wrote while at Stanford was ff, and the last would be Bird Concerto with Pianosong. 

4. Vers 
 
 On Sunday, March 26th, 2000, the British pianist Rolf Hind gave a recital at Queen 

Elizabeth Hall in London featuring a collection of new piano commissions composed for the 

occasion of Pierre Boulez’s 75th birthday. Included on this concert were new works by Benjamin, 

Berio, Birtwhistle, Carter, Chin, Harvey, Höller, Holt, Hosokawa, Kurtág, Lindberg, and Rihm, an 

extraordinary collection of creative minds, some of whom did not finish their contributions until just 

days before.224 Vers was completed in February, but judging from the number of relevant entries in 

Thoughts dating back to September of the previous year, it seems Harvey spent a great deal of time 

contemplating his own contribution, more so than any other work referenced in that volume.  

From his program notes, Harvey says “following the double meaning of the word ‘vers’, this 

is a verse which leads ‘towards’ a brief quotation from my work BHAKTI, and towards a new (for 

me) improvisatory idea of form.”225 Considering his aesthetic shifts in the late 90s, Vers presents 

itself as something of an odd analytical puzzle. Hardly a particularly long or complicated piece, its 

improvisatory character becomes most evident when one searches in it for unity in a global sense. 

Through-line connections are formed locally, material shifting and deforming as though the piece 

were playing a musical game of “operator” with itself. This recalls an earlier reference to Takemitsu’s 

Piano Distance, that form can be in a constant state of becoming, where only generalized resemblances 

 
224 “The Very Model of a Modernist,” The Independent (Independent Digital News and Media, August 16, 2013), 
https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/music/features/the-very-model-of-a-modernist-284138.html. 
225 Jonathan Harvey, “Vers,” Faber Music, accessed November 17, 2020, https://www.fabermusic.com/repertoire/vers-
3704. 
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of previously stated musical objects carry through (of course, Roger Shepard would say that enough 

generalization is all you need). Similarly to Takemitsu, Harvey seems to have understood that such 

aesthetic ideals were best ‘expressed’ than ‘lived’ in some pure sense, and so a conception of Vers as 

movement towards the perception of improvisation is a crucial point; this piece is the encapsulation of 

Harvey’s concern that ambiguity must be expressed to be most effective. 

  As I have observed with other works, the draft for Vers is very similar to the final fair copy, 

with no apparent sketches or other materials to help clarify his compositional decisions. There is 

also no dating in the draft to indicate exactly when Harvey began or completed the work, so it is 

hard to say if his entries in Thoughts were responses to actual work done on the piece, or were 

speculative and conceptual (as they often are), more fodder for the imagination than direct 

correlations to specific moments in the music, relationships which can sometimes feel more 

atmospheric than concrete. I will quote all the entries here in order for reference, since they all 

appear very near to each other (interspersed with entries about Bird Concerto, which I will explore in 

Part III). Whatever their particular significance, it is evident that Harvey was searching for the 

clearest way possible to articulate his multivalent feelings about Boulez: 

26 sept 99 Boulez piano piece: repeated chords at different tempi. Divide keyboard 
(88) into 3 or 4 non-overlapping groups. Delirium! 
 Huge soft impalpable chord repeated with changing ‘voicings’––a sea of resonance. 
 Write chords on two staves all pp. Use 2 more staves to signify the dynamics of 
louder notes in each chord 

 
 Nov 19        Boulez Pf. Piece ; hierarchy of keyboard. Stable and unstable elements. 
Some notes far more common than others. Crazy line uses fibonacci numbers of notes, e.g. 
13 playings, 21 playings, 34 playings of a given note. Chords ‘attached’ to line later. Dynamic 
terracing in simultaneous layers––some very soft layers. ‘Tonal’ chords as timbre, almost. 
 Hierarchies are vital. Stable, recognisable, graspable––they can then easily ‘contain’ 
their opposition as detail, an inferior hierarchical level. 
Periodic <––> irregular  Pointillistic dynamics <––> smooth dynamics 
no duration repeated 
Mad butterfly ‘Papillon ton’ flits from flower to flower 

 
[no date for this entry, but not long after the last] Pf. piece for Boulez : ‘accelerating trill’ 
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Principle of accels at different speeds simultaneously. From [G half note to A half note at 
quarter=60] to […] as fast as poss. And ritardandi. 
Arpeggiate across keyboard to 4 or 5 (or 10?) different speed of ‘trill.’ Blazing climax. Also 
murmurando. Starts v. high. Shimmer growing. 
‘Musique informelle’ Schbg op. 11 no. 3 No guidelines: each moment ‘raw’––as unexpected 
as possible. Inner/outer violent/tender, voluble226 
 

 This final line should be noted for its evocation of Adorno’s essay, “Vers une Musique 

Informelle” (from Quasi una Fantasia), and it should be obvious where Harvey got the title for this 

piece. It is hard to say if this reference is revealing, or somewhat problematic, as is so often the case 

with evocations of Adorno. In the 1961 essay, Adorno attempted to describe what he believed to be 

the coming stage in the development of modern music, something he termed “informal music,” an 

aesthetic space which, paradoxically, resists any attempts at categorization: 

What is meant is a type of music which has discarded all forms which are external or abstract 
or which confront it in an inflexible way. At the same time, although such music should be 
completely free of anything irreducibly alien to itself or superimposed on it, it should 
nevertheless constitute itself in an objectively compelling way, in the musical substance itself, 
and not in terms of external laws. Moreover, wherever this can be achieved without running 
the risk of a new form of oppression, such an emancipation should also strive to do away 
with the system of musical co-ordinates which have crystallized out in the innermost 
recesses of the musical substance itself.227 
 

 At first glance, this might seem to describe Harvey in the terms I have attempted to frame 

him with in this study, that even when he most belonged to any aesthetic sphere—like that of 

Stockhausen, Boulez, or Babbitt—there was always a sense that his musical interests carried him 

beyond the boundaries of any set forms, where their dissolution was always a present force, 

essentially a representation of Adorno’s point in that last quoted sentence. Lawrence Kramer, in his 

post-mortem on Adorno, “Au-Delà d’une Musique Informelle,” states that much of Adorno’s 

motivation in writing this essay was a nostalgic disappointment with the new avant-garde, and 

indeed it seems nothing had (for him) lived up to the futuristic vision set forth at the start of the 

 
226 Jonathan Harvey, work diary “Thoughts”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel 
227 Theodor W. Adorno and Rodney Livingstone, “Vers Une Musique Informelle,” in Quasi Una Fantasia: Essays on 
Modern Music (London: Verso, 2011), 272-3. 
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century: the over-reductive formalism of serialism had lost any ability to genuinely shock and 

transform the listener, and the ‘opposing’ response of Cage’s pure non-functionality was practically 

equivalent, operating along the same botanical, positivistic lines.229 For Adorno, this necessitated an 

injection of chaos, a trust in the truly spontaneous, and so he offers Schoenberg’s 1909 Erwartung, a 

work about a woman literally lost, wandering in a dark forest, as a model for the future development 

of music. Erwartung is an extraordinary work, but this highlights Kramer’s criticism (which is not of 

Adorno specifically) of the ‘Informal’ tendency in avant-garde thinking generally, that it is often an 

act of contradictory nostalgia, searching for the transgressive politics of a distant past: “it is always 

anamorphic, free of the traditional burdens of form, intelligibility, and social compliance; and it is 

always retrospective, looking back on those burdens with a gaze that sheds new light on them and 

perhaps endows them with new life.”230  

So we have a 4 minute miniature written to honor a giant of twentieth-century aesthetic 

polemics, named after a half-century old essay responding to this giant’s rise (among others) by 

calling for a return to the aesthetic conditions of a half-century before that––quite the birthday 

present! I have already shown glimpses of Harvey’s relationship to Boulez, which we must 

understand as largely positive––Boulez did, after all, invite Harvey to IRCAM for numerous 

commissions (certainly IRCAM benefited as well)––and even though Harvey once equated Boulez’s 

 
229 This line highlights the irony of Harvey referring to this essay: “Cage, and doubtless many of his disciples, content 
themselves with abstract negation in seances with overtones of [Rudolph] Steiner, eurythmics and healthy-living sects. 
What is astonishing is their ability to translate the apparently vague signs in a decisive manner and the collective 
acceptance of irrational modes of behaviour.” Ibid., 315. I asked Julian Anderson about this apparent discontinuity, and 
he was quick to dispatch the German philosopher: “He was a failed composer, and it shows in his writings about post-
War music especially. The essay to which you refer has variously been taken to be an endorsement of Ligeti, an 
anticipation of either early Rihm, of spectral music, or an alibi for middle-period Lachenmann. I like its colourful, poetic 
language but it’s nothing I would ever take seriously for my creative work.” Anderson, Julian. Questions, February 28, 
2019.  

230 Kramer, Lawrence. 2006. “‘Au-delà d'une musique informelle’: Nostalgia, Obsolescence, and the Avant-
garde". Muzikologija: Časopis Muzikološkog Instituta Srpske Akademije Nauka i Umetnosti. 47. 
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famous “USELESS” aphorism231 to a statement by a political ideologue, he also made an about face 

to say, “is it asking so much? To experience this necessity is the gateway to seeing a fresh issue for 

mainstream European musical language… it shows how the stream can continue and find a 

correspondence with the new feeling of our time.”232 What Harvey seemed to respect about Boulez 

most was the fact that, despite all the accompanying aesthetic polemics, he acted in defense of a 

creative continuity with the past which, while never regressionist, recognized that a future for music 

always picks up where the previous generation left off. 

 This last line bears the most relevance to how Harvey constructs this piece, which, again, is 

in a constant state of becoming. While the musical materials of this work are constantly in flux, there 

is a sense that a shadowy, 

indefinable presence unifies the 

work, a play of gesture and 

contrast rather than of notes and 

interval sets. The first page 

presents a simple, classic-Harvey 

construction: two statements of 

apparent opposites, followed by 

their collapse into a unified space. The work begins with a slowly rising sequence of seven chords 

(figure 39), each a unique timbral object, with something of an octatonic flavor. Harvey circles 

 
231 “Any musician who has not experienced––I do not say understood, but truly experienced––the necessity of 
dodecaphonic language is USELESS. For his entire work brings him up short of the needs of his time.” Pierre Boulez, 
“Eventuellement…,” in Stock-takings from an Apprenticeship, trans. (as “Possibly…”) by Stephen Walsh (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1991), p. 113. 
232 Experiencing modern music. Harvey, Jonathan. The Times Literary Supplement (London, England), Friday, June 19, 
1992; pg. 16; Issue 4655.  

Figure 39, opening chord gesture from Vers, p. 1; © Copyright 2001 by Faber 
Music Ltd, London. Reproduced by kind permission of the publishers. 
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specific notes to gently bring out, moving from low to high, yet again a kind of ‘filter sweep’ across 

an impalpable space, or as he seems to describe in his notes, “‘Tonal’ chords as timbre, almost.”  

This gesture, pliable like bubbles in a lava-lamp, is greeted with the first intimation of the 

‘informelle’, a wildly contrasting cascade of Schoenberg-ian intervallic crystallizations (primarily 4ths 

and major 3rds, always with a neighbor minor 2nd). This music could not be more different than 

what preceded it. Conversely, if we think of this voluble gesture as the negative image to the opening, 

its differences begin to shrink. Where the lava-lamp bubbles began quietly, gently growing in speed 

and volume towards a natural climax on the sixth quarter note, with a slight cadential recession on 

the seventh (an almost classical ‘feminine’ cadence), this does the exact opposite: it begins loudly, 

almost as fast as possible, gradually forced to slow through a clumsy disjuncture of staccato jabs, and 

its final cadence, rather than the classical ‘falling curtsy’ from C# to G, rises from D to G# through 

an arpeggiated harmony (very similar to the final chord of the lava-lamp bubbles) which both 

accelerates and grows in volume (a ‘jab’ rather than curtsy—figure 40).  

 
Figure 40, structural and perceptual ‘inverse’ of opening chord gesture, p. 1; © Copyright 2001 by Faber Music Ltd, 

London. Reproduced by kind permission of the publishers. 

This ‘reverse’ cadence appears to have been a letdown, because Harvey tries again, but this time the 

voluble gesture is compressed, concluding with the top notes of the lava-lamp cadence in reverse 

(G-C#), punctuated by their repetition as a violent gong strike in the bass (figure 41).  
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Figure 41, return to opening chord gesture, but ‘stained’ by subsequent imitations, p. 1; © Copyright 2001 by Faber 

Music Ltd, London. Reproduced by kind permission of the publishers. 

Quiet chords emerge from the resonant din, reminiscent of the opening, or so it seems, since 

these chords are more akin to the intervallic structures of the second gesture. Harvey is playing the 

same game as in ff: two opposing spaces, gradually collapsing on one another. From his notes in 

Thoughts, he describes a “hierarchy of keyboard. Stable and unstable elements… Hierarchies are vital. 

Stable, recognisable, graspable—they can then easily ‘contain’ their opposition as detail, an inferior 

hierarchical level.” The hybrid chord sequence repeats, but the chords are smeared across each 

other, both rhythmically and harmonically. Like drops of food dye added to a mixing cake batter, 

points of color become lines of color, which gradually coalesce into a new blended color. As the 

sequence accelerates, what was 7 beats is compressed to 6, then 3, until the hybrid chord sequence is 

so jumbled in rhythm and pitch, approaching the informelle volubility of the second gesture, that 

nothing is recognizable except an apparent coalescence into a new timbral object, an eight note 

chord which Harvey asks the pianist to sustain with the sostenuto pedal (figure 42). 
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Figure 42, rhythmic smearing of opening chordal gesture, p. 1; © Copyright 2001 by Faber Music Ltd, London. 

Reproduced by kind permission of the publishers. 

 The following passage mirrors what Harvey imagined in Thoughts as a “Huge soft impalpable 

chord repeated with changing ‘voicings’—a sea of resonance.” Where in the first page gestures were 

defined by a perception of their movement up or down in Cartesian pitch space, this section, owing 

to the background stability provided by the sustained chord from the end of the previous section, 

lends itself more to sensations of registral expansion, like a sail or fan unfurling across a given space. 

In the first seven bars of the second page, the right hand, despite its circuitous meandering, is a 

relatively stable occupant of the top two octaves of the piano, a kind of spatial reference, a 

generalized pedal point. The left hand, conversely, gradually oozes down towards middle C, 

touching pitches from the sustained chord on the way. As the left hand descends, the right hand 

begins to suggest a second, lower voice, alternating between high and low notes as though to ensure 

the space left behind by the other hand was not perceived as empty. It should come as no surprise 

that the general shape of this phrase is very much like the opening lava-lamp gesture, reaching a 
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zenith of its registral expansion by the sixth bar, and contracting again (a ‘curtsy’) in the seventh 

(figure 43).  

 
Figure 43, another structural intimation of the opening chordal gesture, p. 2; © Copyright 2001 by Faber Music Ltd, 

London. Reproduced by kind permission of the publishers. 

The following descending gesture—quartal arpeggiations in the right hand against 

descending chromatic scales in the left—is a curious passage, almost more breath than music, what 

Harvey must have meant when he referred to “Arpeggiate across keyboard to 4 or 5 (or 10?) 

different speed of ‘trill.’ Blazing climax. Also murmurando. Starts v. high. Shimmer growing.” This 

unique figuration appears presents as transitional filler, re-activating the notes from the sustained 
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chord and outlining the registral range covered in the previous phrase. But as a musical object it is 

worth remembering, especially because it will return numerous times throughout Bird Concerto, 

conspicuously depicted as a representation of flight, or sunlight shimmering on a bird’s wing. The 

gesture has its own incipient structural shape: looking at the subtle alterations in pattern, especially 

changes in direction of the right hand, there is a group of 5, then a group of 4, 3, 2, then, at peak 

acceleration, 5, and finally two 1s at the end of a ritardando. That’s 7 events, just like the opening 

lava-lamp gesture, with an acceleration, and an apparent cadence across the final two. Again, a 

shadow of the opening phrase, like karma intimated through a generalized musical gesture, a concept 

Harvey would return to in his 4th string quartet. 

The “sea of resonance” music begins again towards the bottom of page two, with only very 

minor alterations, plus one very violent interjection. But Harvey doesn’t include most of the phrase 

markings he did the first time––the music appears more generalized, less specific, and so there is 

more a sense of distant recollection, a kind of gauze over the interpretation. The music sputters to a 

stop, leaving only resonance. After a brief pause, followed by a subtle recollection of the lava-lamp 

bubbles, we return to the “sea of resonance,” but this version is compacted, static, and obsessively 

twists in on small clusters of notes. The right hand, which in this music has always been more 

recessive, is brought to the foreground, and Harvey uses its duple alterations between high and low 

notes to introduce bleating chords which alternate between the right and left hands. This, as it turns 

out, is the quote from Bhakti, Harvey’s second IRCAM collaboration from 1982, for sinfonietta and 

electronics, and is in fact a piano solo from the second movement (one of the work’s “dance” 

movements), copied almost verbatim (figure 44).  
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Figure 44, direct quotation from Bhakti; © Copyright 2001 by Faber Music Ltd, London. Reproduced by kind permission 

of the publishers. 

At this point in the quotation, the piano would have descended to the bass, so Harvey 

restarts it, now at a fraction of the tempo and in a lower register, like a tape loop played back at a 

slower speed. After a very brief interjection of ‘informal music’ from the first page, Harvey launches 

into the work’s violent conclusion, the slowed down quotation chords in the left hand, and an 

almost Scriabin-like ‘infernal dance’ in the right covering the registers from the ‘sea of resonance’. It 

seems he imagined a passage like this in his very first entry about the piece: “26 sept 99 Boulez piano 

piece: repeated chords at different tempi. Divide keyboard (88) into 3 or 4 non-overlapping groups. 

Delirium!”233 (figure 45) 

 
233 Jonathan Harvey, work diary “Thoughts”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel 
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Figure 45, Bhakti quotation in LH, augmented, with swirling triplet ornamentation, p. 4; © Copyright 2001 by Faber Music Ltd, 

London. Reproduced by kind permission of the publishers. 

Thinking back across the piece as a whole, Harvey has maintained careful control over 

registral space: either gradually and conspicuously moving across registers, as in the opening page, or 

similarly expanding and contracting from one register to encompass another (always a neighbor), as 

in the second page. Never in the piece have there been two non-contiguous registers active at once 

(as there are now in this finale), and so this conclusion, just like the bottom of the first page, 

represents a kind of unification of disparate forces––high and low, fast and slow, unpredictable and 

paced. A final statement of the lava-lamp gesture is heard in reverse, with the notable exception of 

the original final chord, which is saved as a conclusion. All five notes of this chord are written to be 

released in succession, much like the distinctive ending of Schumann’s Papillons, op. 2, only without 

the relative closure of a cadence. The single-noted ending of Vers is immediately reminiscent of the 

‘conclusion’ of Haiku, with its E-flat held until the “death of sound”: 
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Figure 46, conclusion of Schumann’s Papillons op. 2 compared to conclusion of Vers, p. 5; © Copyright 2001 by Faber Music Ltd, 

London. Reproduced by kind permission of the publishers. 

In his notes, Harvey wrote “Mad butterfly ‘Papillon ton’ flits from flower to flower,” a 

phrase which always seemed overly poetic until the reference became clear. Musical associations 

aside, however, this could very well be the best way to describe Harvey’s new “improvisatory idea of 

form”—a carefully curated topology of characteristically distinct but gesturally interrelated spaces 

(objective), where their interactions and ordering are borne upon the whims of a chaotic, recursive 

imagination (subjective). Here, again, the Paradise garden imagry comes to mind, an artificial 

environment representing the interactive friction of form and formlessness: our world of Samsāra 

and its endless cyclic suffering, against the emptiness of the Pure Land beyond. This would all be 

meaningless if Harvey were actually wandering in his music, and it is clear from the way he constructs 

his works, along perceptual lines of generalized gesture, that he wanted this impression of carefully 

balanced and gesturally integrated contrast clearly articulated and communicated to the listener.  

☸ 
In conclusion, if there is one overriding observation to be made about Harvey’s piano 

music—a collection of works wildly divergent in terms of harmonic and even gestural content—it is 
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that each of these works is made to demonstrate some perceptual ‘fact’ surrounding our relationship 

to, as Lydia Goehr terms it, “the work concept.” As Goehr has argued, 

For most of its history, music was conceived as a practice entirely subject to the constraints 
of extra-musical occasion and function determined mostly by the church, court, and 
scientific academy. The changes which took place at the end of the eighteenth century gave 
rise to a new view of music as an independent practice whose concerns were predominantly 
musical. This independent practice became a practice geared towards producing enduring 
products insofar as it was determined by the more general concepts of fine art and the 
autonomous work of art.234 
 
What Goehr is highlighting is the nineteenth century notion of an inherent abstractness in 

music, a platonic ideal which hovers above and beyond the material conditions of its own existence. 

Harvey’s music, certainly as demonstrated in this collection of piano works, does not repudiate the 

notion of the work concept. Even in its apparent openness, Haiku is as good an example as any, 

presented as a single carefully considered musical gesture with a distinctive profile, any shred of 

irony surrounding its brief existence dissolved by the carefully inscribed calligraphic title and 

signature, as well as its poetic instructions to listen intently to the decay of the final sustained note. 

Of the lot, Tombeau is perhaps the most extreme example of a kind of deterministic Werktreue, where 

the performer is indelibly fixed to the whims and wanderings of the tape part, a musical personality 

which literally exists in its own technological bubble.  

That being said, what exactly are these pieces made of that makes them distinct objects? Four 

Images in many ways has no material of its own, constructed instead from taxonomies of gesture—what 

‘musical’ material does exist is borrowed directly from other works, material which, as discussed, is 

promptly atomized. The same could be said for Tombeau, where the most distinctive elements exist 

neither in the world of piano or tape, but in the space between them. ff similarly has two clearly 

discernible gestural spaces, defined (paradoxically) by a carefully cultivated sense of instability, but its 

profile is constructed around the gradual collapse of these two spaces into one shimmering timbre. 

 
234 Goehr, Lydia. “Being True to the Work.” The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism 47, no. 1 (1989): 55-56 
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Haiku and Homage should be self-evident in this sense, but even Vers, the one work in this collection 

with the most explicitly expressionistic personality, is defined more by its violent contrasts and 

textural heterogeneity than by especially autonomous musical gestures. In fact, the most ‘memorable’ 

material is that which Harvey borrows from his own past work, from Bhakti, and the vertiginous 

finale constructed around a transformation of this material. 

None of this is intended as a critique—each of these works has a distinctive and memorable 

‘profile’—rather what is unique about them, and Harvey’s output broadly, is that those features 

which would most define a work’s autonomy are rendered just so that they undercut their own 

apparent individuation. In Harvey’s music, because of this inherent denial of self, ‘works’ are 

explicitly designed to exist in conversation with objects and forces beyond themselves, assuming an 

expansive intertextual and collaborative vision of what a work could represent to both its performers 

and audience. This finds some correspondence with Goehr’s notion of an “open concept,” that  

When we treat a concept as open we treat it as unbounded; its definition need be confined 
only to known or uncontroversial, canonical, or paradigm examples… Open definitions, if 
one may call them that, are not treated then as rigid or fixed, but as ‘signposts’ facilitating 
language use. They are mutable and flexible in the light of their particular descriptive and 
prescriptive functions.235 
 
Again, this is correspondence, not commandment, and Harvey’s music can have just as 

much to do with Goehr’s contrasting notion of the “closed concept,” whereby one assesses the 

“practice or system less in historical terms than in terms of its own particular internal, formal, 

structural, or purposeful coherence.”236 As we will explore in part III, Harvey’s principle work as a 

composer could be defined as a form of ‘artful negotiation’ between such concepts, and Bird 

Concerto, as with so much discussed so far, is a superposition of disparate states.  

 
235 Goehr. The Imaginary Museum of Musical Works. Oxford University Press: Oxford University Press, 1994. 93. 
236 Ibid., 94. 
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Part III — Be(com)ing Bird Concerto 
“I believe that writing a traditional concerto today has no meaning.”237 
––Luciano Berio, 1973 

“I must deal with Messiaen, so to speak…”238 
––Jonathan Harvey, 2004 

1. Concerto-rhetoric and the ‘Eternal Feminine’ 

 
If quantum physics represented the twentieth century’s most persistent descriptor for 

contradictions in the laws of nature, Harold Bloom’s 1973 “Anxiety of Influence” might represent 

its artistic equivalent. Both theories responded to perceived inadequacies in their own theoretical 

antecedents, expanding accepted understandings of creation (as both artistic and theistic progenitive) 

by recognizing the almost impossibly complex web of interconnected forces comprising their 

respective fields: the particle does not exist without the wave, the poet does not exist without her 

influences, and neither exists without a requisite cloud of uncertainty obscuring the true nature of 

those relationships. Both describe a particularly dynamic relationship with time, highlighting an 

intrinsic ambiguity which prompted Richard Feynman to famously comment, “I think I can safely 

say that nobody understands quantum mechanics.”239 This complaint finds some parallel in Bloom’s 

own frustrated response to what he saw as a problematic reception to his (re)creative psychoanalysis: 

I never meant by “the anxiety of influence” a Freudian Oedipal rivalry, despite a rhetorical 
flourish or two in this book. A Shakespearean reading of Freud, which I favor over a 
Freudian reading of Shakespeare or anyone else, reveals that Freud suffered from a Hamlet 
complex (the true name of the Oedipus Complex) or an anxiety of influence in regard to 
Shakespeare… what matters most (and it is the central point of this book) is that the anxiety 
of influence comes out of a complex act of strong misreading, a creative interpretation that I 
call “poetic misprision.” What writers may experience as anxiety, and what their works are 
compelled to manifest, are the consequence of poetic misprision, rather than the cause of it.240 
 

 
237 Luciano Berio, “Concerto for 2 Pianos and Orchestra,” Universal Edition, 1AD, 
https://www.universaledition.com/luciano-berio-54/works/concerto-1669. 
238 Harvey, Jonathan. “On Bird Concerto.” Acanthes 2004. Lecture, July 12, 2004. 
239 Richard P. Feynman, The Character of Physical Law: a Series of Lectures Recorded by the BBC at Cornell University U.S.A. and 
Televised on BBC-2 (London: British Broadcasting Corp., 1965). 129. 
240 Harold Bloom, The Anxiety of Influence: a Theory of Poetry (New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1997). xxii. 
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Bloom’s critique, ironically attempting a correction to his own cultural legacy, highlights that 

‘influence’ represents a conscious, creative interaction with past-as-precedent, where poetic misprision 

is more willful than subconscious. This says nothing of a creator’s stated motivations or intent (the 

dreaded misdirection of artist statements), only that these interpretive acts, outlined by Bloom with 

near-taxonomical precision, are necessary foundations for any creative work.  

As the concentric circles of this study close in on Bird Concerto, it will be necessary to evaluate 

the atmosphere of generic conceptions which likely framed Harvey’s conception of what ‘a 

concerto’ was best able to express to an audience. Taking the pair of decidedly anxious statements 

leading this section as a starting point for our study, beginning with Berio’s comment on the 

composition of his Concerto for Two Pianos (composed, coincidentally, the same year Bloom’s book 

was first published, in 1973), followed by Harvey’s oddly defensive quip during a 2004 lecture on 

Bird Concerto, both are indicative (in ways obvious and not) of a continuing twentieth century anxiety 

of influence surrounding the genre of the concerto. One can safely assume that if the format as 

traditionally understood were truly meaningless, as Berio suggested, then composers would not have 

continued to accept commissions to write more of them, or even name them as such. Yet they do, 

and commissions continue to be offered, suggesting the format still carries artistic power in its 

resting potential, even if primarily in its public repudiation. What, then, did (does) it actually mean to 

write a concerto around the turn of the millennium, whether that motivating kernel is one which 

composers feel compelled to willfully testify to, or tear down? 

Berio’s his concern with the format was not the inherent dialectic between ‘soloist’ and 

‘ensemble,’ but the problem that in an age when musical syntax had become so heavily dependent 

on timbral differentiation, ‘individual’ (soloist) and ‘mass’ (orchestra) could no longer be assumed to 

reliably communicate the same information as they once did in concertos of past centuries: “There is 

no longer a way to establish a homogeneity of meaning between one or more soloists and a mass of 
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musicians of different density or nature––such as existed in Baroque, Classical, and Romantic 

concertos, when the ‘individual’ and the ‘mass’ could practically say the same thing despite their 

completely different densities and acoustic characters.” Berio is a bit vague here, but if we frame 

“say the same thing” as a linguistic consideration, this implicates the twentieth century’s thorough 

deconstruction and dissolution of harmonic syntax, where the lack of a clearly hierarchical treatment 

of harmony (such as in Western common practice tonality) destabilizes the possibility for clear 

rhetorical discourse between disparate groups of instruments. Berio’s ‘solution’ to this problem, as 

he outlines for his concerto for two pianos, is that the “soloists develop mobile, diversified, and very 

unstable relationships between themselves and with the soloists of the orchestra, often creating 

chamber ensembles.”241 The condition of ‘soloing’, as it were, is not one held exclusively by the 

concerto soloist(s) per se (Berio hedges, saying his use of the word “Concerto” is metaphorical), but a 

state of being which glides freely throughout the ensemble, where soloist(s) proper serve(s) as focal 

point and gestural pivot for a shifting complex of fluid identities.242 If we understand Berio’s 

description to be a ‘new’, historically contrasting conception of the concerto––where the soloist’s 

role is no longer to become as much as the orchestra, but instead as many––in this scenario, neither 

‘side’ can be treated as a homogeneous unit, but rather as two environments where the 

multimodalities of each are refracted through one another like sonic prisms. Only then can there be 

some unity of purpose. 

Berio is certainly not alone in this point of view. Cage’s coyly titled Concert for Piano and 

Orchestra (1957-8) is the progenitor of this perspective, comprising “63 pages to be played, in whole 

or in part, in any sequence, involving 84 ‘types’ of composition… in any duration, with any number 

 
241 Luciano Berio, “Concerto for 2 Pianos and Orchestra,” Universal Edition, 1AD, 
https://www.universaledition.com/luciano-berio-54/works/concerto-1669. 
242 There are in fact three pianists on stage, the two ‘soloists’, in addition to an orchestral pianist, often playing exactly 
the same material as the two soloists, but with the oddly uncanny distance of being buried in the orchestra.  
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of the above performers, as a solo, chamber ensemble, symphony, concerto for piano and orchestra, 

aria, etc.”243 Not a concerto in any traditional sense, though the shadow still looms, even if only as 

one of many possible outcomes in the work’s vast multitude of combinatorial groupings. Despite 

this freedom, Cage did not view the work as a free-for-all, an abnegation of responsibility to one’s 

involvement in the communality of the ensemble, whatever that turned out to be. In fact, quite the 

opposite, and he expressed some disappointment when performers seemed not to understand this: 

“some of them—not all—introduced in the actual performance sounds of a nature not found in my 

notations, characterized for the most part by their intentions which had become foolish and 

unprofessional… I must find a way to let people be free without their becoming foolish. So that 

their freedom will make them noble. How will I do this? That is the question.”244 

 From a different aesthetic world, Elliott Carter described his Piano Concerto (1964) as a 

similarly distributive network, where “a concertino of three winds and four solo strings mediates 

between the individualized solo piano part and the orchestral mass.” He casts his concerto as a 

historical contrarian, where “the work is not concerned with the heroics of the solo-plus-orchestra 

concept of the nineteenth century, but rather that of contrast and conflict between an individual 

(soloist) of many changing moods and thoughts, and an orchestra treated more or less 

monolithically––massed effects pitted against Protean figures and expressions of the piano and its 

accompanying concertino.” Protean indeed, since the soloist, at first integrated with the orchestra via 

the concertino, “becomes increasingly dissociated from and opposed to the orchestra.”245 Perhaps 

the historical heroics persist, so long as they represent one of many possible behavioral modes: the 

 
243 John Cage, “Concert for Piano and Orchestra,” John Cage Complete Works, accessed November 17, 2020, 
https://johncage.org/pp/John-Cage-Work-Detail.cfm?work_ID=48. 
244 John Cage, “17,” Indeterminacy, accessed November 17, 2020, http://www.lcdf.org/indeterminacy/s/?n=17. 
245 Boston Symphony Orchestra concert program, Subscription Series, Season 86 (1966-1967), Week 13, Boston 
Symphony Orchestra Program Books, Boston Symphony Orchestra Archives, Symphony Hall, Boston, MA. Accessed 
on Nov. 17, 2020, at http://collections.bso.org/digital/collection/PROG/id/336848. 
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pianist’s own ‘concertino’ of musical psychologies which “the concerto” has assumed across its 

lifetime, mediating with its current (re)incarnation. Thomas Ades’ Concerto Conciso (1997/8) also 

observes such a shift in behavior, initially casting pianist “in the deliberately restricted role of musical 

director, with a semi-soloistic continuo part,” but later released, where the soloist eventually “claims 

centre stage”.  

Not so far from Carter, aesthetically, Milton Babbitt assumed a similar stance in describing 

his Piano Concerto no. 2 (1998), asserting that all concertos were either duets or duels, and that his 

was decidedly of the former type. Ideally, the orchestra spoke as an equal to the piano, not an 

overwhelming force, where the soloist often plays with a diverse array of various instruments, “as if 

the score were a quick-flickering succession of chamber pieces.”246 Yet again, the concerto is a 

prism, where the duality of ‘light’ through ‘glass’, or ‘mass’ through ‘individual’, becomes the gateway 

for an inexhaustible variety of colors, appearing both as distinct strata and veritable infinity. 

 This prismatic trajectory certainly did not end with Bird Concerto, and many such works 

written since have shared in a similar attitude. George Benjamin’s Duet (2008), takes this notion of 

strata to an extreme, and of all the works mentioned thus far is the least comfortable with itself as a 

concerto. Benjamin described himself as someone who profoundly dislikes the piano concerto 

format, where even in the best of circumstances (Mozart’s piano concerti, he argued, were the best) 

the ‘sound of’ the ensemble itself implies conflict—he therefore completely removes violins, 

insisting their presence alongside the piano creates needless sonic competition. In this piece, which 

was responsible for one of the worst periods of writer’s block in his career, he not only casts 

orchestra and piano as partners (as suggested by the name), but breaks the piano into distinct 

registral constituent parts, systematically pairing each with different segments of the orchestra as 

 
246 Paul Griffiths, “Navigating Without Map or Compass,” The New York Times (The New York Times, November 8, 
1998), https://www.nytimes.com/1998/11/08/arts/navigating-without-map-or-compass.html. 
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though the piano were a kind of timbral shadowbox.247 In a way, this is more akin to a percussion 

concerto, where the ‘soloist’ represents a collection of distinct timbral objects rather than a 

homogeneous continuum of pitch.  

 This discussion has only magnified timbral diversity thus far, but the stylistic diversity of 

music’s past is its own kind of acoustic prism. Julian Anderson’s The Imaginary Museum (2017) 

assumes the same behavioral patterns as these other works—“the orchestra is split up into smaller 

groups that dialogue both with the piano and with each other”—but also takes the stylistic variability 

of the piano as a point of departure, “ranging all the way from Bach to Feldman, including free 

improvisation and jazz.” The title was taken from the French author André Malraux, who saw the 

museum, indispensable as it is for cultural well-being, as a fundamentally biasing structure, altering 

the nature of the objects contained within by stripping them of their inherent contextual 

meanings.248 This was especially problematic in a world which increasingly drew from cultures well 

beyond the Western canon, so Malraux argued that “only in our minds can there be a coherent 

collection of art due to the dispersal of great works in museums around the world.”249 John Adams’ 

Century Rolls (1996) represents a similarly variegated ‘piano jukebox,’ written as a response to 

listening to historical player-piano recordings where he noted a particularly pervasive ‘mechanical 

voice’ which did not discriminate between musical style or genre. This, he said, offered him the 

opportunity to indulge in “a kind of polymorphous-perverse pleasure in the whole past century of 

piano music, both popular and classical.”250 This bridging of old and new, high- and low-brow 

(Adams’ favorite game of ‘which is which?’), is also the basis of his new piano concerto, Must the 

 
247 George Benjamin, “Duet,” Faber Music, accessed November 17, 2020, 
https://www.fabermusic.com/repertoire/duet-4917. 
248 Bruce Haley, Living Forms: Romantics and the Monumental Figure (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2003). 13. 
249 Julian Anderson, “Work of the Week: Julian Anderson – The Imaginary Museum,” Schott Music (EN), July 21, 2017, 
https://en.schott-music.com/work-of-the-week-julian-anderson-the-imaginary-museum/. 
250 John Adams, “Century Rolls - Earbox - John Adams,” Earbox, December 8, 2016, 
https://www.earbox.com/century-rolls/. 
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Devil Have All the Good Tunes? (2018), where “the phrase suggested a ‘Totentanz’, only not of the 

Lisztian manner, but more of funk-invested American-style.”251  

 There are certainly as many works which exhibit the very late-romantic, heroic ideals these 

aforementioned works openly eschew. The point here is not to offer a global description of the 

concerto in the late-twentieth century, only to assert that there is a tendency for the genre to 

encapsulate the fracturing of aesthetic thought and purpose that has so defined these last fifty years 

of music. This is really a question of appearances: does this conception of a paradigm shift in 

concerto rhetoric, one which reacts against the historical weight of the piano concerto, not represent 

its own kind of poetic misprision? Who’s to say that the piano concerto, with its nineteenth century 

rooting in Bel Canto and the onomatopoeic fireworks of operatic virtuosity, the wildly disorienting 

antiphony of the seventeenth century concerto, or even the sixteenth century origins of the word, a 

literal “getting together” of disparate voices and instruments, wasn’t already characterized by a 

prismatic musicality?252 In so many ways, these aforementioned works are not departures so much as 

they are fulfillments. 

Fundamentally, this late-twentieth century re-examination of concerto-rhetoric distills to a 

consideration of ‘which voices’ define the genre’s characteristic boundaries of differentiation: clearly 

the role of soloist is not as monolithic as it once was, so the very act of differentiation becomes the 

defining characteristic of the concerto. In this setting, the word ‘voice’ carries its own complex of 

meanings, and Carolyn Abbate’s musical borrowing of the term from critical theory finds special use 

here, especially given her original conception of it as a methodology for dissecting complex narrative 

 
251 John Adams, “Must the Devil Have All the Good Tunes? - Earbox - John Adams,” Earbox, February 1, 2019, 
https://www.earbox.com/must-the-devil-have-all-the-good-tunes/. 
252 Hutchings, Arthur, Michael Talbot, Cliff Eisen, Leon Botstein, and Paul Griffiths. "Concerto." Grove Music Online. 
2001; Accessed 17 Nov. 2020. 
https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-0000040737. 
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fractures in Wagner’s operas. Abbate casts voice as a multimodal construct, where there is the literal 

voice of the singer, with its timbral grit and idiosyncrasies (she nods at Barthes’ concept of the 

“grain of the voice”), but also the figurative voice of the character portrayed by the performer, and 

the even less tangible voice of the music and its composer tucked interdimensionally between ink 

and paper. It was in response to the historically overarching dominance of the latter (which, as 

discussed in Part I, Harvey dissected within himself) that Abbate imagined the necessity for a more 

distributed network, one which is equally present in both vocal and instrumental music: 

To [Edward] Cone’s monologic and controlling “composer’s voice,” I prefer an aural vision 
of music animated by multiple, decentered voices localized in several invisible bodies. This 
vision proposes an interpretation of music shaped by prosopopoeia, the rhetorical figure that 
grants human presence to nonhuman objects or phenomena, and one that traditionally 
entails a strongly visual fantasy in which we imagine faces and eyes upon nonhuman forms. 
By speaking of music’s “voices,” we reconstruct the trope in an auralized form, in which 
imagining human faces or bodies means figuring forth sounds from those faces’ lips and 
throats.253 
 
This is certainly home turf for the world of the Wagnerian leitmotif, where specific 

instruments in the carefully hidden orchestra enact recurring roles as psychoacoustic avatars for their 

associated characters––French horn for Siegfried, flute for the Waldvogel, and so on. These ‘hidden 

voices’ hold a certain objective solidity, however theatrically contrived, in the flesh and blood they 

represent. But how does this square with the post-war realm of twentieth century musical rhetoric, 

where long-standing preoccupations with instrumental imitations of and integrations with 

electroacoustic mechanisms literally reject that grounding in flesh and blood? Even through the 

gates of the transistor we find a continual obsession with ‘hidden voices’. Recording technology 

itself notwithstanding, Bell labs’ development of the Vocoder and Voder in the 1930s were seminal 

explorations into the patterns of pitch and formants in the creation of speech, where the human 

voice as model for resynthesis represented the perfect example of an economy of means producing 

 
253 Carolyn Abbate, Unsung Voices: Opera and Musical Narrative in the Nineteenth Century (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1996). 13. 
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an inexhaustible complexity of results. Throughout the history of electro-acoustic music one can 

trace a continual fascination and preoccupation with the manipulation of speech: Stockhausen’s 

Gesang der Jünglinge (1955-6); Berio’s Thema-Hommagio à Joyce (1958) and Visage (1961); Paul Lansky’s 

Six Fantasies on a Poem by Thomas Campion (1978-9); of course Harvey’s own Mortuos Plango, Vivos 

Voco; and John Chowing’s Phoné (1981). This names only a few works which navigate the 

extraordinary flexibility of the voice, often highlighting the many ways the ‘original instrument’ is 

perfectly at home in an electronic setting. One might also include works which represent a kind of 

‘secondary transmission’ of this electronic voice, where the singer imitates electronics imitating the 

voice: Ligeti’s Nouvelles Aventures (1962/5), a kind of absurdist micro-opera where three singers 

maneuver wildly virtuosic parts constructed from scrambled phonemes; Aperghis’s Recitations (1978), 

a 50-minute long dissertation-etude on quasi-electronic vocal agility; and Cage’s Aria (1958), an 

indeterminate scramble-solo of vocal and stylistic phonemes composed as a companion piece to the 

electronic Fontana Mix and Concert for Piano and Orchestra.254 In all of these works, the voice is not 

necessarily itself—representing no particular character, person, or fach—but is rather a gateway, a 

kind of unstable musical boson in a perpetual state of re-transformation. Again, this is hardly 

anything new, a wish fulfillment from the past. What is Gibbons’ The Cries of London if not a 

seventeenth-century exercise in sampling, resampled yet again when Berio composed his own Cries of 

London in 1974-75.  

It is impossible to overstate the importance of the voice in Harvey’s output, especially given 

his formative years as a chorister. Of the 249 total works listed in his hand-written catalogue at the 

end of Thoughts, well over 110 are either works for voices—choral works, art song, cantatas, operas, 

church operas, works for orchestra and choir, and orchestral song cycles—or having to do with the 

 
254 John Cage, “Aria,” John Cage Complete Works, accessed November 17, 2020, https://johncage.org/pp/John-Cage-
Work-Detail.cfm?work_ID=29. 
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voice as a concept, such as Mortuos Plango…; the Hidden Voice series (1995/1999), two ensemble 

works which suggest the muted presence of a vocal memory from childhood, a kind of “douce 

langue natale”; Sprechgesang (2007), an exploration of the common origins of music and language; and 

Speakings (2008), in which a large orchestra, with considerable electronic aid, ‘learns’ to speak. 

Weltethos (2009-11), commissioned by the Global Ethic Foundation, sought to ‘give voice’ to the 

common cause of the world’s major religions, concluding with an extended passage in which Harvey 

instructs each member of the massive choir to construct their own language out of “invented 

phonemes.” It would be reasonable to assert that at minimum 2/3rds of his actual output is vocal, 

accounting for the immense amount of material represented by his operas, cantatas and oratorios, 

relative to his (albeit many) shorter instrumental works. Immediately preceding early work on Bird 

Concerto was his “millennium cantata,” Mothers Shall Not Cry (2000); near its conclusion 

sweet/winterhart (2001) for violin and choir; and immediately after that, The Summer Cloud’s Awakening 

(2001) for choir, instruments and electronics. His 2006 opera Wagner Dream, itself a kind of Freudian 

deep-dive into a shadowy cultural past, was certainly on his mind during this time, especially 

significant given that Harvey’s most-often cited image for Bird Concerto: Siegfried tasting the blood of 

Fafner the dragon, magically permitting him to understand the avian language of the Waldvogel. 

Given the deeply psychological plot of Wagner Dream—a monolithic figure led to see the ultimate 

fragility of his own oeuvre—it seems Harvey was drawn to the pervasive contradictory states present 

in Wagner’s work. Certainly those within the man himself (a megalomaniac fascinated with 

Buddhism), but also the ways in which Wagner’s characters could seem to encapsulate a totality of 

the human psyche in all its variegated forms.  

For Harvey, these gendered conceptions of musical fluidity captured his desire for an 

idealized musicality, one which could act as a demonstrative platform for the breakdown of such 

rigid dualistic structures. The most explicit representation of this preoccupation was in his 2nd string 
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quartet from 1989, where he went so far as to use ♀ and ♂ as expressive symbols. More broadly in 

his 1975 essay “Schönberg: Man or Woman?”, he describes gendered states as creative attitudes 

rather than behavioral stereotypes, borrowing his opening conceit from a tenuous division between 

male and female approaches to music-making as coarsely stated by Beethoven and (Robert) 

Schumann: the male musicality is that of the intellect, a “fire” in the mind; and conversely, female 

musicality that of the heart, of “emotional effects.” Harvey carefully frames this as necessary 

abstraction: “I shall not be so rash as to use the statement as anything more than the 

anthropomorphic dramatization of an attitude of one part of the subject of this article towards 

another part.”258 Schönberg, Harvey argues, was interested in expressions of spiritual unity which 

could encompass these apparent divides of human behavior, most specifically in Verklärte Nacht, 

where “the transfiguration of the lovers in ‘Verklärte Nacht’, for instance, is concerned with 

something deeper than their mere (and very meagre) individuality. Their spiritual union and the unity 

of this with their moonlit surroundings suggests that a connecting force, and membership of it, are 

the real things that touched Schönberg’s imagination.”259 Harvey’s reading of the Austrian-American 

composer’s ambiguous use of pitch, previously discussed in Part I, is one which does not just bridge 

these divides, but negate their existence altogether: 

What Schönberg did and perhaps there is a moral here––was to strive for an ever greater 
complexity (compatible with lucidity), while at the same time trying never to lose his sense of 
the vividness of pitch, a vividness existent in pitches only when they inhabit, however 
fleetingly, the tonal sphere. Only in this sense can music be feeling, as opposed to perhaps 
illusorily ‘expressing feeling’; only in this sense can it ‘fire the mind’ rather than ‘emotionally 
stir’, if I understand Beethoven correctly. Schönberg is one of the precious few who can 
exemplify an artistic spirituality great enough to steer between the dullness of conservatism 
and the impoverishment of modernism, the Symplegades of our time no less than his.260 
 

 
258 Jonathan Harvey. 1975. “Schönberg: Man or Woman?” Music & Letters 56 (3/4): 371. 
259 Ibid., 371-2. 
260 Ibid., 385. 
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Harvey makes a complementary point in 1999, “the world we see, that we acknowledge, is 

the world we create: and it is largely a male one. To understand that we are part of a world that is 

creating itself, however, is a feminine understanding: an understanding based in wholeness, 

community, intuition, connection, healing, emotion, ambiguity. The reunion of masculine and 

feminine is the still obscure revolution of paradigms that we secretly long for.”261 It bears 

mentioning, therefore, that the dedicatees of his three major concertos,262 all written around the lead-

up to the new millennium, seem to highlight this attitude––all women, all composers, all influential 

interpreters of new music.  

Harvey’s Cello Concerto, composed in 1990 for the American cellist Frances-Marie Uitti, was 

essentially a study for his third opera, Inquest of Love, itself an exploration of forgiveness and reliving 

past mistakes in the afterlife. The connections between opera and concerto are explicit, since Harvey 

took passages from specific arias and wove them into the cellist’s melodic material. Harvey’s 

sketches describe the work in particularly operatic language: “Cellist is taken on an actual journey, 

through paradise, bright and joyful, through trials, like Tamino/Pamina, perhaps terrifying, but cello 

remains serene. Enormous forces are occasionally glimpsed.”263 At points explorer becomes guide, 

even proctor: a related work, Philia’s Dream for cello and synthesizer, a “structured improvisation” 

which exists only as a recording of Uitti and Harvey improvising, suggests a cello-parallel with the 

character of Philia from Harvey’s opera, a sort of guardian angel figure who (like Brünnhilde) 

represents an embodied vision of ‘natural wisdom’. Again echoing Berio’s vision of latter-century 

concerto rhetoric, the concerto’s sizable orchestra (which Harvey pared down in a 2005 revision of 

 
261 Jonathan Harvey, In Quest of Spirit: Thoughts on Music (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1999). 38. 
262 At least, those named as such. There is a fourth work, Scena (1992) for violin and ensemble, written for Irvin Arditti, a 
subtle, wafting piece which presents as a kind of micro-concerto, but which Harvey casts as an instrumental aria. He is 
ambiguous in his description, suggesting soloist’s role could be assumed by voice or instrument, “a quasi-operatic scene 
either for singer and ensemble or for a singer-like solo instrument and ensemble.” Jonathan Harvey, “Scena,” Faber 
Music, accessed November 17, 2020, https://www.fabermusic.com/music/scena-1902. 
263 Sacher stiftung sketches, p. 17 
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the work) is staffed by a core concertante of instrumental “initiates” acting as intermediaries, 

interface, and translators between soloist and the threatening mass beyond. 

The Percussion Concerto, composed for Scottish percussionist Evelyn Glennie and the 1997 

BBC Proms, takes this practice of orchestrational distillation even further. Harvey is cautious not to 

set up competitive relationships between ensemble and soloist, often interleaving imitative gameplay 

with instrumental sub-groups. This environment of shifting alliances, where the ensemble’s constant 

flexibility casts it less as an orchestra than a community of individual actors, matches the 

percussionist’s timbral arsenal of sonically disparate instruments––what is a percussionist if not the 

embodiment of a fluid musical persona? Lightness, in both an orchestrational and spiritual sense, 

was at the core of Harvey’s thinking, especially the near-quantum notion of ‘weighty’ musical objects 

being formed from the accumulation and acceleration of near-weightless gestures. The work’s own 

past is never more than a few oscillations away from its present, fragments of previously heard 

music emerging out of gently tremulous textures: 

The last movement follows without a break, prolonging the final, utterly peaceful chord of 
the slow movement in a softly shimmering light. The entire sound universe begins to vibrate, 
and continues to do so throughout much of the movement––this chord and its extension 
never changing. However, more and more slashes of energy are thrown across it: scalic 
figures in the harmonic fields used in the first movement flash through, also canons (again) 
and ostinati. Eventually the vibration becomes even faster, interspersed with loud, heavy 
pillars. The work is perhaps a study of the play of light––play being as important as light.264 
 
Bird Concerto with Pianosong, completed in 2001 for the British pianist Joanna MacGregor, 

represents a gateway into his last decade of work, a period in which he was preoccupied with 

correspondences between language and music––a complex duality in and of itself, recalling Berio’s 

earlier concern about orchestrational syntax, and exactly the kind of ambiguous construction Harvey 

was drawn to. We can identify correspondences with the abstractions of femininity previously 

 
264 Jonathan Harvey, “Percussion Concerto,” Faber Music, accessed November 17, 2020, 
https://www.fabermusic.com/music/percussion-concerto-1. 
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discussed, that language is constructed from discrete quanta of sound which develop a multivalent 

identity, where the contextual meaning and purpose of these sounds shifts even as their measurable 

attributes remain the same. In the sketch folder for Speakings, his eventual capstone in this project, 

and started not long after Bird Concerto, Harvey left some clippings from neuroscience articles, 

including one from the science journal European Review, “Recent developments in language 

origin,” with the following passage highlighted: “bipedalism increased the difficulty of childbirth, as 

did our enlarged brain. The consequent premature birth of humans led to their extended childhood 

(neoteny), and arguably encouraged the vocal interaction of mothers and infants.”265 Also 

highlighted were references to a “proto-language”, and that certain words of this age had persisted 

into modern language like linguistic fossils (such as “ouch”, “wow”, and so on). The semantic 

packaging of language, what we could reasonably associate with Beethoven’s so-called “fire of the 

mind”, are descendants of such fossils; and music as well, what we might term the corporeal 

language, descends from these same postnatal utterances. Harvey outlines this inherent conjoinment 

in his description of Speakings: 

It is as if the orchestra is learning to speak, like a baby with its mother, or like first man, or 
like listening to a highly expressive language we don’t understand. The rhythms and 
emotional tones of speech are formed by semantics, but even more they are formed by 
feelings––in that respect they approach song. In Buddhist mythology from India there is a 
notion of original, pure speech, in the form of mantras––half song, half speech. The OM-
AH-HUM is said to be the womb of all speech.266 
 
Just as Harvey once asserted, “in my system that climb itself is the substance-matter of the 

syntax,” Harvey’s music from this period can be characterized not just by the dissolution of 

dualisms, but by the clear progression between them: from motion to solidity, sensation to 

impression, acousmatic sound to rhetorical narrative, infantile utterances to dissertation, and so on. 

 
265 Aitchison, J. 2020. “Recent Developments in Language Origin.” European Review 12 (2): 231. 
266 Jonathan Harvey, “Speakings,” Faber Music, accessed November 17, 2020, 
https://www.fabermusic.com/music/speakings-5282. 
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The constant state of movement generated by all this change and flux becomes, in fact, the material 

content of the music: the wave collapses into a particle, the infantile vocalization into a word, the 

verb into a noun. Harvey borrowed much of this language for describing such perceived dynamism 

from the French philosopher Gaston Bachelard, whose 1943 book “Air and Dreams: Essay on the 

Imagination of Movement” (L’air et les songes. Essai sur l’imagination du movement) was of particular 

interest to him while he composed Bird Concerto and the 4th string quartet. “Air and Dreams” is one 

in a series of works about the significance of elemental images in poetry (among them water, fire, 

earth, and spatial geometry), written as a psychoanalysis of the creative (specifically poetic) mind, 

with particular emphasis on the works of Blake, Nietzsche, Poe, and Shelley. Bachelard’s 

fundamental thesis argues that all solid, objective forms within the constructed imagery of poems 

were products of a dynamic imagination saturated with the shadowy memories of corporeal 

experiences from childhood. People (and perhaps poets especially) dreamt of flying long before it 

was technologically possible, suggesting a dynamic imagination was in fact driven by memories of 

lived experiences:  

For isn’t the purpose of oneiric flight to teach us to overcome our fear of fall? … If we truly 
experience the frequent connection between flight and fall in our dreams, we see how fear 
can change into joy. That is really a Rilkean turnabout… Oneiric flight, then, is a slow-
motion fall, a fall from which you can get up easily with no damage done. Oneiric flight is 
the synthesis of falling and rising.267  
 
Bachelard explains this another way, invoking a term, élan, which he uses frequently to 

substitute for this image of simultaneous expansion and contraction, falling and rising: “The true 

axis of vertical imagination is directed upward. To put it another way, we imagine the upward élan, and 

we know the downward plunge… the chasm is deduced from the fall. The image is deduced from the 

motion.”268 Dynamic misprision, perhaps? Birds, of course, are a significant presence in this 

 
267 Bachelard, Gaston. Air and Dreams: an Essay on the Imagination of Movement. Dallas: Dallas Institute Publications, Dallas 
Institute of Humanities and Culture, 1988. 34. 
268 Ibid., 92/95. 
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argument, though not necessarily as ornithological objects. During dreams of flight, he says, one 

simply flies, there is no rationalization in the form of wings. Similarly with birds themselves, “the 

beauty of a bird’s plumage cannot be seen until it has landed on earth, that is, until it is no longer a 

bird in our reveries.”269 In the course of dream, Bachelard asserts, birds represent and are defined by 

pure movement, and to identify them as living objects of “flesh and feathers” is to return to a kind 

of waking, logical rationalization, thus ending the dream. As objects, they are representations of our 

‘pteropsychologic’ envy, but only by virtue of the pure freedom their motion recalls in our imagined 

(contrived) memory of oneiric flight. 

Given the expansive fantasy of Bachelard’s writing,270 and his general inclination to draw 

vast, universalist tethers across creative epochs, it is not hard to understand why Harvey, whose own 

writing reads in much the same way, was so drawn to the Frenchman’s work. Harvey all but 

acknowledges this in his sketch pad for the 4th quartet, looking at his own past output as implicit 

reinforcements of Bachelard’s ideas: “Aerial being is pure being (Bachelard). / Mothers shall not cry 

[2000], Bird Concerto [2001], Ritual Melodies [1990/1999], Third quartet [1995] are all concerned with 

sublimation (alchemical), distillation, lightness. As are the works like P&R [Passion and Resurrection, 

1981] concerned with axial symmetry. One Evening IV [1993-4]. Bachelard's conclusion. My 

dominant quest, I realise.”271 Bachelard’s world is one of poetic misprision, where creative acts 

represent the willful repurposing of corporeal memories, and the imagination is driven entirely by a 

vast lexicon of movement. This willful misremembering of the past, borne of a desire for corporeal 

freedom, is also the world of Bird Concerto with Pianosong. Not an ornithological world, strictly 

 
269 Ibid., 66. 
270 In a telling note from the editor prefacing the endnotes: “Like many of his contemporaries in France, Gaston 
Bachelard documented his sources in a rather desultory fashion, footnoting or not at his discretion. This practice, so 
disconcerting to American readers accustomed to stricter conventions, was exacerbated by wartime conditions. Yet the 
very casualness of Bachelard’s documentation may well contribute to the characteristic flow of his prose.” Ibid., 269. 
271 Jonathan Harvey, sketch pad for String Quartet no. 4, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel, p. 
34-35 
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speaking, but one of oneiric fantasy and impossible lightness hewn into an improvisatory fabric, an 

exploration of plasticity, the physical experience of learning and its effect on one’s perception of 

reality, woven into a musical form where such constant renewal goes hand in hand with re-

evaluations of the work’s own (very recent) past. As Harvey would later articulate in his final essay, 

“we live music as experience not only as an object, but as experience in fluctuating time. We catch 

forms, yes, forms precise and objective-seeming; but they’re fluctuating, they’re in memory, they’re 

beautiful but fragile, they crumble and they reform themselves with time. Yet time too is sensed to 

have no inherent existence for its own sake, from its own side.”272  

In this context, concerto is “for the birds”, a variegated ‘getting together’ of many, the molding 

of a common form from multitudinous taxonomies. Bachelard’s oneiric meta-bird, for example, 

defined primarily by its motion and not by its identity. Conversely, the piano is finding ‘its voice,’ 

that monolithic “box of hammers and strings” pulled apart by avian phonemes, building a prismatic 

lexicon which appears greater than the sum of its parts. Finally, the work as a whole represents the 

motion between these two spaces: coalescence and explosion, absolute unity and total diversity, not 

necessarily as dichotomistic poles demanding reunification, but as necessary complements—the 

peak and valley of the wave—to successfully construct that collaborative noun known as “the piano 

concerto”. Collaboration was clearly the generative force behind this work, indicative of the creative 

environments in which Harvey wrote so much of his music. To recall Harvey’s own self-inquiry, 

“who, finally, is the composer?” 

  

 
272 Jonathan Harvey, “‘Spritual Music: ‘Positive’ Negative Theology?,’” in Contemporary Music and Spirituality, ed. Robert 
Sholl and Sander van Maas (London: Routledge, 2017). 322. 
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2. Beasts of Burden : the Sound and Technology of Bird Concerto 

Harvey’s desire to write Bird Concerto was borne of a technological image, a reality which 

should neither appear to betray the sincerity of his spiritual pursuits, nor to hock the demonstration 

of a technological feat. For Harvey’s music-making, the act of creation was an act of 

supplementation, and his use of technology was no more a response to the tools available to him 

than it was a desire to extend his imagination beyond its own boundaries, a preventative measure 

against cliché and habit. Technology for Harvey was in this sense primarily a collaborative platform, 

even a compositional litmus test, since if he could not adequately explain his intentions to the 

musical assistants he worked with in the cultivation of his technological tools, how could he justify 

the expense of their use, expect someone to successfully build the right tools for his works, or, 

perhaps most of all, expect audiences to meaningfully understand the structures these tools were 

intended to elucidate? Supplementation, collaboration, and elucidation, a kind of creative trinity in 

Harvey’s use of technology, the nature of which, in many of his works, exists in a perpetual state of 

becoming. 

In essence, Bird Concerto features a pianist playing both a concert grand piano and sampler 

(doubling as synthesizer273); an ensemble of 17 players, all mic’d; and a front-of-house mixing setup, 

staffed by three diffusionists: one to control the digital mixing board, one to operate MIDI 

controllers connected to a computer running custom software in Max/MSP, and one to operate a 

pair of joysticks, also connected to the laptop, which “fly” outputs from the Max patch around an 

array of 5-10 speakers surrounding the audience. While this is not as complicated as some of 

 
273 The samplers Harvey used were usually rack-mounted, such as the Japanese AKAI S5000/6000, and therefore did 
not have their own keyboard, requiring an external device which could send MIDI signals. For this, Harvey used the 
Yamaha SY77 synthesizer, the same instrument used to produce the tape part for Tombeau de Messiaen, affording him an 
additional instrument with its own unique sounds to parry with sampler and Steinway. 
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Harvey’s other works with electronics,274 given the many stages in this signal chain, plus the sheer 

number of microphones, cables, speakers, and detailed settings for the mixing board, the relative 

simplicity of any one component is usurped by the undeniable complexity (and expense) of the 

cumulative network. The British pianist Joanna MacGregor, the work’s dedicatee and a friend of 

Harvey’s who frequently played Tombeau de Messiaen in the years after its composition, said there were 

genuine concerns over funding the premiere:  

I remember having to make a few emergency, last minute phone calls about funding––for 
some reason the orchestra doing the premiere was in jeopardy financially, only a couple of 
weeks before the first performance. As I sat on the national Arts Council at the time, I was 
able to talk to someone directly (and rather strongly!) to find a way of paying for the 
rehearsal time needed with the orchestra. Not that much—we do everything on a maximum 
of two orchestral rehearsals in the UK—but at least the premiere went ahead.275  
 
MacGregor said the concerto was entirely Harvey’s idea, one where the music could “wrap 

reasonably complex piano writing”—a “lyrical, virtuoso piano part”—“around real bird samples, 

rather than have a pianist imitate bird song.” The image of a double keyboard setup appealed to him, 

she says, “in a rather rock n’roll way”276. In Thoughts, the earliest references to a piano concerto are 

from 1999, surrounded by the descriptions of “Boulez Pf. Piece,” Vers, referenced earlier. Despite 

their subsequent centrality to the work’s structure (and, of course, its playful namesake), there is no 

mention of birds anywhere. From November 1999 (no day),  

Piano concerto for pf + sampler / Orchestra (single everything, except 2 perc) goes into 
digital mixer which switches instruments into new treatments each section. RM [ring 
modulation], delays, harmonisation, reverb. Eventide effects?277 
 
In this brief description, we can see Harvey considering ways to timbrally organize and 

manipulate the ensemble. An important point is the use of a digital mixer, affording the ability to 

 
274 Speakings definitely takes the prize in this regard, but the 4th quartet is also very complex, certainly from a 
computational standpoint. 
275 MacGregor, Joanna. Bird Concerto with Pianosong, February 8, 2019.  
276 Ibid. 
277 Jonathan Harvey, work diary “Thoughts”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel 
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store and instantaneously recall specific predetermined mixes of instruments. This allows for the 

possibility of a highly variable (and multipliable) orchestration, especially with added electronic 

treatments.278 Note as well the small orchestra, “single everything,” a sinfonietta arrangement, 

practically a large chamber group. This is a further distillation of the highly variable concerto 

environment previously discussed, as though we were left with only the core concertante of the cello 

concerto, and “mass” is now something which can be achieved using electronic doubling rather than 

with human bodies. This flexibility is framed by the image of a kind of musical evening service 

(“eventide effects”), lending a particular rituality to the work. Or perhaps he is referring to the 

Eventide Audio “Orville” Harmonizer, a rack-mounted effects processor which he used in Soleil 

Noir/Chitra (1995) and Mothers Shall Not Cry (2000).279 With Harvey, the distinction between spirit 

and synth, ecclesiasticism and electronics is sometimes hard to parse.280 Another entry on the 

untitled concerto, undated but just a couple of paragraphs later, reads: 

Piano Concerto: Use also SY77 with 6?/12? voices tuned to harmonic series, like Tombeau. 
Same with very low fundamental (off piano). SY77 for LH on player’s left. / What is needed 
is a keyboard tunable to equal-addition compressed spectra. Either for combination with 
piano (tempered combo) or ensemble playing (some) microtones.281 
 
Again, no mention of birds, but a clear intimation of the overall gesture he had in mind: the 

acoustic/synthetic pairing of piano with sampler (what Harvey would describe as a “real-artificial 

 
278 This is not practical with an analog board, where the direct, electrical coupling of incoming signals to a dedicated 
analog channel strip would require a small army of engineers, each with a hand (or two) on the board’s controls to 
simultaneously make any changes to the ensemble as a whole. A digital board converts incoming signals to digital data-
streams immediately, applying any treatments (equalization, levels, panning, routing) in the digital domain before 
converting signals back to analog voltages on their way to the board’s outputs. Since these parameters can all be stored, a 
mere press of a button is enough to completely alter the sound of an entire orchestra, provided every instrument is 
mic’d. Pre-programming these settings becomes an engineer’s biggest hurdle, especially because every manufacturer 
designs their board’s programming workflow with different priorities in mind. 
279 There was no clear evidence from the sketches that he ever included this instrument in the piece. 
280 Anglican ‘smells and bells’ from a digital thurible. When musicians on stage are accompanied by their ‘virtual 
doubles’, combinatorial instrument groups produced through the digital mixer, or the uncanny multiplication of digital 
harmonization, one is certainly reminded of voices emanating from a hidden choir loft, the kind of transcendent magic-
mirror-cum-spatial-dysphasia so much a part of Anglican compline services. 
281 Jonathan Harvey, work diary “Thoughts”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel  
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dialogue [‘lesson’!]”282), and a shadowy recollection of previous works. Tombeau de Messiaen is of 

course specifically alluded to in its use of the Yamaha SY77 synthesizer, and that work’s own 

real/artificial dichotomy, but also the unique spectral compression of Advaya. While birds would 

ultimately play a central role in the work’s development, as in Bachelard’s writing their specific 

taxonomic identities are a waking rationalization of the dynamic, oneiric forms they represent. 

Similarly, the technology is imagined as a means for the projection of literal movement, a dream of 

flight upon Mercury’s shoes, to borrow Bachelard’s analogy. This is not to detract from the 

importance of the birds, or suggest Harvey had not already considered them as objects of musical 

significance, but rather to reframe them as poetic devices for articulating a broader corporeal vision. 

Birds as physis, electronics as technê. Or is it the other way around? 

It seems the birds became a catalyzing force once Harvey began work late in 2000. From the 

second page of the work’s dedicated notepad (opposite Harvey’s own transcriptions of birdsong, 

which will be discussed later), Harvey offers descriptions for his priorities in the work: “1. Birdsong 

/ 2. Classical, mechanical piano / 3. Passionate human song.”283 The notepad also makes clear that 

Harvey continued to contemplate the nature of the non-sampler electronics well after settling on the 

centrality of birdsong. Opposite the first eight odd-sided pages, which are filled with birdsong 

transcriptions, Harvey offers a number of insights into his thinking. On page four, a practical note 

tucked within an aesthetic musing, “Silences; very pronounced articulation (also gives time for new 

spatial and RM [ring modulation] settings to be made during the silence).”284 As someone who had 

worked with electronics for decades, he would have been well-attuned to potential pitfalls of 

performance—in haste, a button pressed too quickly to register, or the wrong one altogether—but 

 
282 Jonathan Harvey, sketch pad for “Bird Concerto with Pianosong”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher 
Foundation, Basel, p. 38 
283 Ibid., p. 2 
284 Ibid., p. 4 
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also the problem that audiences adapt quickly to sounds and tire of them, a particular kind of 

monotony he briefly refers to on page ten. On another page, he refers to other possible treatments, 

“enveloping (stutter), Harmonisation, Reverb,” in addition to more thoughts on the SY77, “as in 

Tombeau (several piano tuned to hic [harmonic] series). / Same fundamentals off the piano / 

Keyboard settings set to equal. / addition unprepared spectra. / Combine with piano or ensemble. / 

Quasi-piano timbre (Koto?).”285 Of these, only the Koto patch makes a brief (albeit notable) 

appearance towards the end of the work. 

Since Harvey was already thinking about the timbral flexibility afforded by FM synthesis in 

the SY77, a tie-in from this mechanical realm of keyboarding to birdsong would have been ‘only 

natural’. Many songbirds, equipped with dual voice boxes, produce complex tones by modulating 

the sound of one voice box with the other. The result is comparable to the frequency modulation 

mechanisms used in traditional synthesizers,286 an electrical multiplication of two inputs (“program” 

and “carrier”) producing perfectly calculable outputs of “sum” and “difference” sidebands. For 

example, on the left a particularly colorful output, and on the right, something more distinctly 

“tonal” and resonant (figure 46): 

 
Figure 46, example of ring modulation side-bands. 

 
285 Ibid., p. 11 
286 In effect, assuming an especially anthropocentric view, songbirds are synthesizers with wings (the ultimate rock n’roll 
acid trip). And not only song birds do this––ring doves, which have a different voice box anatomy from most song 
birds, have been shown to produce frequency and amplitude modulation by other biological means. Beckers, Gabriel 
J.L., Roderick A. Suthers, and Carel ten Cate. 2003. “Mechanisms of Frequency and Amplitude Modulation in Ring 
Dove Song.” Journal of Experimental Biology, no. 11: 1833. 
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A pure sinewave has no overtones, however, so this relative sonic sterility becomes 

exponentially richer when a ‘real’ analog program input (like an instrument), or artificial waveform 

with very complex overtones (sawtooth, triangle, etc.), is multiplied with a given carrier frequency. 

Each overtone of the program input is then split into its own sum and difference tones, a rich, 

prismatic refraction of sound uncannily akin to the tolling of a bell. Towards the end of his bird 

transcriptions, he considers the timbral power of ring modulation, how the character of its output 

changes depending on the particular combination of instrument and carrier frequency. He describes 

running a clarinet patch from an SY99287 through a ring modulator (like the kind of ‘testing patch’ 

often built for him by his musical assistants to use in his home studio288), with descriptors for the 

resulting sidebands: strong, weird, rich, tonal.289 Another page of his notepad for Bird Concerto explores 

the result of string harmonics played into RM, and their resulting sidebands, something which can 

be easily calculated on paper.290 (figure 47) 

 
Figure 47, ring modulation sidebands as sketched in Harvey’s Bird Concerto notepad  

 
287 Yamaha’s successor to the SY77 
288 “Symmetrical Collaborations. Jonathan Harvey and his computer music designers”, Nuove Musiche. Special Issue 
“Jonathan Harvey”, voll. 3-4, 2018.  
289 Ibid, p. 14-15. 
290 Ibid, p. 16. 
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It is clear he was sensitive to the products of changing input parameters for the RM, and was 

obviously experimenting with these settings in his studio. What is not clear from the draft is whether 

he had decided those parameters (specifically the carrier frequencies) during composition or after. 

Again, where the fair copy gives clear indications of which instruments are subjected to RM 

treatment, and the specific carrier frequencies, there are no such markings in the draft. The fact that 

he only uses two pitch classes (G# and D) for the carrier frequency, only regularly changing their 

register,291 suggests he was thinking of ring modulation like a stained-glass window with different 

regions of color, across which various instruments would be made to float and fly, using the 

treatment to lend a certain tonal coherence across the entire work (generally gravitating towards and 

around D).

 

Figure 48, Bird Concerto ring modulation carrier frequencies, by section 

Harvey ultimately settled on ring modulation as the most clearly audible mode of electronic 

treatment for the work, besides the sampler and synthesizer, as a cue taken from the birds 

 
291 This is not to suggest shifts in register aren’t a major change. As a given program input moves further away from the 
frequency of the carrier input (two octaves or more), the multiplication product becomes more diffuse and noisier, with 
less of the rich, resonant bell tones produced when the two are closer together. Harvey likely made these registration 
decisions for the carrier frequencies once he had completed his orchestration. 
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themselves.292 While this provided a harmonic framework for the piece, it was the birds’ freedom of 

movement which truly captured his imagination: if birds can fly, “perhaps the most wonderful thing 

about them,”293 so too must the ensemble. Where ring modulation is the harmonic ‘face’ of the 

electronic treatments, the active diffusion of sounds by human hands, while a kind of invisible 

presence, is ultimately the work’s most poetically significant electronic element, one which Harvey 

would explore more extensively in his 4th quartet. Many of Harvey’s electronic works in this last 

decade, including Bird Concerto and the 4th quartet, made use of IRCAM’s “SPAT” live spatialization 

algorithms. Given the known placement values of a speaker array, their angles and distances relative 

to one another, the algorithm calculates in real time necessary delays, phase shifts, doppler effects, 

and even effects of air absorption to virtually position a sound at any point within (or even outside) 

the perceptual boundaries of the array. Of course, any given listener’s perception of such 

movements is entirely dependent on the nature of the hall, and their seated position within it. SPAT 

affords a number of tools for calibrating its behavior for the specific character of the hall, such as 

time-alignment and EQ-correction for individual speakers, but there is always a point of diminishing 

returns—some seats will necessarily be more privileged than others, and carefully composed 

spatializations rendered moot for all but (and perhaps even including) one privileged pair of ears at 

the front-of-house mixing board.  

Harvey was well aware of the compositional potential of these tools, stating in a lecture in 

2010 at the University of Sussex, “spatialisation is exciting—you can control it in your fingers in real 

time. You can control complex movements of three spatialisations at the same time crisscrossing in 

metricised rhythms: all this becomes a new compositional parameter.”294 This professor of 

 
292 Harvey, Jonathan. “On Bird Concerto.” Acanthes 2004. Lecture, July 12, 2004.  
293 Ibid. 
294 Hughes, Ed. Wed 21 April 2010: Jonathan Harvey, January 1, 1970. 
http://musicandcollaboration.blogspot.com/2010/04/wed-21-april-2010-jonathan-harvey.html.  
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composition would also have been well aware of their shortcomings, and judging from his own 

treatment of spatialization he may had taken a cue in their use from Stockhausen. Paul Miller’s 

analysis of Stockhausen’s use of spatialization295 in Lichter-Wasser (1999-2000), the opening scene 

from his final opera Sonntag aus Licht, reveals an attentiveness not just to the planning of the 

movements themselves (which are very specific, as with most everything in Stockhausen), but, 

perhaps even more importantly, the rate at which they progress. Generally the movements increase 

over the course of the scene, but in undulating wave patterns, often relaxing into a relative lull 

before continuing the overall progression: “the fact that the rate occasionally decreases from one 

wave to the next suggests that perhaps Stockhausen was not so simple-minded as to compose in 

such an obviously linear way.”296 Regardless as to the listener’s position in the hall, the spatialized 

movement of sound around a space will often be perceived in terms of its rhythmic content, a sense-

perception which is not heard so much as felt.297 In the 4th quartet, Harvey would describe these 

rhythmic presences as akin to karma, a near-silent shadow which ominously follows and guides the 

quartet. In his sketches for the 4th quartet, Harvey wrote of this effect,  

Find the tantric energy of joy… v. fast panning. Panning in rhythm… Generally slow and 
sparse live 4tet. But spatialisation is like a wind. Or, better, like a consciousness of aerial 
flight in a dream. Spatialisation is somehow bigger than the live players––more interesting… 
A huge presence around the little quartet. Aura. Aerial presence. Imagination à la Bachelard. 
Swooping movements… Make electronics not so ‘precise’ that the quartet has to monitor 
them v. closely.298 (figure 49) 

 
295 In this case the spatialization is of the players themselves, interspersed and moving throughout the audience, itself 
specifically distributed throughout the space, but given the number of players, and the collective informational saturation 
of their movements, I am treating this as perceptually equivalent to electronic diffusion. 
296 Miller, Paul. 2012. “An Adventure into Outer Space: Stockhausen’s Lichter-Wasser and the Analysis of Spatialized 
Music.” Perspectives of New Music, no. 1–2: 359. 
297 Miller’s conclusion, after admirably detailed schemata outlining the various tendencies of these movements, is that 
despite the serialized jelly-mold into which Stockhausen pours these spatializations, determining the timescales in which 
they process, the movements themselves appear to have been largely improvised compositionally. Stockhausen clearly 
understood the limits of absolute permutational control, another lesson Harvey undoubtedly borrowed. Ibid., 377. 
298 Jonathan Harvey, sketch pad for String Quartet no. 4, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel, p. 
4, 8, and 9 
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Figure 49, opening of string quartet no. 4, with spatialized “silent” rhythms indicated below the staff; © Copyright 2003 

by Faber Music Ltd, London. Reproduced by kind permission of the publishers. 

This perceptual effect of rhythmic motion can be understood not just as its own element, 

separate from other electronics in Bird Concerto, but an extension of the work’s use of ring 

modulation. The multiplication of input signals with close fundamental frequencies can produce 

sidebands just at the edge or outside the threshold of human hearing. For example, a carrier 

frequency of 440Hz (A4) multiplied with a program frequency of 415.3Hz (G#4) will produce an 

output of 855.3Hz (A5, -49.28 cents) and 24.7Hz (G0, +13.77 cents). Given the right acoustic (and 

large subwoofers), the low sideband will be perceived as a firm pulsation, rhythm on the boundary 

of pitch,299 where frequency modulation gives way to amplitude modulation. Harvey clearly had this 

in mind, and on page 24 of the notepad, he muses on potential fine-tuning of the ring modulator: 

“RM sine tone tuned sometimes rough (¼ tone) / sometimes smooth (tempered). Often to low 

tremolo frequencies… like birds' modulations.” But these low sidebands are generally very soft, so 

Harvey adds an extension, an amplitude modulator which he calls an “enveloper,” a kind of sonic 

 
299 Human hearing extends down to 20Hz, but is very weak, a fact demonstrated by Harvey Fletcher and Wildon A. 
Munson in 1933 from which they produced the psycho-acoustic mapping known as the Fletcher-Munson curves.  
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perforator which rhythmically modulates the overall level of the ensemble. When the fader dedicated 

to the enveloper is turned all the way up or down, sound passes straight through. In between, there 

is a range from 0.2Hz to 21.8Hz, where the low end forces a slow, undulatory heaving on the 

ensemble; and at the high end we begin to hear rhythm verging on the boundary of pitch, an 

energetic buffeting much like the effect of leaving a car window open on the highway.300 Harvey 

notated the enveloper with a wedge shape, often indicating specific rhythmic subdivisions he would 

like the fader operator to articulate with the treatment. (figure 50) 

 
Figure 50, enveloper notation for sound diffusionist in Bird Concerto 

This effect is reminiscent of Stockhausen’s famous depiction of the continuum of pitch to rhythm in 

Kontakte (1958-60): at the 17’ mark, a harsh electronic tone, slaloming across the quadraphonic 

speaker array, gradually slows in pitch until it can be heard separating into a series of percussive 

electronic pulses.301 Pitch dissolves into rhythm, but rhythm also dissolves into space. Every motion 

can be understood as a spatial-temporal gesture: when I move from the kitchen table to the front 

door, it takes a given amount of time. That trip modulates my position in space, like the 

electromagnetism which forces movement in the voice coils of a speaker. If I repeat that trip, 

returning again to the table, that motion has become a rhythm. I am also making other sounds as I 

walk––footsteps, creaking floorboards, swishing fabric––each of which repeat at their own 

timescales. Assuming this trip produces 10 audible footsteps (were I endowed with the powers of 

 
300 This is largely owing to the fact that the enveloper, rather than modulating the ensemble with a gentle, smooth sine 
wave, instead uses a clipped sine wave, where only the positive half of the original waveform is present. This was 
probably chosen for its rhythmic clarity, and it gives the enveloper a particularly rough character, especially at higher 
frequencies, since it is generating overtones of its own (a pure sinewave has no overtones). 
301 Stockhausen speaks of this continuum in his groundbreaking 1955 essay “......How Time Passes......” 
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The Flash), 4 trips to/from the door in 1 second would produce a 40Hz ‘footstep tone’ 

(approximately Eb1). If I managed to make this trip 40 times in 1 second, we would hear a 40Hz 

‘trip tone’ plus a 400Hz ‘footstep tone’ (approximately G4), each with their own overtones (the 

result of irregularities in my movements), plus the “intermodulation” of 40Hz and 400Hz, producing 

sum/difference tones of 440Hz and 360Hz (approximately A4 and F#4).302 This dizzyingly 

exponential effect (which, to Bachelard’s credit, is perfectly imaginable) is known as a “pulse train,” 

one Harvey alludes to frequently in his works, often at pivotal structural arrivals.303 Harvey described 

such moments as indicative of a kind of transcendence, where “the dialectic here was between body 

rhythm and transcendence and with all the stages in between.”304 In Bird Concerto, we can understand 

Harvey’s use of spatialization as a means of demonstrating how music slowed down to the timescale 

of the body becomes integrated into the space itself. As Harvey himself said about his interest in 

spatialization: 

What is fundamental to my thinking is that there be a dialogue in space, and that is 
something which one can, as a composer, make clear and interesting, or else ignore. More 
interesting is the question of moving spatialization, which is equally present in life. We 
ourselves move all the time, and we hear sounds from a moving perspective. Most of the 
time, in fact, we hear sounds that move. Moving sounds are nothing new, they are very 
normal in life. In the concert hall, however, it is not normal at all. For centuries, we have had 
static sound, static spatialization. Now, we are changing all that in music.305 
 

 
302 One does not have to rely on hypotheticals, of course. When a string vibrates, or a drum-head struck, it is moving in 
space, displacing and compressing air. 
303 In Bhakti, movement V, b. 35-8, there is a curious passage seemingly borrowed from a parallel moment in 
Stockhausen’s MANTRA, where piano and flute obsessively accelerate a rhythmic figuration until it appears to coalesce 
into a dense tone in the tape part; similarly in movement VI, b. 25, a series of repeating events in the tape part accelerate, 
rising in pitch until they become absorbed into a cloud of trills in the ensemble; on p. 9 of Nachtlied, a work for soprano 
with piano and electronics, an 11-note flourish in the piano is absorbed into the tape part, which accelerates it until it 
becomes a noisy, rhythmic cloud (in the score, Harvey describes it as “German consonants––>sibilance––> ‘wind’––
>”); and in “CYCLE 5” from the 4th string quartet, all four parts ascend through gradually accelerating melodic lines as 
the spatialization algorithm also accelerates (“Rhythm 2, ♪ = 66 –– 500 over 62” ”), all gradually coalescing in a high, 
tremulous B-flat, concluding the work. In each of these examples, the exact moment at which rhythm becomes pitch is 
gently masked, either by added instrumental activity or other electronic sounds. As with so much of his work, pure bliss 
is not permitted in this life.  
304 Arnold Whittall, Jonathan Harvey (London: Faber and Faber, 1999): 30-31. 
305 Donin, N. (2006). Spatialization as a Compositional Tool and Individual Access to Music in the Future: Jonathan 
Harvey in Conversation with Nicolas Donin. Circuit, 16 (3), 75. 
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Birdsong uses frequency modulation; frequency modulation, brought down to this subsonic 

realm, begins to resemble spatial movement—birds singing their flight; birds flying their song. 

Opposite his birdsong transcriptions, a page in the notepad was dedicated to the variable spatialized 

environment he was imagining, a series of asymmetrical cubes rotating around a five-speaker array 

surrounding the audience.306 The asymmetrical cube seems to have been a strategy for shifting the 

geometric environment of the spatialized gestures, achieved very simply by muting the output to one 

of the speakers at given points in the work, leaving the other four active. Because the SPAT 

algorithm conceives of its virtual boundaries as consisting of reflective surfaces, with their own 

echoic characteristics, muting one of the speaker outputs effectively creates an acoustic hole, altering 

(in perfect conditions) the listener’s perception of the size and shape of the room itself. This was 

likely a preventative measure against any monotonous predictability in the dramatic swooping 

motions he imagined, ensuring variety in the audience’s generalized perception of the spatialization, 

no matter their point of view. This concept persisted into the work’s final form (the fair copy), and 

at the bottom of the orchestral score Harvey periodically indicates which speakers are 

muted/activated (e.g. “SPEAKER 2 on, 3 off”).307 (Figure 51) 

 
306 Bird Concerto notepad, P. 6 
307 There are discrepancies between his markings in the score and its implementation in the 2013 version of the Max 
patch. For example, the fourth arrangement, “D”, lasts until [EE] in the fair copy, but is programmed to continue until 
[LL] in the 2013 Max patch. Similarly with the fifth arrangement, “E”, the fair copy indicates that it lasts until [MM]+2, 
but in the Max patch it doesn’t change until [PP]+1.  
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Figure 51, asymmetrical cube spatialization ‘spaces’ for Bird Concerto  

Some structural effects worth noting, all of which highlight Harvey’s concern with keeping 

the work’s ‘spatial energy’ fresh and engaging: there are five possible arrangements of the ‘cube’, 

labeled sequentially A through E. Each new arrangement occurs at a significant structural juncture in 

the work. The final order, taken from the score, is ABCDE/CAEDB, as indicated in the diagram, 

where there is no repetition of the five possible geometric arrangements until, much like a tone-row, 

all five have been cycled through. With respect to time, the point at which the order of geometric 

spaces is scrambled and restarted is at the work’s climax and (apparent) recapitulation (more about 

this in the next chapter), about 2/3rds of the way through the work—this second run of the five 

geometric spaces therefore represents an overall compression of time, as can be seen in the specific 

timings (taken from the London Sinfonietta’s 2011 recording of the work on NMC, with Hidéki 

Nagano playing piano/sampler). The sampler’s left and right channels are always routed308 ‘through’ 

the joysticks and into the boundaries of each geometric space. Some samples are in stereo, some in 

 
308 In other words, the sampler is always in the output “joystick mix”, whereas other instruments are added or taken away 
by the digital mixer section-to-section. 
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mono,309 some stationary on either the R or L channels, and some pan back and forth. This creates 

its own layer of variability in movement, on top of which the joystick operator “performs” their 

part. This too represents its own layer of variability, since, despite the profound poetic significance 

of spatialization to the piece, the joystick operator’s part is the one electronic element which remains 

the most open-ended (albeit visually conspicuous).310 With roughshod notation consisting of gestural 

squiggles and open-ended instructions like “L joystick fly,”311 or “occasional, almost imperceptible 

small movements in both joysticks, basically front,” the closest Harvey comes to direct control over 

the joystick operator’s movements are with gestural squiggles written into the fair copy (this example 

taken from near the work’s climax) in which we can clearly see his conception of spatialization and 

enveloper as representing a continuum of motion to rhythm (Figure 52): 

 
Figure 52, enveloper and joystick notation in Bird Concerto 

In short, the effect of the spatialization was to create an environment which would be 

perceived as constantly in flux, even when there were not active instructions for the joystick 

operator. The irony of this complex setup is that despite all the variable routings, multi-channel 

surround outputs, air-absorption algorithms, and all the rest, we are essentially treated to a glorified 

stereo mix, given that there are only ever two ‘virtual’ outputs (within the confines of the geometric 

space) corresponding to the position of the joysticks. On the other hand, this is wisdom of necessity: 

more than two moving sources would likely be perceptually overwhelming, even in the best of 

 
309 Harvey indicates this at the bottom of the score (as a heads-up to the joystick operator) with the very non-technical, 
but still accurate, “both,” as in, this sample plays back equally in both channels. 
310 The technical notes suggest the possibility of using an iPad (TouchOSC) instead of joysticks, and indeed there are 
objects buried deep in Sound Intermedia’s Max patch could facilitate this, some assembly required…  
311 In the 2003 edition of the score, Harvey clarifies this: “‘Fly’ means follow the energy of the birdsong and move 
WITH it freely. Other diffusion directions are in the score.” 
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circumstances. MacGregor said of her early performances of Bird Concerto that the clarity of 

spatialization was of particular concern to Harvey: 

What seemed the most complicated––in the premiere, and in a couple of performances I 
subsequently did in Lyon––was Jonathan and his team of three sound artists, trying to 
maneuvre the birdsong around the hall, exactly the way he wanted it––dramatic and 
swooping. I used to tease Jonathan that he was like a wing commander of [a] fleet of 
Spitfires, with their joysticks in the middle rows of the hall… I got the impression he was 
very proud of the piece, but insistent that the levels and sounds had to manipulated, 
reimagined and recreated live by either him or someone he trusted implicitly, not on a preset. 
So really it’s a concerto for many soloists, including the seagulls.312  
 
Again, the distributed networks of Berio’s idealized concerto, and a recognition of the 

inherent complication of composing a work so reliant on maximal variability. When the instrument 

is the hall itself, how could one expect to program preset diffusions not knowing its dimensions, 

reverberation time, or other influential characteristics.313 It is also likely Harvey left the joystick 

diffusionist’s part open-ended not just because it was so dependent on the acoustic environment, 

but because its live manipulation would have been a relatively new tool for him. The relative 

uncertainty of electronics, and how they will sound in a hall (or whether they will work at all), is a 

common issue and cause of irritating delays. In an email to Elaine Gould, outlining a list of 

corrections for the 4th quartet, Harvey apologizes for a holdup in completing the piece, “Sorry, 

Elaine, I won't always compose like this! It has to be built up in conjunction with the electronics at a 

late stage…”314  

It is therefore important to highlight MacGregor’s penultimate sentence, that “the levels and 

sounds had to be manipulated, reimagined and recreated live.” Harvey’s conception of the 

electronics is that they were a constant work-in-progress, that state of becoming, musically dependent 

on human input, even genuine improvisation, a reality which lives on through modern 

 
312 MacGregor, Joanna. Bird Concerto with Pianosong, February 8, 2019.  
313 Any organist will shrug at this struggle.  
314 Jonathan Harvey, from sketch folder for String Quartet no. 4, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher Foundation, 
Basel  
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implementations of his work. This is reflective of the highly collaborative nature of Harvey’s work 

with electronics specialists throughout his professional career, a relationship than only deepened in 

trust as his tools grew more reliant on real-time processing rather than the hermetic isolationism of 

fixed media (i.e., “tape”). Live processing, certainly as Harvey understood it, was a living, breathing, 

performative role, requiring a dedicated team of technician-musicians who could understand the 

work on a musical level and adapt the technology as needed to serve the music’s structural needs. 

But this is a two-way street, and proper development of the tools also requires the composer to 

absorb input from the assistants. Here, intermodulation is as much a creative characteristic as the 

acoustic effect itself. 

Where Performance meets Practice 

Harvey was always heavily involved in the production of electronic sounds and tools for his 

works. This is certainly a product of his early exposure to electronics in their cumbersome infancy, 

an idealistic time when composers felt as though their work in the medium was a strong musical act 

capable of exacting real, profound changes on the development of the technology itself (and, by 

extension, all of humanity). The prevailing attitude (certainly driven by large personalities like 

Stockhausen and Boulez) was that if the technology was not available, you would ask for someone 

to invent it. Lamberto Coccioli, Berio’s technical assistant for five years towards the end of the 

master’s life, said that Berio “was still convinced, like Stockhausen and the other great masters of his 

generation, that technology should be the result of musical thinking, the answer to a compositional 

problem; musical ideas triggered and in a way generated and justified the development of 

technology.”315 The downside to this otherwise utopic attitude was a great deal of tactile uncertainty. 

During Harvey’s time at Princeton working with Milton Babbitt (1969-70), the process of 

 
315 Lamberto Coccioli, “Open Letter to Paul White,” lamberto coccioli, accessed November 17, 2020, 
https://www.lambertococcioli.com/texts/open-letter-to-paul-white/. 
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developing pieces was almost comically painstaking, where programming sent to Bell Laboratories in 

Murray Hill, N.J., often required a two-week wait and 70-mile roundtrip to determine whether one’s 

work had panned out correctly (so to speak).316  

Even if this may have tempered his early enthusiasm for the medium, as Paul Griffiths 

asserts317, it certainly would have made Boulez’s invitation for Harvey to collaborate with the 

“musical assistants” at IRCAM a particularly fruitful opportunity. During Harvey’s thirty-year 

association with the institute, he dove headlong into the possibilities presented by such collaborative 

relationships, producing eight works in collaboration with eight different assistants, products of 

which represented important technological breakthroughs for the institute. Jan Panis, a Dutch sound 

engineer who collaborated with Harvey on later performances of Bird Concerto and other recordings 

of his works, said Harvey always had a very specific image of how he wanted things to sound, and 

that such close working relationships allowed for almost purely musical modes of communication to 

develop between collaborators: “He just knew exactly what he wanted. I think I still remember his 

sound picture, but it’s hard to describe with words of course.”319 

In a way, these close working relationships were crucial, says Coccioli. Musical technologies 

were becoming increasingly digital and computerized in the 1980s, a product of the extraordinary 

cultural proliferation of digital synthesizers like the Yamaha DX7, and a far cry from the days when 

the development of electronic sounds was the result of literal manual labor. The mindset began 

shifting from emphasizing the absolute supremacy of authorial imagination (where dream alone is 

justification for implementation), to one of technological consumerism, a world of presets and 

factory digital instruments. In this setting, the role of collaboration (from the perspective of the 

 
316 “Symmetrical Collaborations. Jonathan Harvey and his computer music designers”, Nuove Musiche. Special Issue 
“Jonathan Harvey”, voll. 3-4, 2018: 31. 
317 Paul Griffiths, “Jonathan Harvey's Early Work with Electronics, 1968-78,” Nuove Musiche, no. 4 (2019): 13. 
319 Panis, Jan. Reintroduction (from Stockhausen Courses), February 23, 2019. 
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assistant) was not to serve as lackey, but instead to elucidate the “sea of possibilities, a huge expanse 

where composers wander and pick cherries at leisure.”320 Harvey, as with so many other aspects of 

his being, would represent a superposition of these two approaches. Not all collaborations are 

directly cooperative, Harvey once said: “Collaborations are often unsatisfactory; one personality 

swamps the other. Or they go in different directions and don’t add up to anything.” Even so, 

“antithetical” collaboration could be interesting, unveiling structures even the composer could not 

have foreseen, a reality to which Harvey attests in the first staging of his church opera, “Passion and 

Resurrection”.321 Harvey was clearly well aware of the influence these collaborations had on his 

musical thinking322, often referring to his musical assistants as ‘colleagues’, and even making 

contractual arrangements with his publisher stipulating a certain percentage of royalties for his 

partners.323 This represented an unusual (and welcome) arrangement in a world where tensions over 

authorship were often high, especially if assistants felt their work had been critical for the 

development of a new piece.324  

For the development of Bird Concerto, Harvey turned to the collaborative team of Ian 

Dearden and David Sheppard (Sound Intermedia, as they are known professionally) to create and 

implement the work’s electronics. Unfortunately, the duo has not been forthcoming with 

information about the nature of their collaboration with Harvey, such as correspondences, notes, 

sketches, or other similar information from their end (such specifics were largely lacking on Harvey’s 

 
320 Lamberto Coccioli, “Open Letter to Paul White,” lamberto coccioli, accessed November 17, 2020, 
https://www.lambertococcioli.com/texts/open-letter-to-paul-white/. 
321 Ed Hughes, “Wed 21 April 2010: Jonathan Harvey,” Wed 21 April 2010: Jonathan Harvey, January 1, 1970, 
http://musicandcollaboration.blogspot.com/2010/04/wed-21-april-2010-jonathan-harvey.html. 
322 On the cover page of the fair copy for the 4th string quartet, Harvey warmly acknowledges Gilbert Nouno for his 
work on the electronics: “and to Gilbert Nouno, my inspiring and tireless assistant in the long course of making the 
electronics.” 
323 Laura Zattra, “Symmetrical Collaborations. Jonathan Harvey and His Computer Music Designers,” Nuove Musiche, no. 
4 (2019): 44. 
324 Coccioli said he felt particularly responsible for specific elements of Berio’s last work for orchestra and electronics. 
Coccioli, Lamberto, interview with the author, December 4, 2018.  
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end in sketches at the Sacher Stiftung). They cannot be faulted for this apparent reticence, since in 

many ways the fluid, quixotic, high-pressure nature of their work precludes the perfect 

documentation of material progress. In preparing for a performance, the last thing on any artist’s 

mind (let alone the often-unflattering role of sound technician) is whether mitigative decisions made 

in the heat of the moment should be recorded or even made public for the sake of graduate research 

two decades later. Perhaps the work is proprietary, or perhaps some solutions are banal, even 

contrary to the composer’s stated wishes: it worked, and he didn’t say anything! Additionally, the 

accessible archiving of these decisions represents a form of uncompensated labor which, in addition 

to everything else, will likely go unacknowledged relative to the effort required. Although their 

authorship is not indicated, Dearden and Sheppard compiled an exhaustive 27-page long technical 

document outlining the current (as of February 2013) needs for Bird Concerto, a flow chart for the 

(then current) Max patch, routing matrices for the digital mixer, and sampler and synth settings by 

section. Even if some information is out of date, or specific to the tools they preferred to use, this 

represents a tremendous amount of labor. Why would they return to the trenches if it wasn’t 

professionally contracted, especially if this represents the possibility of, even in some small way, 

divulgence of proprietary knowledge, or possible future loss of work? Laura Zattra, whose essay 

“Symmetrical Collaborations” outlines (in more human than technical terms) the general character 

of Harvey’s work with his musical assistants, essentially concedes this point as a roadblock to her 

own research:  

I will have to interview them [Harvey’s musical assistants] more extensively, and to access 
their private archives. This too is not an easy task. Whilst computer music designers are 
increasingly concerned in the safeguarding and porting of the pieces with updated 
technology, the same cannot be said about their interest in the historicization of their own 
work (preservation of working documents, of diaries, letters, sketches and digital sketches 
etc.).325 
 

 
325 Laura Zattra, “Symmetrical Collaborations. Jonathan Harvey and His Computer Music Designers,” Nuove Musiche, no. 
4 (2019): 57. 
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Max patches, to give one anxiety-inducing example, are anything but neat, especially if their 

implementation runs aground with concert dates, with mere hours or minutes to spare before the 

downbeat of a premiere. Professionals like Dearden and Sheppard can solve problems quickly and 

on-the-fly (with bespoke programming, there can be many), but again, this is not a documentary-

friendly environment. Even Stockhausen, fastidious note-taker in recording and mix sessions326, 

recognized the necessity for a flexibility rooted in the musical utility of the technology: “That is why 

a good musician, who can hear extremely well and who knows the works and how they should 

sound is just as qualified––or even more so in many respects––than someone with a general musical-

technical training, provided they have a professional sound technician to assist them.”327 How does 

one then document a “proper” electroacoustic performance practice, beyond the score itself, when 

almost every performance represents its own exception to the rule? The necessity for such a project 

is acknowledged directly on Sound Intermedia’s website:  

Looking forward, they plan a visionary live project to revisit outstanding works of electronic 
music from the past and perform them with technology specially built to sound and feel like 
the original. Their aim is to motivate and influence musicians, technicians and composers 
through authoritative performance and to pass on their ingenuity to the next generation, 
better to serve the music of the future.328 
 
In 2006, Dearden and Sheppard collaboratively penned an article about the revitalization of 

electroacoustic works, “Time to re-wire? Problems and strategies for the maintenance of live 

electronics,” focusing in particular on Harvey’s own electroacoustic output up until 2003: “the high 

 
326 CD booklets from the Stockhausen Stiftung’s album releases are chock full of decibel levels of various channels at 
mixdown. 
327 The Stockhausen Stiftung’s written guide for sound diffusion outlines one such scenario: “Even the 
most careful planning does not exclude the possibility that changes will have to be made on location when the sound is 
actually heard for the first time… There are, as always, exceptions to this rule: For example, when HYMNEN for 
orchestra was performed in Amsterdam in September 2000, Stockhausen could not project the tape sound loud enough 
because he could not amplify the orchestra enough. So he circuited the orchestra onto the loudspeakers in front of the 
orchestra which are usually only for the tape. The loudspeakers for the tape had been set up wrong anyway (too far to 
the back), so he had them moved in front of the orchestra as per the drawing in the score.” 
328 Ian Dearden and David Sheppard, “Sound Intermedia,” Sound Intermedia, accessed November 17, 2020, 
https://soundintermedia.tumblr.com/page/4. 
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profile of the composer may mean that whatever we found would tend towards a best-case scenario, 

since his works are less likely to have been neglected.” However, they also point out that, given the 

age and relative antiquity of Harvey’s use of electronics––especially certain hardware units which 

store data in proprietary cartridges, or computer software interfaces ‘aging out’ of operating 

systems––“close examination of Harvey’s works demonstrates that now is indeed ‘time to re-wire’ if 

we are to prevent serious issues arising in the performances of works for live electronics that were 

created some time ago.” “Now” is, of course, nearly fifteen years ago, while the composer was still 

alive. What has happened since? “Performance-driven” approaches to revitalization, Dearden and 

Sheppard argue, are the most common scenario, where a work is revitalized in preparation for a 

given performance (or run of performances), but this is a situation which also “has the risk of only 

catching more popular works, and is rather ad hoc.”329  

They mention a (then) new initiative, the “Integra Project” out of Birmingham 

Conservatoire, founded by Lamberto Coccioli (Berio’s erstwhile assistant) with the aim of producing 

electro-acoustic tools which could “age well” (specifically, modular musician-friendly platforms 

developed using open-source architectures), mitigating the risk of obsolescence; and 

modernizing/archiving electroacoustic works in collaboration with composers to prevent their 

inevitable obsolescence. Integra initiated a project dedicated specifically to preserving Harvey’s 

music, working in particular on revitalizations of Madonna of Winter and Spring (1986), Valley of Aosta 

(1988), and From Silence (1988). In Madonna of Winter and Spring, the primary challenge had to do with 

its hardware restrictions, where once high-end digital synthesizers and samplers were becoming 

increasingly difficult to find and maintain, and whose interfaces (for loading patches and 

sound/sample files) were often incompatible with modern computers: “Yamaha TX816 for 

 
329 Richard Polfreman, David Sheppard, and Ian Dearden, “Time to Re-Wire? Problems and Strategies for the 
Maintenance of Live Electronics,” Organised Sound 11, no. 3 (2006): 238. 
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synthesis, a DX1 for controlling the TX816, and an E-mu II sampler for sample playback. These 

technologies are now near-obsolete and their use entails substantial additional performance costs in 

terms of equipment hire and setup time. Using old technology also poses reliability problems.”330 A 

significant part of the project was porting the sounds and functionality of these instruments into 

(near-)open-source platforms like PD (Pure Data) and FM7 (a software-based Yamaha DX-series 

emulator), so that even if future updates were necessary, the underlying coding architecture would 

be ubiquitous enough such that the files could simply be opened.  

And where is Integra331 now? Still at Birmingham Conservatoire, but largely dedicated to the 

development of their own software tools for use in aiding composition. The project of porting older 

works largely concluded in 2012 when its official European funding ended.332 Coccioli expressed 

disappointment at this outcome, but pointedly attested that these restoration projects were 

ultimately too costly and time-consuming to be a sustainable model for an organization working 

towards the future (rather than the past) of music and technology:  

I like [the Integra project] more as a creative tool rather than a conservation tool or a 
sustainability tool, because it’s an effort against results thing. There’s a lot of effort to 
maintain even a very simple piece, and it takes a long time, a lot of effort for what, for 
something that then maybe be performed a couple of times… Maybe if there were more 
people interested… the number of people who are interested in live electronics sustainability 
is a very small group of people around the world. I can count them, it’s probably a hundred 
people, I know all of them!333 
 
Unfortunately, he continued, major publishers were reluctant to provide the necessary 

support since in many ways it represented a losing business model. Why spend the money updating 

 
330 Not mentioned is that there is also a ring modulator, a reverb unit and a quadraphonic speaker array, a setup not so 
different from Bird Concerto. Lamberto Coccioli, “Jonathan Harvey Project,” Integra Lab, November 27, 2015, 
http://integra.io/portfolio-items/jonathan-harvey-project/. 
331 There are two other related projects, CASPAR project, MUSTICA of InterPares, but these too appear to have 
petered out in support. 
332 As of a recent visit to their website, it appears much of the documentation pertaining to their revitalization projects 
has been scrubbed. Whether intentional or not, it is an indication of shifting priorities in the field of electro-acoustic 
preservation. 
333 Coccioli, Lamberto, interview with the author, December 4, 2018.  
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a work which, at least in the short term, may only be performed a few times, netting very little return 

in what is already a struggling market? The future, he believes, rests in the development of tools 

which have sustainability already in their DNA. For the rest, ad hoc, it seems, will have to do. 

In some ways, apropos the earlier discussion of a continuum from pitch to rhythm to space, 

such patterns of technological obsolescence represent their own kind of macro-rhythm, a timescale 

in which the sound-worlds of given works cycle through distinct phases years after their 

composition. Certainly this is in line with Harvey’s notion of an oeuvre which communicates with 

itself across works and periods within (and even beyond) a composer’s lifetime. He would have 

written his electro-acoustic works on the positive end of these cycles, when specific technologies 

were their most cutting-edge and modern––what is obsolescence if not modernity 180˚ out of 

phase? The money engineers will pay for ‘vintage sound’, audiophiles for vinyl records and vacuum 

tubes, or musicians for formerly cringe-worthy synthesizers, is a testament to the cyclic nature of 

these tools. Dearden and Sheppard highlight this as part of a possible pitfall in revitalization. Given 

the degree to which improvements in signal processing, filtering, sample and bit-rates, and audio 

fidelity in general can unintentionally date older electronics, as well as their musical settings: “if the 

aim of porting the work is to remain perceptually faithful to the sound of the equipment it was 

written for, then ‘improved’ sound quality may not be desirable.”334 Coccioli makes a similar point 

about Harvey, that many of the electronic tools he was drawn to early on were from the Yamaha 

DX lineage of synthesizers, and because the algorithmic architecture of those instruments became 

the basis of so many synthesizers which followed, defining the sound of an entire generation of pop 

music, they sound extremely clichéd to modern ears: “the spiritual aspect saves Jonathan Harvey’s 

music,” Coccioli says, “and also, you know, he doesn’t use it for simple things.”  

 
334 Richard Polfreman, David Sheppard, and Ian Dearden, “Time to Re-Wire? Problems and Strategies for the 
Maintenance of Live Electronics,” Organised Sound 11, no. 3 (2006): 226. 
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Considering everything about Harvey’s aesthetic that emphasized dynamic flux, self-renewal, 

and structural freshness, there is the inevitable question of whether his works are inviting not just an 

operational “rewiring” (modernized patches, equipment consolidation, digital synth emulation, etc.), 

but a sonic update as well. One need only think of the SY77’s distinctively hollow piano samples in 

Tombeau de Messiaen, or other such synthetic passages in Madonna of Winter and Spring or Bhakti, to 

wonder if they ought to be re-recorded using high-fidelity samples, or a modern synthesizer 

algorithm like PianoTeq. Could these works properly convey their same transcendent message were 

it not for this palpable friction between real and artificial? If the expectation of sonic novelty is not a 

given,335 perhaps ‘cliché’ in moments of transcendence (the unintentional intersection of Buddhist 

ritual with a montage from The Breakfast Club) is the next best thing––universalism implied by an 

otherness from the past rather than an otherness ‘from the future.’ Both perspectives imply a sense 

of distance, that ‘these sounds don’t belong here’, the ultimate modernist disaffection with the now. 

Without direct input from the composer in new cultural contexts, these questions open a debilitating 

multiverse of potential paths, where fear of inauthenticity halts potential (and ultimately necessary) 

maintenance. This is made doubly concerning since, in many cases, composers will change their 

minds in different contexts, as attested to by studies of live-electronics revitalization at IRCAM: 

Indeed authenticity criteria seem quite difficult to define since composers have different 
conceptions of it. Musical assistant Serge Lemouton reports how the same processes of 
migration of Max/MSP patches (from Next environment to Macintosh) applied to several 
works at IRCAM led to various reactions: composer Philippe Manoury considered the new 
result as too close to the original, composer Michael Jarrell found it too far from the 
original.336  
 

 
335 Julian Anderson, speaking of his own displeasure with Harvey’s choices in electronic color, “he spoke of electronics 
as effecting a sort of spiritual transcendence, but I don’t think they do in his work or anyone else’s much. Such naive 
views may perhaps be the product of a childhood deprived of encounters with all but the most rudimentary technologies 
until he was about 30. To him, perhaps, a complex electronic sound was still a source of amazement. But to most people 
born after that, such sounds are commonplace and their mere presence guarantees nothing.” Anderson, Julian. Questions, 
February 28, 2019.  
336 Bonardi, Alain, and Jérome Barthélemy. 2008. “The Preservation, Emulation, Migration, and Virtualization of Live 
Electronics for Performing Arts.” ACM Journal on Computing & Cultural Heritage 1 (1): 6-7. 
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The concern behind these assessments is whether secondary modulatory elements, 

peculiarities of the original equipment (such as user interfaces, menu structures, power supply noise 

and other hidden ‘grains of the voice’) resulted directly in compositional choices which might only 

be understood by their conspicuous absence, or ignorant substitution. In the preface to the 2012 

edition of Stockhausen’s MANTRA, the Stockhausen-Verlag includes competing (although 

ultimately complementary) perspectives on the work’s electronic implementation: one by Jan Panis, 

the Dutch engineer quoted earlier, advocating for a digital solution; and one by Bryan Wolf, 

advocating for analog, hardware-based processing. The work’s electronics are conceptually very 

simple––as in Bird Concerto, consisting of two ring modulators and an amplitude modulator––only 

they were originally conceived for a pair of custom-made units of extraordinarily bulk known as 

“Modul 69 B.” These devices are no longer available for use, and copies prohibitively expensive to 

commission under most circumstances, 337 so the work exists in a resting state of ad hoc. That is to 

say, there is no official patch to download from a website, other than to consult with one of 

Stockhausen’s ‘approved’ diffusionists (Panis or Wolf, e.g.), hire them and/or their 

materials/equipment for concerts, track down one of many ‘secondary’ implementations freely 

available on the internet338, or build one yourself from the information provided in the preface. The 

digital preface by Panis is simple, concise, and relatively easy to reproduce339, as its name might 

suggest, whereas Wolf’s following analog preface assumes a noticeably more proselytizing tone: 

Although digital and computer-based solutions for the realization of the ring-modulation 
seemingly offer advantages at first glance, the sound quality of the analog modulators is not 
easily dismissed. The very precise and somewhat frigid tone of digital modulation cannot be 
compared to the warm, organic, animated and highly detailed tone produced by the analog 
ring-modulators. On the other hand, the pianists have to be provided with an accurate, easy 

 
337 Xenia Pestova, et al, describe this in the outline of their own 2006-7 performance project of a new digital 
implementation. Pestova, Xenia & Marshall, Mark & Sudol, Jacob. (2008). Analogue To Digital: Authenticity vs. 
Sustainability in Stockhausen's Mantra (1970). 
338 Miller Puckette includes one such implementation on his PD Repertory Project, an open-source digital electro-
acoustic music restoration initiative which, like Integra, appears to have been left idle for some time: 
http://msp.ucsd.edu/pdrp/latest/files/doc/   
339 Almost straight off the page, since he illustrates a simplified Max patch 
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to use controller which allows a musical rendition of the complex and challenging 
instructions in the score.340 
 
Panis, on the other hand, asserting he had given many performances using analog ring 

modulation (including some of his own design341) with Stockhausen diffusing or otherwise 

supervising, challenged the notion that any advantage in sound so outweighed the particularly 

finnicky behavior of the equipment. One instance he recounted was of a performance where the 

equipment was practically inoperable, and he offered to Stockhausen the possibility of using a Max 

patch he had built for the work. Stockhausen inherently distrusted anything digital, but relented 

given the circumstances, a decision which, Panis proudly recalled, seemed to change the composer’s 

mind about the affordances of the platform––no longer were the sine wave carrier frequencies 

bleeding through into the final signal, and sidebands were clear and stable, hence its ultimate 

inclusion as a viable alternative to the traditional analog designs. 

These are undeniable echoes of the considerations plaguing practitioners of historically 

informed performance (“HIP”), the main difference being that many electro-acoustic works, dressed 

with bespoke programming and materials, are themselves the lineage, both compositionally and 

organologically, especially in an aesthetic world (such as at IRCAM) which prizes structural self-

referentiality above all else. Bach certainly wrote for many new and unusual instruments, but they 

already existed, and someone was adept at playing them. New works with electronics, especially the 

complex live-processing networks Harvey worked with late in his life, are an organological 

patchwork. While often constructed of known elements (ring modulators, delays, filter banks, 

resonators, synthesizers, etc.), this is more akin to duct taping together parts of a bassoon, clarinet, 

and viola days (or even hours) before a performance than the deft orchestration of a sackbut or 

 
340 Wolf, preface to 2012 edition of MANTRA, Stockhausen-Verlag, XIII 
341 Using the Analog Devices AD633 multiplexer, which is now an obsolete chipset. Panis subsequently offered to sell 
me some of his older units. 
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shawm into a known orchestrational context. People like Dearden and Sheppard, or Panis and Wolf, 

are effectively modern luthiers. Of course, the advantage Harvey or Stockhausen has over Bach is 

the prevalence of recordings, but this is not a guarantee towards authentic documentation. Even 

with high quality binaural decoders (a very specialized market), how can one truly capture eight-

channel surround spatialization in a stereo mixdown?  

This is not to deny direct parallels with historically informed performance: there certainly 

are, and it is worth noting that Harvey came of age compositionally around the same time as the 

HIP revival, a zeitgeist, as previously discussed, which looked to the past for refraction and diversity 

as a foil to calcified idolatry. But it is also worth distinguishing between historical performance back 

then; historical performance now; and historical practice in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 

its own veritable patchwork of instrumental practice where standards of technique and style varied 

wildly across (and even within) national boundaries. This is considerably different from the near-

standardization of ‘acceptable HIP’ practice today, a kind of aggregate-historiography which, as Neal 

Zaslaw once warned, “threatens to become just another type of routine,”343 its own parallel to the all-feared 

conservatory culture. Then there is HIP as it was practiced in the 70s, which in retrospect, as Zaslaw 

also points out, can appear to sound a great deal like the piquant, gesturally pointillistic music 

produced in avant-garde circles of the same time.344 The worlds of electro-acoustic music and HIP 

are indeed entangled, but the lessons are somewhat muddled, or just out of phase, as though electro-

acoustic music itself represented a byway to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. This is what 

Integra was attempting to address with Integra Live345, to develop some degree of standardized 

access to electro-acoustic tools for musicians or composers who “simply want to experiment with 

live electronics,” smoothing over the balkanized variabilities of competing platforms and future 

 
343 Zaslaw, Neal. "Reflections on 50 Years of Early Music." Early Music 29, no. 1 (2001): 12. 
344 Ibid, 11 
345 Bullock, Jamie & Coccioli, Lamberto. (2009). Towards a humane graphical user interface for live electronic music. 
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pitfalls of discreet designs. But even this presents its own aesthetic thicket, where those who 

bemoan today’s standardized ‘international style’ of performance react to the impression that a 

major orchestra in Cleveland or Shanghai sounds largely the same as a major orchestra in London or 

Berlin. If the point of electronics was to stretch and expand our conception of what music could be, 

beyond the familiar towards some kind of transcendence (certainly as Harvey used them), why then 

should they be standardized?  

Of course, this in and of itself is a breed of dated modernism––electronic sounds are 

nothing if not familiar, sonic democracy awash in its own noise. Through the ad hoc patchwork there 

is a certain musical verisimilitude in its specificity. Whether original or not, tools purpose-built for 

the notes on the page say something not just about the moment in which those notes were 

composed, but also of when they are being performed. This is Richard Taruskin’s famous assertion 

that the orthodoxy of authenticity in HIP was entirely the product of modernism in the twentieth 

century (itself derivative of nineteenth century romanticism), and that the play and decentralist 

attitudes of post-modernist thought might save the movement from its own glorified calcification. 

John Butt, describing some of Taruskin’s arguments as “considerably impoverished,” clarifies that it 

is  

the cult of the composer as the ultimate authority in music that [Taruskin] beats with the 
stick of postmodernism, not the concept of authority in general. In this way he does a great 
service in rendering performance per se much more crucial in contemporary culture. Rather 
than seeing it as the lapdog of the composer or of objective, factual evidence from the past, 
it is elevated as a mode of cultural production in its own right. Performance becomes the 
primary mode of musical being as indeed it so often was before the advent of the work 
concept.346  
 
Ultimately what matters most is what we already have: the score, the musical structures 

contained therein, and an understanding that Harvey saw his use of electronics as an expression of 

 
346 John Butt, Playing with History: the Historical Approach to Musical Performance (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2007): 22. 
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those structures––he was, after all, a traditional notes-on-the-page composer. This is where Harvey’s 

archival materials, his sketches and drafts, are their most helpful, if not necessarily about the 

technology directly. Even through all the philosophical atmosphere, the non-dualistic entanglements 

and mystical poetry, one gets a sense of what he was using electronics for and why, rather than what 

was he using and how. However, because there is generally little in the way of direct dating in 

Harvey’s notepad, or available correspondences with Sound Intermedia, traceable details of 

development of the electronics remain vague. In the case of Bird Concerto, it is likely Harvey worked 

with Sound Intermedia to develop the work’s electronics between finishing his draft on March 15th, 

2001 (that is dated at the final bar), and its premiere on July 11th, 2001, at the Cheltenham 

International Festival of Music. The fair copy, which Harvey dates May 21st, 2001, contains all 

necessary details about routings, treatments, and diffusion, written at the bottom of each page, 

whereas the draft contains almost nothing of that sort, except for the specific notes the pianist plays 

on the sampler. From a restorational point of view, it is therefore important to make a clear 

distinction between the sampler and the other electronics (synthesizer, ring modulation, enveloper, 

routing, and diffusion): the former was clearly integrated directly into the actual composition of the 

work (pitches, rhythms and scoring decisions), and is of critical importance to its rhetorical 

framework; the latter appears to have been comparatively more atmospheric in his mind’s ear, and 

thus more fluid from an authorial standpoint, occupying that messy space where compositional 

hermitage gives way to the modulatory tensions of collaboration.  

 All this should serve to underscore Harvey’s attitude in painting with these broad 

technological strokes. He certainly understood the kind of precision which could go into calculating, 

for example, exact sideband frequencies in RM treatment. Whether such calculation is ultimately 

worth the effort depends on the amount of time and space given to hear such differences. But what 

Harvey seemed to understand most of all is that the technology functioned best when it served 
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global, rather than local, structural gestures. If such a structure could not be perceived and 

understood by that most instinctive listener, the body itself, it was not a structure worth developing. 

This is likely why the draft contains so little information about electronics beyond the sampler 

itself.348 The non-sampler electronics are, in effect, structural coloration. This is not to project on 

them a ‘lower status’ musically, rather a recognition that they reflect and elucidate the details of the 

score, and not the other way around. As technological tides come and go, they are the most likely 

candidates for change, provided their structural roles in the work are properly understood. This will 

be explored more in the following chapter. 

Given a performance environment where copious rehearsal time is not be assumed, a 

resourceful composer such as Harvey would never have opted to write a work whose technological 

minutia alone determined the life or death of the score. The electronics can, and in practice often 

do, sustain a beating, with little loss in musical continuity. The physicality of the gestures in the score 

must speak for themselves, where technology is an aid to their expression rather than a distinct, 

separate feature. From Bachelard, “it seems to me, then, that true poetry, natural poetry, must leave 

the great forms of nature anonymous. Whispering the name Bételgeuse when the star shines in the 

sky adds nothing to a poet’s evocative powers. How do we know, a child asks, that its name is 

Bételgeuse? Poetry is not a tradition; it is a primitive dream; it is an awakening of primary images.”349  

  

 
348 A wonderful gem from Bachelard, potentially apropos this point: “If you make a poetic image a little too specific, you 
will make it laughable.” Bachelard, Gaston. Air and Dreams: an Essay on the Imagination of Movement. Dallas: Dallas Institute 
Publications, Dallas Institute of Humanities and Culture, 1988: 67. 
349 Ibid., 179. 
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3. Formal Analysis 

Structural multiplication 
Bird Concerto is fundamentally built around a collection of objects, their influence on the work 

so pervasive that any discussion of the individual parts becomes a discussion of the formal whole. 

Given Harvey’s interest in the Buddhist notion of emptiness as a compositional driver, this would 

most certainly have been the intended effect—paradoxically, the interdependency of the whole and 

its parts as proof of the mutual exclusivity of both. Harvey had a decidedly improvisatory 

relationship to form, especially in the last decade of his career, where either as a product of 

experience or of philosophy (or both), he was careful to avoid overwrought formal structures. 

Writing about the initial stages of composition of his 4th string quartet, Harvey said that  

up to this point I had little idea of the global form. I wanted to start, and follow wherever 
the material led me. Formal exigencies should emerge naturally from material. In general I 
do not like to foreclose their innate tendencies by means of form-plans. But now, at this 
point, I was able to foresee several (possibly five) cyclic movements resulting from what I 
had so far written. With each new day further and further distances began to come into view, 
as if one were climbing a mountain.350  
 
If we take him at his word, any analysis of Bird Concerto must begin with the material. At its 

core are, of course, the birds themselves, organized into 22 base samples,351 in addition to 15 

composed objects, orchestral fragments based on bits of layered bird calls lasting anywhere from 1 

to 10 seconds. In his program notes for Bird Concerto, Harvey acknowledges Bill Schottstaedt, a 

CCRMA colleague at Stanford during Harvey’s brief tenure on their composition faculty, for his 

painstaking work transcribing the bird songs into digital form. In an email from Schottstaedt to 

Harvey, which had been printed and included in the sketches folder at the Sacher Stiftung,  

I used a bird guide (the “Golden” guide to birds) and a couple of articles from Cornell’s 
Ornithology lab; these had stamp-sized sonograms which I transcribed by hand (using a 
magnifying glass) into CLM (actually Mus10) envelopes, then tidied some of them up by ear 

 
350 Jonathan Harvey, “The Genesis of Quartet No. 4,” in Identity and Difference: Essays on Music, Language, and Time, ed. 
Jonathan Cross (Leuven: Leuven University press., n.d.), 50. 
351 There are in fact 79 bird sample files in the package from Faber, but most are fragments or manipulations of the 
original 22. 
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–– there are regional differences in bird songs. It was a lot of fun, but was a serious strain on 
the eyes. The result managed to fool (or at least interest) both the AI lab cat (named 
Marathon for her yowling) and my pet cat, so I figured the experts were satisfied. I very 
pleased you’ve found them useful!352 
 
These birdsong recordings, which Harvey refers to in his sketches as “Bill’s birds,” were 

entirely synthetic, transcribed ‘by eye’ from small printed sonograms into software which reproduced 

them through computerized sinusoids, and had therefore gone through several layers of heavy 

mediation before reaching Harvey’s ears. Schottstaedt made these synthetic birdsongs in 1984 for his 

own compositional work, and said he had nothing else to do with assisting the preparation of Bird 

Concerto beyond sharing these recordings with Harvey.353 The simple presence of an order in 

Schottstaedt’s collection seems to have had a deep, structural impact on Harvey’s compositional 

development of the work. In the following table, the left column represents Schottstaedt’s ordering 

of these synthetic birdsongs as he liked to present them in talks about his own music,354 and on the 

right Harvey’s sample files as they are named in the electronics package provided by Faber 

(descended from Harvey’s own hardware sampler patches, presumably) and in the work’s sketch 

pad. Harvey’s samples are only labeled “BIRD[#]” in the published package, so the specific bird 

names are copied in the order they appear in the roughly notated transcriptions in his notepad. Many 

of the bird samples on Harvey’s side are combinations of “Bill’s Birds,” avian collages such as 

“BIRD1”, where an orchard oriole’s springy warbles are punctuated by a cassius kingbird.  

“Bill’s Birds” 
 (* not included in Harvey’s samples) 

orchard-oriole 
cassius-kingbird 
chipping-sparrow* 
bobwhite 

Harvey’s bird samples 
 

BIRD1 [Orchard oriole / cassius kingbird] 
 
 
BIRD2 [bobwhite / western meadowlark] 

 
352 Jonathan Harvey, from sketches folder for “Bird Concerto with Pianosong”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher 
Foundation, Basel  
353 This is not made entirely clear in Harvey’s program notes, which suggest (whether intentionally or not) these 
transcriptions were made for the express purpose of their use in this piece. 
354 Mr. Schottstaedt provided these to me by email. Schottstaedt, Bill. Harvey Bird Concerto, February 23, 2019.  
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western-meadowlark 
scissor-tailed-flycatcher* 
great-horned-owl* 
black-throated-gray-warbler 
yellow-warbler 
black-necked-stilt 
chestnut-sided-warbler 
grasshopper-sparrow 
swamp-sparrow* 
golden-crowned-sparrow 
indigo-bunting 
hooded-warbler 
American-widgeon [sic]355 
louisiana-waterthrush 
robin 
solitary-vireo 
pigeon-hawk 
cerulean-warbler 
nashville-warbler 
eastern-phoebe 
painted-bunting 
western-flycatcher 
bachmans-sparrow 
cedar-waxwing 
bairds-sparrow 
kentucky-warbler 
rufous-sided-towhee 
prothonotary-warbler 
audubon's-warbler 
lark-bunting 
eastern-bluebird 
chuck-wills-widow 
blue-gray-gnatcatcher 
black-throated-sparrow 
black-chinned-sparrow 
various-gull-cries-from-end-of-colony-5 

 
 
 
BIRD3 [blackthroated graywarbler] 
BIRD4 [yellow warbler] 
BIRD5 [blacknecked stilt] 
BIRD6 [chestnutsided warbler] 
BIRD7 [grasshopper sparrow] 
 
BIRD8 [golden crowned sparrow] 
BIRD9 [indigo bunting] 
BIRD10 [hooded warbler / american wigeon] 
 
BIRD11 [louisiana waterthrush / robin / solitary 
vireo] 
 
BIRD12 [pigeon hawk] 
BIRD13 [cerulean warbler] 
BIRD14 [nashville warbler / eastern phoebe] 
 
BIRD15 [painted bunting / western flycatcher] 
BIRD16 [bachmans sparrow / cedar waxwing / 
bairds sparrow] 
 
BIRD17 [Kentucky warbler / rufous sided towhee] 
BIRD18 [prothonotary warbler / audubon’s 
warbler / lark bunting / eastern bluebird / 
chuckwill’s widow] 
 
 
BIRD19 [bluegray gnatcatcher] 
BIRD20 [blackthroated sparrow] 
BIRD21 [blackchinned sparrow] 
BIRD22 [gulls] 

  

As should be clear, Harvey’s ordering of birds in each sample file is not only a matter of 

compositional preference, but accords with the order in Schottstaedt’s original list. The birds were 

 
355 A common misspelling, and Harvey subsequently misspells this in the published score as well 
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already sorted into their respective sample groupings in the sketch pad and labeled as such on the 

first eight pages, mostly on odd sides, as though the pad sat at a piano or other work desk and was 

flipped up one sheet at a time. There is no clear dating in the sketch pad, and Harvey’s transcriptions 

are rough compared to another fully fleshed out version included in the sketches folder.356 Based on 

their location in the notepad, it is clear that making these transcriptions was one of the first actions 

he took in composing the work. In his 2004 lecture on Bird Concerto, Harvey can be heard playing 

some of “Bill’s birds” from a CD, getting noticeably lost as the very short tracks run into one 

another. It is not difficult to imagine Harvey listening to such a disc on repeat before making his 

transcriptions, the particular ordering of Schottstaedt’s collection ‘imprinting’ on his imagination 

before he even set pencil to paper. Asked about his ordering, and specific structural connections 

between birds, Schottstaedt asserted that any “intervalic stuff was just an accident of the order in 

which I worked on them. The sonograms were spread all over the bird guide—I just tried some that 

looked interesting, and not too complicated.  In the recording I heard of the concerto, he followed 

my order at least some of the time.”357 

 One such pattern which seemed to most captivate Harvey's imagination was BIRD15, a 

combination of Painted Bunting and Western Flycatcher. This sample is the first and last sound 

heard in the entire work, its contour ultimately central to the work’s formal structure. It is worth 

remembering that what we are examining is not really the birdsong itself (or what’s left of it, given 

its many layers of mediation), but rather Harvey’s transcriptions, since this would represent a 

necessary quantization of the recordings’ expressive intonations into the very human language of 12-

TET. As any translator can attest, we can glean from Harvey’s transcriptions a sense of his 

compositional priorities. For one, the ‘head’ (A) and ‘tail’ (B) of the BIRD15 sample (again, 

 
356 This is the version I copied, and is included in the concluding appendix. 
357 Schottstaedt, Bill. Harvey Bird Concerto, February 23, 2019.  
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representing the songs of two separate birds) are retrograde inversions of one another ([035] and 

[025] respectively), and we can see a proliferation of these figurations throughout the sample.358 This 

is a product of the way the painted bunting’s song outlines a pentatonic collection, formed by both 

aforementioned interval sets dovetailed end to end. (Figure 53) 

 
Figure 53, opening birdsong from Bird Concerto, expanded with harmonic analysis 

There are two primary ways to parse this sample. BIRD15 (as Harvey transcribes it) is more 

or less ‘on D’, with a particularly dorian flavor, significant since Harvey said of the piece as a whole, 

“there is a kind of D spectrality… it has a tendency, very often, to go towards D.” Harvey hedges 

here––this is not tonal music, per se, but rather music which carries the kernel of tonality, a common 

tendency in music which roots itself in the “basic principles” of spectralism.359 On the other hand, 

that there is a kind of plagal gravity to the sample as a whole, a distinctive tonic-subdominant-tonic 

construction, would not have been lost on him.360 In other words, there is a period of stability, a 

 
358 Perhaps it is a unique kind of anthropogenic hubris to apply principles of set theory analysis to birdsong, but there are 
two arguments to be made for this perspective. First of all, the often pentatonic character of birdsong is a product of 
their uniquely spectral mode of tone production, which, much like Tuvan throat singing, uses the acoustic properties of 
their physiology to produce a complex array of resonant overtones and sidebands: the pentatonic scale as such 
represents an approximated collection of the 6th through 10th partials of the natural harmonic series. Furthermore, 
studies of birdsong structure have demonstrated an uncannily ‘dodecaphonic attitude’ in their composition. Certainly 
this is not ‘12-tone’ in the equal-tempered sense, but similarly a pursuit of maximal contrast between gestural and tonal 
events––in short, an anti-hierarchical approach to structure. Hermit thrushes in particular have an uncannily serial 
approach to song construction, where their repertoire of phrases (which generally number around 9) are continually 
rotated, both in their sequencing and starting frequencies, such that there is no established hierarchy across phrases.  
Donald E. Kroodsma and Nancy Haver, The Singing Life of Birds: the Art and Science of Listening to Birdsong (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 2007): 260-265. 
359 Fineberg, Joshua. 2000. “Guide to the Basic Concepts and Techniques of Spectral Music.” Contemporary Music 
Review 19 (2): 81.  
360 In the MANTRA appendix from his 1975 book on Stockhausen, Harvey wrote glowingly of the quasi-tonal 
implications of ring modulation: “In the tonal system proper, the same pitch (identical sound) can belong to any of 
twelve (or twenty-four) tonalities and often to several at once, each on a different level of background determination. 
Serial and atonal music (‘pantonal’ music included) sacrifices this multivalence of meaning except in near-foreground 
structure and substitutes other types of meaning. Now, in Mantra, we see an interesting attempt to bring back the 
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period of instability, and a concluding return to stability. Alternately, taken gesturally, there are five 

events: a basic statement (“A”), the distinctive head motive with its swooping grace note pickup; an 

elaborated statement (“A+”), an expansion of the component parts of “A” (the slippery major 2nd 

and minor 3rd); a modulated statement (“A*B”), the apparent convolution of the “A” and “B” 

motives forming a pentatonic collection, longer still; a brief pause, felt as a kind of lift or suspension 

of the overall structure (literally the CD changing tracks); and finally, a kind of coda/punctuation 

(“B”), and the intervallic inversion of “A”. 

To open Bird Concerto, the pianist holds a high C (C7) on the sampler (the highest note on the 

SY77), triggering BIRD15 to play back at its original pitch and tempo such that the Western 

Flycatcher cadences “on D.” In the second bar, the pianist triggers the same sample a fifth lower, on 

F6, now cadencing “on G” at approximately 2/3rds tempo.361 In the third bar, the pianist triggers 

BIRD15 on C6, now an octave lower than the first iteration and at half tempo. Harvey said of 

sampled birdsong that as these recordings are slowed down, complex arabesques of ornamentation 

and detail are unfurled, like baroque improvisations, or mesmerizing fractal forms which reveal 

smaller constituent parts nested within (and reminiscent of) the contours of the whole. What is 

heard across these first three bars is essentially a harmonic outline of the BIRD15 sample itself, the 

vaguely plagal, tonic-subdominant-tonic construction suggested by the melodic contour of the song. 

(Figure 54) 

 
hierarchization of tonality, but because there is only one level of ‘tonic’––each note says very definitely by its colour ‘I 
belong to such and such a tonic’––the richness of tonal multivalence is impossible.” P. 126  
361 The G in the lower staff is a rhythmic ploy, coupling with and highlighting the dyadic triplet interjection in the piano. 
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Figure 54, opening of Bird Concerto 

However, if we look at this opening gesturally, including the next bar over the page, another 

overlapping contour appears. (Figure 55) 

 
Figure 55, opening of Bird Concerto, revealing gestural expansion of opening birdsong 

If we remember that each segment of the BIRD15 sample became progressively longer and 

more elaborated, punctuated by a short coda, this squarely fits the mold. This small coda, led by a 

trio of avian ‘hiccups’ in the right hand of the sampler, highlights a feature of the sampler which will 

become a point of musical interest throughout this opening section (and indeed throughout the 

whole work). Since the sampler is a sustaining instrument, so long as the pianist holds down any 

given key, that sample will continue to play until the file playback is finished (unless it is specifically 

programmed to loop). This means precise releases at specific points in sample playback can become 

rhetorical devices. Take the three C6 notes in the sampler right hand of the fourth bar: playing this 

particular sample (BIRD15, mapped to the upper half of the keyboard) on this particular note (C6) 

at the marked tempo (8th note = 144) means we will hear only the first two notes of the sample (the 
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little A-C grace note pickup), resulting in a trio of trochaic362 (strong-weak) gestures, almost like an 

avian stutter. Conversely, the lower half of the sampler which is mapped to BIRD16, a Bachman’s 

Sparrow song, begins with a long tone followed by a series of triplet warbles. (Figure 56) 

 
Figure 56, the two ‘competing’ birdsongs in the opening of Bird Concerto 

If the pianist releases or changes the BIRD16 sample until just before the triplet warbles begin, the 

sampler sounds like a traditional synthesizer with a sine or shaped triangle wave oscillator. Harvey 

regularly asks the pianist to hold these notes long enough so that just a few triplet warbles are 

revealed, often as grace note pickups to a subsequent gesture. 

The first fully human statement of BIRD15 that follows (from rehearsal letter [A] to [B]) is 

therefore ‘played through’ BIRD16 (or at least its long tone), in unison with the other hand on the 

piano. This is a note-perfect imitation of the BIRD15 melody, its duration ever so slightly longer 

than the third (and longest) sampler-alone statement in the opening descent. A small smattering of 

BIRD16’s warbles lead into a second ‘human hybrid’ statement of BIRD15, now ever so slightly 

elaborated, with passing ornaments (quasi-glissandi) between neighboring notes, some of the 

motivic fragments out of order, and an errant E-flat injected into the space of the “pause.” This 

phrase is also slightly longer than the last (22 beats versus 18.5), the structure continuing to slow as 

the metric density increases. A third statement appears, even more embellished and scrambled, and 

the errant E-flat from the previous statement gives way to more ‘flattened’ pitches, as though to 

suggest the incipience of a parallel tonality. Harvey instructs the pianist to hold left hand sampler 

notes to reveal even more of the BIRD16 warbles, and immediately apparent is that the ‘errant 

 
362 This is how the sample sounds, as though there were a little accent on the initiating A. 
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interjections’ have represented material from the BIRD16 sample, squeezing into the empty spaces 

around BIRD15 like a kind of musical parasite.363 This is a structural parallel to the pianist’s 

interjecting jabs in the first three bars of the piece, where the pianist gradually took over the role 

from the sampler in playing birdsong. Harvey is playing on the notion of who is in control of who—

does the pianist control the sampler, or is the sampler influencing the pianist? This statement 

concludes with three trochaic chordal gestures guiding the ear back to the register which began the 

section, punctuated by the noisy arrival of crotales at [B] (the first musicians yet heard besides the 

pianist), and we have now heard one complete extended repetition of the pattern introduced in the 

first four bars of the work. The melodic contour of BIRD15 is continuing to stretch its structural 

wings: basic statement (“A”), elongated statement (“A+”), further elongated statement with parasitic 

modulations (“A*B”), and trochaic addendum (“B”) leading the ear back to where the statement 

began. Again, local gestures are quietly hewn into global patterns, the “improvisatory idea of form” 

Harvey spoke about in reference to his little piano piece from 2000, Vers.  

The question which arises while listening to these gradually expanding phrases, the gestural 

equivalent of playing ever lower (and therefore slower) samples, is whether “slower” is an accurate 

descriptor. The rate of sample playback certainly decreases, but more details and metrical events can 

subsequently be perceived. Rather than hearing the sample as a single gestural burst or timbral rifling 

(as birdsong can sound at full-bore), the slowed samples reveal metric subdivisions at necessarily 

faster tempi. In this sense, local rhetorical and metrical density accelerates while the larger structure 

slows and expands. A visual analogy might be of a beautiful Japanese fan. Closed, it appears as a 

 
363 This is in fact similar to a technique he frequently used called “melody chaining,” where a sequence of 
complementary melodies, labeled (for example) A through E, were connected through shared intermediary states: B fits 
into the unique rests and other spaces of A, and together they form AB; C fits into the same spaces of B, and together 
they form BC; and so on, all the way to EA, thereby forming a chain. Taken together, all melodies share the same 
temporal space, but taken separately they are unique objects. Ritual Melodies (1990) was the first piece to use this 
technique.  
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tightly wadded slat, a unitary object; unfurled, it reveals smaller segments which themselves expand, 

revealing even smaller details, like imperfections in the paper, or dioramic art with its own subsidiary 

details and spatial geometry. The phrase is slowing and accelerating, falling and rising, exactly the 

ambiguous construction Harvey so loved in Gaston Bachelard’s concept of élan. Harvey uses this 

simultaneous expansion and contraction of metrical space as a means of maintaining a sense of 

improvisatory play which supports, rather than undermining, an underlying unity. This expansion of 

a single melodic unit to shape larger formal units is a technique he employs in his 2nd string quartet 

(1989), as described in the program notes: 

This one-movement quartet was generated entirely by the innocent unison melody which 
occurs near the beginning. Having written this melody I analysed it, (the first stage of 
departure from innocence) and used the background structure, a pattern of dominant 
sevenths mostly, to shape the piece as a whole. The melody grows in wisdom by acquiring 
ornaments, “radiances” of doubling, by having its segments severely developed (in passages 
where one instrument plays the attack and another the sustained part of a note) and by 
absorbing violently energetic emotional outbursts.364 
 

Just as Siegfried came to understand the voice of the Waldvogel, with these expanding phrases we 

are invited (perhaps even subliminally compelled) to do the same. The piano is gradually learning to 

speak bird, the birds gradually “getting together,” their individual identities convolving with one 

another. 

This pattern continues in a new cycle (rehearsal letter [B]+1 to [D]), with the piano now 

routed through one of the digital ring modulators.365 Yet again there are three discernable phrases 

(the third begins just before [C]+1, its start punctuated by crotales), each one longer than the last. 

The chromatic world of BIRD16 has fully infiltrated BIRD15, saturating its chiseled diatonic 

contours; the parasitic ‘interjections’ of first pianist, then sampler have now migrated into the 

ensemble, with crotales and contrabass clarinet interjecting, imitating and foreshadowing the 

 
364 Jonathan Harvey, “String Quartet No. 2,” Faber Music, accessed November 17, 2020, 
https://www.fabermusic.com/music/string-quartet-no-2-1161. 
365 This appears to have been an addition to the 2013 edition. The 2003 edition has no such marking. 
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pianist’s line; and the short coda/addendum is now a chromatic cascade of grace notes, where the 

previous trochaic chordal gestures have been smeared into three repetitions of a swirling nine-note 

eddy. This gesture is asymmetrically frontloaded (read: strong-weak), the first six notes of the gesture 

falling from G to F, and the last three from B-flat to the G of the next repetition, forming an outline 

of the [0,2,5] collection so central to the conclusion of BIRD15. Again, this addendum guides the 

ear back to a higher register, and at letter [D] we begin a new cycle. (Figure 57) 

 
Figure 57, ornamental expansion of BIRD15 sample 

Taking a cue from the chromaticism of this amalgamation of BIRD15 and BIRD16, Harvey 

takes chromatic saturation to an extreme, asking the pianist to paw large, slippery handfuls of notes 

on the lower half of the sampler. These clusters producing dense chromatic wails from the 

accumulated mass of BIRD16’s long tone, and since the samples in any given cluster speak at 

different rates (i.e., higher notes speak sooner than lower notes), Harvey highlights these smeared 

onsets with complementary descending chromatic ripples in the crotales and the pianist’s right hand. 

As BIRD16’s triplet warblings emerge from each long tone cluster on the sampler, the texture is 

bathed in clouds of sonic murmuration—because each sample in the cluster is playing back at a 

slightly slower rate, the mass of triplet rhythms can be heard gradually fanning out of phase with 

each other, a kind of Ligetian mensuration canon which Harvey alludes to on p. 4 of the notepad 

(“Rhythm: Imbricated canons, or imitative lines [Warsaw Autumn]”). (Figure 58) 
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Figure 58, the effect of overlapping samples at different playback rates 

Through this avian din, a sense of descent can be heard in three distinct temporal layers. 

First on a local level, within each clustered fanning-out of triplets, where each of the accumulating 

samples can be heard descending and expanding in length. Secondly on the phrase level, where each 

phrase features several clusters, each one lower than its predecessor, all connected through glissandi, 

a Daliesque melting gesture for the left hand of the sampler. Third, the section as a whole features 

five such descending phrases, the last of which is played on the accordion, where each phrase is 

quieter and less brilliant than the last—adding to this perceptual sense of “decent”, low, rumbling 

clusters from the synthesizer are gradually mixed in by the diffusionists, as though the passage as a 

whole were imitating the claustrophobic sweep of a filter from high to low. Taken together, this 

section as a whole is a grand superposition of descending gestures, reminiscent of the Shepard tones 

from Tombeau de Messiaen, and in the same way suggest an infinite fall into some unknown abyss. 

Compared to the metric busyness and near-contrapuntal interplay of the previous section, there is a 

growing suspension of time in this section. In a sense, this section represents an almost cosmic 

magnification of the small glissando of a fifth right before the “pause” in the BIRD15 sample. Even 

though every other motivic marker of BIRD15 has by this point been polished away, its presence 

persists like a silent shadow, the kind of musical intimation of karma Harvey explores more explicitly 

in the 4th string quartet.  

Turning past the end of this cluster section, we are again presented with a kind of coda: three 

trochaic gestures, the first two on the BIRD16 half of the sampler (heavy long tones followed by 

light triplet warbles), then in the right hand of the piano, a recollection of the interjecting bell tones 
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in the opening Wagnerian descent. Everything is now in the flattened, ‘parasitic’ harmonic space, 

emphasizing that this entire opening section has represented a kind of Schenkerian descent, from D-

E of the bell motive (the highest piano notes in the opening) to this corresponding moment, a D-

flat/E-flat version of the bell motive. The pattern of the opening four bars has been replicated on an 

even larger canvas: basic statement of BIRD15 alone (the first four bars); elaborated statement of 

BIRD15, the pianist’s imitation on piano and sampler ([A] to [B]); a modulated statement, the 

convolution of BIRD15 and BIRD16 ([B]+1 to [D]); a suspension of time, music descending towards 

silence, a kind of structural “pause” ([D] to [F]-2); and finally, a trochaic coda, BIRD16 alone, 

leading the ear back to where the statement began. (Figure 59) 

 

Figure 59, structural expansion in opening section of Bird Concerto 

Essentially what has been described here is a kind of ‘structural multiplication,’ where the 

contour of a single musical event is stretched to encompass ever-expanding durations. Just like the 

pitch to rhythm to space poetics of the electronics, the music itself unfolds in cycles (again, like the 

4th quartet), and each new cycle, representing a period of growth or rebirth, is slightly longer and 
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more elaborate than its predecessor, as if to improve upon the trajectory of the previous cycle. There 

are clear parallels with Stockhausen’s use of formula composition, a concept first introduced in 

MANTRA and perfected in his 30-year operatic cycle Licht, where every structural detail of the work 

is a near-cosmic expansion of events presented in one originating melodic contour. Especially at this 

point in his career, Harvey was not one to be overly pedantic about such a thing (and as we saw in 

the last chapter, even Stockhausen lends himself improvisatory leeway), but it is clear from the draft 

that this opening represented an important structural gesture for the work as a whole. At the 

beginning of the draft, he wrote that composition began on Nov. 1st, 2000, and at the end of the 

section indicated a timing, 3 ½ minutes, along with another date, Nov. 3. He clearly composed this 

at quite a clip, but there are no other such markers in the draft except at the very end. This 

compositional punctuation mark, a small temporal signature, suggests it represented to Harvey an 

important start, a structural object in and of itself, and representative of a larger trajectory. 

Objets sonores –– Sonorités d’objets 
 

When Pierre Schaeffer set about defining the ‘musical object,’ he first conceived of a 

definition of music which framed the art as a complex simultaneity of states, “a three-stage musical 

problematic, or, as linguists would say, in two articulations: the sonorous/the musical/meaning.”366 

This was a recognition of the inherent nature of sound, that when decoupled from its corporeal or 

natural tethers—heard “acousmatically”—sounds became more of a reflection of the ears and mind 

receiving them than fixed features of an objective construct. Schaeffer’s pupil Michel Chion offered 

the following clarification of his teacher’s definition:  

The acousmatic situation changes the way we hear. By isolating the sound from the 
“audiovisual complex” to which it initially belonged, it creates favourable conditions for 
reduced listening which concentrates on the sound for its own sake, as sound object, 

 
366 Michel Chion, “EARS,” trans. John Dack and Christine North, EARS, accessed November 17, 2020, 
http://www.ears.dmu.ac.uk/, 1. 
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independently of its causes or its meaning… By repeated listening to the same recorded 
sound fragment, the emphasis is placed on variations of listening. These variations do not 
arise from a “blurring” of perception, but from “specific moments of illumination, directions which 
are always precise and always reveal a new aspect of the object, towards which our attention is deliberately or 
unconsciously drawn” (94).367 
 
In effect, “sound objects,” as described by Chion and Schaeffer, are akin to the Buddhist 

“objects of negation,” where forced contemplation on an object (decoupled from all other sense 

signifiers, like sight) leads to the conclusion that it does not, in fact, represent a singular, unitary 

entity, but is the collective construction of many discrete and even oppositional forces. This causes 

its objectivity to break down, hence the variability Chion highlights by emphasizing “variations of 

listening”—the object appears, gradually breaks into multitudinous parts, the parts assuming their 

own individuality, and thus the very existence of the originating object is questioned, all entirely in 

the listener’s ear. From the tape machine’s point of view, conversely, not a thing has changed. 

Remembering Harvey’s frequent assertion that “good music is exclusively ambiguous,” in a 2004 

lecture on music and Buddhism he asserted that good ambiguity in music depends on “strong 

objects of negation” in order to create a necessary (i.e., interesting) tension in their dissolution.368 

Bad music, he continued, does not have such strong objects, and therefore could not clearly articulate 

a true sense of ambiguity. In speaking about his 1997 sinfonietta work, Wheel of Emptiness, Harvey 

emphasized the importance of objects to his composing, likening them to 

a collagist in the early 20th century, puts on the painting a bit of rubbish, a scrap of no 
importance. And the point of doing this is to always to destroy the possibility of cliché, to 
get out of ‘cliché selfhood’. It’s good to write spontaneously, we know that, but if you write 
spontaneously and then you’re in slightly the wrong frame of mind, you will write clichés, so 
you have to push yourself to unexpected areas sometimes. That’s why I like to take objects 
from anywhere and then create a pattern with them. The composing comes with those non-
subjective, those objective things.369  
 

 
367 Ibid., 11-12. 
368 Harvey, Jonathan. “Music and Buddhism.” Acanthes 2004. Lecture, July 8, 2004.  
369 Jonathan Harvey, “Ressources.ircam,” Archives audiovisuelles des conférences et concerts de l'Ircam, accessed 
November 17, 2020, https://medias.ircam.fr/xcecfe5_jonathan-harvey-compression-spectrale. 
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In the notepad for Bird Concerto, it was clear Harvey had something similar in mind, a kind of 

‘human corollary’ to the collection of “Bill’s birds.” On p. 2, he indicates a possible poetic friction 

for the work, “1. Birdsong / 2. Objects”, then continues contemplating the purpose of objects on p. 

4:  

Objects create their own rhythm (no RM) 
Objects created as quasi RM sounds, sometimes. 
Objects have snatches of past music as in Wheel of E.  
Objects have snatches of my past music? 
‘Our songs’ ==> just as birds have ‘their songs’, so do we. 
‘Objects’ are Karmic imprints, predilections as the clear light of mind. They can be past 
music in all its force.370 
 

 It was important to Harvey that objects retain a certain degree of independence in his works, 

in particular that they dictate their own rhythmic behavior: “In general, I like the rhythmic control to 

come from the material rather than to be pre-composed, so maybe the material will contain certain 

durations which are then expanded or used in other ways throughout the piece.”371 In Wheel of 

Emptiness, the objects emerge out of a section of repeating cyclic structures, “a kind of Buddhist flux, 

a chaos, a magnum, out of which form will come.”372 These ten waves gradually break into fifteen 

distinct objects (one for each instrument in the ensemble, he says), which he describes in very pithy 

terms like, “a little bit of ‘something we’ve heard before’”, “a kind of Wagnerian chord”, and “a very 

recognizable sound with a slight dissonance.” Harvey’s development of objects in Bird Concerto is 

remarkably similar, only instead of building each object around a different instrument in the 

ensemble, he builds each object around little fragmentary shards of Bill’s birds, like words built from 

avian phenomes. In the drafts folder for Bird Concerto, three large sheets of orchestral manuscript 

paper contain a sequence of fourteen fully orchestrated incipits, each with an accompanying sampler 

 
370 Jonathan Harvey, sketch pad for “Bird Concerto with Pianosong”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher 
Foundation, Basel, pp. 2 and 4. 
371 Ibid. 
372 Lecture on Spectral Compression, 2004 
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note containing the object’s originating shards. For example, “Object 8” (“O[#]” will be the 

nomenclature from here onwards) is the superimposition of two identical fragments of an American 

wigeon call, where one plays back more or less at tempo and the other is considerably slower: a 

sharp attack followed by a slow swell, a contour which is imitated directly by the orchestral object 

itself. (Figure 60) 

 
Figure 60, “object 8” in short score; transcription by the author 

With the exception of O10, which has no accompanying samples and is entirely invented 

(Harvey felt at least one object needed to be “like a bird shriek”373), the rest of the objects behave in 

much the same way, like an avian version of Cage’s Etudes Australes.374 In my full transcription 

included below in the Appendix, the sampler notes can be seen chromatically ‘walking down’ the top 

two octaves of the sampler, mostly progressing in order through the first 13 of Bill’s birds––yet 

 
373 Harvey, Jonathan. “Music and Buddhism.” Acanthes 2004. Lecture, July 8, 2004.  
374 To compose these works, Cage placed tracing paper on top of star charts, mapping the location of stars directly to 
pitches on the staff.  
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again, Schottstaedt’s order persists! In the transcription of birdsong copied in the appendix (taken 

from a neater version than the rough sketches in the notepad), to the left of each staff Harvey drew 

a small diagram showing the range of notes to which he wanted each sample mapped. These are 

different from the mappings generated for the concert version, and for the most part split two 

neighboring samples (BIRD1 and BIRD2, e.g.) between treble and bass, dividing them in the middle 

of the keyboard (F4/F#4). This suggests these were “working patches” which Harvey used for 

composing, and explains why objects which are combinations of multiple samples (like O1, which is 

a combination of BIRD1 and BIRD2, or O6, a combination of BIRD7 and BIRD8) use only 

samples which would have appeared adjacently in these working patches.  

The penultimate object, O14, is of special interest, a clear allusion to the exact moment in 

Siegfried when the Teutonic hero begins to understand the language of the Waldvögel. Harvey 

composed this object around the Golden-crowned sparrow loops indicated in the sampler part, but 

he clearly guided the resulting music towards Wagner, even in the same key area, E major, with that 

distinctive raised scale degree 6, a similarly shimmering undulation in the strings accompanying solo 

woodwinds atop the texture. (Figure 61 
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Figure 61, “object 14” (transcription by the author) compared to the Waldvogel’s scene from Wagner’s Siegfried 

 The introduction of objects in Bird Concerto follows a brief pause at the end of the opening 

section at [F]. This is the first time in the work that the entire ensemble plays, but this is hardly a 

“tutti ritornello” in a traditional sense. Rather, the ensemble behaves as though it were an extension 

of the sampler, like an orchestra of stiff, anonymous automata triggered by the pianist’s keystrokes. 

In the draft, Harvey often wrote respective object numbers above the staff—it is unlikely these 

markings were for the benefit of archival research, but rather that he first made a quick gestural pass 

through the passage, planning ahead before setting notes to paper.375 The first object heard, O8, is a 

dense, wheezing monolith, punctuated after a brief rest by O9, the literal opposite of O8 in almost 

every possible way: delicate, flighty, hardly audible. After a grand pause, we again hear O8, this time 

 
375 This is confirmed in the notepad by a sequence of objects, identified only by their number, along with a tally of how 
many times each object is used. The sequence largely corresponds to the first appearance of objects at [F] (most 
differences are at the end of the sequence), with phrases indicated with backslashes: “8 9 / 8 10 9 3 / 8 10 5 / 4 6 3 6 3 6 
3 6 12 4 15 4 15 3 4 15 8 10_5 12_5 12_10_5 2 7 // 7 // 2 5 12 10 8 / 5 12 10 / 2 12 15 10 5 8 12 / 8 2 8 / 2 8 14 12 5 
9 12 5 9 12 5 7 9 10 12 / 5 6 9 / 11 13 15 / 13 11 14 10 6 3 12 13 15 12 13 15 3 12 13 15 ‘A’ 7 11 4.” 
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followed without rest by O10, O9, and O3.376 Another grand pause and yet again O8 (now two beats 

shortened), followed by O10 and the cataclysmic O5, punctuated by the diminutive “B major” 

cadence of O4. The gradual addition and substitution of new objects progresses as though the 

orchestra of automata was clumsily learning to speak a phrase in a foreign language: «Je… vous…… 

Je voudrais… Je voudrais aller… Je voudrais aller au ciné !» In a way, this is a presage of the opening 

of Speakings, which Harvey described as a “an incarnation, the descent into human life.”377 This 

clumsy language-learning becomes the general pattern: as new objects are added, the length of 

phrases built from objects expands, and older familiar objects gradually shed parts, further instances 

becoming shorter and leaner. This is similar to the pattern of contraction/expansion in the first 

section, global structures effectively slowing while local metrical structures accelerate—the Japanese 

fan revealing smaller segments; the musical expression of élan. Harvey alludes to a similar approach 

in speaking about his use of objects in Wheel of Emptiness, and a sense of objects representing a larger 

architectural mindset: “The objects change their length… sometimes the same object is longer, 

sometimes shorter. According to little structures of arithmetical proportions, it’s not a big system, 

but I like to be an architect and make proportions in details like that…”  

 Harvey interrupts the language lesson at [I] with a brief pianistic fantasy, a bubbling cascade 

of 32nd notes accompanying a slow and bluntly articulated melody, labeled “Bird 9” (Indigo 

bunting) in the draft. This is the first time there has really been anything so overtly virtuosic, and in 

the fair copy this also represented the first usage of ring modulation. As such, this fantasy serves as a 

brief foreshadowing of music to come, like a fleeting inspiration, an impatient realization of what 

could be possible after the language lesson. (Figure 62) 

 
376 This is in fact how Harvey seemed to compose this section, by scribbling the object names above the staff, more or 
less where he wanted them, then going back and filling in the notes. 
377 Jonathan Harvey, “Speakings,” Faber Music, accessed November 17, 2020, 
https://www.fabermusic.com/music/speakings-5282. 
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Figure 62, ‘flying music’ in the piano from Bird Concerto 

The objects return with renewed vigor, only now, save the new inductees (O11, O13 and 

O14), they are so polished that there is increasingly little left of their original forms. As more parts 

shed from the automata and the accelerating texture becomes increasingly bare, only sampler and 

piano remain by [M]+4. The stiff inertia of automatic objectivity is increasingly exchanged for the 

anonymity of pure, spatial motion—similarly, the extraordinary timbral detail of each object is 

replaced with generalized gesture. What were once singular metrical events are now hewn into 

groupings of two, three, four, and more notes, overlapping (by using a midi sustain pedal connected 

to the synth) until there are no individually heard samples, only a kind of timbral bath, slowly 

undulating from the shifting simultaneities of many overlapping bird and piano tones. Harvey 

described this gradual progression from objects to motion in the notepad, “‘new’ and new objects 

introduced while the old ones decay, shedding components each time, till only a skeleton is left—of 

birdsong in sampler (accelerating), which then becomes big in pf. (+hidden birds).”378 Emerging 

from within this avian din is a virtuosic cadenza for the piano, a kind of emotional break-out for the 

pianist, and the first moment, one might say, this otherworldly, abstract collection of supernatural 

sounds begins to sound like a ‘traditional’ piano concerto.  

 
378 Harvey, Jonathan. Sketch pad for “Bird Concerto with Pianosong”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher 
Foundation, Basel, p. 14 
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 Again, Harvey is treating us to an example of a continuum of time scales, a world where (for 

example) the timbral ‘blocks’ of Varèse and the expansive line of Brahms are not aesthetic 

contradictions. What began as slow structural rhythms, individual objects which lasted anywhere 

from 5-10”, interspersed with lengthy, articulative pauses, has now accelerated into a single timbral 

fusing, like a color of noise (white, pink, etc.) formed entirely from a mass of bird fragments. Harvey 

describes this effect in the notepad, the harmonic richness of overlapping samples from holding 

down the midi pedal: “Bird litanies / Many repetitions with only slight modifications of ‘songs’ / 

Ostinato accomp? / Sampler canons at the unison too: repeat note with pedal down... This gives a 

strong pitch field, which the Pf can play with...”379  

It is at this point that Harvey introduces the use of “pitch spaces,” expansive collections of 

pitches derived from repeated patterns of intervals. This is a technique he used frequently 

throughout his career, tonal organizational schemes that fused his interest in serialism (emphasizing 

the numerical, intervallic relationships between pitches) with his interest in spectralism (emphasizing 

the primacy of timbre). Since each pitch in a given space has its own registral assignment, and there 

are no substitutions at the octave, each pitch (depending on the instrument) maintains a distinct 

timbral identity. The space behaves like a sieve, he liked to say, with each pitch being a spatial 

perforation “through which I could, as it were, pour my melodic and harmonic thinking.” They were 

effectively “atonal modes,”380 allowing him to compose gesturally while ensuring intervallic 

coherence across disparate registers and instruments. He could thus produce complex, harmonically 

coherent music very quickly, a blessing which he seemed fully aware had the appearance of a 

convenience. From Thoughts,  

 
379 Harvey, Jonathan. Sketch pad for “Bird Concerto with Pianosong”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher 
Foundation, Basel, p. 23. 
380 In other words, these spaces will often cover all 12 pitch classes when examined across several octaves, even if locally, 
within an octave, they appear almost diatonic. One might even say they are like Messiaen’s “modes of limited 
transposition,” were all possible transpositions of a given mode lined up end-to-end.  
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March 10th ‘89 / Spectrum composition<––> axial symmetry NEW! Move pitches less 
rapidly… keep ‘evolution’ alive by slowing down the rate of new pitches weave shapes in the 
old pitches––and don’t just resort to spaces! Be more deliberate than that.381  
 
Harvey frequently gave himself leeway to change pitches as needed, and so his 

implementation of spaces was hardly doctrinaire, more a kind of harmonic magnetism, or a bank of 

filters (as in Ashes Dance Back) which color an ‘input’ gesture. Harvey generated five such pitch 

spaces for Bird Concerto, written on a separate sheet of large landscape manuscript paper, each one 

associated with different birds and the interval sets present in their respective songs. For example, 

Harvey wrote “Bird 9” next to Space 1, highlighting the connection between the Indigo Bunting’s 

chromatic ‘crawl’ across E-F-F# with the repeating [012] interval set. Similarly, Space 2 is built on 

the [025] interval set, that familiar pentatonic building block already explored through BIRD15 in 

the opening section, but also present in BIRD3, BIRD8, and many other samples.382 

  Where Harvey’s use of pitch spaces most reveals his thinking is their use as platforms for 

creating harmonic continuity across large swaths of music, or for maintaining a colorful, 

characterized stasis across given timespans. In other words, besides the obvious practicality of 

quickly and systematically generating coherent pitches, Harvey’s use of spaces is largely about 

control of harmonic rhythm. He wrote that spaces could function like Schenkerian prolongations, or 

backgrounds (Hintergrund), serving to emphasize both local and long-term structural rhythms.383 In 

the sketches for the Cello Concerto, Harvey was contemplating a similar mechanism, where shifts in 

pitch space could be used to emphasize rhythmic structures: “Change SP [space] on each accent. 

Too long on each SP at present. Vary SP length interestingly.”384 As with the objects, Harvey often 

 
381 Jonathan Harvey, from work diary “Thoughts”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel  
382 See appendix for the pitch spaces used in Bird Concerto 
383 Jonathan Harvey, In Quest of Spirit: Thoughts on Music (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1999): 74. 
384 Jonathan Harvey, from sketch pad for Cello Concerto, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel, p. 
14. 
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wrote “SP[#]” in his drafts at the points where pitch spaces changed, most likely to similarly lay out 

a structural plan before setting notes to the page.  

Examining how spaces are used in this solo piano cadenza (specifically, when they change), a 

familiar pattern begins to emerge. Each new segment of music (as defined by its specific space) is an 

expansion of its immediate predecessor:385 the first bar of [N] is in space 2, lasting about 6”; the 

second bar in space 1, now about 16”; the third bar, returning to space 2, is longer still at 26”; and 

then at [O], Harvey remains in space 1 for the next 33”, culminating in a climactic passage where the 

piano accelerates through a sequence of resonant, bell-like chords.386 Once again alluding to the 

pulse train poetics that ‘generated’ this cadenza, this chordal acceleration generates a massive 

orchestral explosion at [P] (now in the novel space 3) which Harvey labeled in the draft “Golden-

crowned sparrow” (“BIRD8”). This zeppelin-sized avian entrance is hardly unexpected, since it has 

been hinted at throughout the cadenza—in the draft, Harvey wrote “pf. soft chord ‘chiming’ with 

‘Tuba’ hint at birdsong” (“tuba” referring to soft pedal points sustained in the synthesizer). In the 

first bar of [N], Harvey highlights truncated versions of BIRD8 (its distinctive final tremolo 

omitted), with a fully fleshed out version of the song at the end of the bar across the right and left 

hands: (Figure 63) 

 
385 Measuring such durations ‘by hand’ (i.e., counting notes) within the rhythmically ambiguous framework of this 
cadenza presents many more challenges than is warranted by such an exercise, so again these measurements are derived 
from Hideki Nagano’s 2012 recording. It also seems fair to assume that if Harvey was working out such proportions 
while composing, it was not as mathematic abstractions, but instead with a stopwatch, as seems to have been the case 
with the 3 ½ minute timing written at the end [F] of the opening section. Harvey knew such proportions had to ‘come 
to life’ through interpretation, both by listener and performer: “All music demands an imaginative response from the 
listener, a bell must ring inside him at every point. Coleridge said that we know a man for a poet by the fact that he 
makes us poets. The listener is not concerned with the sounds themselves, but with what they mean when concentrated 
upon or imaginatively interpreted; that is what makes it ‘listening’ as opposed to ‘hearing’, for we ‘hear’ sounds 
continually but we ‘listen’ to very few. The more imaginative the response from the listener and performer the better.” 
Jonathan Harvey, In Quest of Spirit: Thoughts on Music (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1999): 122. 
386 While these chords do not entirely correspond to Space 1, Harvey retains much of its character with quartal voicings 
and close-knit, chromatic voice-leading. 
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Figure 63, opening gesture of piano cadenza in Bird Concerto 

Of course, the persistence of the these smaller truncated versions of BIRD8 can be attributed to the 

fact that space 2 is built almost entirely from the [025] interval collection, but Harvey is too 

deliberate for these appearances to have been accidents: a sequence of five chiming chords in the 

second system of [O], its pitches largely a departure from the two given spaces of this section, are 

constructed from the [025] interval set derived from the golden-crowned sparrow: (Figure 64) 

 
Figure 64, ‘verticalization’ of golden-crowned sparrow song 

Furthermore, in the final climactic gesture, the accelerating bell-like chords, grouped in threes below, 

are all composed around a truncated version of the golden-crowned sparrow song in the top voice. 

Harvey clearly conceived of the orchestral outburst at [P] as a kind of arrival point for the cadenza, 

its entrance eliding with tremolando clusters of the piano’s final full statement of the golden-
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crowned sparrow song: (Figure 67)

 

Figure 67,’ quasi-pitch train,’ sequence of accelerating “golden-crowned sparrow” gestures ‘becomes’ large “golden-
crowned sparrow”; transcription by the author. 

If we include these final three bars of symphonic racket as part of the rhetorical proportions of the 

piano cadenza, we can see the emergence of near-golden section proportions in the overall shape, 

where each section is approximately equal to the sum of the previous two.387 Again, specific timings 

are taken from Hideki Nagano’s performance: (Figure 68) 

 
387 Speaking broadly, the “Golden section” is defined as a ratio expressed as irrational number, often rounded to three 
decimal places as 0.618. It is derived from the division of a given length into two shorter (but unequal) segments, where 
the ratio of the shorter segment to the longer segment is the same as the ratio of the longer segment to the total length. 
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Figure 68, additive proportional procedures from piano cadenza 

As evidenced by the timings, these proportions are not precise, but neither can they be: the 

freedom and openness of Harvey’s rhythmic notation precludes a note-for-note analysis of timings, 

and every performance will be a little bit different. However, the overall shape is there (the timings 

are certainly close), and most performances will be ‘in the ballpark.’ To this end, Harvey forces the 

performer’s hand in two ways. First, as shown in the diagram, each new phrase begins with a 

virtuosic flourish roughly the same length of the first phrase at [N] (the final tutti also fits this mold). 

In a purely gestalt sense, each of these flourishes (which grow progressively more violent) start with 

an arpeggiated gesture rising towards a tremolando, trill, or otherwise unmeasured harmonic ‘cloud’, 

before settling into calmer, more resonant music. Such settling is not ‘soft,’ however, and, as a 

second method, Harvey uses resonance and sample playback as rhythmic actors to guide the 

remainder of each phrase. He clues in the performer in the second phrase, under the chords marked 

“tranquillo,” where the “Tuba” sounds from the SY77 have been slowly faded in so they are “just 

audible.” After the final notes of the phrase he writes “just long enough to reveal synthesizer tones.” 

In other words, the timing to start the next phrase is dictated by the decay of piano resonance, and 

an attentive ear that hears those sounds which ‘do not belong’ in that decay. This pattern is repeated 

in subsequent phrases: in the middle of the third phrase, a marking to listen “till end of birdsong” 

(from sampler); another sustained tuba note at the end of the third phrase, now being slowly 

circulated in the hall by the joystick operator; and another “till end of birdsong” in the middle of the 

fourth phrase. In this cadenza, time, resonance, and musical rhetoric (pitch spaces, e.g.) are 
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inexorably connected, that undeniably spectral aesthetic calculation. The significance of the near-

golden section proportions in this setting, not necessarily meaningful as objects unto themselves, is 

this sense in which the music appears to have generated itself. 

With any analysis, there is always the danger of constructing self-fulfilling arguments. 

Harvey, who composed with extraordinary ease, is not always helpful in this sense, since for every 

pithy thought tucked in his sketches or drafts, there are as many compositional decisions which 

appear unaccounted for, and an overarching sense that he did not care for archive-friendly 

prescription. With golden section proportions especially, given the mystical import of such “divine 

numbers,” there is the added risk of forcing their presence where they may not have been intended. 

Roy Howat’s 1981 book Debussy in Proportion, written to demonstrate Debussy’s own apparent 

obsession with golden section proportions in his mature work, was forced to answer this concern. 

Howat argues that these proportions, whether or not they were the product of careful planning or 

well-honed instinct, engendered certain wave-like structures which reinforced the naturalistic fluidity 

of the music. Howat’s project was rather in spite of Debussy himself, famously evasive when talking 

about musical analysis, and Howat similarly complained of an inherent contradiction in so rigidly 

searching for prefabricated determinism (no matter its ‘naturalism’) within the work of a composer 

who so emphasized pure, unimpeded musical freedom. He ultimately had to conclude that 

premeditation and intuition were not necessarily mutually exclusive, that  

For Debussy, of all composers, instinct and design would never have been so arbitrarily 
detached: it is a safe assumption that any conscious compositional techniques, proportional 
or otherwise, would have been used for ensuring maximum accuracy in the music’s 
instinctive effect—and that they would be rejected unless the musical results felt instinctively 
correct to him. That is to say, if Debussy designed such schemes consciously, the implication 
must be that he also believed in a corresponding proportional instinct.388 
 

 
388 Roy Howat, Debussy in Proportion: a Musical Analysis (New York (NY): Cambridge University, 1986): 9. 
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Given Harvey’s concern with the ‘architectural arithmetic’ of objects in Wheel of Emptiness, 

and his general proclivity for temporal continuums (local features hewn into global patterns, as we 

have seen), it is reasonable to assume that he would have been sensitive to such proportions, 

especially since he largely identified with the structural ambiguities of Debussy’s music.389 In 

Thoughts, he spoke about such proportions in an undated entry sometime before 1974: “to achieve 

more breathing space, stillness and silence and articulation Fibonacci-type proportion should be 

made in reverse-Fibonacci proportions. i.e. for every 34 there might be thirty-four 1s, for every two 

21s there might be twenty-one 2s, for every three 13s there might be thirteen 3s, for every five 8s 

there might be eight 5s.”390 It is not clear exactly which piece he was referring to, but he was still 

thinking about Fibonacci structures around the time he composed Bird Concerto since he talked about 

them in reference to his piano piece Vers: “crazy line uses fibonacci numbers of notes, e.g. 13 

playings, 21 playings, 34 playings of a given note.”391  

Ultimately, the importance of these proportions is the demonstration of a sensitivity to 

‘natural’ asymmetry, where structural shapes develop in seemingly improvisatory waves (apparently 

from the material itself), while simultaneously maintaining a clear homogeneity of line. This feeds a 

musical continuity which appears unbroken and, perhaps most importantly, spontaneous. A 

particularly poignant entry in the Bird Concerto notepad captures something of this attitude: “Don’t 

forget: lead every being to bliss / Strauss — line / Keller — expectation / Boulez — 

unpredictable.”392 What exactly he means by bliss is, of course, anyone’s guess (specific mystical 

definitions are many), but we can assume that his concern with such structural proportions would 

 
389 Recalling Harvey’s statement about Rudolf Steiner, “Steiner had an impact on my music, by dissolving some of the 
clear classical formalities into more impressionistic textures, perhaps closer to French music, to Debussy––what Boulez 
(approvingly) and Adorno (somewhat disapprovingly) called ‘Phantasmagoria’.” Arnold Whittall, Jonathan Harvey 
(London: Faber and Faber, 1999): 15. 
390 Jonathan Harvey, from work diary “Thoughts”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel 
391 Ibid. 
392 Jonathan Harvey, from sketch pad for “Bird Concerto with Pianosong”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher 
Foundation, Basel, p. 42. 
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not necessarily have been the symbolism of the forms themselves. Rather, his concern was with 

perceptual reconstitution, where musical events appear both consequential (in other words, the 

logical result of preceding events, i.e. “line” and “expectation”) and novel (i.e., “unpredictable”): 

musical cause and effect simultaneously. 

 This pattern of ‘natural asymmetry’ continues in the music at [P] following the piano 

cadenza. Where the piano cadenza oscillated between spaces 1 and 2, this music largely oscillates 

between spaces 3 and 4 (piano solos, however, remain squarely in space 1). This is undoubtedly the 

most Messiaen-like music in the entire work, where birdsong (especially Indigo bunting, BIRD9) is 

exploded across the ensemble in what sounds like an overt homage to Oiseaux Exotiques. As the 

cadenza was a break-out for the pianist, so too is this for the ensemble, no longer ‘bound’ to the 

sampler as it was in the objects section. In similar fashion to the 1955 work, soloist and ensemble 

largely take turns at center stage, the music shapeshifting in large, block-like structures. In Harvey’s 

rendering, certain golden section proportions appear to dictate major changes in overall texture and 

musical behavior, again like overlapping waves, where each structure is the result of what preceded, 

and the measurable cause of what follows.  

The section opens with a dialogue between Nashville warbler’s sharp duple rhythms (in 

woodwinds) and Audubon’s warbler triplets (harp and xylophone). The first statement of Nashville 

warbler song is about 7 beats long: 7*1.618 gives us a little more than 11, and the Audubon’s warbler 

song ends at around 12 beats from [P]+3. There is another dialogue between the two birdsongs, 

now longer, where the Nashville warbler lasts 12 beats: 12*1.618 is just over 19, which again is about 

where the Audubon’s warbler ends on the downbeat of p. 38. This passage as a whole, from [P]+3 

to the end of the Audubon’s warbler song on p. 38, has been about 30 beats long: 30*0.618 is just 

about 19, which means these two phrases of back and forth between Nashville and Audubon’s 

warblers (the first was ~12 beats, the second ~19) have themselves corresponded to a golden 
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section ratio. This back and forth gives way to sustained music at [Q]-3, 30 beats from [P]+3: 

30*1.618 is approximately 48.5—the ensemble cuts off at [Q]+1 around 47 beats after [P]+3. This 

reveals a reprise of the pianist’s bubbling fantasy from the objects section: 47*1.618 gives us 76, 

which (still counting from [P]+3) is exactly when the ensemble takes over the Indigo bunting 

melody from the pianist. If we take the bubbling piano fantasy at [Q] and the ensemble’s following 

response at [R] together, a total of 45 beats (counting from the third beat of [Q], where the pianist 

enters), 45*1.618 gives us a bit shy of 73, exactly the pickup to [S], a climactic tutti reprise of the 

Indigo bunting song. This climactic tutti lasts 31.5 beats ([S]-1 to [S]+8): 31.5*1.618 is just about 

51—a reprise of the opening Nashville/Audubon’s music at [T]-3 occurs 49 beats from [S]-1. These 

proportions are all close, though not exact, but remembering Howat’s statement about Debussy 

rejecting certain proportions if they did not feel instinctively “right,” we can assume the same case 

for Harvey. Looking ahead, the passage from [T]-3 until [U]—where the reprise of 

Nashville/Audubon’s music slowly merges with an extended reprise of the pianist’s Indigo bunting 

fantasy—is just about 89 beats: 89*1.618 is 144; the tutti climax from [S]-1 to [T]-3 (49 beats) plus 

the 89 beats of this section is 138 beats, which, if we assume some small amount of rhythmic 

freedom by the pianist and the small fermata in the leadup to [U], is just about on cue. 

 Again, these proportions ought not to be taken as a kind of symbolism. In many respects, 

they are practical compositional tools. How does one respond to Messiaen, the 20th century’s 

master of birdsong, at his own game? What Harvey seems to be implying by relying on these 

asymmetric structures is that one does not ‘speak’ so much as ‘listen’. The important takeaway from 

these two ‘dovetailed’ sections, beginning with objects and ending up with Messiaen, is how Harvey 

is working to allow the material, the birds themselves, to dictate his decisions. As with his use of 

objects, Harvey is largely allowing the internal rhythmic structures of the birdsong samples to dictate 

the boundaries of their statements, where each new event is a proportional response to what 
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immediately preceded it. Harvey is obviously not a passive passenger here (such a claim would be 

fallacious) since he has clearly nudged the numbers to make everything work and feel right. For the 

most part, this section has made to ‘appear itself’, and the improvisatory nature of this music is 

highlighted by a fleeting but conspicuous allusion to the little piano piece Vers, heard just as the 

piano is approaching the section’s end point at [U].  

 
Figure 69, quotation of Vers towards end of Bird Concerto exposition, p. 53. 

 If we recap these first 10 minutes of music from the very beginning of the work, ‘real’ 

birdsong was played back through the sampler, slowing and descending to earth at rates 

corresponding to its own internal structure; the pianist caught these sonic ‘feathers’ and started to 

pull at the veins, gradually expanding and deconstructing them through a procedure which also 

mimicked the form of the opening sample; little bits and clippings of birdsong were superimposed 

to create objects, revealing themselves at rates corresponding to their own inherent structures; these 

objects, Harvey would have us believe, spun themselves into a kind of musical centrifuge, leaving an 

acoustic impression in the form of pitch spaces; these ‘object-distillate’ pitch spaces then became 

‘real’ birdsong, which dictated the boundaries of their own formal containers; and thus we have 

completed the cycle and returned to the conditions of the beginning of the work. In these formal 

progressions, Harvey has, in effect, forced us through the kind of perceptual inversions so central to 

the acousmatic experience described by Schaeffer and Chion: any sound, no matter its source or 

complexity, when (mechanically) repeated over and over will begin to reveal hidden structures as 

though it were shape-shifting in our ears. Bird Concerto has thus far been a formal exploration of this 

phenomenon, as though we were witness to our own perceptual psychology from outside. In this 
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sense, Harvey paints himself as subject, rather than dictator, of his materials, a particular kind of 

anonymity which Boulez described as “when the writer or the composer is no longer necessary as a 

presence; when the work goes beyond the person and is much stronger than the person himself.”393 

Boulez clarifies that this is not to suggest the author is not present, rather that the work is as much its 

own personality, an equal to the author, a kind of collaborator in its own creation. At this point in 

the work, at [U], in what is one of its most striking structural articulations, Harvey dutifully returns 

us to the opening music through something even more conspicuous than an errant feather against a 

clear sky: a sonata-form re-exposition. The double-entendre of “from Vers” is somehow more apt 

than expected. 

Re-exposition and a “Head of Steam” 
 
 It is clear from the draft and his own statements on the work that Harvey conceived of this 

large-scale repeat not just as a simple return of past material, but specifically as a sonata form 

mechanism. This comes with its own baggage, especially for a composer so steeped in an aesthetic 

world that reviled conspicuous dependencies on past epochs of music. That sonata form implies 

certain structural exigencies—like the expectation of future returns, and even the degree of catharsis 

a listener can expect from those returns—would present a problem for a composer like Harvey who 

so concerned with allowing his works’ material content to organically dictate its formal drivers. As 

James Hepokoski has said of the so-called ‘sonata principle’, that tendency in sonata form to create 

‘formal imbalances’ which require future tonal ‘corrections’, “one grabs quickly into the analytical 

toolbox, and there it is, a largely unexamined piece of intellectual equipment packed into the box by 

someone else… a twist of the sonata-principle wrench temporarily closes off the leakage into further 

 
393 Erling E. Guldbrandsen, “Pierre Boulez In Interview, 1996 (III) Mallarmé, Musical Form And Articulation,” Tempo 
65, no. 257 (2011): 11. 
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inquiry.”394 Harvey would not have made this decision lightly, so it is necessary to understand how 

this decision fits his overall scheme. If we recall from his notes, “just as birds have ‘their songs’, so 

do we,” this strategy seems to have been intended not just as an allusion to the ‘formal topic’ of 

sonata form (which is inevitably present), but to clearly articulate that the work has its own past, to 

build structural tension from that articulation, and to play on the audience’s recent memory through 

subsequent divergences from that past. As he would later explore in the 4th quartet, which has its 

own explicit cyclic returns, there is a sense that such moments represent significant turning points, a 

demonstration of the multitudinous effects individual decisions can have on the trajectory of a life:  

Sometimes life is obsessive. Each movement, each cycle has certain themes that it considers 
important, that it dwells on, and then it disappears and dies into the silence. And then the 
next cycle remembers a little bit of the first cycle, the previous cycle. Some things come back 
in subsidiary form, but basically it finds a new type of obsession for the next existence.395  
 

Nevertheless, this re-expositional decision clearly concerned Harvey, as he expressed in a lecture on 

the work: “Why? Because it’s important to recognize the objects, at least… you can tell me 

tomorrow whether it’s a mistake to repeat it all… and I thought about it a long time. But I find it’s 

okay, because one gets to know the material that much better. It isn’t an exact repeat anyway.”396  

 Not to contradict, but for the most part, the repeat at [U] is nearly identical, albeit in such a 

way which emphasizes those parts which diverge (however modestly). At this point in the draft, 

Harvey did not write out the music of the repeat, but rather left instructions for what he intended: 

the opening to [F] would be repeated as written, only now including various “bird ornaments” 

(mostly ring modulated piccolo, but later on other woodwinds as well) already scribbled above the 

staff in their respective locations.397 Once at the objects section, he would skip the introductory 

 
394 James Hepokoski. 2002. “Beyond the Sonata Principle.” Journal of the American Musicological Society 55 (1): 151. 
395 Jonathan Harvey, “String Quartet No 4, String Quartet with Live Electronics,” Archives audiovisuelles des 
conférences et concerts de l'Ircam, 2004, https://medias.ircam.fr/xd12f89_jonathan-harvey-string-quartet-no-4-str. 
396 Harvey, Jonathan. “On Bird Conerto.” Acanthes 2004. Lecture, July 12, 2004.  
397 In the fair copy, he also added ring modulation in several places, most noticeably to the sampler at [U]+3 and the 
accordion at [Y]-1. 
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object music from [F] to [G], beginning O14 (the Siegfried object) without break, proceed from [G] 

to [K] exactly as written, insert six bars of new object music at [K], then proceed exactly as before 

until [M]+2. In effect, by skipping the music from [F] to [G], and beginning with the most 

distinctively climactic object (that sparkling Wagnerian E major), the objects section is jumpstarted, 

already in full swing without the slow “learn-in” of the first time: the pupil is impatient, « nous avons 

déjà appris cette leçon ! » This completely reconstitutes the behavior and meaning of the objects, 

even if the fair copy itself is proof of just how much is exactly the same: so similar is most of the 

music that many pages of this repeat were direct photocopies from the exposition, with any 

necessary alterations written on already blank staves, old material covered with whiteout, or new 

manuscript paper overlaid. One such change was the introduction of O1, an object which never 

appeared in the exposition. Still, it is only heard a total of four times: once as a new punctuation 

mark for the pianistic fantasy from before, now with its own elaborate woodwind “bird ornaments” 

([BB]-1); twice inserted in place of other objects ([BB]+2 and [BB]+4); and once in the new six bar 

insert ([CC]-3). It seems Harvey wanted the repeat to be similar enough (both objects sections are 

nearly identical in length, 2’32” exactly in the London Sinfonietta recording) so that any divergences, 

however brief or subtle, would contribute to an unnerving sense of uncanny familiarity, a structural 

déjà vu.  

 What is ultimately most unnerving is that there is a repeat at all, especially in a work which 

has so emphasized dynamic flux and continual self-renewal. What this reveals, however, and what is 

perhaps most interesting about this formal feature, is that the former separation of the opening 

BIRD15/BIRD16 music from the objects music that followed has been effectively bridged, 

dovetailed by his specific (albeit sparing) structural modifications to the latter: rather than existing as 

two separate sections, with a structural articulation in-between (as at [F]), they now function 

together as a single structural gesture, like one continuous thought. Taking this into account, the 
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repeat is in fact a continuation of a global pattern which has been underway since the start of the 

work. Again dissecting the London Sinfonietta’s recording, the opening four bars is about 20”; the 

first pianistic statement of BIRD15 from [A] to [B] is about 48”; the second such statement, from 

[B] to [D], is about 56”; the third statement, with the Ligetian mensuration canons, from [D] to [F], 

is about 1’43”; the objects section until the end of O14 (Siegfried’s object), what we might consider 

to be the moment the work could “understand bird,” from [F] to [L]+1, is about 2’17”; from that 

point, the moment the ‘object centrifuge’ began ramping up towards the piano cadenza, ‘generating’ 

the pitch spaces and momentum which dovetailed into ‘Messiaen’ and towards re-exposition, [L]+1 

to [U], is about 3’57”; and now this re-exposition, taking into account Harvey’s structural bridging, 

from [U] to [EE], is about 6’04”. The global pattern of expansion, first demonstrated in the opening 

3 ½ minutes, continues as a result of Harvey’s specific treatment of re-exposition, but now with a 

new dimension: each of these large sections is approximately the length of the previous two, the 

pattern of golden-section proportions in the piano cadenza and Messiaen homage.  

Conspicuously missing from this re-exposition is the piano cadenza and Messiaen homage, 

but it is at this point, just as this second objects section is reaching the final stage of shedding parts 

and accelerating towards a presumed repeat of the piano cadenza, that Harvey initiates the work’s 

development, which he refers to as such in the notepad: 

Development: shatter, explosion, pulverisation, fireworks [==> piano figuration Ravel (the 
essence of pf. Concerti)] (Valley of Aosta) (Madonna, near end) (Jeux) … 
If the development is really to ‘get into its stride’ there must be metric establishment, and the 
disruption of that establishment. / Use a tal (tintal) of 16 beats e.g. / Metre between 100 and 
82 is the tested optimum for perception of itself (Parncutt 1994) / Therefore: 16 beat tal of ♩ 
= 100 !(?) ==> 12 seconds is maximum capacity of memory to perceive metric unit. / This 
is led up to. / Then ‘established’ / As a ‘head of steam.’ / An established metre is retained as 
an interpretative model by the listener for some time (even in a period of ambiguity)398  
 

 
398 Jonathan Harvey, from sketch pad for “Bird Concerto with Pianosong”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher 
Foundation, Basel, p. 40-41. 
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One can see from this description that Harvey was intimating a desire to explore the 

sensation of repetition itself, already primed in the listener’s ear by the uncanny double “re-

exposition.” From his notes, it is clear he was sensitive to musical architecture as a function of its 

psychoacoustic effect, and careful to operate within the limits of those mechanisms. His reference to 

psycho-acoustician Richard Parncutt alludes to his 1994 paper “A Perceptual Model of Pulse 

Salience and Metrical Accent in Musical Rhythms.” Parncutt’s study emphasized that, as with 

frequency (pitch) response, there is an upper and lower limit to the human ability to perceive and 

accurately identify a metric pulse from within a given rhythmic structure (waltz, march, swing, etc.): 

“the salience of pulse sensations is greatest in the vicinity of 100 events per minute (600 ms) and 

falls to zero for tempi outside the approximate range 33-300 events per minute (200-1800 ms).”399 

Furthermore, given that range, certain metric groupings are easier to recognize throughout a wider 

range of tempi than others––this would come as no surprise to musicians, but Parncutt observes 

that in most cases metric subdivisions of four are easier to identify than those in three, like 

compound meters such as 6/4 or 9/8. This seems to be why Harvey was fixated on the Hindustani 

rhythmic structure known as “Tintal,” or “Tal”, a 16 beat metrical form divided symmetrically into 

four equal subdivisions, often used as a rhythmic ground used for improvisation—even if parts of 

the structure are obscured or distorted by complex surface-level details, the listener will retain a 

sense of the underlying meter. He thus referred to the music in the development as a “‘tabla toccata’ 

rhythmic ‘jeu’”,400 in which “‘objects’ are ‘knots’ in flowing ‘grain’ of sextuplets, sevens and fives… 

Objects explode in slow motion—dreamlike.”401 As with any Classical development, the structure 

 
399 Parncutt, Richard. "A Perceptual Model of Pulse Salience and Metrical Accent in Musical Rhythms." Music Perception: 
An Interdisciplinary Journal 11, no. 4 (1994): 455. 
400 Jonathan Harvey, from sketch pad for “Bird Concerto with Pianosong”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher 
Foundation, Basel, p. 32 
401 Ibid., p. 45 
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represents a shattered jumble of music from the exposition (especially the objects), against which a 

slow, measured accumulation of tension necessitates an eventual structural catharsis. 

It is important to note as well the double-meaning of “Jeux” in this context, not only a 

reference to the “rhythmic ‘jeu’” of the Tal, but also to Debussy’s eponymous work from 1912. 

Harvey had briefly referenced the work in his earlier-cited description of the development. Taken 

superficially—the overt spiritual transcendence of Bird Concerto against Debussy’s oddly banal 

scenario of a three-person game of tennis-cum-foreplay to an absurdist twilight orgy—this is a 

somewhat oblique comparison. Largely ignored in the wake of Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring (which 

premiered only two weeks later), Jeux became a kind of modernist obsession in the 60s, especially for 

Pierre Boulez, who said of the work that it “is as changeable instant by instant as it is homogenous 

in its development.”402 This is often understood as a presage of ‘moment-form’, something later 

associated with Stockhausen. For Debussy, however, this would have been more closely associated 

with his interest in “arabesque,” a sense of play and improvisation within a given musical space, 

where individualistic gestural tendrils interweave to form a complex, churning latticework. Jann 

Pasler’s analysis of Jeux suggests that in the context of this work, 

“arabesque” might apply to the play or jeu between the various sections of music. Each 
section develops its own vector, its own force of contrasting shape and direction, which 
needs resolution or balance. Between many of the sections, there is a free alternation 
between different rhythms, harmonies, melodies, and instrumental combination… In the 
middle of Jeux, however, there is a juxtaposed series of very short, contrasting fragments 
that do not function strictly to balance one another. The interplay among these fragments is 
the result not of “free play” from one sonorous and rhythmic pole to another, but of an 
effort to embody in music the specific interaction among the characters.403 
 
Pasler is suggesting that Debussy’s constant scrambling of motivic gestures only represents 

the churning surface of a much larger “game”, where overlapping layers of wave-patterns allow for a 

 
402 Pierre Boulez, Notes of an Apprenticeship: Texts Collected and Presented by Paule Thevenin (New York: Knopf, 1968): 354. 
403 Pasler, Jann. “Debussy, ‘Jeux’: Playing with Time and Form.” 19th-Century Music 6, no. 1 (1982): 64. 
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continuous accumulation of energy without the listening fatigue of linear growth.404 Harvey had been 

conscious of this organizing principle for much of his career, writing in Thoughts sometime before 

September 1980, “it is a physiological fact that a non-changing sound decreasingly activates the 

neurological response: so one literally listens to them less (in a measurable way) as they continue.”405 

These wave-like structures, in Debussy as in Harvey, become their own kind of meta-rhythm, where 

the “recurrence of motives and timbres support this form rather than create it.”406 

The beginning of the development is marked by the sounding of O11 at [EE], an enveloper 

swell following in its wake, also marking the start of the 16-beat Tal. Of course, the listener wouldn’t 

yet know this, especially with the improvisatory tendrils seeming to spiral out of O11, so there is 

another statement of O11 5 bars (exactly 16 beats) later, also followed by an enveloper swell. 

Another 16 beats later, directly at [FF], another statement of O11 with an enveloper swell. A few 

bars later in the middle of the draft he wrote “Jeux incipient” (again, a double meaning), and at a 

fourth following statement of O11 (at [FF]+5, now becoming distorted) he finally wrote “ > Tal”, 

as though to identify this as the moment at which he believed the listener would begin 

comprehending a repeated metric structure. Staccato sextuplets emerge in the woodwinds at 

[GG]+4, the “flowing ‘grain’” rhythmic latticework he mentions in his notes, reminiscent of similar 

gestures in the opening of the third movement of his percussion concerto. Indeed, at the Tal 

articulation at [GG], Harvey wrote in the draft, “Towards perc. conc. III.” Later, at [KK]-4, he again 

wrote “Perc conc III,” and then at [KK]+1 “repeated chords (perc conc III)”. To start, these 

gestures are mixed in with O11, the current Tal articulator, flowing towards and then away from the 

Tal articulations like a written-out dynamic hairpin, peaking at the downbeats. As the development 

 
404 Eduardo Larín, “‘Waves’ in Debussy's Jeux,” A Journal of Compositional and Theoretical Research in Music, 
accessed November 17, 2020, http://www.ex-tempore.org/eduardo/eduardo.htm. 
405 Jonathan Harvey, from work diary “Thoughts”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel 
406 Pasler, Jann. “Debussy, ‘Jeux’: Playing with Time and Form.” 19th-Century Music 6, no. 1 (1982): 61 
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progresses, the sextuplets grow more autonomous, passed between subgroups in the ensemble until, 

by the end of the section, any sense of directionality is obscured by near-random rhythmic 

groupings.407 Since Harvey’s only references to the percussion concerto are in the draft, it is 

impossible to know if he intended this as a conspicuous allusion to the earlier work, or he was 

simply identifying a complementary mechanism: a strong metric latticework coalescing in large wave 

structures of repeated chords which serve as a kaleidoscopic platform for revisiting past material. As 

he describes in his program notes for the percussion concerto, “the entire sound universe begins to 

vibrate, and continues to do so throughout much of the movement––this chord and its extension 

never changing. However, more and more slashes of energy are thrown across it: scalic figures in the 

harmonic fields used in the first movement flash through.”408 As seen in the following examples, the 

gestural similarities are striking: the percussion concerto’s 16th notes at ♩ = 150 and Bird Concerto’s 

16th-sextuplets at ♩ = 88 are roughly the same tempo. Also notable are the expansive wedge-shaped 

tuttis, and the subsidiary wavelets which occur between arrivals. (Figure 70) 

 
407 “6 2 5 3 4 7 1 4 9 12 3 10 13 18” were written at the bottom of the draft in the leadup to the development’s climax at 
[MM], clearly referring to composite groups of sextuplets across the ensemble. 
408 Jonathan Harvey, “Percussion Concerto,” Faber Music, accessed November 17, 2020, 
https://www.fabermusic.com/music/percussion-concerto-1. 
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Figure 70, loose imitation of Percussion Concerto (above) in Bird Concerto (below); reductions by the author 
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As Harvey indicated in his notepad about the development section of Bird Concerto, the clear 

establishment of a metric framework would allow for a certain degree of musical fluidity, a 

kaleidoscopic malleability of surface-level features over stable rhythmic ground. What makes the 

development unique in the larger context of this work is how the formal rigidity of these 16-beat Tal 

structures contrast with the proportional expansion techniques used thus far, as well as the churning, 

unstable textural surface of the music, comprised of subsidiary wavelets which (as shown in the 

example) are demarcated by shifts in pitch space. There is an inherent musical tension in these 

contrasts, global rigidity versus local unpredictability. As that tension builds, with an increasing 

number of objects ‘knotting’ themselves in the built-up textures, the audible timekeepers of Tal 

arrivals begin to modulate and break down. O11, the original timekeeper, gradually dissolves 

(although it continues to reappear, knotted like the other objects in the inter-Tal textures), usurped 

by other objects at those downbeats: O8 at [HH] and [HH]+4, O5 at [II], a combination of O8 and 

O5 at [II]+4, O11 again at [JJ], and eventually no specific timekeeper at all as the repeated chord 

gestures from the percussion concerto take over ([KK] as in the example above).  

Towards the end of the development, as the sextuplets proliferate beyond Tal arrivals, 

feeding additional wavelets which might otherwise disrupt the listener’s perception of the 16-beat 

structure, Harvey begins to rely exclusively on the electronics as metric aids in articulating the Tal 

structure. Where the enveloper generally followed in the wake of O11 at the beginning of this section, 

its start points creep closer to the Tal downbeats with each repetition, eventually preceding 

downbeat arrivals like a pickup, an anticipation to Tal arrivals. The joysticks are similarly used to 

articulate downbeats, indicated with roughshod gestural squiggles indicating ‘maximum possible 

motion’ at and around Tal arrivals: again, Harvey’s use of spatialization highlights its significance as a 

rhythmic mechanism. As the development reaches its climax, and the Tal becomes increasingly 

difficult to identify amidst the growing chaos of smaller wavelets in the ensemble, the joystick 
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gestures become the sole metric articulator, revealing a contractive pattern: starting at [KK], the Tal 

contracts from 16 beats to 14.5 beats, then 12.5 beats, 7.5 beats, 6.5 beats, then the climax at [MM]. 

Again an allusion to pitch trains, structural acceleration generating new material. 

This development, despite the chaotic exterior, has generally represented a period of stability 

and linearity. This indicates the prolongation of something, but given the persistent textural din of 

the music, the question becomes what exactly has prolonged? Looking back to the start of the 

development, there was the clear establishment of a B-flat pedal with the constant repetition of O11, 

which sounds rather conspicuously like a B-flat dominant sonority. In fact, B-flat has been the only 

clearly articulated bass note throughout this section, often accompanied, in rather Pavlovian fashion, 

with a bass drum strike. Any other bass notes in this section were either obscured by close or 

dissonant intervals (major 2nd, minor 9th, etc.), hidden within highly active, ‘scrubby’ textures with 

other kinds of timbral obfuscation (“sul ponticello,” for example, as in the excerpt from [KK]). Just 

like the 16-beat structure, Harvey likely assumed that enough repetitions of the B-flat sonority would 

lodge its tonal magnetism in our memories, and if we look ahead to the noisy arrival at [MM], we 

can see this prolongation for what it really is: given a ‘home key’ of D, ♭VI resolving, pre-

cadencially, to a dominant V, and then about as close a thing to ‘tonic’ as a composer like Harvey 

would ever allow. (Figure 71) 

 
Figure 71, apparent pre-cadential preparation and prolongation “in D” at Bird Concerto climax 
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 Of course, this arrival is not nearly as simple as three sets of roman numerals, and this is not 

a tonal resolution in any traditional sense. As is evident from the many non-chord tones even in this 

reduction, Harvey shrouds these harmonic pillars in brilliant washes of timbral color, and they are 

generally smeared across several beats. Even so, there is incredible focus in these arrivals—the 

general magnetism towards a D-centric harmony at [PP] is certainly clear, especially in the lower half 

of the chord (the top alluding to the [025]/[035] interval sets present in so many of the birdsong 

samples), and the bass resolution from B-flat to A is also plainly stated, since the piano pummels its 

lowest A octave several times over this climactic section. This conspicuous repetition of A in the 

bass also serves to allay any clear resolution, instead setting up a pre-cadencial prolongation—we 

never get D in the bass, so in terms of a sonata form mechanism, this is the tonal equivalent of 

‘kicking the can down the road.’409  

Harvey described this climactic section as “5 violent ‘memories’” in the draft, evidently 

referring to five significant arrival points, starting with [MM], which are each followed by a 

transformation of earlier music. Not all of this music is strictly identifiable, and although there are 

some very clear correspondences,410 what seemed to matter most to him is that there was the 

sensation of memory, perhaps underscoring why he put ‘memories’ in quotation marks. Concluding 

this tumultuous climax, a peaceful, gentle gesture in the violin, viola and cello, a glissando marked 

“calm, slow” at the end of a period of musical convolution. This moment of hazy pentatonicism 

 
409 As in the first movement of Beethoven’s op. 57 F minor piano sonata, the recapitulation begins on a dominant pedal 
(that obsessively repeated low C) and does not fully resolve to F minor until the coda.  
410 At [MM]+2, Harvey lifts, almost verbatim, an Indigo bunting song from the Messiaen homage in the exposition (in 
the draft, he did not even write it out, instead indicating that the section at [S] be copied); at [NN]-1, there is a passage 
of descending chords strongly reminiscent of the piano cadenza from just before the Messiaen fantasy, also a kind of 
intertextual quote of its own evoking the “Shepard tone” chordal cascades from Tombeau de Messiaen; at [NN], a violent 
statement of O5 through the sextuplet lens of the development gives way to the same kind of pedaled sampler 
accumulation that led to the piano cadenza, accompanied by violins playing the same golden-crowned sparrow song that 
was a motivic fixation of the piano cadenza; and finally at [QQ], after a fanfaric outburst in the woodwinds (a slower 
version of the sextuplets from the development) Harvey fixates on some of the more delicate objects from the 
exposition, O9 and O15, twisting them into a playful fantasia on the Western meadowlark song prominently featuring 
1/4-tone koto from the SY77. 
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hints at a corresponding moment in the BIRD15 sample which began this journey, the brief 

glissando which Harvey expanded upon in the section of Ligetian mensuration canons. With this 

gesture, a structural correspondence reminiscent of Stockhausen’s use of ‘superformel,’ and a 

suggestion that the work as a whole has been a gestural expansion of the BIRD15 melody itself. 

(Figure 72) 

 
 

Figure 72, opening birdsong’s continued structural expansion 

 

                
 

The other side of the mirror 
 

In many ways, the notion of an all-encompassing structure, a moment of formal 

consolidation which accounts for every musical path borne through by a work’s trajectory, is one 

which Harvey preliminarily explored, however modestly by comparison to other works in the 

following decade, in this conclusion to Bird Concerto. Universalism had always been a cornerstone of 

Harvey’s compositional outlook, where music itself acted as the unifying substrate between disparate 

spiritual and aesthetic worlds—the composer as pan-historical mystic, a role he had been 

preoccupied with since the late 1960s. This preoccupation reached its zenith in his last decade of 

work, when he became particularly concerned with explicit musical depictions of spiritual 
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purification and theological unity. Two works in particular act as bookends to this period: Mothers 

Shall Not Cry, his “millennium cantata” written for the 2000 BBC Proms, featuring settings of 

Buddhist, Christian, Judaic, and Hindu texts; and Weltethos (“World Ethic”), an ambitious choral epic 

written in 2009-2011 for the Berlin Philharmonic, a setting of texts by Swiss theologian Hans Küng 

about a proposed meeting of the world’s six major religions (Confucianism, Judaism, Hinduism, 

Islam, Buddhism, and Christianity). Weltethos was Harvey’s last orchestral work (he was unable to 

attend the premiere on account of his poor health), its question of unity framed as a response to the 

20th century’s history of tragedy owed to mass dehumanization. Küng famously wrote, “without 

peace between the religions, war between the civilizations. No peace among the religions without 

dialogue between the religions. No dialogue between the religions without investigation of the 

foundations of the religions.” Harvey struck a complementary tone while speaking about Mothers 

Shall Not Cry before its premiere: 

Thinking about millennia, I think of patriarchal millennia and matriarchal millennia. At 
certain times, particularly before Christ, most of the systems were matriarchal, so that it’s 
possible to see the patriarchal period as the special case rather than the norm. I cannot 
imagine mothers building Auschwitz, or brutally kicking children in Kosovo, or a hundred 
other things one could mention. It’s a different archetype from the conquering hero model 
we've all had for the last millennium, and it seems to me to be very necessary for two 
reasons: one, the social and political reason, that we might have peace with such a model; 
and the other reason that we might take more care of the planet and the environment, 
because matriarchal values tend to be associated with caring and nutrition, with a sense of 
unity, of belonging all together instead of elbowing our way to power against each other and 
against the earth.411 
 
That “sense of unity, of belonging all together” becomes central to the structure of Weltethos, 

where each of its six movements are dedicated to a religion, and each movement is composed within 

the cyclic framework as the others. This was intended to give each religion an equal platform to 

speak412 and sing its core tenets, but also to imply a common ancestry between the six traditions. 

 
411 Gant, Andrew. 2000. “Mothers Shall Not Cry.” Choir & Organ 8 (4): 34.  
412 The work features a narrator, intended to speak in the native tongue of the country hosting the performance. 
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Harvey described this formula as having six parts, starting with an orchestral prelude, then an 

introduction by the narrator to each culture and its philosophical roots, a “shadowy whispered 

exploration of some of the sounds made by the Speaker’s words… a subsidiary choral statement of 

some text from the culture… a climactic choral statement of a principal text from the culture,” and 

then finally a refrain by a children’s choir: “Wir Kinder haben Zukunft, wenn wir immer menschlich 

bleiben. Menschen mit Vernunft und Herz.” (“We children have a future if we always remain 

human—humans with mind and heart!”) The six religions coalesce at the work’s end, after the final 

formal exploration of Christianity, snatches of music from their respective movements interleaving 

against long, aleatoric passages where each member of the choir sings a given sequence of tones, 

inventing their own phenomic ‘ur-language’. This accumulation of sound, a sublime chaos requiring 

two conductors, is drawn together across a long, low C-pedal which gradually funnels choir and 

orchestra towards a paradisal C major unification—“Freiheit. Friede. Liebe.” (“Freedom. Peace. 

Love.”) The imagery could not be more obvious, but the moment is not cheap, built up to over a 

very long musical arc, some 80 minutes of near-continuous performance. This act of unification 

becomes the essence of the work’s spiritual purification, above and beyond the religious liturgies 

themselves, where their sounding together under one structural roof becomes the gateway, or 

perhaps the trial, for a joyous consolidation.  

As described earlier, Harvey’s notes contain frequent allusions to a ‘paradise garden,’ a kind 

of atmospheric allegory for spiritual purification derived from the Buddhist vision of a “pure land.” 

This image was a recurring fixation during Harvey’s last decade of work, first described explicitly by 

Harvey in Bird Concerto, then in the 4th string quartet, and finally in his 2005 orchestral work 

…Towards a Pure Land. Harvey described the “pure land” as 

a state of mind beyond suffering where there is no grasping. It has also been described in 
Buddhist literature as landscape—a model of the world to which we can aspire. Those who 
live there do not experience ageing, sickness or any other suffering. There is no poverty or 
fighting, and no danger from fire, water, wind or earth. The environment is completely pure, 
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clean, and very beautiful, with mountains, lakes, trees and delightful birds revealing the 
meaning of Dharma. There are also gardens filled with heavenly flowers, bathing pools and 
exquisite jewels covering the ground which make it completely pure and smooth. ‘Touching 
it gives rise to bliss’.413 
 
As Harvey suggests, the imagery is largely symbolic, less a literal ‘heaven’ than the 

representation of an earthly attainment of wisdom through the elimination of attachment. The 

specificity of its depiction is especially important for understanding Harvey’s structural setting of this 

image. There is a sense that this ‘place’, in particular its mythical gardens, home to many 

supernatural birds, represents a totality of all of Buddhism’s teachings, a liturgical aggregate, or even 

a kind of meditative memory palace for those teachings. This totality is described in the third of the 

Pure Land Sutras, the Amitabha Sutra, in which birds are depicted as disseminators of the Buddha’s 

teachings: 

Again, Śāriputra,414 in that land there are always many kinds of rare and beautiful birds of 
various colors, such as white geese, peacocks, parrots, śāris [mynah], kalaviṅkas, and 
jīvaṃjīvakas. Six times during the day and night birds sing with melodious and delicate sounds, 
which proclaim such teachings as the five roots of good, the five powers, the seven practices 
leading to enlightenment, and the Noble Eightfold Path. On hearing them, all the people of 
that land become mindful of the Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha… These birds are 
manifested by Amitāyus so that their singing can proclaim and spread the Dharma. In that 
buddha land, Śāriputra, when soft breezes waft through the rows of jeweled trees and 
jeweled nets they produce subtle, wonderful sounds. It is as if a hundred thousand musical 
instruments were playing together.415  
 

 Harvey’s musical evocation of a “paradise garden” in Bird Concerto functions less as an overtly 

religious symbol, than as a kind of compositional nexus, an aggregate of all material used in the 

work, and a necessary byway to complete a larger, cyclic structure. It is in this sense that the 

Amitabha Sutra’s sundry listing of teachings, naming of the garden’s resident birds, and 

acknowledgement of a cyclic passage of time elucidate Harvey’s musical choices in this section. 

 
413 Jonathan Harvey, “...Towards a Pure Land,” Faber Music, accessed November 17, 2020, 
https://www.fabermusic.com/music/towards-a-pure-land-4593. 
414 One of the Buddha’s main disciples. 
415 Inagaki, Hisao, and Harold Stewart. The Three Pure Land Sutras. Berkeley, Calif.: Numata Center for Buddhist 
Translation and Research, 1995, 92. 
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Harvey identified [RR], the section following his “5 violent ‘memories’” at the end of the 

development, as the becoming of such a place, “a sense of birds as something almost supernatural, 

something belonging almost to a paradise, or a pure land, the ideal tranquility of a garden which is in 

summertime, or some such vision of the edenesque state.”416 Harvey is cautious to directly claim that 

this part of the work is a paradise garden—such solidity would be antithetical to its meaning, that it 

is not a place so much as an ideal, a set of values towards which one aspires but (in all likelihood) never 

truly obtains. He had alluded to such a passage throughout the notepad, describing it as the work’s 

slow movement,417 a kind of meditation, “the heart and soul of the piece / artificial birds proliferate 

and take over (with vestiges of ‘real’ birds),” but also as a pivot for returning to the conditions of the 

opening music, prolonging the pre-cadencial tonal tension established at the end of the 

development: “return to [035] / PARADISE GARDEN / Wonderful magic calm! Over D … very 

low birds.” In this sense, despite the cathartic release of energy at the end of the development, it 

functions as a developmental extension in much the same way that many late-Romantic renderings 

of sonata form blur clear boundaries between development and recapitulation. As with the 

development, it similarly recalls music from earlier parts of the work, recycles objects (“dream-like”, 

as before), and also serves as a platform to play out birdsong which had not yet been heard. 

“Through incredible clamor of birds to Paradise Garden: then musical ordering. Deepen / the 

musical thought. Finally. Transformation.”418  

While this section at [RR] appears considerably slower and more spacious than the churning 

metricism of the development, there is a sense that its harmonic rhythm is in fact faster. Recalling 

that in the development Harvey (initially) highlighted Tal arrivals with a recurring statement of O11, 

 
416 Harvey, Jonathan. “On Bird Concerto.” Acanthes 2004. Lecture, July 12, 2004.  
417 Jonathan Harvey, from sketch pad for “Bird Concerto with Pianosong”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher 
Foundation, Basel, p. 40. 
418 Ibid., p. 36 
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which had a strong B-flat dominant magnetism, the section’s saturated chromaticism, like a kind of 

sonic accretion disk, was continually in orbit around this harmony until the first climax at [MM] 

‘resolved’ it to A. In effect, where the development presented as harmonically static, the central 

structure of this new section is a repeating cycle of five distinct harmonies, what Harvey referred to 

as a “passacaglia”,419 each derived from the work’s five pitch spaces. He wrote this cycle at the 

bottom of the sheet containing all his pitch spaces, indicating that the last two harmonies be half the 

duration of the others.420 (Figure 73) 

 
Figure 73, “Passacaglia” from Bird Concerto 

For the most part, this harmonic ‘ground’, which is played exclusively and near-continuously 

by the ensemble’s string quintet, dictates the pitch spaces applied to the rest of the ensemble, 

thereby highlighting the impact of each harmonic shift. Conversely, the clear resonance of stacked 

fourths in the first chord, a pentatonic collection (“D-ish”), continually reorients the ear at the 

beginning of each new cycle, like a kind of tonal reference. It is in this sense that this section, despite 

the explicit changes in harmony, represents its own vision of stasis, a consolidation of all the work’s 

pitch material into one recurring structural gesture. Harvey had been contemplating such an idea as 

early as 1999, and in Thoughts, written immediately after a brief reference to “Millennium Cantata[??]” 

(Mothers Shall Not Cry), he says, “Next music: mega-space which contains all other Spaces. Applies 

for whole piece. At times ‘noise’, distortion, etc. Also compressed spectra can be included… 

unchanging light, but colors change. Work on Space(s).” In Harvey’s notes, we can see he conceived 

 
419 “Chaconne” might be the more accurate term (although such definitions can be somewhat loose) since there is no 
fixed bass line or clear metric structure, just the sequence of harmonies itself. 
420 This is likely related to the fact that space 5 has the exact same pitch structure as space 4, but displaced up an octave. 
He may have been concerned that the last two harmonies, with their corresponding effect on the music composed 
around them, might sound too similar, but this is a rule he seems to follow only part of the time. 
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of this section in five parts, possibly as a structural correspondence to the number of harmonies in 

the passacaglia. Just as each harmony has its own distinct color, so too does each repetition of the 

passacaglia, and although his descriptions of each part don’t entirely correspond with what he ended 

up writing, his ideas largely appear to have been preserved (with the exception of a trumpet solo), 

only shuffled into a different order: 

Passacaglia of 5 chords (5 spaces, selected from) 
1. contrabass clar multiphonics? Soft RM / recap of opening: one more object inverted 
[Strings can be birds when Pf is playing passacaglia chords] 
2. Sidhe music p.24/25 [SP4, SP3] 32 [SP4] impose on passacaglia421 
3. Trumpet solo+ENVELOPE ! (passacag in Hp arpeg. Etc.) 
4. WW+Acc play parallel chords for ‘birdsong’ antiphoning with juan chords à 5 or 6 (often 
passacaglia chords) 
5. Single line of ‘all-birds’ interrupted by juan canons on a key422 
 
For the most part, as the passacaglia namesake might suggest, the overall affect is rather 

improvisatory and free-associative, an impression which is accentuated by Harvey’s compositional 

choices. Firstly, whether or not Harvey planned this, or it was a product of intuition, each repetition 

of the cycle scrambles the relative weight of its harmonic sequence, where each space takes a turn as 

the cycle’s ‘temporal heavyweight’, lasting longer than its neighbors. In the first cycle at [RR], this is 

the third harmonic space ([RR]+4), featuring a gentle cadenza in the piano; in the second cycle at 

[SS]+2, this is the first harmonic space ([SS]+2), where brief murmuring arpeggios in the piano are 

answered by yellow warbler song in the 1st violin; in the third cycle at [TT]-2, this is the second 

harmonic space ([TT]), featuring another gentle cadenza for the piano; in the fourth cycle at [UU]-5, 

 
421 I am not entirely sure what he meant by “Sidhe music”, but he makes a similar reference to the end of the work on p. 
43 of his notes, “Slow end: music of the Sidhe”, a section featuring slowly descending 6-part chords in the piano. It is 
likely “Sidhe music” is in reference to the “angelic” piano music at [TT]+3, the pitches somewhat ‘outside’ spaces 3&4. 
In the draft, he wrote just below this point in the score, “more chords + melody ‘pianosong’”. 
422 The “Juan” in these last two descriptions refers to Juan Pampin, a doctoral student of Harvey’s at Stanford who 
helped program the samples into the hardware sampler. He also appears to have been responsible for mixing a number 
of samples featuring birdsong in canon (“Juan canons”), and samples with birdsong harmonized to correspond to the 
“passacaglia chords” (“Juan chords”). What Harvey means by “all-birds” is not entirely clear, although it may represent 
him thinking towards the end of the piece and its “Complete” samples, ‘digital litanies’ of all birdsong samples used in 
the work. Jonathan Harvey, from sketch pad for “Bird Concerto with Pianosong”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul 
Sacher Foundation, Basel, p. 47. 
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which in the draft Harvey described as becoming “rhythmically defined with divisions,” this is the 

fifth harmonic space ([UU]+1); and in the fifth cycle at [UU]+3.5, this is the fourth harmonic space 

([VV]+1), which very briefly alludes to a passage from [Q]-6 in the Messiaen homage (original on 

left, quotation on right—Figure 74): 

 
Figure 74, structural reminiscence in Bird Concerto: © Copyright 2001 by Faber Music Ltd, London. Reproduced by kind 

permission of the publishers. 

 Secondly, the overall shape of the section largely resembles the shape of the harmonic 

sequence itself. Remembering Harvey’s indications that the last two harmonies were “1/2 duration”, 

the fourth and fifth cycles are indeed shorter than the rest. The fourth cycle in particular ([UU]-5), 

its “rhythmic divisions” in the woodwinds and accordion (what Harvey referred to in his draft as 

“long roulade in ww big warm”) in call and response with the piano/sampler, represents the highest 

level of activity of the whole section. If this correspondence seems a bit obvious, the fact that this 

harmony is literally the “highest” of the sequence, one need only remember the moral dimension 

Gaston Bachelard ascribed to the relative significance of high versus low, and that “in dynamic 
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imagination, the first flying creature in a dream is the dreamer himself.”423 The ww “roulades” in this 

fourth cycle sound a lot like birdsong, but aren’t anything in particular, the “artificial birds” Harvey 

alluded to (with “vestiges of ‘real’ birds”) in his five-part description: “WW+Acc play parallel chords 

for ‘birdsong’ antiphoning with juan chords à 5 or 6 (often passacaglia chords).” Here, this new, 

‘invented’ birdsong in the ensemble (woodwinds and accordion), harmonized to correspond with 

the current harmonic space of the passacaglia, dialogue with ‘real’ birdsong in the piano and sampler, 

also harmonized to correspond to the passacaglia. This moment, albeit fleeting, is truly the ‘height’ 

of Harvey’s project, the complete and total assimilation of the real and the artificial, both worlds 

literally a chimeric insinuation of the other—listening passively, one might never know there was any 

difference, save a timbral shift between the woodwinds/accordion and piano/sampler. Perhaps this 

moment of ambiguity, where individual and mass appear to ‘say the same thing,’ represents Harvey’s 

best argument against Berio’s quibble with the concerto. 

 This brings us to what appears to be a sixth passacaglia cycle, or at least the beginning of one 

([VV]+6), a return to the passacaglia’s opening quartal harmony which is greeted by contrabass 

clarinet multiphonics on a low D. A simple gesture of remarkable beauty, calm, oddly reminiscent of 

nothing in particular—empty. At this point in the draft, Harvey wrote “no more passacaglia,” and 

next to it, “improv with Anna listening.” I asked Harvey’s daughter, Anna Harvey, if she 

remembered such an improvisation, and while she could not specifically recall it, she said “it could 

well have happened… out of all the family, I was most involved in his musical world… generally 

though, he was a quiet person and didn’t discuss his work much with any of us.”424 The structural 

gesture of this passage, beginning at [WW]-3, is indeed improvisatory, written largely in open 

notation with the piano and ensemble playing independently. There are two elements at play that 

 
423 Bachelard, Gaston. Air and Dreams: an Essay on the Imagination of Movement. Dallas: Dallas Institute Publications, Dallas 
Institute of Humanities and Culture, 1988: 73 
424 Anna Harvey, Email correspondence, 1/21/2019 
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make this a critical juncture for elucidating the work’s larger form. Firstly, on the tail of this 

meditative contrabass clarinet passage, the pianist articulates three familiar gestures: the trochaic 

major 2nd bell motive from the opening section, only now with the three gestures falling instead of 

rising. This is echoed in the string quintet, still playing the quartal first harmony from the 

passacaglia, but sinking (like clocks in a Dali painting) by almost a major 2nd (D–C1/4#). Harvey 

puts this gesture in a repeat box, adding a small grace note warble of a minor 3rd, asking the quintet 

to loop as they follow the conductor in a slow accelerando and crescendo. Secondly, this is further 

echoed at [WW], the sampler programmed to fragments of BIRD22, seagull calls, which similarly fall 

by almost a major 2nd. The pianist is instructed to hold down the midi pedal, and in so doing allows 

initiated samples to overlap with subsequent entries at different playback speeds, generating a 

prolation canon (as in Mortuos Plango) out of seagull calls where each entry is a perfect 4th higher.425 

Because this sequence begins a perfect 4th above the highest note of the passacaglia chord (D), it is 

clear Harvey saw these gull samples as an extension of the harmony in the string quintet. He wrote 

that he was drawn to this particular sample at this point in the work both because it developed the 

opening trochaic bell motive,426 but also because it was the only sample “sufficiently sustained”427 for 

the task of elucidating the underlying harmonic structure. Harvey articulates the pitch level of the 

samples in right hand of the piano using the trochaic bell motive (seemingly in slow motion), the 

sequence rising and accelerating to an E-flat/D-flat dyad. A brief appearance of the Vers quotation 

from just before the re-exposition interrupts the sequence on p. 155,428 but the sequence restarts, 

now using versions of BIRD22 which are harmonized even more conspicuously in stacked 4ths. 

 
425 The written notes for the samples are only a half-step apart, but the samples themselves have added transpositions 
such that samples triggered on C-sharp and D, for example, sound a perfect fourth apart.  
426 Harvey, Jonathan. “On Bird Concerto.” Acanthes 2004. Lecture, July 12, 2004. 
427 Jonathan Harvey, from sketch pad for “Bird Concerto with Pianosong”, Jonathan Harvey Collection, Paul Sacher 
Foundation, Basel, p. 48. 
428 Although, given how well the quartal arpeggiations in the right hand fit in to the harmonic framework of this passage, 
it is hard not to wonder (impossibly) if Vers was in fact a time-travelling quotation from Bird Concerto. 
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This second sequence follows the same path, ending up again on the same accelerating E-flat/D-flat 

dyadic repetition of the bell motive, and, again alluding to the pitch train poetics which have 

appeared throughout the work, the music snaps back to a familiar mold: at [XX], the D/E dyad 

from the start of the piece, a clear resolution “on D” articulated (in near-Beethovenian fashion) at 

the start of the work’s coda. Given this section’s conspicuous combination of major 2nds (the bell 

motive, seagull calls, and melting string quintet), perfect 4ths (the seagull prolation canon and quartal 

passacaglia harmony), and the D/E dyad at [XX], Harvey has essentially taken the last gesture from 

the BIRD15 sample, the “B” gesture, and smeared it across a larger temporal canvas. (Figure 75) 

 
Figure 75, “seagull” cadence at end of passacaglia 

Given this arrival, and its motivic allusion to a corresponding position in the BIRD15 

sample, it is impossible not to consider broader structural implications. Thinking back to the end of 

the opening section, two bars before [F], the harmonic compass of the music ‘sank’ from the 

opening dyadic statement of D/E to D-flat/E-flat (the re-exposition made exactly the same move at 

[Z]-1). In effect, this arrival at the work’s coda has highlighted a conspicuous reversal of that 
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motion, ‘unfinished business’ in a tonal sense, and therefore functions as an allusion to the structure 

of the opening section. These long-term structural correspondences highlight certain patterns which 

have been pervasive throughout the work. Certainly, we know from the passacaglia there was a 

preoccupation with the number five: there were five harmonies for the work’s five spaces, and five 

sections, each one highlighting a different harmonic space. In the opening section of the work, there 

were also five parts: the opening four bars of Wagnerian descent, the first human statement of 

BIRD15, a modulated statement of BIRD15 (becoming BIRD16), the section of Ligetian 

mensuration canons (which itself had five phrases), and a brief coda/addendum (in the ‘sunken’ D-

flat/E-flat tonal compass). This scheme, as first discussed, could be read as an expansion of the 

BIRD15 sample, in five parts: “A”, “A+”, “A*B”, “pause”, and “B”. Remembering Harvey’s 

reference to the work’s climax at [MM] as “5 ‘violent memories’” (which, as it turns out, takes place 

almost exactly at the golden section division of the entire work), this was also the point at which the 

electronics’ five geometric spatialization environments were recycled into a new order. For a work 

which so relishes in its structural elisions, there are arguably five major sections, each demarcated by 

similarly high, brittle gestures and some kind of metric suspension (a fermata, e.g.): the opening of 

the work, with the bell-motive in the piano; at [F], the end of the opening section just before the 

first appearance of objects; the re-exposition at [U]; the beginning of the passacaglia at [RR]; and the 

coda at [XX], with its unmistakably climactic statement of the bell-motive. Examining the 

proportions of these five sections, we can see that they largely resemble the gestural contour of the 

BIRD15 motive: “A”, “A+”, “A*B”, “pause”, and “B”. (Figure 76) 
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Figure 76, structural expansion of opening birdsong across entire structure. 

Is there other significance to the number 5? It is hard to say. Perhaps something related to 

Buddhist teachings (the “five roots of good” or “the five powers” from the Pure Land sutras). 

Harvey is never so explicit with anything in his music, so it is hard not to feel like any such 

observations are akin to seeing shapes in clouds. On the other hand, some patterns are impossible to 

ignore. The 4th string quartet has five parts, with its own concluding vision of a pure land. Weltethos 

(2009-2011), on the other hand, has six movements, but each movement, as Harvey himself 

described, had six distinct parts. What this suggests, above all else, was a concern with the scalable 

relationship of a whole to its parts, the fundamental interdependency of emptiness.  

It comes as no surprise then that the coda of Bird Concerto has five arrival points, each 

articulated with a statement of the bell-motive. The first, that halting cadence at [XX], is followed by 

a strange reminiscence of the human statements of BIRD15 from the opening section, only now so 

scrambled with allusions to other birdsong that its formerly clear phrase structures are difficult to 
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parse.429 The At [YY], a second articulation of the bell-motive, Harvey wrote in the draft a brief 

description of the music he wanted to end with: “Ending v.v. soft descending 6pt chords in pf. ||: 

from topèmiddle C in range :|| always getting slower (♪=120è15) / beautiful! Incorporate 

chaconne430 chords ‘randomly’. Crotales chime occasionally (+RM?) / No instrumental soli (or few!) 

/ Finally complete 2 repeated.” (Figure 77) 

 

Figure 77, descending cascade of chords (reminiscent of Tombeau de Messiaen) with interjected “passacaglia” chords: © 
Copyright 2001 by Faber Music Ltd, London. Reproduced by kind permission of the publishers. 

At the start of each of these last four statements, the pianist triggers samples containing “all 

birds” used in the work, divided into four parts titled “COMPLETE[#].” The very last sound we 

hear, the final bird sample of “COMPLETE2”, is a reprise of the BIRD15 sample which opened the 

work, quickly disappearing into the near-silence of piano resonance and suggesting the work could, 

were audience, performers, and diffusionists (lest we forget them) up to the task, go right back to 

the beginning and start the whole thing over. This is a tremendously active silence, full of potential, 

especially given the work’s history of cyclic rebirth. It is with this spiritual suspense that Harvey 

 
429 In an electronic twist, one of the outputs of the sampler serves as the “carrier” frequency for the ring modulator 
treatment applied to the piano, thus creating a sonic conjoinment of piano and sampler. 
430 It seems at this point Harvey decided his “passacaglia” was in fact a “chaconne.” 
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leaves us all, performers and audience alike, as observers of unadorned time, reminiscent of a 

passage from Bachelard’s Air and Dreams:  

Poetry leaves attentive silence alive beneath the images. It constructs a poem based on silent 
time, on a time which is not labored, rushed, or controlled by anything, on a time that is 
open to everything spiritual, on the time of our freedom. How poor are moments lived 
compared to the moments created in poems! Poem: a beautiful temporal thing that creates 
its own tempo.431 
 

☸ 
  

 
431 Bachelard, Gaston. Air and Dreams: an Essay on the Imagination of Movement. Dallas: Dallas Institute Publications, Dallas 
Institute of Humanities and Culture, 1988. 248. 
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Conclusion :  
A Technological Implementation of Bird Concerto (and its future) 

As has been discussed, it often seems Harvey continued to find musical rewards in electronic 

tools, despite the enthusiasm-crushing complications, because of how such implementations forced 

a clear articulation of compositional goals. The challenges in realizing this kind of music can be 

herculean, no matter how big or small the demands: preparing and executing programs, costly studio 

time, communicating with short-tempered assistants and engineers, dealing with hardware or (more 

likely) software malfunctions, nerve wracking rehearsals with too little time to spare, and so on. 

Harvey would have learned this lesson in his Princeton days, shuttling program instructions to Bell 

Laboratories 30 miles away in Holmdel, NJ, with lengthy waiting periods before any sound was 

heard. This would even have been the case at IRCAM ten years later for Mortuos Plango, where 

certain renderings, for example the sinusoidal re-syntheses of boy or bell, would have taken 

overnight to compute.  

But where someone like Stockhausen met this necessity for clear communication with an 

absolute and deterministic approach, documenting and micromanaging every parameter (up to and 

including exact level changes in the mixdown of a recording, documented in the liner notes to an 

album release), Harvey seems to have carefully curated musical architectures that could take a 

considerable amount of abuse before their profiles began to break down. This is not, of course, to 

assume Harvey did not have strong opinions about his music when he got to the hall (as discussed 

earlier by the sound engineer and collaborator of Harvey’s, Jan Panis, who said that Harvey had a 

very clear sonic image), but much of the satisfaction in performing Harvey’s music comes from the 

sense that it genuinely trusts its performers. Flexibility has been built into the musical rhetoric to 

allow the performers’ own chaotic subjectivity to interact with the implied boundaries put forth in 

the notation. The sense of grit and dirt in the musical argument is indicative of a space that feels as 
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though it is eternally becoming, and the performers are invited to participate in that process. In a 

way, the same could be said for the electronics themselves. 

Of course, there are limits to the literal sustainability of such a model, and so as a conclusion 

to this study, I would like to speak generally about my experience in preparing Bird Concerto with 

Pianosong for performance, both as soloist and developer of custom electronic materials that 

facilitated the implementation of Harvey’s electro-acoustic vision for this incredible work. All of the 

information contained herein is relevant to the documentation as it stands in December of 2020, and 

any discussion of the implementation of electronic materials is intended as a case study for the 

problems facing today’s electro-acoustic ecosystem. This description can serve as something of a 

time capsule for those grappling with similar restorative challenges, whatever the future brings for 

this work. More broadly, however, I will offer some apt reflections on my own experience operating 

on ‘both sides of the aisle’ as both soloist and technologist in performing Bird Concerto. 

Faber currently maintains a website for Harvey’s electronic resources, 

jonathanharveysoundsources.com, with links to downloadable materials for extant electro-acoustic 

works. Many of these works are for instruments with pre-recorded fixed media (like Tombeau de 

Messiaen, or Homage to Cage, …), so renting and licensing such works from Faber grants the 

performer access to the necessary audio tracks, often in the form of a link to a downloadable .wav 

file. A second category of works, “works using original technology/hardware,”432 includes 

 
432 This includes Ashes Dance Back (1997, electronics updated June 2014), Bird Concerto with Pianosong (2001, electronics 
updated February 2013), Calling across time (1998, electronics unavailable), Cello Concerto (1990, electronics unavailable), 
From Silence (1988, electronics updated 2014), Gong-Ring (1984, electronics unavailable), Imaginings (only available as a 
recording), Inquest of Love (1992, electronics unavailable), Madonna of Winter and Spring (1986, electronics updated 2017), 
Mothers Shall Not Cry (2000, electronics unavailable), One Evening… (1994, electronics unavailable), Other Presences (2006, 
electronics unavailable), Percussion Concerto (1997, optional reverb and amplification indicated in the score), Ricercare una 
melodia (1984-2003, electronics last updated in 2004), Soleil Noir/Chitra (1995, electronics unavailable), Still (1997, 
electronics unavailable), The Summer Cloud’s Awakening (2001, electronics unavailable), Two Interludes for an Opera (2003, 
electronics unavailable), Valley of Aosta (1988, electronics unavailable), Wheel of Emptiness (1997, electronics updated 
2015), and White as Jasmine (1999, electronics unavailable). http://www.jonathanharveysoundsources.com/electronic-
works/, last accessed 8/7/2020 
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downloadable electronic resources like those needed for Bird Concerto—Max patches, sample 

libraries, MIDI SysEx files for synthesizers, and so on—and this category is what most clearly shows 

its age. Of the twenty-one works listed, only six have accessible resources, and of those, only 

Madonna of Winter and Spring appears to have received a recent update (in 2017). A third category of 

works pertains to which were developed at IRCAM (like Speakings, Advaya, etc.), and Faber indicates 

that a hiring agreement for the parts will allow for interested parties to be directed to the necessary 

contacts at IRCAM. As such, technicians at IRCAM maintain those materials, not Faber. 

The link for Bird Concerto, being one of these few works with available electronic resources, 

allows the download of a .zip file with sub-folders for each category of its requisite materials: 

samples files (birdsong) and sample mapping data for the Akai samplers (Z8/S5000/S6000), 

Max/MSP433 patches and all the many externals needed to operate the joystick diffusion and ring 

modulation, routing data for a Yamaha DM2000 digital mixing console, and a SysEx file for the 

SY77 synthesizer to install Harvey’s own sound patches. Each of these four categories presented 

unique challenges and highlighted growing fractures in the work’s ability to receive future 

performances. I will address each of these challenges in reverse order. 

The Yamaha SY77 (and its rack-mounted equivalent, the TG77), while a beloved instrument, 

is no longer manufactured and must be borrowed or acquired second hand. Since most of these 

instruments were manufactured in the late 80s and early 90s, there is a modest likelihood that 

original instruments could have problems: bad key sensors, leaky capacitors, failing contacts in 

output jacks, and so on. A common solution for avoiding such pitfalls with these old synthesizers is 

to emulate them in software. For early digital synthesizers like the DX7 this is easy: Native 

Instruments has a frequency modulation-based synthesizer emulator called FM8 which can read the 

 
433 As of these revisions in November, 2020, with the current 64-bit architecture of the latest Macintosh operating 
system, OS X Catalina, these Max patches and their included externals libraries are entirely non-functional and can only 
be operated on a legacy operating system. 
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original SysEx434 files from these older synths. For the SY77 this is more problematic. In that 

generation of FM synthesizers, dating from the late 1980s and early 1990s, Yamaha began mixing in 

pre-recorded samples of real sounds to add more grit and realism to the synthetic waveforms. These 

sample files are proprietary, stored in the synth’s internal memory, and cannot be directly 

downloaded from the instrument itself. There are no known software emulators which include these 

elemental samples, and while there are available sample libraries which feature recordings of the SY77’s 

sound banks (in other words, samples painstakingly recorded of each individual note in each patch, 

like those made of real historical organs for programs like Hauptwerk), these libraries would 

certainly not contain the custom sounds Harvey developed on his own personal instrument. In other 

words, a real hardware SY77 or TG77 is necessary for authentic playback of the synth sounds 

Harvey created for and through Bird Concerto. Furthermore, the SY77’s SysEx file cannot be read by 

a program like FM8, since each patch calls on these proprietary samples, which FM8 does not 

support. 

For our performances of Bird Concerto, I purchased a used TG77 and installed Harvey’s 

SysEx file using SysEx Librarian by Snoize (Kurt Revis), a small software utility that allows a 

computer to interface directly with a MIDI device’s internal memory through a MIDI connection. 

This file gave me access not only to the sounds necessary for Bird Concerto, but every sound Harvey 

had installed on his SY77, including the detuned piano patches used to compose the tape part for 

Tombeau de Messiaen. To implement these sounds in a software setting would either require a 

systematic sampling of every note in each of these patches (each note recorded at multiple dynamic 

levels to account for timbral non-linearities in synth’s playback algorithms), or carefully chosen near-

equivalent sounds on different platforms which match the dynamic behaviors of Harvey’s patches 

 
434 “System Exclusive,” data pertaining to the exact waveform patterns which generate the timbre of each digital 
instrument 
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(active panning, tuning systems, filters, reverb, etc.). Either way, this process necessitates having one 

of these instruments on hand to adequately assess the efficacy of either solution, at which point you 

might as well just use the instrument.435  

The next problem we faced was finding a mixing console which would handle the complex 

routing necessitated by Harvey’s electro-acoustic orchestration. To recall, Harvey asks for sub-

groups of instruments to be mixed together and electronically processed like timbral hybrids. 

Because these sub-groups are constantly shifting throughout the work (and there are always eight 

such sub-groups simultaneously being fed to the Max patch), a digital mixing console is necessary so 

that each program change can be preset and (silently) advanced at the push of a button. Not all 

mixing consoles are created equal, and each company prioritizes particular workflows. Faber’s 

electronic materials for Bird Concerto provides patches for the Yamaha DM2000, which can be 

directly installed onto the device, immediately loading the work’s necessary routing settings. This is 

of course ideal, but the DM2000 is an older unit, from the early 2000s, and may be harder to come 

by for an institution without an equivalent setup. While the technical documentation indicates a 

Yamaha PM5D, Digico D5 or Tascam DM4800 have been used in past performances of Bird 

Concerto, this carries the heavy caveat that significant testing and preparation will need to take place 

to ensure the necessary routings work correctly.  

The Cornell Electroacoustic Center purchased a Presonus StudioLive 32S and StudioLive 

32R stage box for our performances. While the unit’s specifications initially appeared to match our 

needs—enough high-quality microphone preamps for the whole ensemble, and ample outputs to 

feed the surround-sound system in the hall—what became apparent after many hours of manual-

diving and experimentation is that its routing capabilities were not nearly flexible enough to handle 

the fluid needs of the work. Its conception of mixing was to a stereo output, like the PA system in a 

 
435 A reference for these particular patches is included in the following appendix. 
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concert venue or church, not the complex multi-channel routings necessitated by the electro-

acoustic tradition evoked in Bird Concerto. The StudioLive USB computer interfacing was very rigid 

(it could feed the computer individual input channels, or a stereo mix, but not the eight sub-mixes 

needed for the Max patch), and there were not enough analog outputs to feed both the eight sub-

mixes through another external audio interface (a convoluted solution to say the least) and the eight 

speakers in the hall. Days before the performance, an Allen and Heath digital mixer was borrowed 

from another department to substitute for the Presonus, but in contrast to the latter, the routing 

capabilities of this sophisticated mixing board were so complex and counter-intuitive that there was 

not enough time to figure out how to implement the work’s ten routing patches for the 

performance, never mind the first rehearsals. 

Ironically, the solution which proved most efficient and effective was to implement these 

routing changes within Max/MSP itself, taking the ensemble’s 27 mic inputs directly over USB from 

the Presonus mixing console and mixing them digitally within the Max patch itself.436 A week before 

the performance I began programming this patch as a backup plan, using the [matrix~] mixer object 

in Max and adding MIDI inputs for external fader banks (Figure 77), and inserting this software 

digital mixer directly at the ‘front end’ of the Max patch provided by Faber (Sound Intermedia). As a 

result of uncertainty surrounding the inner workings of our current hardware console, and in a 

breach of the most basic electro-acoustic precautions, we implemented this Max-based solution the 

day of the performance. The dress rehearsal was the first time we had actually heard all of the work’s 

electronics sounding as expected, and even then there was not sufficient time for a full run through. 

That there was no programming error in this last-minute implementation was some stroke of luck, 

because, as any Max user will attest, such a move is more likely than not to cause its own reign of 

terror.  

 
436 In effect, the mixing console was being used for its preamps alone.  
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Figure 77, digital mixer programmed in Max/MSP to handle diffusion groupings in Bird Concerto 

The Max patch provided by Faber also proved to have its own challenges. Last updated in 

2013, it included objects from IRCAM’s SPAT library of diffusion algorithms. These objects, from 

an older release of SPAT, operate under a 32-bit architecture. Throughout the last decade, computer 

manufacturers have been gradually transitioning to 64-bit architectures. In order for the diffusion 

objects in the Bird Concerto patch to operate not just correctly, but at all, facilitating the joystick-

driven ‘flight’ so central to the work’s concept, Max had to be opened in 32-bit mode. This option 

was available on the Mac OS X operating system up until Apple’s latest release, OS X Catalina, 

which now blocks any 32-bit programs from running at all. As of our performances in 2018, it was 

still possible to run Max in 32-bit mode (with the caveat that it may not be as stable), but this is no 

longer possible in 2020 with a fully updated operating system. One could certainly maintain a 

dedicated computer using an older operating system, or partition a hard drive to boot into an older 

instance of the operating system, but such procedures add complexity and carry with them the 
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specter of instability or unpredictable behavior, especially if one or two computers serve as 

performance mainstays for an entire studio. 

All of these challenges outlined thus far, while irritating, are hurdles which could be 

overcome without significant cost in authenticity to the work’s musical language. The devil is in the 

details, but, assuming a scenario where Bird Concerto languishes in a status of non-performability, one 

could listen to the London Sinfonietta’s 2012 recording of Bird Concerto to determine what kind of 

sounds the synthesizer is making and find some roughly approximated alternative. The synth is not 

used nearly as often as the sampler, and in most cases lends more atmosphere than direct musical 

argument. Faber also provides a routing chart for the mixing console, showing which instruments 

need to be routed where at which point in the work, useful if someone has to (re-)program a digital 

mixer, Max-based or otherwise. Similarly, a flow-chart outlining the inner workings of the Max patch 

shows where these outputs from the mixer are fed, and how they are controlled by the three 

diffusionists. Ring and amplitude modulation are very simple to implement digitally, and there are 

other diffusion methods besides SPAT that could achieve the same dynamic flying effect for which 

Harvey calls. All of these points would represent a tremendous amount of labor on the part of the 

programmer(s) and engineer(s) (again begging the question, “who is the composer”) especially in 

terms of developing clear user interfaces and testing for bugs. However, the necessary information is 

available to make any recreations function such that the electronics sound more or less authentic to 

the score. 

What is not well documented, and what absolutely must be accurately rendered in order for 

the work to make its argument, are the samples themselves. Because the music is literally composed 

around their specific melodic and harmonic profiles, and Harvey’s notation asks for specific notes 

corresponding to specific playback speeds (which do not always correspond to written pitches), the 

fidelity of not only the samples, but also their specific key mappings is paramount to the success of 
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Bird Concerto. The sampler files provided by Faber come in .akp and .akm formats, intended for Akai 

Z8/S5000/S6000 rack-mounted hardware samplers, and for whatever reason these files could not 

be opened in modern sampling software like Kontakt or Ableton. Like the SY/TG77, these Akai 

hardware samplers can be found second-hand, but more than finding them, the problem is that 

there is no straightforward way to interface with them to load the necessary sample files and 

mappings. The software Akai developed for this purpose (AkSys) has long become obsolete, along 

with the PowerMacs for which it was written, and even having tracked down this software in the 

deep recesses of the internet, software emulators like SheepShaver would not run the software on 

newer operating systems. Since many of these hardware samplers had floppy disk drives, one could 

conceivably purchase a floppy disk to USB converter, load the files on disks, then (slowly) transfer 

them to the machine. The question then becomes whether there is anything gained by using the 

older hardware, especially if its purpose is simply to serve as a repository of digital audio files, and its 

analog signal path is designed to be transparent and inobtrusive. 

These sample mapping files were kindly converted for us by technicians at Chicken Systems, 

whose Translator™ Professional Instrument Conversion Software reads older sampler mapping files 

and converts them to modern formats for programs like Kontakt or Ableton. For the performance, 

because I had my own onstage setup of synthesizer, midi keyboard, and computer outputting 

samples, I implemented a Max patch for myself to use at the piano. The converted sample libraries 

were loaded in a [VST~] object running Kontakt, controllable over a basic user interface accessible 

on an iPad (using Cycling ‘74’s MIRA app) to switch between sample and synthesizer patches.437 I 

taped the iPad to the music desk on the piano and added some basic volume controls to my various 

outputs, an addition which became a saving grace in both rehearsals and performance. (Figure 78) 

 
437 Because I was using the rack-mounted TG77, which does not have its own built in keyboard, I had to use a separate 
midi keyboard (an M-Audio Keystation 88) to trigger sounds from both the synthesizer and sample libraries. 
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Figure 78, pianist’s patch for Bird Concerto, allowing control of sampler and synth patches, and their respective output levels. 

The problem with conversion, of course, is the possibility of mistranslation, and without any 

master list of Harvey’s specific sample mappings available in his archive, very little clarification from 

his electronic collaborators, or an Akai sampler with the properly loaded files to compare to, much 

of this work felt like a shot in the dark. The proof, however, is in the sounds themselves, and what 

became most evident once we had the samples loaded (as correctly as possible, to the best of our 

knowledge) is just how seamlessly they integrated with the fabric of sounds on the page. This 

presented a particularly unique pianistic challenge throughout, that the haptic complication of 

navigating two “manuals”—one electronic, one acoustic—was further confused by the fact that for 

the midi keyboard, the ‘topography of sounds’ was constantly changing as sample mappings were 

cycled in and out from one section to the next. This had the unexpected effect of continually 

recontextualizing the acoustic piano, since the kaleidoscopic nature of the sample libraries 

necessitated a maximally variable touch on the acoustic instrument to allow for proper sonic 
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correspondence between the two worlds. This sensation was delightfully out-of-body, one which 

(again responding to Berio’s variable understanding of concerto rhetoric) is not reserved only for the 

soloist, but involves the entire ensemble in a playful interstitial dialogue.  

One particularly memorable moment from the first rehearsal (where only the samples had 

been set up) was playing the objects section at [F] for the first time. This first playthrough had to 

stop because members of the ensemble had started laughing at the almost clownish concatenation of 

bird fragments seeming to flit in and around each sounding instrument. “Who’s imitating who” 

seemed to be the point of levity, and it was enlightening to realize that, despite the stress of 

preparation, debugging, troubleshooting, practice, and the generalized intensity of a concerto setting 

writ large, a piece so concerned with the greatest transcendental questions of being could present 

itself so light-heartedly. This should come as no surprise, since Harvey said as much in the opening 

epigraph: “Light is my aim.”  

This moment of levity brings us back to a recurring theme that has appeared throughout this 

study: the sense that Harvey’s compositional outlook never seemed to manifest as something 

tangible, easily captured by a stylistic label or pithy technical descriptor. In fact, in many cases, 

moments that represent the most expressive and memorable arrivals in his music are often those 

which seem to blow a proverbial hole in the wall, peering out from inside the neat confines of a 

work and catching a glimpse of a something that seems not to belong. The pregnant (near-)silences 

of Harvey’s Fourth Quartet and Towards a Pure Land capture this sensation through their negative 

space, as likewise the baby’s cries and Ohm chants of Speakings, or the children’s choir incantations 

between movements in Weltethos. The final F-sharp major cadence in Tombeau de Messiaen also feels 

strangely out of place, especially if taken as part of the work’s compositional organicism and not as 

the obvious reference to Messiaen that it is. Similarly, the strange stop-and-start of musical objects in 

Wheel of Emptiness and Bird Concerto seem to put music on hold altogether, trapping the listener in a 
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strange state of rhetorical stasis until the music is reconstituted by what feels like sheer force of will 

and pure, unimpeded motion.  

Rather than paint these moments of otherness as just that, moments built from things which 

do not belong, like post-modernist foils against any broader sense of a solidity of form, Harvey 

simply redraws his circles: the work can encompass this, this, and that as well, with ne’er a shred of 

irony to be seen. If we recall a statement from much earlier, this can be read entirely as part of his 

spiritual outlook: “A lofty, ethical tone is not necessarily required to qualify for the spiritual category 

… demarcated by the feeling we have of the music having somehow reached beyond.”443 It then 

makes perfect sense that a composer like Harvey, so entrenched in the discourse of the avant-garde, 

would at times seem to “relapse” into what can only be described as a language reminiscent of the 

English pastoralism of Vaughan-Williams and Holst. This might consist of, for example, a reliance 

on familiar objects and sound worlds (like the Winchester Cathedral tenor bell as an avatar for some 

mystical folk tradition) and a penchant for treating pentatonicism as a kind of ‘base state’ of all 

music. These are clichés, for sure, but represent an open invitation to collapse apparent conceptual 

boundaries holding, for example, a nostalgic English pastoralism apart from the utopian bleeps and 

bloops of Elektronische Musik. In Harvey’s music, what is mysticism if not systematic asceticism, and 

what is asceticism if not systematic self-examination. 

To close, and in reflection on this project as a whole, I do not argue that Harvey’s electronic 

works are destined for obsolescence, or that he would have intended such an outcome. What 

composer except the most committed performance artist would wish their work to a back shelf, 

never to be seen or performed again? What Harvey’s music does carry with it, however, is the fragility 

and risk of obsolescence, and a sense of life at the edge of oblivion. None of the birdsongs sampled 

in Bird Concerto, for example, which descended from vintage field recordings transformed into 

 
443 Jonathan Harvey, In Quest of Spirit: Thoughts on Music (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1999). 8. 
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sonograms transformed into sinewaves transformed into music, truly exist in any practical capacity 

in the real world, nor—given these layers of mediation on top of a propensity for regional birdsong 

dialects to dramatically morph and change—may they ever have. It would not surprise me at all if 

this is precisely why Harvey was so drawn to these samples in particular. Bird Concerto with Pianosong is 

built on literal nothingness, a house of cards balanced over a deep void, and so it should come as no 

surprise that its continued existence is accompanied by an outsize responsibility on its performers. 

But this precarity and collaborative nature of the work, even posthumously, is also why Harvey’s 

music continues to represent an essential voice in an extraordinarily tumultuous time for human 

culture: his work serves as a reminder that the recognition and embodiment of fragility and 

transience are in fact musical, even human, virtues to be explored. 

☸ 
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Appendix 

Sample Mappings for Bird Concerto with Pianosong 
 
 One of the biggest problems we encountered in preparing Bird Concerto for performance was 

loading the sample libraries. Because the current electronics documentation from Faber lacks any 

master list of specific mappings identifying which samples belong to which note on the midi 

keyboard, we had to turn to third-party software, the Chicken Systems Translator™ Professional 

Instrument Conversion Software, to convert the original Akai sample files into usable modern 

formats (Ableton, Kontakt, etc.). As it turns out, the only extant documentation of these sample 

mappings, given the lack of any such materials in Harvey’s archive at the Sacher Stiftung, appears to 

be the obsolete Akai sampler files themselves. The following table of sample mappings has been 

adapted from a translation of these Akai files for Kontakt 5.444  

Format: 
#[Sample set] –– [original SY77 button #] ([SY77 Patch name]), [score p. # and reh. letter] 
[sample preset name] 
[note/MIDI#] – [note/MIDI#] : [sample name] [(detuning in semi-tones “st”)] [(root/MIDI#)] 
 
#1 –– A10 (PPG LO), p. 1 A -4 
birds8natPreset 
A0/21 – F4/65: BIRD16.wav (-0.43st) (Root: D#4/61) 
F#4/66 – C8/108 : BIRD15.wav (Root: C7/96) 
 
#2 –– A12 (TUBA), p. 12 F 
birdfragments 
G#4 : BIRD17FRAG.wav (Root: E5) 
A4 – D#5 : BIRD8....... 1.wav (Root: C6) 
E5 : BIRD8....... 2.wav (+0.26) (Root: A5) 
F5 : BIRD2FRAG.. 1.wav (Root: F6) 
F#5 : BIRD13FRAG.wav (-6.20st) (Root: C#6) 
G5 : BIRD12FRAG.wav (Root: D6) 
G#5 : BIRD11frag-2.wav (Root: D6) 
A5 : BIRD10FRAG2.wav (Root: A6) 
A5 : BIRD10FRAG.wav (Root: D#8) 

 
444 A note of caution: Kontakt’s sample mapping protocol labels notes an octave lower than standard note numbering 
practices. For example, A4 (440Hz, MIDI no. 69) is A3 in Kontakt. This has been accounted for in the following table, 
with the associated MIDI number included to avoid any confusion. 
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A#5 : BIRD9FRAG1.wav (+0.34) (Root: D#8) 
B5 : BIRD8FRAG.wav (+0.10) (Root: D#8) 
B5 : BIRD7FRAG.wav (Root: B5) 
C6 – E6 : BIRD6FRAG.wav (Root: G#6) 
F6 : BIRD5FRAG.wav (Root: F6) 
F#6 : BIRD4FRAG.wav (Root: G6) 
G6: BIRD3FRAG.. 2.wav (Root: F#9) 
A#6 : BIRD3FRAG.. 1.wav (Root: D#9) 
B6 : BIRD3FRAG.wav (Root: B8) 
C7 : BIRD2FRAG.wav (Root: G9) 
C7 : BIRD1FRAG.wav (Root: C7) 
 
#3 –– A11 (NARROW -) p. 41 R +3 
birds5natPreset 
A0 – F4 : BIRD10.wav (Root: F4) 
F#4 – C7 : BIRD9.wav (Root: C7) 
 
#4 –– A10 (PPG LO) p. 53 U -1 
[birds8natPreset, as before] 
 
#5 –– A12 (TUBA) p. 70 Z 
[birdfragments, as before] 
 
#6 –– A14 (PPG Pad 1) p. 87 EE 
birds8counterexp 
A0 – F4 : BIRD16DOPPLER.wav (Root: D#4) 
B2 – F4 : BIRD21PAN.wav (-0.15st) (Root: C4) 
F#4 – C8 : BIRD15.wav (Root: C7) 
 
#7 –– A12 (TUBA) p. 92 FF +6 
[birdfragments, as before] 
 
#8 –– A16 (GrandPiano), p. 107 KK -3 
birds.lo Preset 
A0 – F#3 : BIRD18LOWERCUT2.wav (-0.17st) (Root: E3) 
A0 : BIRD18LOWER.wav (Root: B3) 
G3 – B4 : BIRD18LOWERCUT.wav (Root: B4) 
C5 : BIRD8FRAG-2.wav (Root: E7) 
C5 : BIRD7FRAG-2.wav (Root: C5) 
C#5 : BIRD13FRAG.wav (Root: C#7) 
D5 : BIRD9FRAG 1.wav (+9st) (Root: D#8) 
D#5 – C8 : BIRD17.LOW.wav (Root: C7) 
 
#9 –– A13 (Spectrum), p. 119 MM +8 
lowtrans Preset 
A0 – C8 : BIRD8-3.wav (+0.18) (Root: C8) 
 
#10 –– A15 (Koto), p. 128 QQ 
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harm.... Preset 
A0 – B6 : BIRD2FRAGHALFSP.wav (Root: C5) 
A0 – B6 : BIRD2FRAGHSPT1.wav (Root: C5) 
A0 – B6 : BIRD2FRAGHSP.T2.wav (Root: C5) 
C7 : BIRD11FRAG.wav (Root: G#7) 
 
#11 –– A3 (HORNCHORDS), p. 134 RR +4 
birds3natPreset 
A0 – F#4 : BIRD6.wav (Root: F#4) 
G4 – C8 : BIRD4.wav (Root: F#7) 
C7 – C8 : BIRD5.wav (Root: C7) 
 
#12 –– A2 (openAct2), p. 137 SS +2 
birds.natPreset 
A0 – F4 : BIRD2.wav (Root: F4) 
F#4 – C8 : BIRD1.wav (Root: C7) 
 
#13 –– A11 (NARROW -), p. 139 SS +5 
[birds5natPreset, as before] 
 
#14 –– A9 (NARROW -), p. 143 TT +6 
ending.. Preset 
C2 : BIRD22.wav (Root: D4) 
C#2 : BIRD22.wav (+4st) (Root: D4) 
D2 : BIRD22.wav (+8st) (Root: D4) 
D#2 : BIRD22.wav (+12st) (Root: D4) 
E2 : BIRD22.wav (+16st) (Root: D4) 
F#2 : BIRDCHORDS1.wav (Root: E4) 
G2 : BIRDCHORDS1.wav (+4st) (Root: E4) 
G#2 : BIRDCHORDS1.wav (+4st) (Root: E4) 
A2 : BIRDCHORDS1.wav (+10st) (Root: E4) 
C4 : SAMPLE55INCANON.wav (Root: C4) 
D#4 – A4 : BIRDCHORDS8.wav (Root: C5) 
C5 – C6 : BIRDTRIAD3.wav (Root: C5) 
C#6 : BIRDTRIAD4.wav (Root: C6) 
 
[note: the “B2” setting in the 2013 edition is erroneous and should be ignored] 
 
#15 –– A1 (NARROW -), p. 158 XX 
complete.canons 
A0 – A3 : BIRD16CUT.wav (Root: D#4) 
A#3 – D4 : CANON6.wav (Root: D4) 
D#4 – G#4 : CANON5.wav (Root: G#4) 
A4 – D5 : CANON4.wav (Root: D5) 
D#5 – G#5 : CANON3.wav (Root: G#5) 
A5 – D6 : CANON2.wav (Root: D6) 
D#6 – G#6 : CANON1.wav (Root: G#6) 
A6 : COMPLETE4.wav (Root: A6) 
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A#6 : COMPLETE3.wav (Root: A#6) 
B6 : COMPLETE2.wav (Root: B6) 
C7 – C8 : COMPLETE1.wav (Root: C7) 
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Bird Concerto song transcriptions (“Bill’s Birds”) 
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Harvey’s handwritten work catalogue (transcribed from Thoughts) 

[NP –– not published] [F –– published by Faber] [N –– published by Novello] 
249 total works 
113 having to do with the voice 
 
Year/Mo Title, etc 
 
…   

 The ghosts (cello, baritone piano) [NP] 
 Psalm Prelude '56 (Cello and organ) [NP] 

 
‘58  
  Quartet [NP] 
 
‘59   

 Quintet (2 cellos) [NP] 
 
Jan ‘59   
  Three Adorations for tenor and piano (Chancer, Keats, Tagove) [NP] 

 Three Songs for Tenor [NP] 
 'bet my cry' mixed horns anthem [NP] 

 
‘60   
  Canzona for String orchestra [NP] 

 Song of June for mixed chorus (w. owen) [F] 
  3 settings from Carmina Burana to Helen Waddell for mixed chorus [NP] 
  2 latin motets for A.T.B [NP] 

 Three songs for Tenor [NP] 
 The Exiles (unfinished) orchestral prelude and opera [NP] 
 Litchfield March for small orchestra [NP] 

 
‘61  

 Jubilate Deo for double choir and organ [NP] 
  Little Concerto for Strings [F, rev. 1997] 
 
‘62  
  Piano piece [NP] 
  Come swish around my pretty punk Yeats (bass) [NP] 
  Had I the heavens embroidered clothes Yeats (tenor) [NP] 
  She's the lass for my caress (Tenor) [NP] 
  String trio movement (and lost) [NP] 
  Helensburgh variations for orchestra [NP] 
  String Quartet (Clements Prize) [NP] 
  The King of the Great Clock Tower (opera for chamber group; unfinished) [NP] 
  Serial piece for piano [NP] 
  Tryptych for Wing 5tet and piano [NP] 
  Two symbols for chamber orchestra [NP] 
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‘63  
  L'Horloge for cello and speaker (Baudelaire) [NP] 
  3 Songs of Robert Graves (tenor) [NP] 
  When June is come (soprano and piano) [NP] 
  What thing is love? (bass) [NP] 
  Queen Elizabeth the First (sop.) [NP] 
  Lock up fair lids (tenor) [NP] 
  Two short pieces for alto and piano [NP] 
  Pictures of love (Rosaleen) [voice] [NP] 
 
‘64  
  March for cello and piano [NP] 
  ‘Song of Innocence’ Blake contralto and piano [NP] 
  ‘Structures’ for cello and piano [NP] 
  ‘Done is a battel on the dragon black’ for chorus, temps[?] and piano [NP] 
Aug   Father and Child and Parting (Yeats) soprano and piano [NP] 
Sept  Piece for orchestral [NP] 
Dec  The Annunciation [NP] 
Dec  He wishes for the Clothes of Heaven (voice and pf) [NP] 
 
‘65 
Mar  Yeats Cycle for Soprano and 9 instruments [NP] 
Mar  Little Piece for Ingrid (Pf) [NP] 
May  Variations for violin and piano [N] 
May  Ah dancer, ah sweet dancer (Yeats) (bass and pf.) [NP] 
June  The Four ages of Man (Yeats) bass and pf [NP] 
July  Two Medieval Fragments for mixed chorus [NP] 
July  Piece for amateur orchestra [NP] 
Aug  ‘Love’ (George Herbert) for six-voice consort (SSATBB) [NP] 
Aug  Dialogue for cello and piano [N, rev. 1977] 
Oct  Cantata [I] (sop. Barit/ mixed chorus, strings and organ) [N] 
Dec  ‘Puck's Song’ (sop. pf. Duet, harpsi, stg. Trio) [NP] 
Dec  ‘Sudden Light’ D.G. Rosetti (voice and pf) [SV, NP] 
 
‘66 
Jan  ‘Handfast Point’ J.T. Prince (tenor and pf.) [NP] 
June  ‘Invitation’ (sop. And pf.) [NP] 
July  Three Pieces for Orchestra – ‘Symphony’ [N] 
Dec  Opera ‘A Full Moon in March’ [NP] 
Dec  ‘Enclosure’ Song for voice and pf. (Moone, from the Persian) [NP] 
 
‘67 
April  Monologue of the Sibyl of Cumae (J.T. Prince) sop and pf. [NP] 
May  Song of the Soul (St. John of the Cross trans. Prince) sop and pf. [NP] 
May  Iam, dulcis amica SSATBB solos or chorus [N] 
July   Sonata for piano [NP] 
Sept  Chaconne for Three Orchestras and String Quartet [N] 
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Dec  Fragment from The Song of Solomon for bass and pf [NP] 
 
‘68 
May  Carol for mixed choir (v. Garmin and medieval poem) [N] 
May  Carol for mixed choir [N?] 
July  Cantata III for sop. And six instrumentalists (Medieval poem, Latin) [N] 
July  Transformations of ‘Love Bade me Welcome’ for clarinet and piano [N] 
 
‘69 
Jan 5th  Laus Deo for organ [N] 
Jan  Four Images after Yeats for piano [N] 
   Purgatory Sept (?) ‘68 
   The lineaments of a plummet measured face Jan. 6th 
   A tree there in... Jan. 7th 
   The Phases of the moon Jan 8th 
Easter  Ludus Amoris (Cantata IV) for sop, tenor, speaker, chorus, orch [N] 
June  ‘When at dawn she signs…’ (Meredith) bass and pf. [NP] 
Fall  In Memoriam [N] 
 
‘70 
Spring  Benedictus [N] 
June  Time-Points [N] 
Sept.  Black Sonnet (Hopkins) [Cantata V] 4 voices and Wind 5tet [N] 
Dec.  Cantata VI (Kierkegeard) chorus and strings – ‘On Faith’ [N] 
Aug  Studies (5) for two clarinets in B-flat [N] 
June  (song to Rosalean for high voice and pf.) [NP] 
 
‘71 
July  Piano Trio [N] 
Nov  Cantata VII––On Vision (electronics realised March 72) (scored 13 Sept. 72) [N] 
Dec  Love Song for Strings (transcription of Iam Dulcis Amica) [NP] 
 
‘72 
Jan  Rotas for 10 instruments (Ballet Rambert) [NP] 
April  Sextet (Ballet Rambert) (Another transcription of Iam Dulcis Amica!) [NP] 
April 27th Round the Star and Back for piano and a small number of other instruments [N] 
Dec 2  ‘Persephone Dream’ for full orchestra [N] 
 
‘73 
April  Cantata VIII Angel/Eros for soprano and string quartet [N] 
June  Nearness of the Beloved (voice and pf.) [NP] 
April-Sept Inner Light (1) for seven players and tape [N] 
Oct.   Quantumplation for six players [N] 
 
‘74 
Dec 8th The Dove Descending for choir and organ [N] 
 
‘75 
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Jan 10th Sobre un Éxtasis de Alta Contemplación (chant transcendental sequence for mixed 
chorus) [N] 

Feb  Spirit Music for Soprano, three clarinettists and piano [N] 
Oct 18th Inner Light (3) for 4-track tape and orchestra (started Dec. '73) [N] 
Dec 13th Correspondances for female voice and piano [N] 
 
‘76 
June 20th Gloire de Dijon for sop. and pf. [NP] 
June 23rd Meditation for cello and 4-track tape [NP] 
July 18th I love the Lord for SSAATTBB [N] 
 
‘77 
May  Inner Light (2) for 5 singers 12 instrumentalists and 3-track tape [F] 
May  Smiling Immortal, Ballet scene, for 11 players and tape [F] 
Aug  CAmBriDGE! For wind quintet (+2nd horn ad lib.) [NP] 
Nov. 3rd Quartet [F] 
Nov 9  Song for cello and piano [N, added to Dialogue from 1967] 
 
‘78 
12 June  Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis for choir and organ [F] 
7 july  Album for Wind Quintet [F] 
22 Aug  Veils and Melodies for tapes [F] 
 
‘79 
19 Feb  Hymn for chorus and orchestra [F] 
21 June  The Magnet for tenor and piano [NP] 
30 Sept  BE(COM)ING for clarinet and piano [F] 
21 Oct  O Jesu, nomen dulce for unacc choir [F] 
5 Dec  Concelebration for fl, cl, vcl, pf, all doubling perc. [F] 
 
‘80 
23 Feb  Toccata for organ and tape [F] 
29 Aug  Mortuos Plango, Vivos Voco for computer manipulated concrete sounds [F] 
22 Nov  Resurrection, for double choir and organ [F] 
 
‘81 
7 Feb  Passion and Resurrection –– Church Opera [F] 
31 Mar  The Tree for Trebles and Organ [NP] 
19 Aug  ‘Whom ye adore…’ for orchestra [F] 
25 Aug  Modernsky Music for The Sheba Sound [F] 
14 Dec  Come for six singers and tape delay system [F] 
27 Dec  Lullaby for the Unsleeping for female voice and pf. [F] 
 
‘82 
21 Jan  Curve with Plateaux for solo cello [F] 
9 April  The Seven for 4-track tape [NP] 
6 Nov.  Bhakti for 15 instruments and quad tape [F] 
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‘83 
13 March The Litany for choir [NP] 
22 Aug  Nataraja for flute (doubling piccolo) and piano [F] 
12 Sept  Easter Orisons for chamber orchestra [F] 
8 Dec.  The Path of Devotion for choir and small orchestra [F] 
10 Dec. Flight-Elegy for violin and piano [F] 
 
‘84 
6 May  The Name of the Game for piano [F] 
17 May  Come, Holy Ghost for choir [F] 
24 June  Gong-Ring for 4 percussion, celesta, harp, piano and 15 singers [F] 
8 July  Nachtlied for soprano, piano and tape [F] 
7 Aug  The Winchester Litany [NP] 
19 Dec  ...ricercare una melodia for trumpet and tape delay system [F] 
 
‘85 
St. Valentine's Day Song Offerings for soprano and 8 instrumentalists [F] 
 
‘86 
13 Apr  Madonna of Winter and Spring for orchestra, 2 synthesizers and electronics [F] 
26 Apr  God is our Refuge SATB + organ [F] 
2 June  Forms of Emptiness for a capella mixed choir [F] 
24 Sept. Lightness and Weight for Tuba and orchestra [F] 
5 Dec  Ricercare una melodia (2) for flute and tape delay system [F] 
 
‘87 
7 Mar  LAUDS for choir and solo cello [F] 
12 Apr  Tendril for 11 instruments [F] 
16 Apr  Orange-Peal for double-bass and piano [NP] 
April   Music for ‘John Taylor's Britain’ (I Belong, Therefore I am) [NP] 
14 June  ricercare una melodia (3) for oboe and tape-delay system [F] 
7 Oct.  Timepieces for orchestra [F] 
Oct.  ‘The Man on the Hill’ for 5tet and electronics TV scene [NP] 
24 Dec. They Beauty for voice and piano [SV, NP] 
 
‘88 
29 June  From Silence for soprano, six instrumentalists and tape [F] 
30 Oct.  Valley of Aosta for 13 players [F] 
Nov.  Three Sketches for scordatura cello [F] 
 
‘89 
Jan  String Quartet no. 2 [F] 
12 July  Thou Mastering Me God for SATB+organ [F] 
 
‘90 
16 Feb  Ritual Melodies for quadraphonic tape [F] 
27 Feb  Praise ye the lord for SATB + organ [F] 
3 Apr  Cello Concerto [F, rev. 2005] 
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‘91 
24 Feb  Serenade in homage to Mozart for 10 wind [F] 
29 July   Fantasia for organ [F] 
 
‘92 
21 May  Inquest of Love –– opera [F] 
13 July  Lotuses for flute quartet [F] 
27 Aug  Philia's Dream structured improvisation for cello and SY77 synth [NP] 
27 Nov. Scena for violin and ensemble [F] 
21 Dec. Chant for viola solo [F] 
23 Dec  Unending Love for high voice and pf [NP] 
31 Dec  YOU for sop and clar, viola, cello, contrabass [F] 
August  Ricercare una melodia for cello and electronics [F] 
 
‘93 
13 July  Imaginings––9 improvisations for cello and synthesizer (with EMU) [NP] 
July   Chant arranged for cello solo [F] 
22 Dec  The Riot for flute, bass clarinet and piano [F] 
 
‘94 
15 Feb  One Evening... for sop. Mezzo, instruments and electronics [F] 
16 Feb  Pastorale for cello and harp (arr. of I belong : I am) [F] 
21 June  Advaya for cello, electronic keyboard and electronics [F] 
Aug  Tombeau de Messiaen for piano and DAT [F] 
21 Sept  The Angels for a capella choir [F] 
 
‘95 
7 Jan  Soleil Noir / Chitra for 9 players and electronics [F] 
April  Missa Brevis [F] 
April  Dum Transisset sabbatum, motet for a capella choir [F] 
May  Fanfare for Utopia for orchestra [F] 
Oct  String Quartet no. 3 [F] 
Oct  ff for piano [F] 
Dec  Hidden Voice 1 for 13 instruments [F] 
 
‘96 
March  Untitled for two-bowed cello [NP] 
June  ‘How could the soul not take flight’ for double choir [F] 
 
‘97 
Jan  Percussion Concerto [F] 
May  Ashes Dance Back for choir and electronics [F] 
June  Sufi Dance for guitar [F] 
9 Oct  Wheel of Emptiness for 16 players [F] 
22 Oct  Still for tuba and electronics [F] 
12 Nov.  Haiku for piano [F] 
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‘98 
11 Jan  Death of light / Light of death for 5 players [F] 
26 April Calling Across Time for chamber orchestra [F] 
26 Aug  Homage to Cage, à Chopin (und Ligeti ist auch dabei) pf/tape [F] 
Oct  Tranquil Abiding for small orchestra [F] 
 
‘99 
24 Feb  MARAHI for choir [F] 
Mar  Hidden Voice 2 for 12 instruments and CD [F] 
21 June  For Rosa voice and piano [SV, NP] 
21 Sept. White as Jasmine for soprano and orch [F] 
18 Oct  Requiem   Schumann lied ‘arranged’ for ensemble [NP] 
Dec  Célébrons sans cesse-perspective on a Round of Lesser for Piano 5tet [NP] 
 
‘00 
Feb  Vers for piano [F] 
20 May  Mothers Shall Not Cry for singers, orchestra and electronics [F] 
 
‘01 
Feb  Mythic Figures for quad tape [F] 
Apr  sweet/winterhart for violin and choir [F] 
May 21  Bird Concerto with Pianosong for keyboards and chamber orch [F] 
Dec 5  The Summer Cloud’s Awakening for choir, instr. and electr. [F] 
 
‘02 
Feb  Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis –– version for ensemble [F] 
Mar 19  Songs of Li Po [F] 
Aug  CHU for soprano, clar and cello [F] 
Nov. 7  Moving Trees for ensemble [F] 
 
‘03 
Jan 27  Buddhist Song no. 1 [F] 
Feb. 12  String quartet no. 4 with electronics [F] 
Apr 30  Remember, O Lord SATB (divided) [F] 
June 30  Jubilees for viola and 8 instrumentalists [F] 
 
‘04 
Feb 13 (Fri) The Royal Banners Forward Go SATB [F] 
Feb 18  Two Interludes for an Opera for large ensemble and electronics [F] 
Apr  Buddhist Song no. 2 [SV, F] 
12 June  String Trio [F] 
3 July   Climbing Frame for unspecified ensemble (c. 15) [F] 
Sept.  Run Before Lightning for flute and piano [F] 
4 Oct.  Clarinet Trio [F] 
25 Nov. Moving Speeds for unspecified ensemble (c. 15) [F] 
16 Dec  Haiku for Sally [F] 
 
‘05 
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19 July  ... towards a Pure Land for orchestra [F] 
8 Sept.  Stabat Mater (arr. of Palestrina) for choir and electronics [F] 
 
‘06 
9 Feb  At a Cloud Gathering for percussionist and electr. [F] 
30 Apr  N'I A GAIRE QU'AI AUZIT (folksong arr.) [NP] 
24 May  Other Presences for trumpet and electr. [F] 
6 Oct  Wagner Dream [F] 
Nov .St. C's Body Mandala for orchestra [F] 
7 Dec  Songs and Haiku [F] 
20 Dec  Sprechgesang for oboe and ensemble [F] 
 
‘07 
27 Aug  Messages for symphonic chorus and orchestra [F]  
 
‘08 
17 Mar  Speakings for orchestra and electronics [F] 
7 July  Ah! Sun-flower for sop and piano [F] 
7 Aug  Cello Octet [F] 
 
‘09 
Feb  Sringara Chaconne for 15 players [F] 
May  Es Blühn Drei Rosen for male voice consort [F] 
July  Vajra for 10 instr. (revised from Lights 1972) [F] 
Sept  Little Duo for violin and cello [F] 
 
‘10 
Apr  80 Breaths for Tokyo for orchestra [F] 
Apr  RIT for fl, cl, vln, vcl, pf [NP] 
 
‘11 
Jan  Weltethos [F] 
Sept  The Annunciation [F] 
 
‘12 
Feb  Cirrus Light for clarinet [F] 
Mar  Fanfare for choir and distant tpt. [F] 
Oct Plainsong for Peace and Light [F] [written by another hand, undoubtedly because he 

was by this point immobile] 
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